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MASTERFILE 8000
FOR ALL AMSTRAD PCW COMPUTERS

MASTERFILE 8000, the subject of so many
enquiries, is now available.

MASTERFILE 8000 is a totally new database

product. While drawing on the best features of the

CPC versions, it has been designed specifically for

the PCW range. The resulting combination of

control and power is a delight to use.

Other products offer a choice between fast but

limited-capacity RAM files, and large-capacity but

cumbersome fixed-length, direct-access disc files.

MASTERFILE 8000 and the PCW RAM disc

combine to offer high capacity with fast access to

variable-length data. File capacity is limited only

by the size of your RAM disc.

A MASTERFILE hallmark is the provision of

multiple, user-designed display formats. This

flexibility remains, but now it's even easier. With

MASTERFILE 8000 you design your formats

"live"; no more questionnaires, just move your

format effects around the screen using the cursor

keys!

Record updating is even easier than before — just

steer your cursor to any field on the screen and

then insert/erase/alter as required.

Special options are provided for handling dates and

surnames, and column totals can be generated.

All screen work is done graphically — and hence we
offer unique panel, box, and ruled line options.

Choose the line spacing at pixel resolution — you
will be amazed how much clearer 9-pixel lines are

than the usual 8-pixels. (Study the picture.) And
all this faster than CP/M normally lets you paint

the screen! PCW printer functions, under menu
control, are provided.
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Keyed files are maintained automatically in key

sequence, with never any need to sort. You can

have unkeyed files too, where records can be

inserted at any point in the file.

Any file can make RELATIONAL references to up
to EIGHT read-only keyed files, the linkage being

effected purely by the use of matching file and

data names.

You can import/merge ASCII files (e.g. from
MASTERFILE III), or export any data (e.g. to a

word-processor), and merge files. For keyed files

this is a true merge, not just an append operation.

By virtue of export and re-import you can make a

copy of a file in another key sequence. New data

fields can be added at any time.

File searches combine flexibility with speed.

(MASTERFILE 8000 usually waits for you, not

the other way around.) You can even assign subsets

of a file into one or more of seven pigeon-holes for

subsequent reference or further manipulation.
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FIELD-TO-FIELD CALCULATION is available,

using any mixture of terms and arithmetic operators

+ -*/()
MASTERFILE 8000 is totally menu-driven, fully

machine-coded, and comes with example files and

a detailed manual. We claim (modestly) that you
will not find another filing system with such

power, flexibility, and friendliness.

MASTERFILE 8000 costs £49.95 including VAT
and P&P to anywhere in Europe. Elsewhere please

add 20% for air-mail service. ACCESS/VISA/
MASTERCARD orders are welcome, written or

telephoned, quoting card expiry date. Make
cheques payable to "Campbell Systems".

Our normal response is return of post, 1st class.

CAMPBELL SYSTEMS (Dept 8PL

)

7 Station Road, EPPING, Essex CM16 4HA,
England. Tel: (0378) 77762/3
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8000 Plus is an independent publication. The

company who produce it - Future Publishing Ltd-

haveno link with Amstrad pic

We welcome contributions trom readers, but

unlortunalely we cannot enter into personal

correspondence. Please enclose a SAE with

submissions it return ol the material is required.

Payment toi accepted articles is made 4 weeks

after publication date.

We take great care to ensure that what we print is

accurate, but we cannot accept liability tor any

mistakes or misprints. No part ol this publication

may be reproduced in any form without our

permission.
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YOU DIDN'T GET SUMMER BUT YOU STILL GET.

fUM*ER %AIE
CF2 DISCS For use on
6128,8256 & top drive 8512.

Ten pack was £34.50

NOW£20 Code: AAB0012

CF2DD DISCS High capacity

for use on 8512 second drive -

ten pack was £48.50

NOWONLY £30
DISCCASES Individual

plastic cases for CF2 and CF2DD
discs

TOU ONLY£5 Code:AAE0005

RIBBONS High quality film

carbon ribbons forPONprinter

Single Pack £5 code-.Mxooos

Three pack of fabric printer

ribbons for PCWprinter

NOW ONLY £9.99
LABELS 1,000 standard one
wide, white address labels - were
£5.95

NOW ONLY£5
DUSTCOVERS tailored

twin-set to cover

monitor/keyboard and printer -

was £1

1

Now only£8.99 co^mdoooi

LISTINGPAPER 2,000
pack of60gsm plain white listing

paper

ONLY£12 Code AAP0003

STORAGEBOXES
Lockable, anti-static disc storage

boxes will hold up to 60 discs -

was £15.95

NOWONLY£12 a*-,a*™

CLEANING KIT Includes

100ml screen cleaner, 100ml
cleaning fluid, 10 Safe Wipe
cloths, 5 foam swabs for

keyboards, 1 anti-static cloth.

Was £11.50

NOWONLY£6 a*:****,

CP/M Plus Handbook
Published by Heinneman this is

the official Digital Research

reference book for the 6128 &
8256. Was £22.50...

NOWONLY£18 co*-.**™

SOFTWARE
DRDRAW The general

purpose drawing package.
Create and edit quality

presentation charts & diagrams.

Was £49.95

NOWJUST£251 «:««.

CBASICCOMPILER
Well known Digital Research

compiler- was £49.95

A snip at£12.50 code: ask*™

DR GRAPH Business

graphing package which is easy

to use producing a wide range -

pie, bar, stacked, scatter &
combinations, import from
spreadsheets - was £49.95

Nowjust£25 ,Code: ASX0002

PASCALMT+ The best

selling superset of ISO standard

Pascal from Digital Research -

was £34.95

Reduced to £12.50
Code:

Formore great offers
on anysoftware in

'The Source' call Barry
or Tracy on
0488 84969/84696

RwmlxrM pricesihciuck i/4f
Prices are correct at time of printing and although we endeavour to keep all our prices fixed, The Software Mail Order

Group Ltd., does reserve the right to change prices and specifications of the products on offer without prior notice.

XORDER FORM

CODE DESCRIPTION
NO OF
ITEMS

PRICE
PER ITEM VALUE

Payment method (please tick)

Cheque enclosed

Credit card: Access Visa

Sub Total

Please add postage & packaging

charge at the following rates: 1

item £1.50, 2 items £2.50, FREE

P&Pon3 or more items

No

Name.

GRAND TOTAL

. Initials

Expiry date

.

Signature

.

. Cheques and Postal Orders should be made out to: Software Mail Order Croup Ltd., and

sent to PO Box 10, Hungerford, Berks. RC170LT

Please despatch the above items to: FREE Source subscription?
| |

NAME- .INITIALS.

ADDRESS.

TOWN. .COUNTY.

POSTCODE. .TELEPHONE.

J* -
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Ello, ello

This story - which we do promise anything about Money Manager
you is a true phone call received this Plus?"

month - only goes to prove what "Oh, why is that?" (mops brow
evil-doing owning a PCW can with relief.)

inspire. Surely the government ought "Well, we've just picked up a
to ban their sale forthwith? Only the trafficker through custorfis who has

names have changed to protect the all the records of his dealings stored

innocent: as a Money Manager Plus data file

"(Hello, is that 8000 Plus?" on his PCW disc. As we chased him

"Yes." down the corridor, churnrriy pulled

'This is Heathrow airport here. back the metal cover and stuck his

Customs police. Drug squad." fingers on to the disc to make it

"No! 1 didn't do it, and anyway 1 unreadable. So if you can tell us how
was on holiday at the time." to recover the data we'd be terribly

"I'm sorry, Sir? Urn, do you know grateful."

Trouble at t'shops

It seems that there have been some
major distribution problems with the

October issue of 8000 Plus (issue 13),

particularly in the London area. We
apologise if you've had difficulties

getting hold of your copy.

Our distributors tell us that the

whole news trade is currently seizing up

due to the bumper size of Autumn
issues of the various women's mags,

and also to the increasing number of

magazines offering cover gifts. We
suggested that to save space in their

transport vans they just forget to

distribute our various rivals.

In view of the delays, we'll be
holding the closing date for the

Questionnaire prize draw open for

another month. To stakf your claim for

one of three £25 vouchers, return your

form by 26th October.

Meanwhile, if you haven't been able

to get hold of a copy at all, we'll do our

best to supply you with a back copy if

you contact the mail order address

(Somerton) given on the, contents page.

PimM- Mptfe

1o f>£. OK (VoT TO

MacGremlins strike

Do you remember how we said in on the review of last month's

issue 1 2 that our wonderful new DataStore II database from Digita

Macintosh typesetting technology inadvertently gave a value verdict of

would cut down the number of 1 out of 5 - it was meant to be 4 out

printing errors in 8000 Plus? You of 5, as those who read the review

do? Oh dear. would have guessed. Sorry, Digita!

Ahem. Cough. Er, the ratings box

,

GENERATION GAME
Those who have experienced the computer boom for five years or

so may be tempted to feel a familiar dread in the pit of their

collective stomach at the launch of the PCW9512. They know only

too well the process of a wonderful machine being superseded by

the march of events - hardware and software becoming gradually

obsolete as a new generation takes over.

The first thing to say is that the PCW9512 is good news in every

respect for 8256 and 8512 owners. There is no question of the 8000

series machines being phased out. They are essentially identical

inside, so virtually all software that will run on an 8000 will run on a

9512, and vice versa.

This means a bigger software market and manufacturers who

were previously going cold on the PCW showing new interest as

new owners appear. That's got to be good for everyone. The 9512 is

is good for us as a magazine too - new readers mean new ideas, a

new perspective. We'll certainly be running many features to

introduce new PCW owners to the full power of their machines, and

we welcome all 9512 owners.

This month's review lays out the pros and cons of the various

models, and concludes that there are many arguments for buying an

8000 rather than a 9512. Our local branch of Dixons says that on the

dual announcement of the 9512 launch and the £100 cut in the 8000

series, their entire stock of 8000s sold out immediately.

Having said that, the 9512 is a super machine and should

replace the IBM Selectric as standard office issue. Undoubtedly Alan

Sugar has done it again - looked for a market and designed a

machine at the right price.

The only hint of darkness on the horizon is that Amstrad are not

known as a charity. They have axed other ranges of computer in the

past (CPC664 owners nod knowingly) denying vehemently that

anything was going on until the day of the chop. But axing the 8000

series would be a major commercial mistake, and Amstrad don't

make too many of those either.

8000
PLUS
The December
issue of 8000
Plus will be on

sale on

Thursday

November 19th.

It's worth it's wait

in gold.

I 8000 PLUS 5
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I
WORD PROCESSORS |

LOCOMAIL 1 £33.95

LOCOSPELL 1 £33.95

LOCOSCRIPT 2 (NEW) £19.95

LOCOSPELL 2 (NEW) £35.95

LOCOMAIL 2 (NEW) £35.95

MICROWORD/MICROFILE £39.95

NEWWORD 2 £57.95

POCKET PROTEXT £34.95

POCKET WORDSTAR £37.95

POCKET WORDSTAR DELUXE £54.95

PROSPELL £23.95

PROTEXT £57.95

TASMAN TASPELL 8000 £14.95

TASMAN TASPRINT 8000 £12.95

TASMAN TASWORD 8000 £18.95

I
ACCOUNTS I

MAP INTEGRATED SUITE £139.95

MICRO SIMPLEX £89.95

MONEY MANAGER £21 .95

MONEY MANAGER PLUS £33.95

SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS £75.95

SAGE POP. ACCOUNTS PLUS £1 14.95

SAGE ACC. SUPER COMBO £149.95

SAGE POPULAR INVOICING £53.95

SAGE POPULAR PAYROLL £53.95

SAGE STOCK & INVOICING £59.95

SAXON CASHBOOK ACCOUNTS.... £25.95

|
GRAPHICS

|

DR DRAW £44.95

DR GRAPH £44.95

EXBASIC £1 1 .45

FLEET ST. EDITOR PLUS £48.95

GRAPHICS OPERATING SYS £59.95

ELEC. STUDIO FONT LIBRARY £14.45

ELEC. STU. SNIP ART (1-5)/EACH .. £14.95

MICRODRAFT £69.95

NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL £35.95

POLYPLOT £22.95

POLYPRINT £26.95

POLY SERIES (COMPLETE) £49.95

POLY TYPEFACE 2 £1 7.95

POLY TYPEFACE 3 £1 7.95

THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER £24.95

I
DATABASES

|

DBASE II E84.95

CAMBASE £44.95

CARDBOX E49.95

CONDOR 1 ....£75.95

DATABASE MANAGER £28.95

DELTA 1.25 £78.95

FLEXIFILE £45.95

MASTERFILE 8000 £44.95

MICROFILE/MICROWORD £45.95

SAGE RETRIEVE £53.95

|
SPREADSHEETS

|

CRACKER II £38.95

MULTIPLAN .'. £58.95

SCRATCH PAD PLUS £45.95

SUPERCALC II £38.95

|
LANGUAGES

|

ARNOR C £66.85

DR C BASIC COMPILER £44.95

DR PASCAL MT+ £44.95

FTL MODULA-2 £49.95

HISOFTC (WITH EDITOR) £33.95

HISOFT PASCAL 80 £33.95

HISOFT DEVPAC 80 (VER 2) £33.95

NEVADA COBOL £33.95

THE KNIFE £18.95

|
GENERAL & UTILITIES |

AUDIO TUTORIALS £8.95

CAXTON TOUCH & GO £18.95

COMPANION £17.95

IANKEY CRASH TYPING £19.95

IANKEY TWO FINGERS £19.95

LABEL PRINTER £22.95

MASS EASY LABELLER £28.95

PLAN IT £22.95

ROTATE £19.95

SAGE MAGIC FILER £54.95

THE FRENCH MISTRESS £17.95

THE GERMAN MASTER £1 7.95

THE ITALIAN TUTOR £17.95

THE SPANISH TUTOR £17.95

THE WELSH TUTOR £1 7.95

9512 GOOD REASONS WHY NABITCHI WILL
ALWAYS STOCK PCW'S!

COMPUTERS

FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY:-

PCW 8256 COMPUTER...(299.00) . £343.85

PCW 851 2 COMPUTER...(399.00) . £458.85

PCW 9512 COMPUTER...(499.00) . £573.85

UPGRADES

PCW8256 MEMORY UPGRADE £22.00

PCW8256 B DISK DRIVE (FD2) £130.00

PCW9512 B DISK DRIVE (FD4) P.O.A

PCW8256 MEMORY & DRIVE £150.00

|
COMPUTER CARE

I

PCW8256/8512 PAPER GUIDE £12.85

8256/8512/9512 SCREEN FILTER... £17.85

CPS8256 (RS232 INTERFACE) £54.95

PCW8256/8512 DUST COVER SET...E7.95

PCW 9512 DUST COVER SET E8.95

|
CF2 3" DISKS ONLY £2.75 |

|
COMPUTER RODENTS

I

AMX MOUSE £73.95

ELEC. STUDIO LIGHT PEN * £69.95

ELEC. STUDIO MOUSE * £89.95
* WITH NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL
ELEC. STUDIO VIDEO DIGITIZER.... £99.95

GRAFPAD 2 £130.00

KEMPSTON MOUSE £65.95

KEMPSTON MOUSE/FLEET ST £1 15.95

KEMPSTON M/WRITE HAND MAN.. £85.95

PCW8000S PRINTER EXTN LEAD ... £1 8.40

| PCW PHONE HOME |

AMSTRAD MODEM V21 A/23 £89.95

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/V23 £195.00

SAGE CHIT CHAT WITH VIEWDATA OR E-

MAIL INCLUDES MODEM £184.95

AS ABOVE ALL/SOFTWARE £215.95

I
PRINTER RIBBONS

I

MINIMUM ORDER TWO RIBBONS:-
PCW8256/8512 SEIKOSHA RIBBON. £4.75

PCW8256/851 2 MULTI-STRIKE £6.75

PCW9512 (BLACK) £3.85

AMSTRAD DMP 2000/3000 £5.75

AMSTRAD DMP 4000 £7.75

PRINTERS

FREE SECURICOR DEUVERY:-
AMSTRAD DMP 2000...(1 35.00) ....£155.25

AMSTRAD DMP 3160...(178.00) ....£204.70

AMSTRAD DMP 4000.. .(31 5.00) .... £362.25

AMSTRAD NLQ 3500....(349.00)....£401.35

| PCW 951 2 DAISY WHEELS
|

COURIER 10 £5.80

PRESTIGE PICA 10 £5.80

RECTA 10 £5.80

ORATORIO £5.80

LETTER GOTHIC 10/12 £5.80

PRESTIGE ELITE 12 £5.80

SCRIPT 12 £5.80

MINI GOTHIC 12 £5.80

I
NABITCHI SOFTWARE I

E3

I THE PAPER WHITE
SCREEN REDUCES EYE
STRAIN AND GIVES FAR
CLEARER DISPLAY

£. LARGE 512K RAM
FITTED AS STANDARD
GIVING FAST PROGRAM

EXECUTION

O CONTROL OVER
THE CONTRAST AND
BRIGHTNESS UNLIKE

PCW8256

NABITCHI STOCK
THE FULL RANGE
OF GENUINE

AMSTRAD PCW951

2

PRINTER
DAISYWHEELS

LARGE 780K "A
1 DISC

DRIVE NOW MEANS
SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS
CAN WRITE EVEN MORE
POWERFULL PROGRAMS

PROFFESIONAL FULL
SIZED KEYBOARD MEANS
NO MORE MISS-TYPING

H BUILT IN CENTRONICS
INTERFACE FOR CONNECTION TO

OTHER PRINTERS LIKE THE
DMP3000 OR DMP4000

8 FAST DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MEANS HIGH
LETTER QUALITY PRINT FINISH.

NOTE: THE DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MEANS YOU
GET THE COMPUTER FOR FREE! NOT

FORGETTING THE FREE TRACTOR FEED UNIT
FOR CONTINUOUS PAPER

EVERYTHING THE 8256 SHOULD HAVE BEEN!

Nabitchi have always been known as

THE PCW people. We intend to

uphold this tradition for many years to

come. The launch of the PCW9512
has again assured us all that the PCW
tradition will live on. Once again

Amstrad have given us a machine that

caters for all tastes. It has a vast range
of business software from accounts to

desktop publishing. It has a full 512K
RAM to accomodate the most ad-

vanced programs of the future. The 3"

780K disc drive gives vast data
storage on the most reliable form of

magnetic media. The full size profes-

sional keyboard means that typing is

made easy. The 15 inch daisy wheel

printer gives perfect letter quality on

page sizes up to A3, there is no longer

a limit to the number of fonts, simply

change the daisy wheel. The ever

popular Locoscript 2 with spell check-

er and mail merge means that even our

managing director David Rathbone
can now write a letter. The paper white

screen gives far clearer characters and
thus reduces eye strain with contrast

and brightness controls to adjust the

display to your personal requirements.

Nabitchi computing are the biggest

PCW company and we intend to stay

that way.

OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOMED FROM PLC'S, GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTAB-
LISHMENTS. EXPORT CUSTOMERS SUPPLIED TAX FREE - ASK FOR GILL ROBINSON.

POWERFUL SOFTWARE AT BUDGET
PRICES

EXBASIC £1 1 .45

MALLARD BASIC CAN HAVE GRAPHICS
WITHOUT THE PAIN

A.P.C. SEPTEMBER 1986

rrsBASic vol. 1 £7.95

PIRATES TREASURE FIVE STAR VALUE
VERDICT

8000 PLUS FEBRUARY 1987

irSBASIC VOL.2 £7.95

A WORTHWHILE BUY VERY GOOD
VALUE FOR MONEY

YOUR AMSTRAD PCW OCTOBER 1987

SEE US AT THE 8th OFFICIAL AMSTRAD
COMPUTER SHOW
STAND No. F1-F3

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT POSTAGE FREE TO MAIN LAND UK

tfABljCfll

INSTANT CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

MERSEYSIDE INNOVATION CENTRE
131 MOUNT PLEASANT
LIVERPOOL L3 5TF

TEL. 051-708-8775/051-708-0123
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO NABITCHI COMPUTING- ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS WELCOME.



NEWS PLUS

PCW SHOW COMES TO TOWN
The year's biggest computer
show, the PCW show, took place

at Olympia in Kensington from
23rd-27th September.

Despite its name the PCW
Show doesn't revolve around the

old Amstrad PCW. The PCW in the

show's name stands for Personal

Computer World and it was mainly

the delights of computers like Atari

STs, Commodore Amigas and even

Amstrad PCs that made the

computer buffs throng to the

Olympia last month.

The big Amstrad news was, of

course, the official announcement
of the PCW9512. However, since it

had been launched in the US in

July the buzz of excitement was not

as great as at previous Amstrad

launches.

The only new news was official

confirmation of the 951 2's price -

as widely predicted it will retail for

£499+VAT - and the £100 price cut

on the 8000 series machines. In

theory there is an option on the

951 2 to buy a dual floppy disc drive

version, but there were no dual

drive machines on the Amstrad

stand nor was a price disclosed. It

looks as though the second drive

units will be sold separately for

dealers or owners to install

themselves, much as you can now
upgrade an 8256 to an 8512

specification.

trad LQ 3500 24 pin printer

What was confirmed is the fact

that Amstrad are chasing the

business market with the new
machine. Speaking of the old 8000
series machines Amstrad Group
Sales and Marketing Director

Malcolm Miller said "..they will

continue to sell, but not to the

professional market of lawyers,

accountants and all those

thousands of businesses which

need real letter quality word

processing. Now we have brought

to that sector of the market an

inexpensive dedicated word

processor giving them perfect

results and ease of use."

The other announcement of

interest from the Amstrad stand

was the launch of the new LQ 3500
24-pin high speed letter quality dot

matrix printer

costing

E349+VAT. This,

they claim, will

print at up to 160

characters per

second and up

to 54 cps for

letter quality.

This is more
aimed at the PC
market but of

course new
9512 owners

who will want to

print out

graphics might

be interested

and the company point

out that it can be used

with the 8000 series

using a CPS 8256

parallel interface.

Whether the idea of

using a printer that

could have cost more
than the word-

processor appeals is

debatable.

However sensible

announcements about

new sensible business

machines are not really

liable to make much of

an impression on a show that

seems dedicated to giving

teenagers new and more
demanding ways of saving

'civilisation as we know it' in full

colour graphics. There were one or

two little pockets of sanity like the

Atari and Commodore 'villages' but

as companies involved in the PCW
market did not fit into these groups

they had to do business to the

sound of screaming aliens being

blasted to oblivion.

On top of the world
After finding out what your

computer can do, it is

obviously time for the PCW to

get its own back. London

based lansyst Ltd (01 607

5844) used the show to

introduce PEP (Personal

Excellence Package for Peak
Mental Performance) a £19.95

program to help you find out

about yourself.

It answers questions like

what time of the day are you

most alert and when do you

make your best decisions

(pretty easy in the case of the

8000 editorial team - any time

after 6 pm). It also tells you if

you think numerically, verbally

or visually, what you can hold

in short term memory and

whether you are affected by

caffeine or alcohol.

The Gnome Ranger
Oddest introduction at the show
was Ingrid Bottomlow (Lady Gnome
to her friends) who it was claimed

has become managing director of

games house Level 9. The CV with

the press release shows that she is

something over 920 years old, is

unmarried and has a MA (Hons)

from the Institute of Gnome
Economics.

When interviewed on their stand

at the PCW show Lady Gnome
admitted in a flat, wooden voice

that this was all a publicity stunt to

launch the company's new game
Gnome Ranger due out soon for

the PCW.
Level 9 (0344 487597) has

produced 15 adventure games over

the last few years including a

number for the PCW all sold

through Rainbird including Jewels

of Darkness and Silicon Dreams.

Gnome Ranger is the first

program Level 9 have attempted to

market on their own. As the picture

shows Lady Gnome may not be

very big but she is definitely the

best looking out of the Level 9

management team.

The trouble with leads.

.

Kador have launched a 'data switch

box' to allow the transfer of data

from the PCW to two outlets such

as printers, modems or other

computers. In effect this is a routing

device to allow several different

peripherals to plug into your

serial/parallel interface unit, and

you can choose which one is active

at any time at the flick of a switch.

This all saves wear and tear as you

endlessly plug and unplug leads.

It can be used for both serial or

parallel connections and sells for

£26.95. Ribbon cables are also

available for £5.75. Kador have

even come up with a special PCW
user kit with a three socket switch

box and the cables needed for only

£29.95.

Kador also pose the enigmatic

question, "Does your printer sound

like a bee in heat?". This query

introduces the news of their

acoustic box/printer stand

imaginatively named Peace 'n'

Quiet'.

This, it is claimed, both lowers

the level of the printer noise below

the EEC recommended level and

raises the unit seven centimetres

above the level of your desk giving

you an invaluable space to store

continuous paper, discs or other

whatnots.

The black painted box has a

see-through lid so you can see

when the paper decides to go into

automatic origami mode and there

are paper slots for single and

continuous sheets with a handy

acoustic foam pad to stuff in the

slot you are not using. It comes in a

self-assembly kit for only £39.95.

For details on either product

phone 0784 252662.
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Database Software have hit a

problem with their new Master

Scan scanner. The scanner is a

clever little gizmo that fits neatly

on to the print head and

scans' a page of graphics or

text reading it into a file in the

computer. However, it

transpires that it will not fit on

the printer head of most

PCWs bought this year.

Master Scan was
designed to fit the old

aluminium print head that

was on the original PCW
printer. It will not fit on to the

MasterScan blunder

C model plastic print heads (the

ones used for Amstrad DMP 2000

and 3000 printers) that have been

standard with the PCW for some

The old and new style PCW printer heads. Master Scan

works fine with the old one (left), but if yours looks like the new

one (right) check with Database before ordering.

six to nine months now.

Database state they have

things in hand and at the time of

going to press the company said

that they were getting a

moulding made that will fit on

to the new plastic head and

which in turn will take the

Master Scan fitment in a sort

of piggyback arrangement.

This they state will be

issued as standard with

Master Scan allowing it to be

used with any PCW. Master

Scan costs £69.95. For

details phone 061 -480 0171.

9512 First

The prize for the first company to

launch a special version of their

product for the new PCW951 2 goes

to Thurston Brown Associates who
have announced that they will

produce a new TempDisc to make
use of the daisy wheel printer with

its wider carriage. TempDisc is a

disc of special effects

TEMPLATE.STD files that you can

use with LocoScript - ring 0395

277496 for more info.

The launch of the 9512 must be

a boon to all the add-on

manufacturers out there - we look

forward eagerly to new versions of

all the carrying cases, dust covers,

keyboard protectors etc. etc.

Unfortunately it probably isn't such

good news to the ribbon re-inking

trade (re-inking carbon film ribbons

is a bit tricky.)

Printing by the Hour
The days of the old characters-per-

second standard to describe the

speed of a printer may be

numbered as nine top European

printer manufacturers have decided

to change the standard to Pages

per Hour. This is thought to give a

much more accurate assessment of

the speed as it takes in details like

time for the page feed and carriage

return mechanisms

So now look out for pph instead

of cps. There is no straight

conversion factor from cps to pph

because it depends on the printer,

but a printer rated at 1 50 cps was
rated at 237 pph, and 480 cps

worked out to 466 pph. We couldn't

find a pph figure for the humble

PCW 20-cps printer.

Blessed are the Meek
The British Council of Churches

have published a survey on

computing for churches with the

aim of recommending a suitable

system for ministries. The PCW
doesn't come out too well, since the

Council members seem taken with

the (vastly inferior) charms of the

various IBM-compatible PCs.

The 8000 Plus postbag each

month shows a very healthy

sprinkling of Revs in our

readership, so we suggest that the

Council's advice may be falling on

deaf ears.

The booklet 'A Survey and

Analysis of the Effective Use of

Computers in the Church' attempts

to create a standard for personal

computers in church work. It warns

that anyone with a PCW will not be

able to take advantage of the

benefits of the standardisation.

9512 daisywheel suppliers appointed
Sternstat of Perivale (01-991 1112) have been appointed sole

distributors for what they playfully call "specific Amstrad original

consumables" for the new 9512. This means they will supply dealers

with the new multi-strike AP620 ribbon (claimed to give 150,000

character strikes) and the eight interchangeable print wheels which will

give the new machine a wide variety of type styles.

jf^^'

The report also makes certain

assessments of the size of the

computer population in churches

today suggesting that probably

more than 2500 computers are in

use at present.

If you would like to see a copy

of the report, it costs £4.50

from The British Council of

Churches, 2 Eaton Gate, London

SW1W9BL (01-730 9611).

Hold the front page
AMS aim to have the last word in

the PCW desk top publishing

market with the launch of their Stop

Press package, designed by

Tecnation. Stop Press acts as both

a desk-top publishing program

taking LocoScript documents direct

and a stand-alone graphics

package. The EasiGraph utility

provides handy facilities for drawing

graphs.

The program is not just tied into

the production of 'news-sheets'

being able to produce fly-posters

and professional looking reports for

all purposes.

The program is already well

known to CPC and BBC users

(15,00 copies have been sold) but,

they humbly suggest, the new PCW
version is reckoned to be the best

yet. Stop Press sells for £49.99

from AMS (0925 413501), '

fw
DKTronics to Ram
Ram Electronics are introducing

themselves to PCW owners

following their acquisition of all

rights to manufacture and sell

DKTronics branded products. This

has given Ram a major interest in

the PCW market with a sound

controller and a real time clock to

add to their RS 232 interface which

was until now their only product for

the PCW.
It is not likely that there will be

any changes to the prices and

range of DKTronics products until

the turn of the year but Ram have

stated that now they have a toe-

hold they intend taking more

interest in this lucrative market.

Phone 0252 850085.

The hard case
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It may not really make it a

portable computer but HiTech

Cases Ltd of Newcastle, Staffs

have just launched a lightweight

aluminium case to transport your

precious PCW 8256/8512 in. The

rigid £99.95 case will protect your

machine from knocks and the

locking clasps will give some
security against theft. It has a

padded interior and an adjustable

divider to hold everything in place.

As an introductory offer they

are offering a free PCW printer

stand (for 8000 series machines).

For details phone 0782 71 1 064.

Or if you only want to shift

your PCW a short distance why
not try MEAC Designs

Transportation Handle? This fits

into the various holes that pit the

top surface of the 8000 series

machines without, according to

the makers, any "screwing or

gluing". Then just pick up your

PCW and walk. It costs £19.95

and is available from MEAC
Design, 0252 879005.



FLOPPY
DISCOUNTS

If you're used to floppy discs with stiff prices, we have good news. Amstrad now sell 3"

compact floppy discs for «£2 .99.

They're suitable for the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256, PCW 8512 and the new PCW 9512
and all other computers that have 3" disc drives.

Each disc carries up to 360K ofdata (on the 8512 and the 9512 this doubles to 720K)

.

Available through: ADL, Allders, Comet, Currys, Dixons, Eltec, Farnell, First Software, Laskys,

John Lewis, Lightning, Norbain, Office International, O.S.T.A., Ryman, Northamber, P&P, Sandhurst,
Wildings, and Hugh SymonS. Price correct at 1.9.87 but may change without notice.

J
Amstrad pic. PO Box 462.

Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF.

Telephone: (0277) 262326.



MUSIC

Ludwig van PCW
Michael Law investigates ways to connect your

(PCW) to a keyboard

keyboard

(musical)

The PCW started life as word processor; then

other business software started to appear -

accounts, databases and spreadsheets; software

houses began to see is entertainment potential

and brought out a variety of games for the trusty

machine. Now, taking the PCW one stage further,

DHCP's new MIDI software has brought the power

of musical composition to the green screen.

If
you already own a synthesizer, or other keyboard of the

musical variety, you will know that they usually have the

capability to connect up to other similar instruments for

remote control. Computers which have a so-called 'MIDI'

interface can also talk to these instruments.

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface and

is the standard way that most modern electronic musical

instruments communicate with each other. It was

originally used to connect two or more keyboard

instruments together to produce more complex sound

'textures'; however manufacturers were not slow to

realise that there were many other applications that

MIDI could be put to.

The first non-keyboard MIDI devices were sequencers,

essentially dedicated computers for storing and replaying

MIDI note values. The sequencer records the note values

sent to it via the MIDI, together with information controlling

pitch bend, velocity sensitivity (how hard you hit the key for

touch sensitive keyboards) and voice change. The

information is recorded and can be sent back on any one of

16 separate MIDI channels, allowing you to control up to 16

synthesizers or other devices.

Over the past few years there has been an enormous

increase in the variety of devices to control or be controlled

by MIDI including effects units, mixers, and innumerable rack

mounted (keyboardless) synthesizer and sampler

expanders. You can play these from keyboards, drum pads,

guitars, and various wind instrument (ie. saxophone or

trumpet) units.

MIDI Modes
MIDI has four separate modes of operation

that it uses to address instruments they are:

Mode /.Omni on, Poly. Voice messages are

recognised on all channels and play all voices

polyphonically (ie. more than one note at a

time)

Mode 2: Omni on, Mono. Voice messages are

recognised on all channels, but only

monophonically (ie. one note at a time)

Mode 3: Omni off, Poly. Voices are transmitted

polyphonically only to instruments on a

specifically assigned MIDI channel (1-16)

Mode 4: Omni off, Mono. This mode is used for

specific voice assignments to a multi-timbral

synthesizer (ie. a synthesizer capable of

producing several different voices at a time).

Each voice is assigned its own MIDI

channel. Instruments capable of supporting

this mode are the most useful for inexpensive

multi-channel sequencing. Synthesizers with

Mode 4 will normally support Modes 1 and 3

as well.

On an Increasing number of current

synthesizers there is a new version called

Omni off, Multi, which performs in the same

way, but polyphonically.
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This means that with the use of sampling technology, a

drummer can play bass, a sax player keyboards, a guitarist

drums, a bass player percussion, and a keyboard player

guitar, all without changing from their normal instrument. It

also means that it is possible for solo artists to perform live

and reproduce album tracks without backing tapes, extra

musicians, or having to grow several extra arms.

What is a synthesizer anyway?
In essence a synthesizer is a device for creating sound

electronically that allows you to shape pitch, tone and

amplitude. There are two basic types of synthesizer,

Analogue and Digital.

Analogue synthesizers work under voltage control, using

an oscillator as the basic sound source. Digital synthesizers

use digitally stored waveforms which are combined and

manipulated within the digital domain to produce sound.

Analogue synthesizers produce the classic synthesizer

effects heard on 1970s/early 80s albums by Jean-Michel

Jarre, Tangerine Dream and so on.

Digital synthesizers are capable of producing much

'cleaner' and more realistic representations of acoustic

instruments, as well as some weird sounds of their own (if

you're not careful!) Samplers are synthesizers which are

able to digitally record and play back sounds. Samplers are

mostly used to record specific instruments that are difficult to

synthesize, such as the human voice. However with many

current samplers it is possible to sample whole sections of a

piece of music and use them in your own composition. Some

people, such as the JAMs (Justified Ancients of Mu Mu!)

have created entire pieces of music from samples of other

people's records.



The copyright and moral problems caused by this sort of use

are currently a very controversial area. Some artists, such as

Frank Zappa are going as far as copyrighting individual

sounds!

Most Hip-Hop and Rap records use extensive sampling,

and nearly every Top 50 record seems to have a sampler on

it somewhere. Some 12 inch remixes are entirely created by

sampling.

Recently the micro-computer has become increasingly

popular for MIDI sequencing. Unlike dedicated hardware

sequencers, it is easier to edit and manipulate the

sequencer data. It is unusual to go into any studio today that

does not have at least a basic Micro sequencing package
available.

Originally most Micro MIDI sequencers systems were
designed for Apple II and Commodore 64 computers, but

with the advent of inexpensive '16 bit' computers such as the

Atari ST and Apple Mac it is more common to see them in

action; there are some extremely powerful packages
available for them.

On more expensive sequencer packages, and on

dedicated hardware sequencers there are features like

'Quantisation' which will attempt to assign what you have
played to a specified note value, sometimes with very

curious results.

You can also record in 'Step Time' which involves

choosing a note length, and playing the notes in any speed
you like. However sloppily you play in, the notes come out in

the exact time you specified. If you are not careful with this

method everything comes out sounding very robotic.

On more sophisticated computer sequencing systems it

is possible to show the events on screen and edit from the

computer keyboard, allowing very precise control.
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synthesizer

8 and 12 Track MIDI Sequencers .

£45(8 Track); £60(12 Track); Interface

£79.95 • DHCP • 0440 61207

So what does the DHCP sequencer on your humble PCW
offer? Can it rival the multi-million pound studio setups?

It is essentially an entry level package. You will need to

buy the interface unit which is the basic hardware required,

and then pick one of the two software options depending on

whether the instrument you are connecting to can handle

more than 8 tracks or not. At £1 39.95 for the 1 2 track

(including interface), it is well below the £250-or-more 16

track packages for the Atari (which already has the MIDI

interface hardware built in), and cannot be expected to offer

the same performance features.

The interface plugs into the expansion port of the PCW.
The current model is a sturdy metal box, that can easily be

persuaded to fall off under its own weight. This can be got

round with a couple of sticky fixers, not an entirely

satisfactory solution, but DHCP tell us that they are

designing a smaller and lighter interface. Make sure it is

secure, as constantly changing leads could well cause

problems.

MUSIC

Help for lost

souls
Roland produce a 1 5 page

booklet called 'Guidebook For

Midi' with a reasonably simple

explanation. It is supplied with all

Roland MIDI equipment. It you

would like to have a copy send

an 18p stamp to USS, PO Box

37b, East Motesey, Sumy KT8

9JB (Tel. 01 -577-581 8). USS also

have a very large catalogue of

books on electronic music, so ask

for a list.

Which synthesizer?
So, here you are sitting with your PCW and

your sequencer, what are you going to plug

into it to make the noise? Some PCW owners

will already have a MIDI keyboard, but for the

rest a few recommendations might be useful.

The most cost-effective starter keyboard is

Casio's excellent multi-timbral CZ101 (or if you

want a full size keyboard, the CZ1000), which

supports Omni Off/Mono mode (see box)

allowing you to sequence up to four different

monophonlc voices simultaneously. This

instrument Is available from £225, and is

capable of producing some very good sounds.

Even though it's cheap, many professionals

use them, for Instance Erasure use a rack of

eight in the studio.

There are also a few inexpensive rack

mounted (keyboardless) synthesizer

expanders which support Omni Off/Mono.

Yamaha produce the FB-01 (£299) and TX81-Z

(£399), the essential difference between them

being that it is possible to program the sounds

directly on the TX81-Z, whereas the FB-01 can

only be programmed with a computer.

Roland have just bought out the MT32

(£450) expander which not only is multi-

timbral programmable synthesizer, but has

drum/percussion sounds as well. You need a

keyboard to program the DHCP sequencer, so

it is necessary to add the cost of something

like a Cheeta MK5 (£99 from Boots) if you are

buying an expander.

If you have a larger budget, the new Korg

DS8 (£999) is a versatile digital synthesizer

with Omni off/Mono for up to eight voices, and

is capable of excellent performance.

The Ensoniq ESQ1 (£1200) is superb,

giving you Omni Off/Multi mode, allowing up

to eight polyphonic voices. The Ensoniq has a

'dynamic note allocation' feature which allows

the available voices to be shared between the

channels, squeezing much more performance

out of the instrument. The keyboard version

has a built in 8 track sequencer, but it is

available as a rack mounted module, the

ESQM (£850), without the sequencer.

Incidentally, all of the above synthesizers

are digital. Of course you can use any MIDI

instrument or controller with the DHCP
sequencer, although all the above are versatile

and cost effective.

"—J
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p&h electronics Ltd
5 THE PARADE • YATELEY

HAMPSHIRE
TEL: 0252 877222 0252 878107

AMSTRAD SYSTEMS DISCOUNT WITH SERVICE

PCW8256
PCW 8512
PCW9512
1512SDMM
1512SDCM
1512DDMM
1512 DD CM

1640SDMD
1640 DDMD
1640 HDMD
1640 SD CD
1640DDCD
1640 HD CD

29000
38500
470DO
38500
52000
48000
61500

47500
56000
84000
61500
70000
98000

4350 333.50 1640 ECD 750O0 11250 862.50

442.75 1640DDECD 83000 12450 954.50

7050 540.50 1640 HD ECD 112000 16800 1288.00

5775 442.75
598.00 DMP3015 17393 2607 200.00

7200 552.00 LQ3500 30435 4565 350.00

9225 70725
CPC464M 16957 2543 195.00

7125 54625 CPC464C 252.17 3783 290.00

8400 644.00 CPC6128M 252.17 3783 290.00

12600 966.00 CPC6128C 339.13 5087 390.00

9225 70725
805 00 SPC 128+2 11739 1761 135.00

14700 112700 SPC 128+3 16696 2504 192.00

BOOKS FOR PCW
Advanced Amstrad Basic (Locom)
Amstrad 8256/8512 More Wordprocessing

Amstrad CP/M Plus
Amstrad Comms/CPC/PCW Ranges
Amstrad Companion (Mallard)

Amstrad Word Processing/PCW 8256
An Introduction CP/M Plus on Amstrads
Get Started Amstrad PCW 8256/8512
Introducing Amstrad CP/A Ass Lang
Mastering Amstrad PCW 8256/8512
Practical Reference Guide/W-Pro. Amstrad 8256
Practical Amstrad Word Processing
Practical Logo on the Amstrad
Program Your PCWI (Mallard)

Soft 971 -OP Program Guide (Dig Res)

User Guide to Amstrad PCW 8256/8512
Using the PCW 8256
Word Processing Amstrad 8256 (Macillan)

Advanced Amstrad Basic
Amstrad Communications CPC/PCW
Amstrad Companion
Amstrad PCW8256/8512 More than
Programming the PCWI
Step by Step Guide to Locoscript

Basic 2 User Guide
Locomotive Basic 2 for PCW
Operating Amstrad CPM 2.2
Clarity Guides Amstrad PCW
Program your PCW (Mallard) 2nd Editor

Programming the 280
Z80 Reference Guide
Z80 Applications

Z80 Assembly Lang. Subroutines

Z80 Assembly Lang. Programming
1 5 Hour Wordprocessing on the AMS
Get Started Basic + Logo PCW
Hitchhikers Guide Arlrficial intelligence AMS
Pocket Wordstar PCW
Using Amstrad CP/M Business software

Using Databases on the Amstrad PCW
Word Processing on the Amstrad 8256 (Glentop)

LEISURE FOR YOUR PCW

Batman
Cyruss Chess II

Lord of the Rings
Fairlight

Bridge Player

Leather Goddesses
Zorkl
Enchanter
Witness
Ballyhoo
Planetfall

Hitchhikers Guide
Cutthroats
French Mistress (Tutorial)

Sorcerer

The Living Daylights

Steve Davis Snooker
Guild of Thieves
Blackstar

Bounder

E12.95
£9.95

£12.95
£8.95
£7.95
£8.95
£7.95
£7.95
£9.95
£8.95
£5.95
£7.95
£6.95
£6.95

£25.00
£10.95
£9.95
£6.95

£12.95
£8.95
£7.95
£9.95
£6.95
£4.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£6.95
£7.95

£19.95
£12.95
£15.95
£19.95
£19.95
£4.95
£5.95
£6.95
£7.50
£8.95
£8.95
£6.95

£13.00
£14.00
£18.00
£13.00
£18.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£18.00
£22.00
£15.00
£13.50
£22.00
£13.50
£12.50

Spanish Tutor (Tutorial) £18.00

3D Clock Chess £18.00

Strike Force Harrier £18.00

Scrabble £17.00

Hobbit £20.00

Heroes of Khan £14.00

Colossus 4 Chess £17.00

Trivial Pursuit £1900
Silicon Dream £18.00

Leader Board (3D Golf) £1800
PSI-5 Trading Company (Space Adventure) £18.00

Head Over Heels £13.00

The Fourth Protocol £14.00

Moonmist £20.00

Starglider £20.00

Brian C loughs Football Games £20.00

Classic Collection (3 Games) £13.00

Tau Ceti £18.00

PRINTER SPECIALS

Amstrad DMP3015
Amstrad LQ3500
Panasonic KXP1 081

Panasonic KXP1082
Epson LXBOO
Cannon PW1080A
Tally MT80 PC+
Juki 6000 Daisywheel

Juki 6100 Daisywheel

ACCESSORIES UPGRADES

Copy Holder Thingy (fits to monitor)

2000 Sheets Listing Paper (P&P £3)

4000 Labels (1 across)

8000 Labels (2 across)

Disc Storage Box (holds 30)

Disc Storage Box (holds 70)

Mouse Mat by AM

X

Electric Studio Lightpen

Electric Studio Mouse
Electric Studio Digitiser

Joystick Controller

FD2 Second Disc drive

FD2 and Memory Upgrade

8256 memory Upgrade

RS232/Centronics Upgrade

V21/23 Amstrad Modem
2 PCW printer Ribbons

Cover set (3 piece)

Printer Lead Extension

Blank 3 inch Discs (10)

Blank 3 inch Discs DD for 2nd Drive

Antiglare Screen

Parallel Printer Lead

AMX Mouse MKIIl with Desktop

AMX Mouse MKIIl with Stop Press

£200.00

£350.00

£180.00

£250.00

£275.00

£270.00

£200.00

£200.00
£360.00

£6.00

£14.00

£17.00

£30.00

£12.00

£15.00

£5.00

£64.00

£114.00

£92.00

£22.50

£14900
£170.00

£25.00

£57.00

£95.00

£9X10

£10.00

£12.00

£30.00

£50.00

£24.00

£12.00

£73.00

£8200

22/24 GUILDFORD ROAD
BAGSHOT • SURREY

TEL:BAGSHOT 0276 74533

AM4SJCT_3M3j|

AMSTRAD
MICRO CENTRES

TELEPHONE OR VISIT
FAST PHONE SERVICE-48 HOUR DESPATCH ON ITEMS IN

STOCK SUPPLIERS TO SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL

AUTHORITIES

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.EXC.PC/PCW

\PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE/

PCW SOFTWARE

SAGE
Popular Accounts £76.00

Popular Accounts Plus £115.00

Popular Invoicing £55.00

Popular Payroll £55.00

Popular Combo Pack £115.00

Super Combo Pack £150.00

Super Combo Pack £150.00

Data Base £55.00

Magic Filer £55.00

Retrieve £54.00

Chit Chat "Mail- £55.00

Chit Chat View Data £55.00

Chit Chat Combo £76.00

Chit Chat with Modem £185.00

Combo with Modem £225.00

DIGITAL RESEARCH
DR Draw £45.00

DR Graph £45.00

Pascal/MT+ £45.00

CBasic Compiler £45.00

CAXTON SOFTWARE
Cardbox £50.00

Brainstorm £39.00

Scratchpad Plus £50.00

Touch 'N' Go £20.00

Smart Key £39.00

Condon £85.00

Time Keeper £45.00

CAMSOFT ACCOUNTS
Cambase Database £45.00

Payroll £45.00

Stock/lnvoice/Sales— Integrated £85.00

Sales/Purchase/Nominal— Integrated £85.00

Stock/lnvoice/Sales/Purchase/Nominal £135.00

Above modules stand alone each £45.00

OTHERS
Superclac 2 £40.00

dBase 2 £89.00

Daybook £47.00

Realtime Audio Tutor £9.50

Prospell (spelling checker) £24.00

Dataflow/M airflow III (mailmerge locoscript) £47.00

Pocket Wordstar Delux (with Spellstar) £55.00

Rotate (Print Utility) £20.00

Tasword 8000 £19.50

Tasprint 8000 £12.50

Taspell 8000 £14.50

Protext £75.00

Cracker 2 PCW Spreadsheet £46.00

Micro collection Card File Database £46.00

CSTAM PCW to PC File Transfer £46.00

Neword £59.00

Locoscript 2 £18.50

Amor 'C Programming Language £46.00

Hisoft 'C Programming Language £37.50

Hisoft Pascal £37.50

Fleet Street Editor Plus £60.00

Fonts and Graphics PCW £18.00

AMX Stop Press £46.00

MAIL ORDER COUPON
P&H ELECTRONICS LIMITED

22/24 GUILDFORD ROAD BAGSHOT SURREY GU19 5JN

Please send me: (or order by letter)

1 at £ p&p
2 at £ p&p
3 at£ p&p

Access/BwctaycardA/isa Orders welcome

Credit facilities Instant credit up to £1 ,000. deposit 10%— Visitor only

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO:

P&H ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Or quote your Card Number and Expiry Date please UK CARRIAGE COSTS
—SOFTWARE & BOOKS FREE —SYSTEMS. PRINTERS— £7.00, ACCESSORIES— £2.00 OVERSEAS ORDERS

Q
-OVER £15.00 SENT VAT FREE INCLUDING BFPO ORDERS SENT AT UK RATES. Pleasemake all payments

in Sterling. Carriage— Books. Software. Assy.—£3.00 per item Systems— £40.00. Disc Drives. Printers— £20.00

Name _
Address

I enclose cheque/PO for £
Or please debit my Access/Barclaycard/Visa* (delete as applicable)

Card Number Expiry Date Telephone 800011871



MUSIC

As to the sequencing software, the screen is simply laid

out. On the left is a box listing all the tracks and their current

status, either Off, Rec(ord), Play, or Loop. There are

columns giving the MIDI channel number, the looping status,

and the percentage of memory used in each channel. Below
this there is a small box with the metronome status - Off,

Int(ernal) or Ext(ernal) - the tempo, from 40-250 beats per

minute (bpm), the time signature - variable from 2/4 to 9/4 -

and the barcount.

At the top right of the screen is the 'modes' menu. Briefly,

you can load or save tracks to disc either a single track, or a
complete set of 8 (or 12) tracks. You can clear data, either

from one track, the whole memory, or the notepad. The
notepad area is a space where you can put comments about

the current sequence.

Keys 4 and 7 are used to increase values, and 5 and 8 to

decrease. You can view a disc directory, which displays the

names and types of files (single or multi track).

Underneath the Notepad area are two small boxes, one
telling you which track is currently being recorded and the

other is a bargraph which gives you an indication of what

percentage of memory you've used on the current track.

Is this a record?
Before recording your first track you decide whether you

want to hear the metronome or use an external device, such

as a Drum machine. If you are using the metronome you

then enter your time signature (default is 4/4), and the

tempo. Having completed these highly technical operations

you then go into record mode by placing the cursor over the

relevant track mode sector.

Here you have the choice of recording/playing or playing

only. When recording the barcount tells you what bar you
are on, and the bargraph tells you how much memory you

have used.

The sequencer not only records the note information, but

also keyboard velocity (how hard you hit the key-board) so if

you are using a touch sensitive keyboard like a Yamaha
DX7 or Ensoniq ESQ1 , it will play back with your sensitive

interpretation intact. It also records any voice changes you

make while playing. For some reason neither of these

features are noted in the documentation.

If you use over 98% of the track memory, a message
comes up to tell you that the buffer is full, and stops

recording, though you have to stop the sequencer manually.

Before playing this back you can set the MIDI channel.

This can be altered at any time after you have recorded, a

very useful feature which allows you to change which

instrument is being played, something that many dedicated

hardware sequencers won't do.

You can also change the tempo and the time signature. It

is possible to change from 4/4 to 9/4 for example, which

gives interesting, though not necessarily musical, results.

Listen with MIDI
All the tracks are recorded in the same way. You can hear

the tracks you have previously recorded as you lay down a

new track (this is hip musicians' jargon for recording; don't

forget to wear shades and chain-smoke Gauloises as you

lay tracks down), or turn them off until you've finished. The
Loop facility allows you to play back just one section of a

track, so if you want to just repeat bars 5-10 it will do this for

you.

It also allows you to start playback of the track at any
point. This facility is programmable separately for each track,

which can give you hours of fun. By recording a number of

tracks and looping portions of them, it is possible to build up

quite complex shifting patterns from very simple sequences.

Very Brian Eno!

Casio Cascade
Casio CZ 101/1000 Toolkit, £45.00

Anyone who owns one of the popular Casio

CZ101 or CZ1000 synthesizers will be

interested in another offering from DHCP
specifically for their benefit.

With Toolkit, the PCW screen shows all

the voice editing parameters in the same
numerical form as you would see on the

synthesizer. But instead of only seeing

between one and four parameters at a time on

the miniscule unlit LCD of the CZs, you can

see all the parameters simultaneously.

This makes editing the voices, and

especially the envelope generators, (the

parameters which 'shape' the sound) much
easier to cope with. You can get a very quick

idea about the structure of the sound without

having to flip through the envelope

parameters two at a time. This is particularly

relevant when you realise the CZs have six

envelope generators, with up to 18 parameters

for each one.

The program is interactive with the CZ,

and all editing is done from the computer

keyboard, which is a little slow, as the

computer has to scroll through the whole

screen after every alteration. By hitting the

space bar you can make the CZ play an

ascending series of notes, enabling you to

hear your current edit.

The best feature is the ability to store the

edited sounds. On the CZ the only sound

storage is 16 internal RAM memories, or plug-

in RAM cartridges which hold another 16

sounds and cost about £30 each.

Toolkit allows you to save as many sounds

as you like, either in banks of 1 6 or

individually, direct to disc. Loading or storing

sounds from the CZ takes only a few seconds.

It is also possible to get a printed copy of the

program on screen.

If you already have, or are going to buy,

the DHCP interface and have a Casio

CZ1 01/1 000, this is an essential purchase. For

less than the price of two Casio RAMs you

have unlimited editing and storage facilities.

Unfortunately it is not possible to edit the tracks once

they've been recorded, (except looping), so if you make a

mistake, you have to record the track again.

All information is recorded in 'real time' that is it plays it

back to you exactly as you played it, so it helps to have

practised your piece before recording. DHCP are developing

an editing program to work with the sequencer, but they

were not able to give us any further details at present time.

When you are finally happy with your opus, you can then

store it on disc. You give the piece a name, and the PCW
saves not only the music, including looping information and

MIDI channels, but any information on the notepad. It is

possible when loading or saving to pick all the tracks, or just

one. This is an interesting idea and enables you to combine

tracks from several different sequences. Very Stockhausen!

Verdict

The DHCP sequencer package, though inexpensive, has

some interesting features and is able to provide a good

introduction to using computers in music even though the

PCW was not really intended for this kind of thing. The

documentation is brief and to the point, and the program is

well designed and 'user-friendly', so you should have no

problem running it.

PLUSES

Easy to use, simple to learn.

Looping facility can be used very

creatively.

Competitively priced

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES

No editing possible yet.

Physical weight of current interface can

cause problems.

Barcount only shown on record

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

• For this review Michael Law used an Ensoniq ESQ1,
Casio CZ1000, Roland MKS30 expander, Akai VX90
expander, Yamaha FB-0 1 expander, Roland Octopad

MIDI percussion controller, and a Roland TR707
Rhythm Composer

8000 PLUS 13



New Star Software Ltd presents

The Catalogue
Software for PCWs and PCs
It's all in the New Star Software Summer Catalogue, complete with

introductions and explanations to the various subject headings.

Information to help you choose, presented in one complete catalogue.

There isn't room in a single page advert to show you the comparative

merits of the various databases, accounts packages, wordprocessors
communications software, or spreadsheets

But there certainly is in 48 pages!
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200 North Service Road
Brentwood, Essex

CM14 4SG

sales: tel 0277-220573

tlx995143NEWSTAG
fax 0277 232637

Mon-Sat 9am to 5.30 pm

TO ORDERYOUR FREE
COPY OF THE NEW STAR
SOFTWARE CATALOGUE

Call 0277-220573



Second Opinion

£42.75 • HeptaCon Ltd 01-734 5351
What can be more nerve-racking than making an important

decision that involves a vast number of elements and will

cost you dear if you make a mistake? Second Opinion is a

new program which aims to bring the well-known infallibility

of computers to bear on your decision making process.

You can't honestly say that Second Opinion is for people

who don't like making decisions. It actually forces you make
perhaps hundreds of small decisions instead of one big one.

But what it certainly does is force you to think through the

process of decision making and helps you get your priorities

right.

It also gives you the impression that you are taking the'ie

chance element out of decision-making and seems to give

you a scientific basis to your decisions, which many people

will regard as invaluable.

Despite a sophisticated look, the program is delightfully

simple to use. The most complicated part is negotiating the

complicated protection system involving listing figures from a

virtually unreadable code book.

This teaches you an important truth about Second

its 5f
l
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A The moment of truth - do you like the decision Second Opinion has made 9

Opinion. It is designed for organised minds. Disorganised

people like computer journalists who would lose the code-

book in half an hour would be better sticking to tossing a

coin or consulting a crystal ball. The very layout of the

program suits the careful, logical personality.

This shows up well in the manual which is painstaking to

a degree that is almost counter-productive. All the

information is there, with a good case study to allow you to

easily get into the program, an excellent index and even

road maps' to help you find your way through the menus. In

the end there is too much information giving the impression

that the program is far more difficult to learn than it really is.

Critical criteria

What would you use Second Opinion for? It can be used to

tackle any problems which you can split up into component

jRkf follMito. Crittru mrt ml a this ftntlysis:

You set out the criteria with a weighting to show important each is to the

decision.

MAKE YOUR
MIND UP

parts and give each part its correct importance. The case

study given is for a job application where the options are the

candidates and the criteria are the qualities needed for the

job. However you can use it for deciding on which house to

buy, whether to expand your business or whether to drink

tea or coffee.

Your first task is to work out a list of the options you

have. These can be anything - actions (a list of career

moves), objects (all the types of cars you are considering

buying) locations (when buying a house or going on holiday)

and even people (job candidates or prospective employers).

You then list the criteria - whether the house is near the

station or whether the job applicant will work for under

£20,000. Each element is given a weight' a figure between

-10 and 10. A plus figure makes the criterion more desirable

and a minus more undesirable.

You take each option against each criteria and give it a

'rating' - a figure out of 10 to indicate how well the option fits

the criterion.

Then it doesn't take long for the computer to work out the

answer giving you a plus or minus figure to each option. At

that point you still have to decide whether you will accept the

program's decision or not. But if you have strong feelings

that another option is far better it would seem that the

program had helped you make your mind up anyway.

Changing its mind
If you don't like the decision (and are really keen), you can

go back and change the criteria until the program gets it

right. This allows all kinds of 'What-lf options. What if it

wasn't important how much you spent on your car - yes then

the Porsche would be the best one to buy.

Throughout this process you can always save the files to

disc, as an ASCII file or print them out. You then can go

back later and adapt existing files as circumstances change.

The value of this kind of program is not so much in the

decisions it comes up with but rather that it forces you to be

rigorous and logical in what factors you consider and the

importance you attach to each.

At the end of the day someone who really can't make up

their mind will probably be unable to decide on whether or

not to shell out £42.75. But for people with the patience and

organisation Second Opinion could help decision-makers

sleep more soundly in their beds.

Psycho note
The theory behind this method of

decision making has been

available for some time although

not always using the

convenience of micro-

computers. The Second Opinion

manual is crammed with

references to papers by Ajzen

and Fishbein and others giving

the psychological basis for

expectancy-value models'.

PLUSES
Invaluable for really complicated decisions

Gives a scientific basis for decisions

Flexible enough to cover all kinds of

problems

MINUSES
Too time consuming to use for minor

decisions

Made to look more complicated than it

really is

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

111 PERFORMANCE
:: DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

8000 PLUS 15
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I.C.T. tU.K.J MARKETING
DISTRIBUTION CENTRES AT: DAGENHAM # AVONMOUTH # PLYMOUTH

NORTHAMPTON * MANCHESTER * NEWCASTLE

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE SUPPLIERS.

AMSTRAD PCW 8256 £485.85

AMSTRADPCW8512 £573.85

SOFTWARE FOR PCW & PCW 8512

Games: Business:
Enchanter £24.99 Supercalc2 £49.95

Tomahawk £19.39 Protext £59.95

Deadline £24.99 Business Control £99.95

Hitch Hiker £24.99 Popular Accounts £99.99

Fairlight £14.95 Chit-Chat £69.99

Strike Harrier £19.95 Database Manager £29.95

SILICON CITY

UP GRADE KITS

£23.90

SECOND DISC DRIVE
for PCW8256
£135.00

SPECIAL OFFER BOTH
£155.00

^^i^^^^^'K

Floppy Disc SPECIAL SALE

Boxed in Tens
3.5" SD £17.00

3.5" DD £18.00

5.25" SD £13.00

5.25" DD £14.00

8.5" SD £15.00

8.5" DD £21.00

3" Hard Disc D/S £20.00

(subject to availability)

RS232/CENTRONICS
INTERFACE tor PCW 8256

£67.00

GPR 2000 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
£226.00 INC VAT & DELIVERY
PLUS FREE

* 10 & 12 Daisywheels
" Interface Cable to your

Computer
* Spare Ribbon
* £10 Gift Voucher

^^^^C^C^JjC^C

COMPUTER FURNITURE

Crompton CR120 £1 19.00 Compact Desk/KeyBoard

Crompton CR1 1 £1 09.00 Compact Desk/Monitor Arm

Crompton CR105 £1 10.00 Compact Work Station

Crompton CR140 £85.00 Printer Stand

FREE * ONE FLOPPY OR HARD DISC WITH EACH £25.00 SPENT
FREE * ONE BOX (10) FLOPPY OR HARD DISC FOR ORDERS ABOVE £200

FREE * DELIVERY THROUGHOUT THE UK
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

FILL IN THE ENQUIRY COUPON
AND RETURN TO:

HEAD OFFICE
UNIT C2
THE SEEDBED CENTRE
COLDHARBOUR ROAD
PINNACLES
HARLOW
ESSEX
CM19 5AF

VISA * ACCESS * AMERICAN EXPRESS * DINERS

PLEASE SEND ME
MORE INFORMATION ON:

From:

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL

., ^



COMPUTER HE ULTIMATE CHOICE FOR
llfjl
AMSTRAD COMPUTER SUPPLIES

I lUr U.UALI I T m IMU CA I nAo 1U KAY ^T DCol rnlUuoSUPPLIES

ONLY
£14.95 me.

REDUCES EYESTRAIN
REDUCES GLARE
REDUCES HEADACHES
IMPROVES CONTRAST

fDU WITH VELCRO PADS

£16.54

SURGE PLUGS I DISC STORAGE
ELIMINATE DANGEROUS 3" DISC BOX
VOLTAGE SURGES/SPIKES HINPFH I IH

SURGE PROTECTOR hnn OR Hicoc
ADAPTOR ^dP ZO L"SCS

(uncased) 15 cased

£17.14

maxel
s^S^

£24.50 for 10
£69.00 for 30

THE NEAT AND TIDY SOLUTION
THE TOTAL PACKAGE ONLY £74.95 + VAT (£86.19)

£44.95
+ VAT

(£51.69)

£49.95
+ VAT

(£57.44)

TIDY

* RAISES PCW SCREEN TO EYE LEVEL

* LOCKABLE DOOR AT FRONT TO HOUSE
KEYBOARD WHEN NOT IN USE, THUS CREATING
EXTRA DESK SPACE

* SHELF FOR STORING EXTRA ACCESSORIES ETC.

* SLOTTED AT REAR TO CONNECT KEYBOARD
TO PCW.

* SIZE: 540mm W x 280mm x D 195mm H

NEAT
» COMBINED PRINTER STAND & ACOUSTIC COVER
* SUITABLE FOR CONTINUOUS OR INDIVIDUAL SHEETS
* ANTI STATIC STRIPS TO ELIMINATE STATIC & DUST
* 5mm THICK ACRYLIC LID FOR EASY VIEWING AND

NOISE REDUCTION
* 22mm THICK FIRE RESTISTANT/ACOUSTIC FOAM ON

EACH INTERIOR PANEL
* SIZE: 550mm W x 265mm D x 280mm H

AVAILABLE SEPARATELYOR AS A PAIR. BOTH UNITSMADE FROM HIGH DENSITY LAMINIATEDFIBRE BOARD 22mmTHICK

BARGAIN CORNER
DUST COVERS
PC1512 (Full Set) £9.50
DMP2000/3000 Printer Cover £4.89
DMP 4000 Printer Cover £5.75
PCW 8256/8512 Full Set £10.35

RIBBONS
DMP 2000/3000 each £5.52
DMP 4000 £5.98
PCW 8256/8512 black nylon £3.90
PCW 8256/8512 red/blue nylon £4.83
PCW 8256/8512 black carbon £4.95
All other makes supplied P.O.A.

LISTING PAPER
11" x 14'/!" Ipt Plain/Ruled £20.37per 2000
11" x 14'/i" 2pt NCR Plain/Ruled £27.05 per 1000

*11" x 9'/j" 1pt60gsm Plain/Ruled £15.43 per 2000
*11" x 9'/i" 2pt NCR Plain/Ruled £18.99 per 1000

LISTING PAPER (continued)

*A4 Continuous 70gsm plain £14.08 per 1000
*A4 Continuous 90gsm plain £14.95 per 1000
* = Micro perforated on all 4 edges

VDU SCREEN CLEANING KIT

(2 x 4oz bottles of cleaning solution and 50 lint-

free cloths) £12.88 per kit

PRINTER CARE KIT
(1 bottle of cleaning fluid — 2 Platen cleaning

pads. 1 pack of cleaning tissues — Printer Head
cleaning paper and fluid) £16.56 per kit

5'/. " DISC DRIVE CLEANING KIT

(1 bottle of cleaning solution — 20 Cleaning Disks) .

£16.00

'THINGI' COPY HOLDER £6.99 incl.

PLEASE SPECIFY LEFT/RIGHT P.EQD

50 + 4DISKETTEB0X £16.43

COMPUTER LABELS
Size No to view Qty p/box Price p/box

3'/4" X 1 7/16" 1 across 1,000 £7.82

354" x 1 7/16- 1 across 8,000 £32.89

3/2" X 1 7/16" 2 across 2,000 £12.89

3Vi" x 1 7.16" 2 across 8,000 £31.51

3%" X 15/16" 1 across 2,000 £14.67

3'/z" X 15/16" 1 across 12,000 £32.84

3)4" X 15/16" 2 across 2,000 £14.19

3Vz" X 15/16" 2 across 1 2,000 £32.02
4" X 1 7/16" 1 across 2,000 £20.15
4" X 1 7/16" 1 across 8,000 £32.66
4" X 1 7/16" 2 across 2,000 £13.18
4" X 1 7/16" 2 across 8,000 £31.10

HOW TO
ORDER

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERYMMi
POST:- PHONE:-(0273)726331 DELIVERY:
Simply list your order, name and address. Our Express Hotline on 0273 726331 (10

enclose a cheque or postal order (made lines, 24 hours) and order quoting your credit

All goods will normally be despatched same
day by 1st class post — free of charge.

payable to SBS Computer Supplies') to card number, name, full postal address and Overnight deliveries by arrangement

the full address below. daytime phone number and the dept. number
on the address below.

We welcome purchase ordersfrom commer-
cial, educational and government establish-

ments and also orders from overseas.

DEPT.311 SBS COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. NEWTOWN ROAD HOVE SUSSEX • BN3 7BA



ONTEST

Sunny spells
Users of LocoSpell have endless

tun running innocuous files

through the checker, using all the

suggested 'corrections', and

ending up with Dadaist prose.

Some even go to the extent of

writing plausible poetry by

'correcting' poems in a foreign

language.

PCW9512
£573.85 • Amstrad via Dixons etc.

The arrival of the PCW 9512 marks the latest stage in

Amstrad's well-publicised campaign to send the office

typewriter into obsolescence. The 8000 series machines

were targeted at a group of potential buyers hitherto

uncatered for - people who wanted a word processor first

and a computer second, if at all. With word processing

software written very much with flexibility, ease of use and

the finished layout in mind and a printer thrown in, at less

than the cost of anything else on the market, the success of

the 8256 and 8512 was assured. How many have been sold

depends on who you ask, but the figure is many hundreds of

thousands in Britain alone. And a large percentage of users

who thought they would never buy a computer are finding

that as well as a very good word processor they also have a

powerful micro which can run spreadsheets, databases and

programming software.

The only drawback was the printed output. The dot matrix

printer is great for quick drafts or graphics, and can produce

perfectly adequate newsletters, manuscripts, memos, casual

letters and so on, but even on its 'High Quality' setting

(euphemistically called NLQ or 'near letter quality') the slight

smudginess and unevenness of the 16-dot letter pattern

means you don't get the crisp, sharp quality you'd like in

your business letters or important documents. Even the

cheapest electric typewriter produces better results, and

many businesses would prefer to have their mailshots typed

out in clear typescript rather than NLQ letters LocoScripted

in a quarter of the time. Of course you can hook up the 8000

machines to a daisy wheel printer, but by the time you've

bought an interface for sixty quid, found a printer for around

£200, and learned how to make it all work...

To business
No doubt as a response to criticisms of the 8256 and 8512,

Amstrad have designed the 9512 to fit in precisely with the

requirements of the business letter writer. The software that

comes with the machine comprises LocoScript 2 complete

with the LocoMail mail merger and LocoSpell spelling

checker. You also get a full CP/M system as provided with

the 8000 machines allowing you to run all the other

commercial software around.

On the hardware front, the 9512 comes with a

Disc partners
If you already have a PCW 8256/8512, you can

use (almost) all of your discs in the 9512. B-

drive (double density) discs can be read and

written to as normal, while A-drive (single

density) discs can only be read. The 9512

comes with a special program called

8000COPY which will copy your old single

density discs to double density ones for you.

This means that any LocoScript

documents you have can be read quite happily

by the LocoScript 2 on the 9512. Also, any

CP/M programs you have bought will run

unchanged on the 9512 because the actual

internal hardware of the new machine is

substantially unchanged, despite outward

appearances. All your database programs and

data can be directly used on the 9512. You will

need to follow the manual's instructions to

make a new CP/M start-of-day disc, but from

then on your old discs will run.

The fun and games begin if you try to use

your old 8256 self-starting discs (boot discs)

on the 9512, because you can't. However, the

aforementioned utility 8000COPY, thoughtfully

provided with the 9512, will take an 8256/8512

CP/M startup disc (one with the famous

J14CPM3.EMS file on it) and will copy it onto a

fresh disc as a 9512 startup.

If your program doesn't run from CP/M

(many games don't; they have a special

system all to themselves and you never see an

A> prompt) you have problems. The bottom

line of all this is that programs which are self-

starting and don't run from CP/M (eg. the

games Guardian, Blagger, Tomahawk etc) will

probably not work on the 9512. If you are lucky

you may find that the suppliers will release a

new version for the 9512 and will swap your

old disc for a small charge.

18 8000 PLUS

daisywheel printer to give you perfect quality letters, but it

also includes an extra printer interface built-in to enable you

to use a dot-matrix printer. This is useful if you want to print

out quick drafts documents, or use programs which can print

graphics out.

For file storage, the basic 9512 only has one disc drive

fitted, but it is a 'double density' drive which means it is the

same kind as the B-drive on an 8512. As a result your discs

all have over 700k of space, and the memory is (ten points

for your l-Spy book if you guessed) 512k. After the PCW has

gobbled up what memory it needs to work in this leaves

360k or so for the M drive, big enough to run the largest

programs from.

Amstrad say that there will be a twin-drive version of the

9512, which should in theory be available immediately. At

the time of writing there has been no announcement of price,

although it seems likely to be £599 plus VAT, and the

relative numbers of single drive to twin drive machines being

manufactured is also unclear.

Changing keys
The design of the new model owes a lot to Amstrad's

popular personal computer, the PC 1512. The disc drive

housing sits underneath the white-screen monitor (which

doesn't swivel like the 1512's does although it looks as

though it should) and the whole unit is cased in white plastic,

looking from the back very reminiscent of plastic spacecraft

models in cheap sci-fi movies.

The keyboard is larger than the 8000's and has had a

few of the keys rearranged; the function keys f1 to f8 are

now on the extreme left, next to the [CAN], [PTR], [ALT], and
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[EXTRA] keys. At the foot of this group are the set and clear

keys, the [+] and [-]. The paragraph sign between the # key

and the semi-colon has been replaced by a vertical bar too.

Otherwise the layout is as expected, though at last we know

what the 'home' key (the one on the numeric pad with cross-

hatching and no apparent function) was for all along; on the

9512, it invokes LocoSpell and spell-checks single words.

The new layout is fine though it may take you a few attempts

to get [SHIFT]+[EXTRA]+[EXIT].

The printer is bound to be the main point of interest. It's a

solid, substantial looking piece of equipment. Like the 8000

series machines it is software controlled via the [PTR] key

on the PCW - there are no control buttons on the printer

itself. It will autoload single sheets of paper, or has an

optional tractor feeder for continuous stationery. The auto-

feeder has a very powerful grip and can even pull through

thickish brown envelopes.

One very welcome feature is the printer's wide platen

which allows it to take A4 sheets sideways ('landscape' as

LocoScript 2 called it to a generation of mystified 8000

users, whose printers are too narrow to take A4 that way) or

use A3 paper. Solicitors specialising in verbose leases and

voluminous documents will be ecstatic (and will have

something new to charge for).

Packet of disckits

As you switch on and insert your LocoScript disc you see the

familiar screen messages followed by a longish pause as the

dictionary for LocoSpell is copied into the M drive. The lines

of the disc manager appear with all those example files

LocoScript 2 owners will know and love.

Spellbound
You can call up the spell checker any time

during the editing of a document by pressing

f7=Spell. You're offered a variety of options to

check the whole document, check forwards

Irom the cursor, or check a single word. The

program runs through the file and collects up

all the doubtful words which it highlights one

by one in the text.

It then suggests a correction which you

can paste in if required, though it's often

comically unconnected ('Mr Hamilton'

becomes 'Mr Hailstone' for example). You can

ask to be shown an extract from LocoSpell's

dictionary in the region of the doubtful word

should you wish to choose an alternative -

you just put the cursor over the one selected

and it's automatically pasted in - though you

have a variety of options such as editing the

doubtful word manually, adding it to the

dictionary if it was just one LocoSpell had

never seen before, or ignoring it. The

dictionary has around 80,000 words and

capacity for a few thousand more in the 'user

dictionaries' you can create; you'll probably

want to add on various trade, personal and

place names to the dictionary (especially your

own).

A completely error-free 25k file (3500

words) took 7 minutes 29 seconds to check in

the M drive and 7 minutes 51 seconds in the A

drive. Depending on the number of proper

names and typos, checking and amending a

normal error-laden 25k file took twelve to

twenty minutes. A typical single-page letter

takes half a minute or so.

As with any spelling checker, the main use

is for weeding out typos rather anything else.

Also, any spell checker only proves that the

words you've used are recognisable words

appearing in its dictionary, and can't check

context or syntax. You could write 'colourless

green ideas sleep furiously' and it would pass

untouched; LocoSpell has never even heard of

Noam Chomsky.

The CP/M disc supplied uses the extra space of the B

disc to supply a bagful of extra programs. There are various

sample BASIC programs, a number of GSX example files,

plus all the utilities that came with the 8000 machines such

as BASIC, PIP, RPED, Logo, SID, and so on, but all fitting

easily onto the one disc. DISCKIT has been revamped and

had its display changed to account for the new keyboard

layout.

The manual for your paperless office is a 600 page

paperback with a copious index. The well-written LocoScript

2 manual forms the basis of the new manual, and the

section on CP/M has been adapted from the old ring binder

that came with the 8000 series. It's generally straightforward

and clear and written with the beginner in mind - there are

constant footnotes telling you what to do if something goes

wrong or if something isn't happening that's supposed to be

happening, which is always nice to see in a manual. There

is, for example, a detailed section on printer problems

(stopping a printout when the paper jams, getting an

unresponding printer to go) which is one of the most

common afflictions of new PCW owners.

One snag with a the manual is its sheer

size. It is not spiral bound, and once you

have found the correct page it is impossible

to lay it flat to study while you work. Maybe

one of the myriad printer foot and disc box

manufacturers will come up with a clever

device for holding the pages open.

Count yourself

lucky
There's still no separate word

count command, but running

LocoSpell through a document

results in the number of words in

the text being shown on the

screen - a boon for authors and

anyone writing within set limits.

8000 PLUS 19
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Flashing before

your eyes
There seems to be a very slight

flicker on the white screen - this

won't affect LocoScript users,

but those fond of using a

reversed-out screen in CP/M (via

the PALETTE command) may

find it rather noticeable.

a y°u fjfog^ for

No trace of an accent
The printer that comes with the

PCW 9512 is a daisywheel. This

means it's great for producing

neat and crisp letters and

documents, and quickly too - in

fact, much better quality faster

than the old 8000's dot matrix

printer in NLQ mode. But there

are some things it can't do.

The main thing you can't do is

graphics. All those pretty DR
Logo snowflakes, all your screen

dumps, all your desk top publishing and

home-designed fonts, are out of the question. If

it ain't on the daisywheel, you ain't going to get it.

«e t,
0i
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Daisy, Daisy
''jackdaws love lay big sphinx
of quartz"

8000 series draft quality

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

A Prestige 10 (standard)

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

Prestige 12

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

Letter Gothic

"jackdaws love my big sphinx

of quartz"

Mini Gothic 15

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

8000 series high quality

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

Courier 10

JACKDAWS LOVE MY BIG SPHINX
OF QUARTZ"

Oratorio A

"jackdaws love my big sphinx
of quartz"

Recta 10

"ja.Q.kdaiai love, my bijj tpkinx

oi quattz"

Script 12

Wheel deals
Extra daisywheels and spare

ribbons for the 951 2 should be

available through all Amstrad

dealers. If you can't find one ring

the main distributor, Sternstat,

on 01-991 11 12, who will tell you

where to go.

Foreign characters, squiggles, integral signs, black

smiling faces and all the other characters lovingly designed

by the LocoScript 2 programmers for use on the 8256/8512

are not supported, which is rather a shame since LocoScript

can, as readers are no doubt aware, cater for languages as

diverse as Welsh, Spanish, Russian, and Mathematics.

Simple accents like French acute and grave are not on the

standard wheel, although there will be an alternative 'Swiss

French' set of wheels available with such accents on. All

those italics, half-height, condensed, double-size characters

Mail supremacy
The mailmerger, LocoMail, which comes with

the package, enables you to churn out those

standard letters you must have received

thousands of (Dear Mrs Windsor, Great news!

You, Mrs Windsor, have been selected out of

all the people in Pall Mall to take part... etc etc)

in your time, though you can do it much more

subtly and sensibly than those prize-draw

circulars.

You make a list in one document of all the

names and addresses you want to send letters

to (plus some other details such as how well

you know them, perhaps) and then create a

standard letter in which you put various

instructions between the commands (+Mail)

and (-Mail) to the mail merger to the effect

'insert the surname here' or 'put the address

here'. You can make things conditional for

extra flexibility, for example 'print "Mr" and the

surname if this is a business acquaintance

and the first name if this is a friend', or 'print

the next paragraph if the address contains the

word London'. The letters are churned out

automatically each with the appropriate

inserts.

The combination of such a time-saving

facility and the elegance of the daisywheel

print will probably be one of the strongest

selling points of the 9512.
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"'scripts and .„., .scripts

pitch proportional

The 951 2 printer can still do text in any

pitch (8000 printout above for comparison)

and superscripts go out

the window too - all of

which is a shame when

you think how good

LocoScript is at handling

all this fancy stuff.

But for most business

and formal corres-

pondence purposes the

daisywheel's quality is all

that matters. It's quick,

too: a sample A4 page of

double-spaced text

printed on the daisywheel took 108 seconds. Compare this

to the times for the same page on the 8000 series printer

which were 131 sees (high quality) and 53 sees (draft

quality). Other brands of dot matrix printer can of course

produce faster draft printout still. Having a dot matrix for

printing out drafts and internal memos would therefore be

handy, and thanks to the built-in Centronics (parallel)

interface at the back of the 9512 you can just plug in your

other printer and, making the appropriate changes on the

f6=Settings menu, away you go.

As LocoScript 2 users will be aware, documents are set

up to expect a certain printer, which may or may not be the

same as the 'current printer', the one the PCW is hooked up

to. You can still print out a document set up for the daisy on

a dot-matrix, you just get a warning that the types are

different before you print.

Pica number
The wheel you get with the printer is a Prestige pica 10 pitch

type. You can get various other styles and sizes, eight in all

at the moment - Courier, Prestige, Recta and Orator in 10

pitch, Gothic, Prestige and Script (a pseudo-handwritten

style) in 12 pitch and 'mini Gothic' in 15 pitch. When a

daisywheel is given a number like 'Prestige 12' it means the

wheel is designed to be used at 12 pitch. Other pitches can

be used but the letter spacing might look unnatural.

Unfortunately there's no way of changing wheels in the

middle of a document, that is, there's no 'pause' command
to allow you to swop the daisy to another style for, say, a

paragraph of fifteen-pitch for a quotation in the middle of a

twelve-pitch body text.

One grouse: using proportional spacing on the

daisywheel seems to give odd results - ms seem to take up

far more room than they should, is less than they should;

two ms together look much too far apart and two is

squashed up. The look of normal 10 or 12 pitch appears

more balanced. For proportionally spaced text you really

need a specially designed daisywheel which Amstrad, as

yet, don't sell.
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Daisywheel Printer

• 512KRam
• Paper white high

resolution monitor
• Spellchecker

London's Largest
Specialist
Amstrad Dealer

AmstradPCVt/9512
Wordprocessor inc

Daisywheel Printer

£499.
PHONE FOR DETAILS

12

USED PCW 8256
and PCW 8512

GUARANTEEDFROM

£199 VAT

ADD A DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER TO YOUR PCW
Complete Package inc

Printer, Printer Cable,

Interface, Software, £249 + VAT

MASSIVE RANGE
OF PCW SOFTWARE

AVAILABLE
OVER THE COUNTER

Official orders welcomed from PLC's, government and education establishments • Export enquiries welcome.

Dept. 8000, 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 1QD. Tel: 01-681 3022
Mail Order + Export Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362 w«m^—HI VOLTAGE

PC & PCW OWNERS
Unreliable Mains Supply?

Battery operation required?

Contact us to discuss your power supply problems -

friendly and expert advice without obligation from

:

JSD Seawave Services

8 Fouracres Close, Taunton, TA1 3EF
0823-271614, Telex 46314

(Suppliers of inverters and UPS equipment)

COLOURED RIBBONS

Coloured compatible ribbons

available for most printers

including

PCW8256

details from

Pearldeck Trading Ltd
FREEPOST

Billingford Diss
Norfolk IP2I 4BR

daat eunmTTD
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTIONPROGRAM

MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools
prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database
available - 22000 matches over 10 years.

PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but AWAYS, HOMES
and NO SCORES.
SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs
significantly better than chance.

ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture -

choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can
develop and test your own unique method.

'~"UCVon ftx,'^,

SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team names are in the program. Simply type in the reference
numbers from the screen. Or use FLXGEN to produce fixture list automatically (see below).

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE All English and Scottish League teams are supported,
and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons.

PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive)

'"f'^cvo/l

*% ia^ LAST: No more struggling for hours to get the

FTYf,FM W7/k fixture list into the computer. FIXGEN has beer,

L lAV/Ull Ui/w programmed with all English and Scottish League
fixtures for 1987/8. Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated

in seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available.

POOLSWINNER with FIXGEN £16.50 (for both)

C0URSEWINNER
NOT JUST A TIPSTER

yO PROGRAM, Coursewinner
"** V3 can be used by experts

THE PUNTERSCOMPUTERPROGRAM and occasional punters alike

You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the

analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It

outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasts etc. The
database includes vital course statistics for all British courses. You can update
the database - never goes out of date. FULL PRINTER SUPPORT.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) includes Flat AND National Hunt versions.

ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs, AMSTRAD PCWs, PC1512,
All BBCs, All SPECTRUMS, COMMODORE 64/128.

Supplied on tape (automatic conversion to disc) - except PCW and PC 15 12 (on disc - add £3.00).

Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to . .

.

phone 24 hrs SOFTWARE phone 24 hrs

37 COUNCILLORLANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 2HX. S 061-428 7425



When Amstrad wanted to
make a better PCW, they
bought LocoScript 2

When you want
to make your
PCW better, you
too can buy
LocoScript 2+

Locomotive Software's

LocoScript 2 will be supplied

with the new PCW9512, but is

available now for your PCW8256
or PCW8512.

LocoScript 2 costs just £19.95,

including VAT and UK postage

(
+but of course, it won't turn

your 8256/8512 into a 9512).

For full details of LocoScript 2

contact Locomotive Systems or

your local dealer.

LocoScript 2 gives you
Quicker use

-Fast movement around documents

-Jump direct to a page

-Save and continue from last position

Better Results

-Choice of printers

-Improved characters on the. built-in

printer

-New characters

(including modem Greek /Cyrillic)

-Special scientific characters

*~Use accents with any character

Easier Operation

-Multiple printed copies

-Disc copying direct from LocoScript

-New user guide

with glossary and quick reference

-Improved FIND and EXCHANGE

Compatibility

-Familiar feel of LocoScript menus

-Use existing LocoScript documents

-Free upgrade of LocoMail and

LocoSpell at the time of purchase

LocoScript 2
from
LOCOMOTIVE
SYSTEMS
Allen Court, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1YL
(0306) 887902
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One over the eight?

Though it's tempting to think of the 9512 as an upgraded

8512 it's not really the case. The two machines are very

different and which one you choose to buy depends very

much on what you're using it for.

At the most basic level, offices would probably want a

9512 and private individuals -writers, journalists, letter

writing hobbyists, genealogists et al - would still find the

8000 models better value, especially now that the 8256 can

be had for a giveaway £299 plus vat (£343.85) and the 8512

for £399 plus vat (£458.85).

However, anyone using their machine exclusively for

word processing, especially where quality output is

essential, would have no real reason for not buying the

9512; in fact, having the mailmerger and spell checker (and

even the parallel interface) for free means it costs about the

same as buying an 8512 and then adding LocoMail and

LocoSpell later. But if you want to get graphics, different text

sizes (for your desk top publishing and newsletters) or

foreign language sets (fancy accents, Cyrillic, Greek,

mathematical work) out of your word processor then the

9512 is not really much use and it's the 8000 machines you

want.

*'
|

The space-age styling of the

PCW9512Y

vertical hold

power on/off

contrast

expansion port (for serial

interface box etc)

standard printer

socket

Centronics port (for second

printers)

Have your cake and eat it

But nothing in life is that simple and maybe you want the

best of both worlds - good quality daisywheel printout for

your important business stuff but also the facility for quick

drafts, fancy layouts and graphics that the dot matrix printer

gives you. Perhaps you want to use a modem, in which case

you need a serial interface, which the 9512 doesn't have.

So, to help you decide which combination best suits your

needs, here's the definitive chart of what costs what.

Remember that the PCW 951 2 includes LocoMail and

LocoSpell and parallel (not serial) interface to connect to

other printers. (All prices include VAT and are to the nearest

£10).

8256 (inc. dot matrix) £340

8512 (inc. dot matrix) £460

LocoMail £40

LocoSpell £40

Cheap daisywheel printer £190

Serial/Parallel interface £60

9512 (inc. LocoMail/Spell, daisywheel, parallel interface)

£570

Cheap dot matrix printer £1 50

A bit of basic arithmetic comes up with the following

conclusions:

-8256 plus LocoMail, LocoSpell, serial/parallel interface

and cheap daisywheel printer £670

PCW 951 2 Vital statistics
PRICE

£573.85 inc. VAT
SCREEN

White on black non-reflective glass, 90 columns by 32 rows.

720 by 256 pixels in graphics mode.

STORAGE
Single 3" floppy disc drive, 720k storage capacity.

Second drive available at extra cost.

MEMORY
512k RAM, giving a 368k M: drive in CP/M or 1 10k in LocoScript (more if the

dictionary is erased).

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
LocoScript 2, LocoMail mail merger, LocoSpell spell checker.

OTHER SOFTWARE
CP/M version 3 (CP/M Plus). Includes CP/M utilities programs and Mallard BASIC,

Dr. Logo languages.

PRINTER
13" wide platen Daisywheel, claimed speed 20 characters per second (nearer 13

cps on average documents). Single sheet autoloading or continuous stationery

tractor feeder. Multistrike carbon film ribbon, interchangeable print wheels. Prestige

pica 10 pitch wheel as standard.

EXTERNAL INTERFACES
Parallel (Centronics) interface. Expansion connector for serial interface unit.

- 8512 plus LocoMail, LocoSpell, serial/parallel interface

and cheap daisywheel printer £790

- 9512 plus cheap dot matrix printer £720

Note that an unexpanded 8256 doesn't have enough

memory to hold all of LocoSpell's dictionary. You can

expand the 8256 memory yourself for £20. The 9512 comes

with a parallel interface suitable for connecting to another

printer, if you want to use a modem or other communications

software you will still need to spend the £60 on a serial

interface unit.

The bottom line

The 9512 is an excellent machine. It combines professional,

high quality printing with all the benefits of word processing;

its built-in spell checker should make letters going out with

ugly corrections in biro a thing of the past; its built-in

mailmerger enables professional looking mailshots to be

done in a fraction of the time it would take on a battery of

typewriters. One day we'll all fall about laughing as we
remember the old days of correcting fluid, dictionaries, and

laboriously typed letters.

The workings of LocoScript 2, the spell checker and mail

merger take time to learn, but it's certainly one of the best

word processors, if not the best, for novices. Apart from

paid-up members of the Ned Ludd fan club and

shareholders in typewriter companies, it's hard to see who

wouldn't find the 9512 an essential part of their office

system. At under five hundred pounds plus VAT, this must

mark the beginning of the end for the electric typewriter.

PLUSES
Excellent quality print

Spell checker and mail merger included

Discs can take over 700k

Extra printer interface built in

8256/8512 programs and data can be run

unchanged

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
Can't print graphics (although the screen

can still display them)

No accents, italics etc on the standard

printwheel

Can't pause printing to change daisywheel

style

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

8000 PLUS 23



PCW Discs

AmsoftCF2perlO £23.95

Amsoft CF2 per 5 £12.95

Maxwell CF2 per 10 £22.95

Maxwell CF2 per 5 £12.49

PCW Hardware
PCW8256 (inc locoscript 2) ... £299.00

PCW95 1 2 Phone for special offers

PC 1 5 1 2 SD Mono + 20 Mb .... £649.00

PC 1 640 SD Colour + Mb £999.00

CPS8256/85 1 2 interface £ 59.95

Serial Cable £ 12.95

Parallel Cable £ 12.95

FD2 Second Drive PCW £142.95

Memory Upgrade Kit £ 24.95

PCW Work Station £1 13.95

Graphics

DRDraw £ 39.00

DP. Graph £ 39.00

E. Studio light pen £ 64.40

E. Studio mouse £ 1 06.56

AMX mouse + desktop £71.95

Signwriter PCW £ 39.96

Extra fonts for above £ 5.75

95 1 2 software phone for prices

StarNLIODMP I20CPS .... £229.85

(Which report recommended buy)

Star NX 1 5 wide carriage .... £349.00

Micro P. MP36 daisywheel . £258.75

Micro P. MP40 daisywheel . £379.50

Parallel lead 2m £ 12.95

V_

INTERNATIONAL
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Storage

AMS20L £12.95

holds 21 CF2 in lib. cases

PROTO BOX £ 6.95

holds 10 CF2 ex. lib. cases

^ TT

; a
Desktop Publishing

Fleet Street Editor + £49.95

Newsdesk International £37.95

Desktop Publisher £23.95

Desktop Pub. + mouse £67.96

E. Studio snip art £13.80

E. Studio font module £ 1 8.40

Graphics op. system £58.95

95 1 2 software phone for prices

Mailmerge

An essential tool for anybody

involved in direct mailshots

Amsoft Locomail £29.95

Dataflow/Mailflow III £39.96

Flexilabel £27.95

Paper

I I X 9.25 60GSM 2000 sheets ..

I I X 9.25 70 GSM 2000 sheets .

A4 70GSM 2000 sheets

A4 90GSM 1000 sheets

II X 1 4.5 60GSM 2000 sheets ..

1000 Labels I across web

2000 Labels 2 across web

* plain or music ruled

£14.95*

£16.95*

£20.95

£13.95

£20.95*

£ 5.99

£ 849

Books
The Amstrad CP/M plus £12.95

Int. Ams. CP/M Assembly Lan. .. £ 9.95

Practical Amstrad W/process ... £ 7.95

Amstrad Communications £ 8.95

Program your PCW 2nd Ed £ 6.95

Mastering the Amstrad PCW ... £ 8.95

Using dBase II £19.95

Users Guide to dBase II £13.95

Pocket Wordstar PCW £ 7.50

Get Started BASIC/Logo £ 5.95

Supercalc prompt 2nd ed £ 9.95

Introduction to Pascal £17.95

Desktop Publishing £ 6.95

Programming the z80 £19.95

Using Databases PCW £ 8.95

Over 1 500 Titles for computers and software, phone for prices

RUGBY MICRO SPARES
36a ABBEY STREET,

RUGBY WARWICKSHIRE
ENGLAND CV21 3LH 0788 69344

Dust Covers

Keep the dust at bay with

this cotton piped PVC set

at the low price of

£9.95

Wordprocessing
Arnor Protext £47,95

Arnor Pocket Protext £34.95

Pocket Wordstar £35.65

Pocket Wordstar Deluxe £56.66

Newword 2 £59.80

Tasword8000 £18.95

Arnor Prospell £22.95

Amsoft Locospell £29.95

TaspellSOOO £12.85

Supertype £18.49

Tasprint8000 £1 1.95

Locoscript 2 £19.49

95 1 2 software phone for prices

Database

Masterfile 8000 £39.90

Database man. (At Last) £22.95

Caxton Cardbox £44.59

Delta 1.25 £74.24

dBase II £85.95

Plan It £19.95

V
95 1 2 software phone for prices

Miscellaneous

Arnor BCPL £32.95

Arnor Maxam II £39.96

Arnor 'C £39.96

PCW Ribbons black fabric .... £ 3.95

PCW Ribbons black carbon . £ 5.50

PCW ribbons coloured £ 4.95

Bespoke Stationery

Sage statements 250 £12.95

500 £23.95

1000 £39.95

Sage wage slips 250 £14.38

500 £27.95

1000 £49.95

Stationery available for Compact,
Camsoft, Map or to your own

design.

PCWSoftware
Leather Goddesses
Moonmisc
Tomahawk
Hitchhikers Guide

Hitchhikers Clue Book
Star Glider

Fairlight

Strike Force Harrier

Colossus Bridge 4

Colossus Chess 4

Steve Davies Snooker

Head Over Heels

Heathrow Controller

£19.96

£19.96

£15.96

£19.96

£ 6.95

£19.95

£12.95

£ 1 5.96

£ 1 2.95

£12.95

£14.95

£12.95

£16.95

. Leaderboard Golf £15.96 .

Spreadsheets

Multiplan £57.50

Supercalc 2 £39.96

Cracker 2 with graph £39.20

Caxton Scratchpad £44.95

Rotate (sideways print) £18.95

95 1 2 software phone for prices

' Communications
Sage Chit Chat Combo £209.99

(inc modem)
Sage Chit Chat Email £ 1 62.49

(inc modem)
Sage Chit Chat Combo £ 79.20

Sage Chit Chat Email £ 55.99

Sage Chit Chat VData £ 55.99

Miracle WS4000 modem .... £ I 79.40

Pace Linnet modem £147.95

95 1 2 Comms phone for prices

Accounts

Camsoft Int.Acc.SISPN £1 I 1.34

Camsoft Int.Acc.SPN £ 74.12

Camsoft Invoicing £ 37.95

Camsoft Sales Ledger £ 37.95

Camsoft Purch Ledger £ 37.95

Camsoft Nom. Ledger £ 37.95

Camsoft Stock Control £ 37.95

Camsoft Payroll £ 37.95

Compact Accounts £148.46

Compact Accounts Plus £ 1 85.62

Map Int. Accounts £104.99

Sage Super Combo £ 1 6 1 .99

Sage Accounts Plus £104.99

Sage Combo (payroll) £104.99

Sage Popular Accounts £ 74.95

Sage Payroll £ 54.59

Advanced Money Manager . £ 22.95

Adv. Money Manager Plus .. £ 29.79

TELEX NO. 312242 MIDTLX G

We accept Official Purchase Orders from Government and Educational Establishments.

All Discs usually dispatched SAME DAY by 4pm.Place your order using your Credit Card.

Prices and Delivery subject to availability. All prices inc.VAT
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Before we start let's dispense with all the jokes about

Colditz. Many people have tried to explain why

Escape Codes are called Escape Codes but its

easier just to accept the fact and get on with it.

It is not much easier understanding what they are. In

simple terms you use them when you want the screen or the

printer to do something. If you want to clear the screen or

display something in reverse (black on green) you use an

Escape Code. If you want to print your text condensed or

underlined just rack your brains for the suitable obscure

series of letters and numbers.

People who have dabbled with BASIC may know escape

codes already. They are the bits of BASIC that usually start

CHR$(27) with a letter or number and if you try to produce

any fancy output from BASIC you are bound to come across

them.

Soul of a machine
Imagine what happens when you print some text on the

screen. Behind the scenes, the PCW sends a stream of

characters from its main processor over to the part that

controls what is on the screen. Mostly, whenever the screen

PRINT CHR*<a?)+"p":"This gives you ttvmt «ideo";CHRi(27)+*q"

PRINT CHR*(27)+"r";'fl™i this underlims everuthinf.-CHMWHV

Ok
PRINT CHR$(27it"y"KHR$(S»)KHI»(W);"ftitd this could he anwhere

And this could he anywhere

A few screen commands in BASIC and their effect

controller receives a character it just displays it at the next

character position on the screen. However, some characters

are special and say to the screen controller, "Wait! Don't just

print this character, do something special instead." The

something special' might be starting a new line or clearing

the screen, for example.

The most important special character is known as the

Escape' character. When the screen controller sees Escape

in the incoming stream of characters it knows that the next

few characters will contain some command and should not

be printed literally. To understand what you can do you will

need to understand a little about what 'ASCII codes' are.

Under the ASCII system every character such as

alphabetic letters, punctuation marks and digits is

represented by a standard number code between 32 and

127 called (surprise, surprise) its ASCII code. For instance,

every program should recognise number 65 as a capital A. A

list of the complete codes are given on pages 1 13 to 1 18 of

your CP/M manual.

Codes from to 31 are reserved for special screen

commands like doing carriage returns of making the beeper

sound. A so-called ASCII file' is merely a file which

conforms to these conventions and so can be read by any

program. LocoScript documents are not ASCII files.

BASIC talk

If you have ever done any BASIC programming you will

have come across the CHR$ function in print statements,

THE GREAT
ESCAPE

Fed up with always doing what your PCW tells you? Depressed with the

fact every time a program snarls "Pick an option" or "Press any key to

continue" you have to jump to comply? Now is your chance to get your

own back and tell the PCW what to do. All you need to do is to learn a

long and eminently forgettable list of hieroglyphics called Escape

Codes. Alec Rae gives a few hints to help you get the upper hand.

and this is tied in with ASCII codes very closely. If you write

a PRINT statement such as

PRINT CHR$ (65)

you will see the character A appear on the screen. CHR$ (in

a PRINT statement) sends the number you give it to the

screen as an ASCII code, and as revealed earlier 65 comes

out as A.

One of the most useful commands to remember is

PRINT CHR$ (27) +"E"+CHR$ (27) +"H"

which clears the screen. CHR$(27) sends the 'Escape code'

to the screen, and the following "E" or "H" respectively clear

the screen and send the cursor up to the top left corner.

The key to the escape codes for controlling the screen

lies secreted away in the Terminal Characteristics' section

at the back of the CP/M manual (pages 140/141 in the 8256

manual). If the manual says you can do something with the

Escape sequence esc p it just means that you should send

CHR$(27) followed by "p", ie. in BASIC you would type

PRINT CHR$ (27) +"p"

Normally in BASIC it doesn't matter whether you use upper

of lower case but with escape codes it does matter - P and

p are different.

All this and CP/M too

Of course it isn't only from BASIC that these screen control

commands are useful. To make the screen do your bidding

all you have to do is find some way of sending it the ASCII

codes in question. Using BASIC'S PRINT statement is one

way, another is to create a file on your disc containing the

codes and then, at CP/M's A> prompt, use the command

TYPE filename

The only problem is how to create a file containing ASCII

Crystal clear
For those who like to know the

meaning of every acronym.

ASCII stands for American

Standard Code for Information

Interchange. To prove you are

clever you should pronounce this

"asskey"; saying "A.S.C 2" is a

dead giveaway that you are a

novice.

The devil's alternative
The principle of Escape codes can be used

directly from CP/M without having to create

files or use BASIC at all. CP/M on the PCW is

set up so that the [EXIT] key sends the code

for Escape. On many computers, such as the

IBM PC, the key that corresponds to [EXIT] is

actually marked [ESC] for Escape.

If, at the A> prompt, you type [EXIT] e

[EXIT] h the screen magically clears. This is

the same as the chr$(27)+"E"+chr$ (27)+"H"

you see in virtually every BASIC program

when you want to clear the screen.

What has happened is that if you give any

command to CP/M that it does not understand

it will just echo back what you have just

written with a question mark. (This happens if

you have the wrong disc in the drive when you

try to run a program: how often have you tried

to run PIP and got pip? in reply?)

If you type [EXIT] e [EXIT] H [RETURN] the

PCW doesn't understand and echoes back

Escape E Escape H?. This the PCW screen

does recognise as the Escape sequence to

erase everything on the screen and then leave

a question mark there.

8000 PLUS 25
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Smart ideas
It's a bit difficult to extract the really useful

control codes from amongst the general ones,

so here are the Top Ten Escape Sequences.

They are presented as if typed from BASIC.

PRINT CHR$ (27) +"E"+CHR$ (27) +"H" - Clear

the screen

PRINT

CHR$ (27) +"Y"+CHR$ (32+r) +CHRS (32+c)

- sends the screen cursor to row r,

column c

LPRINT CHR$ (27) +"R"+CHR$ (0) - Sets the

printer to US characters so £ comes out as

#

lprint cbr$ (27) +"d" - makes the current

settings the default so a printer reset

doesn't lose them

print chr$ (27) +"p" - enters reverse video

screen printing

print chr$ (27) +"q" - returns to normal

screen printing

print chr$ (7) - sounds the PCW beeper

lprint CHR$(27)+"m"+CHR$(i) -enters high

quality print mode

lprint chr$ (27) +"E" - starts bold printing

lprint chr$ (27) +"P"+chr$ (l) - starts

proportional spaced printing

codes such as 27, 1 and 0. Any codes below 32 you simply

can't type at the keyboard (well, not easily anyway). The
answer is to use our quick create-an-escape-sequence-file

BASIC program shown in the box.

Then if you want to use reverse video (black on green)

for text create a file called REV (for example) with the correct

codes in it (esc p, so type n 27 l p at the prompts). Write

type rev and everything printed on the screen after that is

in Reverse Video.

"I talk to the printer....

As well as telling the screen what to do, Escape codes can

also be used to tell the printer what to do.

In the same way that the screen interprets certain

sequences of characters (usually beginning with Escape,

ASCII code 27) as instruction to do something, the printer

also responds to Escape sequences. By sending the right

codes you can make the printer change from high quality to

draft, into bold, italic, enlarged or whatever you like.

Many commercial programs (like word processors) allow

you to control print styles. If you put a 'bold' command in

your wordprocessed text what happens is that when it

comes to print out the program looks up the escape code for

bold and sends it to the printer at that point.

You can experiment with the printer control codes from

BASIC using the LPRINT statement. All the codes that the

PCW printer will respond to are given in the back of the

CP/M manual, pages 126 to 137 for 8000 series owners.

8000 Plus Patent Code
File Maker

Here, free with 8000 Plus, is the simplest way

to create files containing any of these

wonderful escape codes. Type the program in

BASIC (instructions for using BASIC are on

our Listings pages if you aren't sure what to

do) and save it. When you run it, it will ask for

a file name. If you are going to create a file to

set up all text to be underlined, use something

you will remember - UNDER for example.

You are then asked whether you are going

to type in a number, letter or if you want to

end. Type N, L or E and press [RETURN]. You

are then asked for the number or letter in

question. Type it, press [RETURN], the

program will write it to the file and ask for the

next.

So for a file to underline text on screen

(the manual reveals that esc r is the secret

code needed) enter n [RETURN] 27 [RETURN]

for ESC, then L [RETURN] r [RETURN], and

finally E to end. To use it type type under to

CP/M. The back-to-normal file to stop

underlining needs esc u.

10 INPUT "Filename" ;f$

20 OPEN "0",l,f$

30 INPUT "Number, Letter or End (N,

L or E)";c$

40 c$=UPPERS (c$)

50 IF C$="E" THEN CLOSE #1:END

60 INPUT "Type the number or

letter" ;d$

70 d=VM,(d$)

80 IF C$="N" THEN PRINT #l,CHR$(d);

90 IF c$="L" THEN PRINT #l,d$;

100 SOTO 30

26 8000 PLUS

Set printer control codes

Reset printer 9 on
Subscript s on off
Superscript t on off
Imaerline u on off

Nonul (Pica) n on
o

ortional p on of

i

q on oil

Using your new-found knowledge of escape codes, program installation screens

(this one is from Protexl) should make sense. This defines what ASCII codes are sent

to the printer for each Protext print command

Typically you will see an entry elling you that to change to

bold text is esc e, or that italic is esc 4. Some entries have

three items, for instance to go from draft to high quality is

esc m l. Some only have one, like to backspace is bs with

(8) added later.

Remembering that ESC is CHR$(27), in BASIC you do

each of these examples as follows:

LPRINT CHR$(27)+"E"

LPRINT CHR$(27)+"4"

LPRINT CHR$(27)+"m"+CHR$(l)

LPRINT CHR$ (8)

To explain, for esc always send ASCII code 27. Always

send the second item in the sequence as a literal character,

"E", "4" or "m". If there is a final digit - usually or 1 - send

that as a CHR$ code. If there is only a single item, called BS
or DC4 or something meaningless with a number in brackets

after it, send only the number as a CHR$ code.

As with the screen control examples the best way to send

escape codes to the printer is to make up a file containing

the codes with the help of the BASIC file creator program

shown in the box.

If you want to set your printer up to use condensed text

at 8 lines per inch, you look up in the manual that the code

for condensed is si (15) and for 8 lines per inch is esc 0.

Using the BASIC program as described, pick a file name like

COND and then you will need to do n 15 n 27 l e,

each separated by a [RETURN] after each reply to a prompt

of course.

Now you need to use CP/M to send the file COND to the

printer. The best way of doing this is to use PIP by saying

PIP LPT:=COND
(this assumes you have PIP.COM on the same disc as your

newly created COND file). All text printed subsequently will

be in this condensed close-spaced format.

The best way to return to normal type on the printer is to

use the [PTR] key and the select the RESET option on the

status line.

MT CHIU(27)«VKI»»U)j"Ifiis prints ant in High Oualits tnt"

ITODII OWCnXfl'M this turns on itaiiM
>

l-CBtU7>4'5
a

Ok

This prints out in High Quality text

I And this t urns on it'alf't

LPRINT ChHI<15)"Cont»ns»d tnt is is hsi as dm can jrt';CHM<ll>

Condensed text is as easy as you can get

LMM! CHM(M);"»s is enlargtd t«t-;CNR$(M)
Ok

A. £3 i. !23 ©nla xr £$o ci tex-

Sending Escape codes to the printer from BASIC, and the results



CARD FILE IN A MUDDLE?
Let CHIBASE help sort it out!

CHIBASE is specially designed and written for the PCW by Chiasma Soft

Putting your notes or abstracts on Chibase is really easy, and Chibase helps you to

find just the ones you need by means of keywords.

This is how Chibase may be able to work for you:

# You can use Chibase to replace an indexed cardfile or notebook. A Chibase

record corresponds to a card in the card in the cardfile or a page in the notebook.

Chibase includes a simple text editor which enables you to enter and amend your

record text on the screen. As you type in or amend your record text, you can

nominate one or more words as keywords. A single key command nominates the

word at the cursor as a keyword, and the word becomes highlighted.

# A single key command causes the edited text to be stored as a record on the

database. The keywords will be stored in an index. The software uses the index to

find records.

# You can selectively retrieve records by means of an enquiry which is just a list of

keywords. Those records which include the listed keywords will be retrieved.

You can also retrieve only those records whose keywords include some minimum

number of the keywords in the list.

Some features of Chibase

Fast and easy to use : No complicated syntax to learn.

Free format text up to 23 lines of 80 characters per record.

Keywords up to 15 characters. Up to 50 keywords per record.

An Index of keywords is automatically maintained by the software. You can view

or print the index.

The index can distinguish between upper and lower case characters if required.

Form facility, if required, helps you to position text within the records. Move
between parts of the form by pressing the TAB key.

Export/Import facility enables you to move English text to or from your word

processor.

Amend/Delete facilities.

Sort facility. ( Needs 5 1 2K RAM ).

High capacity achieved by automatic text compression and true variable length

records.

Comprehensive Indexed Manual with tutorial introduction.

PRICE £49.95 inc.

CWMBRAN COMPUTER CENTRE
(Dept. EP), 3-4 Ventnor Road, Old Cwmbran, Gwent.

Phone: (06333) 60996 or (028 1 4) 37 1

6

Open: Mon-Fri 9.00 - 7.00. Sun 1 0.00 - 1 .00

COURTNEY COMPUTER
PUBLISHING & SOFTWARE

We are a new publishing house specialising in publishing software

and software manuals.

If you have a program which you would like us to consider for

publication, why not send it to us, or write or phone for more details.

We can offer you a very good deal, with payment by fixed fee or by

royalties. We are certain that we can offer a contract to suit you.

Alternatively, perhaps you would like us to simply publish your

manual for you? You will find our rates very competitive.

So, if you are a freelance programmer , why not drop us a line?

COURTNEY COMPUTER PUBLISHING & SOFTWARE
Unit G4, 38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1X 0AP

Tel: 01 278 7179/70

USE YOUR PCW TO CONTROL YOUR HOME
SECURITY * CENTRAL HEATING * DATA LOGGING • ETC

Now you can use your PCW to develop 'real-time' applications. This interface

provides the programmer with 32 programmable I/O lines and can be used

with Z80 assembly language, MALLARD BASIC and others. Ready to use - fits

onto PCW's expansion connector. Disc with complete instructions and sample

programs included

Parallel I/O Interface

I/O Test Module

Breakout Module

8 Channel AtoD Module

DtoA Module

Deduct 10% from module price ifpurchased with Interface

SAE/phone for more details - Send Cheques/PO with order to:-

£55.95 incl P&P

£39.95 incl P&P

£18.95 incl P&P

£39.95 incl P&P

£29.95 incl P&P

STEVE MARKS 'St. Georges'

East Sussex BN24 5ED
Lion Hill Stone Cross Pevensey

Telephone 0323-766262

THE SOLUTION TO TRANSPORTING
YOUR COMPUTER

Our carrier is designed

specifically for the

8256/8512. It is

manufactured to a very

high standard with

reinforced protective sides

and base. Heavy duty

zipper openings. Extra

strong adjustable shoulder

carry strap.

• LIGHTWEIGHT BUT
STRONG
• LEAVES BOTH HANDS
FREE
• FOLDS FLAT
• SHOWERPROOF
• INTERNAL DIMEN-
SIONS 17"x16.5"x1

3"

SAFELY

£19.95
Each inc.

VAT
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED

FOR 8256/85 12

NOW AVAIL FOR PC 1 51 2 (pise specify)

£4.95
incVAT

1FILTER
THE SOLUTION TO SCREEN PROBLEMS

Available for a wide range
of monitors including

8256/8512

£39.95
inc. VAT

• Eliminate reflection, blurred images

and glare which can cause eyestrain

and headaches. CROWNFILTER
increases clarity, contrast and
definition 1 00%.
• CROWNFILTERabsorbs62%of
radiation emitted from your monitor.

• Each Crownfilter is designed and

contoured to fit each individual

monitor model.

• Easy to fit- simply attach by velcro

pads supplied and easy to clean.

CROWNFILTER is a high quality

product manufactured from specially

coated organic glass. Tested and

guaranteed to meet our rigid

standards. Please do not confuse

CROWNFILTE R with cheaper perspex

or mesh screens. They simply do not

compare with CROWNFILTER.

DUST COVERS
High quality nylon

3-piece set for PCW 8256/8512

£11.95
inc. VAT

CLEANING KITS
Antistatic foam, 25 buds,

20 wipes

£4.99
inc. VAT

RIBBONS
(Mil. 2 Post Free) PCW 8256

£3.75
inc. VAT

Back, Brcwn. Sue, Red, Green

CALL NOW to order
CREDIT CARD DESPATCHUNE

0704 89581

5

OR SEND COUPON FREEPOST TO: CROWN COMPUTER PRODUCTS, (8000+11)

BURSCOUGH, ORMSKIRK, LANCS L40 4AB

I wish to order Value

P&P £1 .00 /ITEM (Max £3.00)

I enclose Cheque/PO
or charge my AccsssAflsa No.:

My details

Name

Address .

Tel. No.:_

Expiry Date:



THE / COONCO COICNni u
LfcnKiitK ri\iu iuL-i SERIES

7 CIDCT OOCC
I I ll\ _' I Ul UL (PCW and PC versions) £29.95

A simple to use introductory database. Design your own record card on

screen in minutes with up to 250 items of information. Storage is disc

based so it is not limited by the memory. A Help Panel is included for

new users. Records are kept in constant sorted order and are instantly

accessible by name or number. Manual or automatic search options and

facility to re-sort the file. Mailmerges with locoscript and outputs ASCII

files. Reports and totals. Example uses are mail lists, stock inventories,

booklists, client information and much more.

j i coni nrnC LCKilLULU (PCW) £16.95

A step by step tutorial to gain a full understanding of the LocoScript

wordprocessor. Many exercises are included to give experience and

confidence. Users soon gain confidence and even create their own

personalised manual!

Other Software for the Amstrad

CPC 464/664/6218

Random Access Database £29.95
Powerful, versatile, random access database. Finds records in seconds

not several minutes. Multiple print formats, mix 80 & 40 character text

or boxes in design. Extensive calculations including SIN, LOG, COS, etc.

Comprehensive search and sort facilities. 40 fields per record.

Instant Access Utilities £29.95
A full range of utilities including random access, sector editing, error

handling, etc. Simple RSX commands interface directly with the resident

BASIC. A powerful EXEC command allows a BASIC statement to be

executed from within a program to evaluate calculations.

D TIJOCOITC
_' / _»l LI\IIL (PCW) £17.95

A comprehensive yet easy to learn touch typing course based on the

famous Pitmans method. It has been designed to teach the correct

method for the skill of fast, efficient typing. The emphasis is heavily

placed on rhythm and accuracy rather than testing by speed at an early

stage.

1 1 CiOCT roi r(Pcw. cpcei28

/ / lt\JI LI ILL and PC versions) £29.95

A simple to use spreadsheet yet contains many facilities available on

much larger systems. Full maths capabilities including average, count,

max., min. and total. Calculate in both horizontal and vertical directions

to an accuracy of 14 significant figures. Portions of a sheet may be

copied, printed, saved or loaded with either automatic relative or

absolute reference adjustment. Useful for fast and effective cashflows,

home budgeting, statistics and even stocks and shares.
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MINERVA SYSTEMS,
69 SIDWELL STREET, EXETER,
DEVON. EX4 6PH. Tel: 0392 37756

#

*

STOCKMARKET
THINKING OF INVESTING?
STOCKMARKET enables you to practise investment techniques before risking your own money. Start with some money in the bank. Follow the

fortunes of shares that interest you. Buy at the best prices. Watch their progress. Update the prices of your shares very simply whenever you want. See

their new values calculated automatically. Sell at the right moment. See your profits. STOCKMARKET also comes complete with demonstration data

including real price information so that you can plot share prices straight away.

ALREADY AN INVESTOR?
STOCKMARKET enables you to record details of purchases, sales and dividends of shares, unit trusts etc. with automatic calculation and display of

all dealing costs. Current share prices can be entered very easily at any time for an automatic folio revaluation. Values of share prices, indexes etc. can

be recorded, listed and plotted along with moving averages on a logarithmic or linear scale. As well as tracking your actual snare holdings you can

practise buying and selling techniques for recovery shares, penny shares, growth stocks etc. with a separate accurately modelled folio for each. See if

your intuition is right.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
* Record full details of your portfolios of stocks, shares, unit trusts etc.
* Practise buying and selling and accurately record your progress.
* Up to fifty shares per folio. As many folios as you like.

* Buy and sell shares with automatic calculation of dealing costs.
* Ten sets of dealing costs which you can alter as necessary.
* Record dividend yields and price earnings ratios.
* Update prices and automatically update yields and P/E ratios

and automatically recalculate individual share and total folio values.
* Record dividend payments and total dealing costs.
* Keep records of your cash as you buy and sell.

* List your present folio, past transactions, dividends and cash accounts.

PRICE ANALYSIS
* Record values of share prices, unit trusts, indexes, exchange rates etc.

* Store up to 260 prices per share (equivalent to weekly prices for 5 years)
* List out the prices.
* Plot prices and moving averages on a logarithmic or linear scale.

* Automatic scaling of graphs.
* Easy to read scales for prices and dates (not just week numbers).
* Complete with real weekly prices for several shares for the last few years

(inc FT 30, British Telecom) as a demonstration.
* Use curves as a guide to the best buying and selling opportunities.

Comprehensive forty page manual. Complete with demonstration account and prices.

AMSTRAD PC 1512, IBM PC and compatibles

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512, CPC 464 (disc)/664/6128

£49-95

£29-95

MERIDIAN Prices are all inclusive worldwide. Send cheque or credit card number
or telephone for immediate delivery by first class post.

38 Balcaskie Road, London, SE9 1HQ. Tel: 01-850 7057



Almost a year after opening the Fitness Centre I

ventured, with a little prodding from a 'compufiend'

acquaintance of mine, into the world of computers. I

could say that what prompted me to go for the 8256 was the

word processor that a child could operate (nothing about

adults though!) or the NLQ printer, but in actual fact it was...

price! I would go so far as to say that there was nothing on

the market at that time, or since for that matter, that can

compare for value for money.

Now as any user will tell you, the initial honeymoon of

seeing the printer put on paper the very words you typed

soon fades and the yearning for pastures new sets in. So it

was with me. After all, there are only so many letters you

can write, particularly begging ones.

Therefore, my next project was to use the beast for

keeping track of memberships and renewals and other

sundry objectives that are intended to keep you one step

ahead of the debt collector. Now, where some people will

plan their next moves with military precision and forethought,

I tend to jump in with both feet. It may not be good business

practice but it does make for some interesting

consequences. So it was with selecting the right software;

whereas I should have sat down and listed the main

objectives, instead I glanced through the computer rags

(8000 Plus was not available at that time, I hasten to add!)

and, again with brain in neutral and feet in gear, I purchased

Quest's Matchbox which I thought would be ideal.

As a basic cardfile system it was fine and for a time I

revelled in searching for obscure details such as 'How many

renewals are due in April' or 'Are there any electricians on

file that can be coerced into wiring an extension for the

J.
CASE IN POINT

Amstrad'; all very handy but I still had to transfer individual

details by hand to the standard letter informing members

that subs where overdue and failure to pay meant a midnight

swim with concrete boots!

What I needed was a system that allowed merging from

one file holding details of members to another containing the

standard letter. There were of course numerous packages

on offer, some costing an arm and a leg. Then along came

the Locomotive mailmerge: LocoMail.

The answer to my prayers! A full merge and fill system

with basic arithmetic functions and conditional text

movement (and cheap!). The world was my oyster! After the

now familiar treasure hunt through the manual I at least

succeeded in producing a mailmerged letter. In the process

my receptionists received a thorough re-education in the

Anglo-Saxon idiom. But now members old and new get

beautifully edited letters from all directions. What next,

indeed! As always, onward and upward if only to keep one

step ahead.

Doing the groundwork
As I mentioned before, I run a health and fitness centre and

some of the many questions asked by my members include

"How fat am I?" Now there are numerous bespoke systems

GYM'LL FIX IT
Visitors to Alan King's Fitness Centre are now
being given hi-tech treatment, courtesy of his PCW

Down in the depths of Somerset (well, Avon actually, but to most

zummerset born-and-bred yokels there never has been a County

boundary change) something is stirring. The Worle Fitness and

Leisure Centre near Weston Super Mare in "Avon" has, because of

the advent of the computer age and in particular the PCW, moved
from the lardthumpinmusclecreakinsweatmakin image of many gyms
into a new era.

on offer to fitness clubs but the problem with

all of them is cost (£450 plus). The

salesmen/ladies are quick to point out that if

you test x number of people at £20-30 a time

you will recoup your outlay in no time at all or

sooner. What they fail to mention is that 90%
of the population do not wish to spend out

that sort of fee to confirm what they suspect

in the first place: that they are fat and unfit!

What was needed was a relatively

inexpensive system that would allow free

testing or at worst a minimal charge. As I

already had the hardware in the 8256 I

decided to utilise the already existing

protocols for determining fitness levels and

body fat calculations. These protocols can

be found in numerous erudite tomes (heavy

reading books to you). For instance did you

know that the traditional height/weight charts

that indicate what your ideal weight should

be are only accurate for approximately 30%
of the population. To prove this, according to the standard

height/weight charts I am at my ideal weight except I should

be 8ft 6in.

One method available that is accurate is based on the

individual's bodyfat percentage. For a healthy body one

must have a certain amount of bodyfat, and this percentage

is dependent on age and sex, not height or frame size.

Typically, a woman of 35 should have a bodyfat percentage

approaching 23%. Using special calipers to measure the

thickness of fat at key points of the body, the total

percentage of bodyfat can be calculated using available

A The PCW doing its stuff in the

depths of the Worle Fitness

Centre

Bespoke benefits
A 'compufiend' of the first order, my friend

Mike Blackwell specialises in writing PCW
programs that are not readily available 'off the

shelf. He has written several applications

designed to assist the administration and

running of small motor trade businesses,

vehicle fleet management, and even a package

to monitor a football pools syndicate.

He works on the sound principle that most

people who run a small business have

probably spent many years putting together a

manual system that suits them, and the last

thing they want is to have to learn how to use

somebody else's idea of a 'perfect' stock

control or invoicing system as well as getting

to grips with a technology which in most

cases is totally alien to them.

Mike took Maggie's advice a year ago and

started up a small business supplying

hardware, programming and backup services

to PCW users. This kind of personalised

service seems well worth the money for any

business looking to computerise painlessly

(was that a good enough plug, Mike?)
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Wcsur-i«s? Fi tness St .L e? :£ su r- e; Ot^nti-e

FITJSESS EVylLt/ATIOW PROGRAM

DATE: Tuesday 30th June 1987 ADDRESS; ANYHOME
NAME; Mr A BODY ANY STREET
AGE: 30 ANY TOWN

TESTER: ALAN

HEIGHT: 6 feet 1 ins
FRAME: MEDIUM

PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

DEFLATED CHEST: 40.

6

in
INFLATED CHEST: 42.

9

in
HIPS: 42.

1

in
VA I ST: 37. in

LEFT
UPPER ARM: 12. 6 in

FOREARM: 11.0 in
THIGH:22. in
CALF: 16.

1

in
31.7 in
15.7 in

BICEPS
TRICEPS

SUBSCAPULARS
SUPRAILIAC

TOTAL

6 mm
10 mic

16 mm
35 mm
67 mm

SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS
THE IDEAL PERCENTAGE BODYFAT FOR YOUR AGE IS 11 to 17

YOUR TOTAL PERCENTAGE BODYFAT IS 26.7 7,

BODYWEIGHT DETAILS
YOUR IDEAL BODYWEIGHT IS 11 St 12 lbs
YOUR TOTAL BODYWEIGHT IS 13 st 6 lbs

YOUR TOTAL BODYFAT WEIGHT IS 3 st & lbs
YOUR LEAN BODYWEIGHT IS 9 st 12 lbs

YOU NEED TO DECREASE YOUR WEIGHT BY APPROXIMATELY 22.

HEART RATE
BLOOD PRESSURE
PULSE PRESSURE

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
RESTING WORKING
62 155
115 /73 128 / 87

Resting 41 Working

TARGET
137-166

YOUR RESTING BLOOD PRESSURE IS NORMAL

YOUR test score was
FLEXIBILITY TEST

39 cm. RATING: AVERAGE
FLEXIBILITY TEST COMPARISON CHART

Poor Fair Average Good Excellent
18 25 38 48 53

ESTIMATION OF FITNESS - (V02 Max)
WORKING HEART RATE: 155

FINAL LOADING: 150 Watts
AEROBIC CAPACITY:2.8 LITRES PER MIBVTB
CONDITION INDEX: 32

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT YOUR AGE AT 30 YEARS AND YOUR BODYWEIGHT AT 1.3 st
YOUR FITNESS RATING IS VEJ?y POOR

CONDITION INDEX COMPARISON CHART
AGE Very Poor Poor Average Good Excellent

30-39 - 34 35-39 40-47 48-51 52 -

Your next test is due on

Computer printouts always

look convincing, even it the result

is 'Very Poor'. Customers get this

as a fitness report.

formulae. It is interesting to note that since we began using

the bodyfat calculations, we have found that height/weight

calculations tend to underestimate the subjects' ideal weight

thus making them think they have to lose more weight than

they actually need to.

Programming exercise

A new, uncharted world was now beckoning. Full of CP/M,

BASIC, GOTOs GOSUBs, bytes and the inevitable

'crash'es. I had jumped, with both feet again, into the world

of programming.

After a lot of research and numerous letters to august

bodies to verify the data needed to perform the calculations I

Are you a case?
Has your PCW revolutionised your life?

Traumatised it? 'Case in Point' is a regular

feature of of 8000 Plus and we are looking for

readers with interesting experiences to relate.

If you use your PCW for something more than

just LocoScript, why not share your thoughts

with a waiting world?

Try to keep things light but specific with a

smattering of hard facts about the packages

you use. If you've had a bad time with some

software don't be afraid to sound off - you

could be saving other reader weeks of agony.

We are looking for articles of not more

than 2000 words, for which we will pay our

usual generous rates. Write to Case in Point,

8000 Plus, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ.
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was ready to create the Mk 1 version. After countless nights

and some days hunched over the red hot keyboard (I was

almost divorced on the grounds of 'electronic infidelity') the

first problem I encountered apart from the usual

programming mistakes was that I ran out of memory - there

were an awful lot of IF-THENs. It was then I realised the

existence of DIM (like me) statements. After a major rewrite,

Mk 2 was ready for testing. It worked quite well, but not

exactly as I had envisaged. At this point a friendly computer

programmer in the form of Mike Blackwell of Databus (Avon)

based in Weston, came to my aid.

After a great deal of snivelling and pleading on my part,

Mike agreed to have a look at my original program. Holding

it at arm's length and between thumb and forefinger he

descended into the bowels of his den to work on an

improved version rewritten using CBASIC - a speeded up

version of BASIC which is compiled.

End of the heartache
The result was a very elegant program. Coupled with a

digital blood pressure meter, a digital heart rate meter,

Skinfold calipers and a stationary exercise bike for carrying

out the actual fitness test, it enabled us to achieve our goal

of offering a computerised fitness test and bodyfat analysis

at a fraction of the cost of the commercially available

systems. Because of the relative low cost I can now give all

new members a free fitness test and bodyfat analysis thus

giving them a benchmark of their present levels to, say,

compare with a retest in a further six months to show any

gains in fitness and physique.

The program doesn't stop there. There's now a file

management system to keep track of membership renewals,

fitness test renewals, birth dates etc. Emphasis has been

placed on ease of use and the whole package is menu

driven, making my original program look positively user-

hostile. The system isn't seen as being in its final state (then

what system ever is!) but at the moment it is complete and

the next step is to look at the prospects of marketing the

system.

I am now in the process of developing a program for use

in the weight training room. The reason behind this particular

program is not that I want to make things easier for myself or

my staff (heaven forbid) but, because of the question it asks

the program makes the subject think more deeply about his

or her objectives. For instance, a large portion of the

program is dedicated to lifestyle and the results should at

least make them more aware of the way they live and the

possibility of making changes. The program is not intended

to replace the fitness instructor but to aid him or her in

selecting the correct procedures for each person.

To date I have written a program that can indicate a

person's stress factor in relation to Coronary Heart Disease.

Regardless of the amount of fatty foods eaten and cigarettes

smoked, it is an almost universally recognised fact that

stress is one of the prime factors that causes C.H.D. in the

30 to 50 age group. The program determines, with selected

questions, the subject's risk factor. I have come to the

conclusion that PCW users probably come fairly high on the

scale judging from my own experience of spending hours

writing a program and then saving it, only to realise just after

I press the power switch to turn off the computer that I saved

the program to M drive.

Of course, things like that do not happen to professional

programmers, or so Mike tells me, but judging from his wild,

staring expression and the steam escaping from both ears

(he's very level headed) I cannot help but wonder.

So to all PCW users let it be said there is life after

LocoScript. That is if you are prepared for sleepless nights,

zombie staring eyes and messages pinned to your door

saying "If you want to INPUT your dinner THEN you

GOSUB kitchen ELSE GOTO dustbin!"
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10am 6pm Friday October 23
10am 6pm Saturday October 24
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G-Mex Centre, Manchester

The fastest growing computer show of them all is now
moving North - to the most innovative, prestigious

exhibition centre in Britain.

This magnificent building will play host to all the major companies in

the Amstrad market - including Amstrad themselves, showing the

complete range of machines.

Whether you own an Amstrad CPC, PCW or PC - or just thinking

of buying one - there will be lots for you to see and enjoy

Organised by
Database Exhibitions
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griH the e»pens-

This is YOUR chance to meet top
people in the world of Amstrad.
Among them will be experts from:
Amstrad

ABC Systems

Alfa Electronics

Amstrad User Club

Arnor

Autodesk

Bascrown

Business Graphics

Cambrian Software

Compact Software

Computer Manuals

Computer Training

Connect Systems

CPM
Database Publications

Diamond Business Software

Dictaphone

Direct Disk Supplies

Electric Studio

Electro Music Research

Evesham Micro Centre

Future Publishing

Garwood
GEM Distribution

Grafsales

Home & Business

HSV Computer Services

IQ

ITEC Marketing

Kador

KDS Electronics

KKS Electronics

Lightspeed Software

Logoffon

Margin Maker

Metrotext

Micro Media Computer Supplies

Micronet

Mighty Micro

Minerva Systems

Nlabitchi Computers

Pace Micro Technology

Peartree Computers

R & AJ Preston

Rombo Productions

RT Computer Training

Saxon Computing

Shareware Marketing

Siren Software

The Official Amstrad Magazines

Tirith

Twillstar Computers

1512 Independents

Bring this coupon to the Show
to get 50p per person off the

normal admission price of

£3 (adults), £2 (children).

COMPUTER Friday, October 23, 10am-6pm
Saturday, October 24, 10am-6pm
Sunday, October 25, 10am-4pm

G-Mex Centre, Manchester
How to get there: G-Mex is only one mile from the M602,

and there's ample parking space beneath the hall. Within

easy reach of Victoria and Piccadilly railway stations.

„ 4£ti



PROTECT

PROTEXT

MARCH
Part 2 of the trek towards Protext. Rob Ainsley

acts as native guide.

By now you may well know how to handle blocks, how to find and
exchange, and how to use phrases. Protext does all this - and much,
much more

One of the best features of LocoScript is the use of

those keys on the right hand side of the keyboard.

Some word processors expect you to remember

that CUT is [SHIFT][ALT]-J and PASTE is [EXTRA][TAB]-@

twice or something equally obvious. LocoScript keeps things

blissfully simple - CUT is the [CUT] key, PASTE is [PASTE],

etc, making it easy to mark out blocks of text for copying,

deleting or moving around. In Protext, the keys are

thoughtfully configured to work the same way. All you do is

mark the beginning and end of the block of text to be cut,

copied etc. by pressing [SHIFT]+[+] at the beginning and

end of it.

You'll see two reverse video square brackets appear at

those points - the whole block isn't highlighted as in

Zap
Handy features of Protext:

[SHIFT][DEL] deletes whole

words at a time, [ALT][DEL(right)]

deletes from the cursor to the end

of the line, [ALT][DEL(left)]

deletes from the beginning of the

line to the cursor.and [ALT][CAN]

zaps entire lines.

Executive management
X stands for 'execute', and the files which are

executed are called 'exec' files. They're

created as normal files, but when you type x

(or exec) and the filename from command
mode, Protext takes each line of the file as if it

were a command typed in at the keyboard.

This has a million and one uses as you can

perform any batch of commands you do

regularly at a stroke. Suppose you regularly

back up all your document files by copying all

*
. doc files from your work disc to your

backup disc via the memory. Create a file

backup containing:

copy m:=a:*.dat

; insert back up disc and hit any key

pause

copy a:=m:*.dat

making sure the last line finishes with a

[RETURN]. Then by entering x backup it will

all happen automatically. The semicolon in

line two is used for comments or screen

instructions and makes the line have no other

effect other than to print the line on the screen

as a message for the user at the right point.

The 'pause' command suitably enough pauses

the action until a key is pressed, when the

phantom typist resumes.

Any file called exfile is run automatically

on Protext starting up. You can use this to set

the key combination [EXTRA]C to return the

command count, so saving you typing out the

word every time you want to find out if you've

written enough. Create a file exfile

consisting of

phrase c "counttl3t" [RETURN]

- the M3* is the code which makes a

[RETURN] part of the phrase, which is

necessary for Protext to actually execute the

command (just like when you type at the

keyboard).
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LocoScript. Then you can CUT it, PASTE (move) it to the

position of the cursor somewhere else, or COPY it.

When you copy, the copied block appears below the

original, flanked by those brackets. If you want you can then

move the copied block to a new position by the paste key.

To get rid of the brackets you can just delete them like any

other character, or remove them at a stroke by pressing the

[CAN] key.

The buffer solution

A neat feature is that when you cut a block or delete text, it

gets stored in a temporary buffer and can be brought back if

you realise you made a mistake. Merely by pressing [ALT]U

the most recently deleted text reappears. If you try to delete

a block too large for the buffer (a medium-sized paragraph),

Protext asks for confirmation before consigning the block to

oblivion. You can increase the buffer size in the CONFIG
program.

phrase a •cotvtuitit for buses and imps"
mast b "samis wlj shc curs'

For columnists
For many applications two column printing gives a snappy

and professional look. In Protext you can achieve this easily

using the box' mode of block transfer. First lay out your text

with margins just under half as wide as the width of the

page. Then select 'box' mode by pressing [ALT]+B and put

block markers at the beginning of the line at the half-way

mark and at the bottom right-hand corner of the last line.

Move the cursor to the top line, press [ALT]+R to restore the

original width margins, put the cursor where the top right

hand corner of the right-hand column is to go, and PASTE.

You should now have two neatly lined up columns, though

don't try any further formatting or you might mess things up

- also it seems to work best with justification off. To go back

to the normal method of block transfer, press [ALT]+B again.

To coin a phrase
Like LocoScript, Protext can hold a number of phrases and

assign them to various letters, though you get them by

pressing [EXTRA] and the letter rather than the [PASTE]

key. Suppose you want to create a set of phrases for your

estate agency, as in the LocoScript example disc, so that A

holds 'convenient for buses and shops', B 'surprisingly

spacious', etc. While in command mode enter:

phrase a "convenient for buses and shops"

phrase b "surprisingly spacious"

and so on. From then on (until you switch off) pressing

[EXTRA] and the letter would produce the phrase specified.

Great. But you probably want to save this set for future

use. To do this, create a normal file called, say house .phr

which contains all these command lines just as you would
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enter them in command mode.

In command mode (at the a> prompt) type x house .phr

and you'll see all the lines magically being entered as if you

were typing them in at the keyboard. When it's finished you

can use all the phrases as normal ([EXTRA] and the letter).

This means you can have several phrases files. Say

you've set up another called truth. phr as above, with

phrases for the same house descriptions for your own

records, viz

phrase a "extremely noisy"

phrase b "small and cramped"

etc. You switch over to this set by typing x truth .phr. The

commands will appear as before and from now on

[EXTRA]A gives you "extremely noisy", and so on. There's a

limit to the total size of a phrases file, but it is possible to

alter this using the CONFIG utility (option 4). If you get a

"phrase too long" message it means you have reached the

limit. If you are not using some phrases you can create extra

space by setting these to contain nothing - phrase c " "

Exchange & mart
The FIND and EXCHANGE (or 'REPLACE' in Protextspeak)

key works just the same as in LocoScript. You're asked for

the phrase to find and the one to replace it with. Suppose

you're looking over a few of your house descriptions written

by one of your new employees; you want to replace all

occurrences of 'cramped' by 'compact', 'old' by period', and

'dilapidated' by 'ripe for development'.

With your document loaded and the cursor at the top hit

[EXCH] and you are returned to command mode with a

Control printer controls
Although the obvious use of [FIND] and

[EXCHANGE] is looking for words, the most

useful and powerful applications are probably

for formatting. Suppose you want to replace

italic commands by underline for printing out

a manuscript (which is how editors usually

prefer things). In LocoScript you can't do it,

but in Pretext, printer control codes can be

found and exchanged.

This requires the use of a special signal to

Pretext - an 'escape character' as the jargon

has it. Pretext uses the exclamation mark as

its escape character. You know how to put

printer codes into a document by [ALT]X

followed by a letter (b for bold, i for italic etc) -

well you can look for these codes by the text

!b, !i etc respectively.

So, if you replace ! i by ! u with the

options ag, all the reversed out i's, which turn

italics on and off, will be wiped off the map,

and replaced by underline codes.

One problem is that because ! and ? are

special characters you can't use them as

simple text - you must precede them by an

exclamation mark if you want them to be taken

literally. If you want to weed out all the

question marks and exclamation marks from a

piece you would FIND ! ? and ! !

.

Another useful special character you can

search for with FIND and EXCHANGE is the

code for [RETURN], which is effectively the

end-of-paragraph marker. ! . in text means a

[RETURN] code, so if you exchanged >
. for

! . ! . you would insert an extra blank line

between all paragraphs.

As the command to turn italics on is the

same as to turn italics off in Pretext, it's easy

to miss one out somewhere and find all the

document is printing out in italics except the

words which should be. A neat way of

checking that all italics are turned off would

be to FIND > i and specify 2g as your option -

every second code will be rooted out, and you

can check they're always the other half of a

pair.

Ike house is a splendid exa»le of Resents architecture and Mould he
ideally suited to the first tine huser.

Urge old buildingins in the centre of torn, craved and di lapidated.

IBS King St. lathfl

Msnificent, old house,
Close to cits centre.

"36 Prince St, Conbe tonsil'
incurious old house situate,
insinj.

( Princess Crescent, I

tasteful Is converted into sixteen aparUents.

in the delightful village of Conbe

FWJ string: !i

string! first tine huser
tions (R,B,C,G,H,n)? as
-Ml

About to cut the block between brackets

anyway. This can be dangerous. Pick B and the changes will

be done backwards from the position of the cursor instead of

down; C and only words corresponding exactly to the given

word will be found ('ease-specific' - ie, if could find

LocoScript ignoring locoscript and Locoscript); G and the

replacing will be done 'globally', ie

throughout the entire document.

Enter W and only whole words will be

searched out (if you don't select option w
and replaced 'old' by 'period' automatically

you might find that 'Oldham' and 'wolds'

had changed to 'periodham' and

'wperiods'). Finally, n means a number. If

you write 3 it will change every 3rd

occurrence and 9 changes every 9th. You

can also use 'wildcards' which means that

including a ? in the phrase to be found

stands for any letter at all.

Any combination of these options can

be used. So, for example, replacing

"Chairman" by "Chairperson" ag would

replace all such instances in the document

automatically. Swapping "he" with "he or

A load of

blocks
While there's no direct

equivalent of the way you can

save blocks in LocoScript under

a number and subsequently

paste them in by pressing

PASTE and the number, you can

simulate this with Protext's

merge command. Though really

the counterpart of Loco's insert

text, it's fast enough to be

thought of as a block function.

Save your blocks as normal files

and paste them in other

documents at the cursor by the

command merge and the

filename.

ine house is a splendid example of Regency architecture and Mould he

ideally suited to the first tine bugerlJ «M enjoss renovating and

suitable prompt. Enter cramped as the string to find and

compact as the one to replace it. Now you're offered a

gaggle of options. The simplest thing is to remember the old

Protext maxim 'when in doubt press [RETURN]'. You'll be

escorted through the document from the position of the

cursor and asked if you want to replace each occurrence of

cramped' - press y for yes, n for no. Remember this won't

affect the file on disc until you save the document, of

course.

Optional extras (A,B,C,G,W,n)
The options are useful however. Pick A and the changes will

be done automatically, ie. Protext won't pause to ask you

whether you want an instance changed, it'll just do it

she" bwc would ask for confirmation of each exchange

(sometimes it might be inappropriate - fathers, for example,

are usually he's), go upwards from the cursor, look only for

whole words, and ignore "He" or "HE".

If you just want to find a word or phrase the [FIND] key

has the same range of options. Give ???? as your string to

find with options wg and all the four-letter words in your

document will be pointed out. Selecting ag as an option

would in effect count every occurrences of the item. Do this

on your house description data file to find the number of

studio flats, ([FIND] studio flat ag) for example.
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RSC Ltd £
PCW HARDWARE

Amstrad PCW 8256 £285.00
Amstrad PCW 8512 £379.00
Amstrad PCW 9512 £474.00

Amstrad RS232/Cent. Interface £49.00
Amstrad FD/2 Second drive £125.00
8256 Memory Upgrade 851 2 £24.00

RSC SPECIAL OFFER
FD2+ MEMORY UPGRADE £145

RSC PCW Printer Extension £1 1 .00

(pack includes power extension)

MODEL RSC L2 MODEL RSC L3

Specially designed by RSC - Two illuminated products lor

the computer operators and general office use.
* Economical power consumption

'Localised illumination - less strain on the eyes
' Can be poised at the angle required.

RSL L2 £24 (includes bub)
RSLLSC19 (includes bub)
Replacement bubs £3.50

PCW SOFTWARE - DATABASES
Camsoft Cambase £33.00
Caxton Cardbox £39.00
Caxton Condor 1 £63.00
Camsoft Delta 1.25 £69.00
Sage Retrieve £45.00
Sage Magic Filer £45.00
Amsoft Microword/Microfile £35.00
Datastore (Digita) £28.00
Supertype (Digita) £17.00
Database Manager (At Last) £19.50
dBase II £74.00
Masterfile 8000 £3?.00

NEW PRICE dBase II

£69

W0RDPR0CESSING
Micro Pro Pocket Wordstar £31.00
Micro Pro Pocket Wordstar Deluxe £51.00

Tasman Tasword 8000* £17.00

Tasman Tasprint 8000* £11.00
Tasman Taspell 8000* £12.60
Newstar Neword II £51.00

Locoscript 2 £16.00
Arnor Protext £45.00
Arnor Pocket Protext £29.00

Amsoft Supercalc 2 £32.60
Newstar Cracker II £32.60
Multiplan £50.00

Scratchpad Plus £42.00

DrDraw £32.00
Dr Graph £32.00
(Both programs together) £60.00
Electric Studio Mouse Set £99.00
Electric Studio Video Digitiser £80.00
AMX Mouse Package (with Desktop) £63.00

(not publisher)

Elect/ic Studio Snip Art £12.00
Electric Studio Font Module £16.00

) 243301
(24 hours)

(0923) 241921

PCW DUST COVERS

Very attractive set. Keep your PCW dust free

VDU keyboard & Printer £8.65

(Please specify 8256, 851 2 or 951 2)

PCW DESKTOP PUBLISHING

LIGHTPEN WITH NEWSDESK
by Elactric Studio

The complete Art creation and page
make-up system £55

includes a Desktop Publishing Box

Fleet Street Editor Plus £43.00

Electric Studio - Newsdesk International £33.50

The Database Publisher (Software) £25.00

Database Desktop Publisher (with AMX Mouse) ... £59.00

RSC'S SPECIALS

Amsoft CF2
Double sided/Single Density

£20 for box of 10

Amsoft CF2 DD
D/S Double Density

£40 for box of 10

DISC STORAGE BOXES

AMS 20L
(holds 21 3" disks)

Perfect Storage

Box Designed
and made
for 3" Disks £10

RSC 60
Supplied with

dividers.

Index labels.

Lock and 2 keys

Anti-static £14

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
Export, Government & Educational Orders
Welcome. All enquiries & payments to

RSC Ltd, 75 Queens Road, Watford
WD1 2QN

Telex: 265871 MON REF G. REF CJJ128
Tel: (0923) 243301-241921

Callers Welcome
All prices subject to change without notice - all goods subject to

availability

Carriage Free
Map Integrated Accounts
- Sales. Purchase, Nominal Ledgers and Stock Control. Com-
prehensive Reporting of Debtors. Creditors. Invoicing State-

ments, V.A.T. calculation. Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance

Sheet £99.00

Camsoft Stock Control £38.00

Camsoft Sales Ledger £38.00

Camsoft Purchase Ledger £38.00

Camsoft Nominal Ledger £38.00

Camsoft Invoicing System £38.00

PSPN-Sales, Purchase and Nominal £69.00

PSIS-Stcck, Invoicing and Sales £69.00

PSIL-Stock, Inv, Sales, Purch & Norn £98.00

Money Manager Plus £29.00

PCW COMMUNICATIONS

J

ACCOUNTS PCW

Sage Popular Accounts
- Designed tor inexperienced users, suitable for cash or credit

trade. Single program disk, fully automatic sales,

purchase+nommal ledger. 999 sales+purchase accounts

£65.00

Sage Popular Accounts Plus
- All the features of the Accounts program, plus automatic

invoicing and Stock Recording £99.00

Sage Popular Invoicing
- For the business with higher than average output of invoices.

Can be used on its own or in conjunction with Sage Popular

Accounts £47.00

Sage Popular Payroll
- Handles all UK tax codes and N.I. tables £47.00

Sage Popular Combo Pack
- Popular Accounts and Payroll £99.00

Sage Super Combo Pack
- Popular Accounts and Invoicing and Payroll £155.00

MODEMS

Amstrad V21/V23
(manual modem) .£85.00

Linnet V21/V23
- Auto dialling and answering
- Hayes compatibility

- 32 names/Number/Store
- 3 Help Menus - Best value .. .£129.00

WS4000 (Miracle Tech)
- Auto-Hayes - standard

Sage Combo
Chit-Chat Software with

Linnet Modem
£182.00

Sage Chit-Chat Software
(includes E Mail and Viewdata) £78.00

Total package comes
complete with comprehensive

160 page user manual

DIALUP
CGMMUNICAIONS

SOFTWARE

Very friendly menu
driven software

* £65 *

MOUSE MAT £5.00
Thingi (Copy Holder) £7.00

MMtw
With MasterScan you
can reproduce any
picture on your PCW
screen - and print it

out as often as you

like. £55
Incorporate graphics into pazkages as The
Desktop Publisher, Fleet Street Editor Plus and
Newsdesk. Send Scanned images via modem
to other PCWs anywhere

M\6£te PADSTT
As well as creating drawings from scratch

you can load in scanned images from Mas-
terScan and manipulate them using any of

MasterPaint's versatile tools. Then you can

remove superfluous detail, fine tune the

drawings using the zoom feature, and add
text £15

MasterScan and MasterPaint
together C60

"



PCW GENERAL & UTILITIES

Locomail (for Locoscript 1) £26.00
Locospell (for Locoscript 1) £26.00
Mass Easy Labeller £28.00

Caxton Brainstorm £33.00
Caxton Touch 'n' Go £17.00
Rotate £20.00

Plan It £18.00
Companion £16.00
Digital Pascal/MT+ £35.00

Digital C Basic Compiler £35.00

TasSign £20.00
Turbo Pascal (Borland) £60.00

Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox £42.00
Realtime Intro to Locoscript £20.00

'Locomail and Locospell for LocoScript 2

user please specify*

KEYBOARD STORAGE DRAWER

TKD21: Keyboard storage

drawer. Steel and plastic

consct ruction. PC keyboard

locates in the tray and can

be slid out of sight when not

in use, saves space on your

desk and protects from dirt

and dust. CPU and monitor

can stack on top

£35

Mini Office II for the
Amstrad PCW

This phenomenally successful package now
comes to the Amstrad PCW- with many new
features.

Mini Office II consists of FIVE separate pro-

grams

• Wordprocessor
• Database (with label printer)

• Spreadsheet
• Graphics
• Communications

. . . and you can swap data between different

programs to produce powerful results

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

Don't trip over - Ideal tidying unit £1

2

Above unit with built in Arrester - to give

protection from mainsborne spikes

and surges £15

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON
Epson LX86 10OCPS/20NLQ/80COL £189.00

Epson LX800 (NEW - LATEST) £194.00

Epson LQ800 180 CPS/60NLQ/80 COL £435.00

Epson LQ1000 180 CPS/60NLQ/132 COL ..£570.00

Epson EX800 300 CPS/50NLQ/80 COL £384.00
Epson EX1000 300 CPS/50NLQ/136 COL ..£515.00

Epson FX800 200 CPS/5ONLQ/80 COL £305.00

Epson FX100O 200 CPS/50NLQ/132 COL ..£395.00

Epson LQ2500 136 COL7270CPS/90 NLQ ..£699.00

Epson SQ2500 InkJet £985.00

CANON
Canon PW1080A 160 CPS/27NLGV80 COL £234.00
Canon A55 180 CPS/45NLCV1 32 COL ....'....£399.00

Canon A60 200 CPS/100NLQ/80 COL £399.00
Canon A65 200 CPS/100NLQ/132 COL £491 .00

AMSTRAD
DMP3000 80 COL - 105CPS F/TNLQ £139.00

DMP4000 136 COL - 200CPS F/T 50NLQ ..£275.00

DMP3160 80 COL - 160CPS F/T NLQ £156.00

Panasonic
Panasonic KX-P1081 BOcol. 120cps + 24cps NLQ .... E149.00

Panasonic KX-P 1 592 136col. 1 80cps * 38cps NLQ ..£343.00

Panasonic KX-P 1 595 1 36col. 240cps + 51cps NLQ ..£450.00

Panasonic KX-P1082 col. 160cps + NLQ £199.00

micro Peripheral/
MP 135 80col/135cpsF/T27nlq £147.00

MP 165 80col/165cps F/T 35nlq £173.00

MP 200 80col/200cps F/T 40nlq £235.00

MP 201 132col/200cpsF/T40nlq £275.00

MP 480 80col/480cps F/T 74nlq £369.00

I'KINURSfOK BUSINESS

Star NL10 1 20cps/30nlq/80col £189.00

Star NX15 120cps/30nlq/136col £288.00

Star NB24-10 24pin/216cps/72nlq/80col £415.00

Star NB24-15 24pin/216cps/72nlq/136col £525.00

Star NB15 Same as above but 3O0cps £595.00

NEC
NEC P6 £389.00

NEC P7 £447.00

JUKI 5520 COLOUR £335.00

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

Panasonic KX-P3131U 17CPS
(recommended) £240.00

Micro-P26 - 26CPS £225.00
Micro-P40 - 40CPS £330.00
Juki 6100 20CPS £257.00
Juki 6200 30CPS £417.00

Daisywheels in stock

In different styles £9.50

DATA SWITCHES
A range of high quality data switches in Centronics or RS232

Interface Rotary type with steel cases durability

RSCDSC1 -(Parallel)

2 Device T switch -3 female connections £34.00

RSC DSC2 - (Parallel)

4 Device T switch - 5 female connections £52.00

RSC DSR1 -(Serial)

2 Device T switch - 3 female conncetions £30.00

RSC DSR2- (Serial)

2 Device T switch - 5 female connections £44.00

BROTHER DUAL PRINTER
TWIN WRITER

Twin Head - Daisywheel + Dot Matrix

* £875 *

THE NEW
AMSTRAD LQ3500
24 pin Dot-Matrix Printer

1 60cps draft and 54cps LQ
* £319 *

K.D. PRINTER STAND

TPS-25: K.D. Printer stand for

80 column printers. Paper feeds

from underneath and the dial

adjustable paper feed plate

guides the paper onto the

collection rack for neat

Blacking. Sturdy steel and

plastic construction with space

saving design.

£30.00 80 COL
C37.00 132 COL

EPSON GQ3500 LASER PRINTER

6 page per minute/7 res fonts

Hp Laser Jet compatibility

£1345
(maintenance available)

PRINTER PAPER

2CXX) Sheets 11x9.5 -60gsm (fan) £15.00

2000 Sheets 1 1x9.5 - 80gsm (fan) £18.00

2000 Sheets A4 - 70gsm (fan) £22.00
1000 Sheets A4 - 90gsm (fan) £15.00

2000 Sheets 1 1x14.5 Ruled (fan) £22.00

2000 Sheets 1 1x14.5 Plain (fan) £22.00

1000 Adhesive Labels 1 across £6.00

2000 Adhesive Labels 2 across £8.65

PCW RIBBONS (min order 2's)

QT2
£4.30 each

QT5 QTIO(ormore)
£3.90 each £3.50 each

PCW Multistrike Ribbons £6.00

PCW Colour Ribbons (Blue, Brown, Red,

Green) £6.00

Ribbons for other Printers

PCW 9512 RIBBONS
QT2
£3.35 each

QT5 QTIO(ormore)
£3 15 each £3.00 each

FOR DIASYWHEEL PRINTER ONLY

PCW 9512 DAISYWHEELS

AVAILABLE TYPE STYLES
Product Code Typeface

GB045
GB032
GB085
GB225
GB401
GB033
GB608
GB224

Courier 10

Prestige Pica 1

Recta 1

Orator 1

Letter Gothic 10/12

Prestige Elite 12

Script 12

Mini Gothic 15

Each £4.95

Daisywheels for Juki
£5.50

Daisywheels for Micro-P and
Panasonic £4.50

Ribbons for all other Printers

Please call

LEISURE SOFTWARE

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy £18.00

Leather Goddesses £18.00

Suspended £18.00

Cyrus Chess £12.00

Bridge Player £15.00

Colossus 4 Chess £14.00

Batman £1 1.50

Lord of the Rings £15.00

Tomahawk £14.00

Scrabble £15.00

The Pawn £18.00

Trivial Pursuits £15.00

Graham Gooch Test Cricket £15.00

Head over Heels £12.00

Starglider £18.00

Leaderboard £15.00

Silicon Dreams £15.00

Ballyhoo (Infocom) £17.00

The Fourth Protocol £12.00

Ace £15.00

Strike Force Harrier £15.00

Steve Davis Snooker £12.00



ONTEST

Alec Rae asks two low-price business programs

to account for themselves

Just as computers keep getting smaller and smaller, programs also

seem to be getting cheaper and cheaper. Manufacturers are now
offering a complete stock control system for £10 and a cash analysis

program for £12.95. But can you expect a program that costs hardly

more than the price of a disc to be genuinely useful?

SPRASH
£10.00 • Lentronic Software • 48

Elmete Mount, Leeds LS8 2NU
No! SPRASH has got nothing to do with the noise of a PCW
being dropped into water in Japan. SPRASH stands for

Sales, Purchases, Returns and Stock in Hand (in One
Ledger) which pretty well sums up what it does.

The first thing to say is don't buy SPRASH if you are in a

hurry. It is written in the old faithful Jetsam BASIC which is

really quite a fast, efficient method of file handling. What
seems to slow things down is an almost pedantic error

trapping process.

For instance it is quite a complicated program which

means that not everything can be loaded into the working

space of the PCW at the same time. So when you need to

use a new section it takes a moment or two to load in from

Inconsistent files

Because of the way Jetsam

works in the PCW's BASIC

system, if you leave a program by

panicking (eg. turning off the

PCW) rather than in an orderly

way, the two files it uses to store

your data in can get out of step.

In this case Jetsam (hence

SPRASH also) cannot get at the

data held in the files -not a

problem if you are a programmer

but a worry for the beginner.

memory.

Nothing unusual in this. But after having to wait

(rather than before) you find a message saying "Is this the

section that you want. Press Y". When you choose to go

back to the main menu a message comes up saying 'To

return to menu press space bar." These are not major

problems but at first you spend half your life waiting for it to

do something only to discover that it is waiting for you to

press Y or the space bar. Time and again you find yourself

answering a question that isn't strictly necessary.

Strangely enough it can also slow things down by being

too helpful. You can easily amend any entry - a laudable

facility. And it does it by the proper accounting method of

entering a adjustment rather than just correcting the figure,

which should please the purists.

But whereas with many other programs, when you want

to make an alteration, you are shown the entry in question

on the screen and can use the cursor keys to edit it,

SPRASH offers you a menu with 13 choices offering you

every conceivable choice. A Date? A Unit of Quantity? A
Sales or Purchase type? It could take a minute to read

though the list and another one to decide which option you

want. If you want to change two parts of the entry you have

to go through this process twice. When you have actually

found the entry you want to make you have to enter your

correction without having the original entry shown on screen

for reference.

Again when you are entering sales it forces you to go on

and enter purchases in the same way. If you wanted to enter

your sales every day and only bought once a month or even

once a week you could find yourself getting tired.

Stock introduction

On the other hand many small businesses with low stock

levels blunder on with a manual stock system or without a

stock system at all rather than spend the money on a

sophisticated program. SPRASH would be an improvement

over a manual system and at £10 is hardly going to break

the bank.

It is basic and therefore quite simple to learn. Setting

stock levels, and entering sales or purchases is simple if

Cash Book

£12.95 • Double-Jay Software • 0209
217552
A cash analysis program can be forgive many things if it's

easy to use. As the price may suggest, Cash Book doesn't

have many pretensions but what it does it carries out in a

pleasant, easy manner. And what it does it keep track of your

money. One reason why a number of PCW owners buy their

machine is to keep track of their personal finances, and as

Post it again,Sam!
Probably the major feature of the Double-Jay

Cash Book will be the standing order handling

- repeat postings. Nothing can be more

upsetting to your financial peace of mind than

forgetting a standing order (especially if you

have already gone out and spent it again!)

How much better if you just choose the 'repeat

posting' option, put in the frequency (you have

the choice of weekly, fortnightly, monthly,

quarterly, half yearly or yearly) and the

number of payments you have to pay.

So if you have just taken out a mortgage

over 25 years just jot in the fact that you have

300 monthly payments to make; if you and

your PCW are still going in 2012 it will debit

the account every month till them.

Another neat feature is that the standing

orders are not worked out until you need

them. Each time you start the program it asks

you the date. So when you load the program it

works out the entries up to that date so as not

to fill the file up with spurious entries into the

21st century.

36 8000 PLUS

such Cash Book looks like a reasonable investment. If you

bought the machine to help you save money it seems
illogical to cough up another £100 for a sophisticated

accounts package you don't really need.

It also has some good facilities for handling standing

orders that would seem ideal for keeping track of a personal

account.

Cash Book could also perhaps stretch to club accounts or

even a small, simple operation business. It wouldn't be a

good idea for someone who was running a serious business.

For instance it totally ignores little details like VAT.

However this simplicity does make it quite easy to grasp.

You shouldn't have to spend hours poring over the manual,

which is lucky as it is rather badly reproduced and not the

easiest thing to read.

To make up for this the company have included a sample

file, and playing about with this is quite the easiest way to get

to grips with the program. It has a password facility to keep it

away from prying eyes but you are not forced to use this.

It does seem designed with ease of use in mind although

in consequence this means that it is lacking in sophistication.

It can only hold 300 items on disc but it gets round this by

'dumping' (deleting) the first 50 entries when it gets full. You

are given the option of printing these out before they

disappear so they are not totally lost, but again it would

hardly suit a serious business application.



slow and returns are catered for simply by putting a minus

sign before the number of items. You have to give a

reference code to each item so make them easy to

remember or print out a list to keep by you.

You set a re-order level for each item and if when you

enter sales the stock level falls below that, the program

warns you immediately and you can print out a statement to

the effect that this product needs to be re-ordered.

SPRASH can take a total of 1450 entries on one disc and

the number of entries still available is displayed when you

start the program. When this is full the method involved in

setting up a new data disc is pretty basic involving using PIP

and erasing data files, which could worry any CP/M-phobics.

It does give a full choice of lists which can be displayed

on screen or printed out and of course keeps tracks of all

sorts of totals that would prove invaluable for impressing

your bank manager.

The documentation is the usual photocopied leaflet that

most low-cost products have - well there isn't much money
available from £10 to pay for a glossy manual, and as long

as the information is there the physical production style

shouldn't matter.

The writer has made an attempt to keep clear of

programming jargon in writing although there are still one or

two words that could do with explaining. For instance there

might conceivably be some ignorant users who don't know

that TPA stands for Transient Program Area and means that

61k of the computer that is available for running a program.

Another matter of concern is the ease with which you

seem to be able to jump out of the program, merely by

pressing the wrong key - for instance the [STOP] key. Not

only does mean that you could lose any information you

were working on (although you can restart after a mistaken

[STOP] by typing CONT) but there is the risk of a problem

called 'inconsistent files' which might lose you some data.

Overall though, SPRASH is a fair package for the money
and if nothing else will allow you to work out what facilities

are most important to you if you buy a costlier system later

on.

ONTEST
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Return to NASI MENU? Please PRESS V or N

If you want a PRINT OUT as veil as the SCREEN, please press P. Press any other key for
1 ONLY

.. „.JP I START screen scrolling use the ALT 1 S keys together

PLUSES
Inexpensive way of trying whether a

computerised stock control system would

suit your business

Simple control of stocks, purchases and

stock levels and reordering

MINUSES
Too many time-wasting prompts

Lack of sophistication especially in setting

up new data discs

Not very robust

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

11 PERFORMANCE
JM DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

More than one
You can keep track of a number of different accounts on the

same disc (they each take up about 20k) by simply opening

the file and entering the opening balance. You then enter the

items either as a Receipt' or a Payment' with up to 24

characters of details and up to seven characters for the

voucher number entry. These can be entered in any date

order and the program sorts them chronologically.

Finding the entries again is also not much of a problem; it

uses a Find facility that will look for any detail of the entry

apart from the date although at first it might seem a little

confusing. You can amend any entry you want, a facility

lacking in some serious' accounts packages. Admittedly the

program is not over robust. In our testing we managed to get

it to crash once or twice and you do stand a chance of losing

the details in memory but again as long as you were not

depending on the program to handle a very serious set of

accounts this probably would not be a tragic problem.

It is written in ZBASIC which is fast arithmetically

although the makers are looking at ways of speeding up the

screen update. This could be considered slow but it would

seem churlish to complain too loudly about it in a £12.95

program.

PLUSES
It is cheap and easy to use.

Well suited to personal finances.

Good repeat posting (standing order

handling) function

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
Lacking the features and robustness for a

really serious application.

The method of making room on the file by

dumping the first 50 entries might not suit

everyone.

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

8000 PLUS 37



ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (8000)

23, Hampstead House, Town Centre, Basingstoke, RG21 1LG

Continuous Stationery
^*„ *4Wr,-Pprf all edges

250
1000 2000

Dust Covers

CPC 6128 2pce Set =£7.50
PCW 8256/8512 3pce set

=£8.50

Strong water-resistant,

anti-static nylon

Crev with Roval Blue piping

. x 11"60 GSM Micro-Perf all edges

True A4 90 GSM Micro-Perf all edges

True A4 100 GSM Vellum Mtcro-Perf al

Soufed-Cream. Blue, grey or wh,te)

Labels 3.5" x 1.5" (1 across)

Labels 4.0" X 1.5" (1 across

Labels 4.0" x 1.5" (2 across)

Labels 2.75" x 1.5' (3 across)

£2.95

£5.25

edges £7.25

500

£4 95 £8.95

£8.75 04.94

£13.50 £25.50

£2.95

£3.25

£3.75

2.75

4.95

£5.50

£6.50

£4.50

£14.95

9.50

£10.50

11.95

£8.50

AMSOFT 3" disks

^EXTRAS TO

^£2.70, 5 = £12.95, 10 = l24.9b

Disk Storage Boxes

LockabJe AMS20 cased

Credit Card ^^""•"Ji
Hotline (0256) 463507 Faxline (0256) 841018

£5.95

£12.95

Printer Ribbons

PCW 8512/8256 Black

PCW 8512/8256 Colours

DMP 1 Black

DMP Colours

DMP 2000/3000 Black

(colours N/A)

* Colours Available

Red, Blue, Green,

Orange, Purple.

£3.95

£4.95

£2.95

£3.95

£3.95

are:-

Brown,a
I

Access]

WORD PROCESSING
Locomail
Locospell

Locoscript II

Protext

Pocket Protext

Prospell

Tasword
Tasspell

Tasprint 8000

35.95
35.95
19.95
59.95
29.95
24.95
19.95
13.95

12.95

DESK TOP PUBLISHING
The Desktop Publisher

Newsdesk International

Fleet Street Editor Plus

DATABASES
Database Manager
Masterfile 8000
Cambase
Cardbox
Condor
Nucleus
Plan It

Datastore

dBase II

Dataflow 3/Mailflow 3
Sage Magic Filer

Sage Retrieve

Delta

24.95
39.95
59.95

24.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
79.95
79.95
19.95
34.95
89.95
39.95
64.95
64.95
79.95

DESIGN & GRAPHICS
DR Draw
DR Graph

39.95
39.95

AMSTRAD PCW

NEW
PCW9512 573.85
Complete with Daisywheel printer

PCW8256 — NOW ONLY 343.85

PCW8512 — NOW ONLY 458.85

ACCOUNTS
Camsoft
Integrated Accounts
Integrated Sales
Modules— each

Compact
Accounts
Payroll

Financial Report
Other Modules— each

Sage
Super Combo
Accounts Plus

Popular Combo
Popular Accounts
Invoicing

Payroll

129.95
79.95
39.95

159.95
79.95
39.95
54.95

179.95
139.95
139.95
89.95
64.95
64.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND CARRIAGE

SPREADSHEETS
Supercalc II

Scratch Pad

ENTERTAINMENT
Fairlight

Starglider

Pawn
Batman
Strike Harrier

Sorcerer
Hitch Hikers Guide
Enchanter
Deadline
Ballyhoo

Tomahawk
Distractions

Brian Clough's F/ball Fortunes

Moonmist
Leather Godesses of Phobos

44.95
54.95

11.95

19.95
19.95

11.95
14.95

19.95

19.95

19.95

19.95

19.95

14.95

14.95
13.95
19.95

19.95

COMMUNICATIONS
Sage Chit-Chat E Mail

With Modem
Sage Chit-Chat Viewdata
With Modem
Sage Chit-Chat Combo
With Modem

UTILITIES ETC
Amor Maxam II

DR C-Basic Compiler
Hisoft Devpac 80

64.95
179.95
64.95
179.95
89.95

214.95

59.95
39.95
29.95

COPY COMM SOFTWARE
FREEPOST, Cupar, Fife KY15 4BR

TELEPHONE (0334) 56309 TELEX — 76284 FAX (0334) 56306



Available From:-
tffr

WHSMITH John Menzies OALLDERS OR DIRECT MAIL ORDER.
DEPARTMENT STORES LTD

PACK CONSISTS OF:

-

Quickshot 2 Joystick

Helicopter Style Grip * World's Best Selling Joystick

• Perfectly FittingTrigger Fire Button * Sleek Top

Fire Button * Four Suction Cups for Extra Stability.

RamPCW Joystick Interface

Superb Flush Fitting Design * Incorporates standard

9-Pin Joystick Port* Securing Points for Fail-Safe

Connection * Connects Via Amstrad PCW Expansion Port.

Spectacular Tomahawk Flight Simulator

Real-Time Flight Simulator * Based on U S Army Apache
Advanced Attack Helicopter* Allows Flight Training

before going into battle against enemy * Full Set of Flying

Instructions Included.

POSTTO: SPECTRAVIDEO LTD. 165 GARTH ROAD.MORDEN SURREY SM4 4LH.

PLEASE SUPPLY ME
QTY. UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Q AMSTRAD PCW JOYSTICK PACK £2995

POSTAGE AND PACKING £1 05

TOTAL C

I enclose cheque/postal order no payable to SPECTRAVIDEO LTD fortheabovetotal.

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS account number I I I I I I I I I I I—I—I—I—I—LJ

Signature .

Name

. Expiry Date.

.Tel: No..

Address

.Postcode..

SPECTRAVIDEO LTD. REG.No.1745592 ENGLAND (Please allow 28daysfordeliveryry.)
j

SPECTRAVIDEO LTD.
(A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF ASH & NEWMAN LIMITED.!

^CtTRRl/yZZEZ*

165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LH, England. Telephoned- 330 0101 dOlines) Telex: 28704 MM H VANG Facsimiled -337 5532
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SPOT
Trevor Haydon sees if a PCW can net him the

jackpot on the pools

POOLSWINNER

IHhfWnr <tt^!H|

hi., r «|

POOLSWINNER
£15.00 (£16.50 inc. Fixgen) • Selec

Software •061-428 7425
A few years ago (well, when I was a boy) there were always

people on the wireless advertising there infallible system for

winning a fortune on the football pools. If the subsequent

exposures in the Sunday press where anything to go by,

they invariably lived in terraced houses in Finsbury Park

drove second hand Morris Minors. Perhaps it only worked for

their clients.

The truth is - unfortunately - the football results are

always arbitrary, and so unpredictable. If actual form had

anything to do with the outcome to many people would be

winning - with a consistent drop in the value of the much

publicised jackpots. Big money arises only out of totally

unexpected results. You might as well simply pick numbers

from a hat.
''

But for those who insist on believing otherwise (or might

not own a hat) things have taken an interesting step forward.

You can now fail to win the pools completely scientifically -

even employing your Amstrad to help in the task. A program

produced by Selec Software called Poolswinner (get it?) is

designed with precisely that in mind.

Let it be said at the beginning that no claims are made

for the success of this program (a wise move), and on that

basis alone it has to be presumed that the writer continues

to make more from the royalties than any winnings. But what

is promised is that using this approach will produce a

PLUSES
As good a shot as you can get at

systematising pools prediction

Has a database of 20,000 past matches

Takes into account each week's new

results

Extra 'Fixgen' program makes entering

results easy

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
Doesn't guarantee you a jackpot!

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

'statistically better chance than average' (up to 30% as

opposed to a predictable 1 7%) and a great deal more 'near

misses'. I can't vouch for that, but with all the obvious

thought gone into the making I'm inclined to give it a

temporary benefit of the doubt. Whether such statistics are

ever likely to tip in your favour on one specific Saturday - as

they must - is another matter, of course.

20,000 leagues
The heart of the system is the very impressive database:

20,000 individual results from over ten years worth of league

games. From such, various results patterns most likely to

indicate a subsequent draw have been isolated on the basis

that if the pattern recurs you stand a better than average

chance of landing the goods (hence the statistical bias in

your favour). This is constantly upgraded with each week's

entered results.

It's necessary, of course, to enter weekly the past results

of each team. This is all about as exciting - and no quicker -

than watching paint dry; until you discover they produce an

optional extra program Fixgen (extra to the tune of £1 .50),

which has all the league fixture for the entire season nicely

worked out, ready and waiting. Typing in the appropriate

date brings up the relevant teams. The entire program is

menu-driven, with usefuJ on-screen prompts where

necessary. You still have to type in the figures, of course,

but using this method watching the paint definitely gets

relegated to second place. Selec update this side of things -

as well as the overall database - each season, and you can

change up to the latest version for very a reasonable fee.

Once the program has these details under its belt it starts

to compare the current probabilities against the past, stored

patterns of results in the database. Having computed

statistically the likelihood (or not) of the two teams producing

a draw, it will then list the best matches in descending order

for you to fill in on the treble chance coupon. If your fancy

turns towards the prediction of homes or aways it will do that

too.
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The moment of truth - the probable score draws come out in order of likelihood.

40 8000 PLUS

Results service

All in all, rf^kau wanted to defy reason and write a program

for predicting football results Poolswinner is probably just

about the best outcome you might reasonably manage. It

represents a genuine 'state of the art' approach to

unfounded optimism.

The only thing it can't do, it seems, is to print postal

orders and lick the stamp. But then even the best of

programs leave some things to the user's own initiative

Like winning, perhaps?



BusinessmT.

CONTROLLER *"•»
Amstrad PCW owners appreciate the time-saving, flexibility and
professional results using a word-processor. Business Controller
offers similar benefits to computerising your accounts. From
assisting day-to-day book-keeping, VAT Returns, etc., to
complete End of Year accounts if you wish. It is designed for the
small to medium sized business, whether a sole trader,
partnership, or limited company.
The software is capable ofadvanced accounting use, and in order
to fully appreciate and interpret the Balance Sheet, a discussion
with your professional adviser or Bank Manager may be
advisable. ('Accountant's Guide' is a separate booklet provided
especially for users who wish to use this program in conjunction
with their accountant/financial adviser.) The program is also
suitable for practising Chartered Accountants, since any number
of different Cash Books may be kept on a single Amstrad PCW.

"A sophisticated accounts package

that can he mastered with a limited

knowledge of accounts ... a good
manual that is designed to suit a wide

variety of levels. " — 8000 Plus.

ASK FOR OUR
DETAILED
BROCHURE.

DATASTORE D^£39.95
Looking for fast access to stored data? Want to create 1 1 D
customised reports, mailing lists for printing labels,
office and personal records with NO technical knowledge?
Researched, developed and written exclusively for the Amstrad
PCW, Datastore will fully utilise the facilities ofyour computer.
* Menu driven with prompts
* Full tutorial for beginners
* Automatic calculations on entry (useful for VAT, etc.)

+ Full mathematics (+, -, X, /, average)
* Lightning search feature — typically under 4 seconds
k Search on any field or any combination of fields for anything
+ Optional embedded string and conditional search facility
* 32,000 records and 32 fields

+ 1,498 characters per field

+ Numeric, string, date and money fields

* 2 user-definable printing templates
* Facility to change screen layout AFTER entering your data
* Uses RAM disk and 1 or 2 drives (therefore no repetitive disc swapping)
+ Merging between files

Extra Options with DATASTORE II include:
* Option to output to an ASCII file

* Special 'recovery' utility to restore corrupt or deleted data

".
. .extremely neat and professional . . .flexibility to handle very different types of

data" - The Librarian, Kings College, University of London.

Supertype n^f24.95
NOW LOCOSCRIPT 2 COMPATIBLE. 1 03

D

Perhaps the only reasonable criticism of the Amstrad PCW might be the
standard of the printer. Supertype II is a program which will offer you
EIGHT new, radically different typestyles. Each of them has its own
distinctive, professional appeal, giving your documents an original
facelift.

Supertype II is unique in that it works directly with LocoScript/
LocoMail/LocoSpell/Locoscript 2 and all of your CP/M software. It

supports all ofthe printer 'high quality' modes including: enlarged, bold,
emphasized, italic, etc. The ingenious thing about the program is that once
you've installed your favourite font on a disc, you won't even notice the
program working. You can run your programs in the normal way and
everything will be the same except when you print out. Now it is even
possible to select fonts from within Locoscript 2.

"very simple to use . . . learnt in IS minutes . . . it's font-astic" - 8000 Plus.

ARE YOU SURE YOURTAXMAN IS DOING HISJOB CORRECTLY?
Fully menu-driven, this UK income tax computation program will
calculate your income tax liability for a given tax year (84/85, 85/86. 86/87,

87/88) and provide the pertinent facts about your tax
position. Information, which can be easily saved and
amended, can be used to provide useful 'what if
calculations on your tax liability. Guidance notes are
provided for users unfamiliar with the operation of the
UK tax system and a software update service is available
for changes in legislation. This program is also ideal for
practising Chartered Accountants, since any number of
different clients may be processed on a single Amstrad
PCW.

".
. . the easiest computer assistance we have discovered"

- E. Dickinson (Chartered Accountant), Lanes.

PERSONAL

TAX
PLANNER
£24.95.06D



DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

CONTINUOUS PAPER
Price per thousand sheets

11x9.5 50gsm Economy £5-35+ P&P
1 1x9. 5 60gsm Listing E5-95+P&P
11x9.5 70gsm Microperfed Z7-95 + P&P
11x9.5 85gsm Letter Quality £9-95+ P&P
A4 Equiv 85gsm Letter Quality £10 95+ P&P

* SPECIAL OFFER*
Word-Processor Starter Pack:

1000 Draft Quality

+ 500 Letter Quality
™ £10 25

+p&p

ADDRESS LABELS
3Wx1W (9 lines deep)
2 across labels

per 1000 £3 75
-p&p

• AUTUMNDISK OFFER *i

Loose leaf A4
Correspondence Quality

Paper (white):

CC95faw per 500 sheets

Also Colours: Deep Blue,

Pale Blue, Gold, Green,
Grey, Honey, Maize,

Orange, Pink, Sunlight:

P795Am I per 500 sheets+ P&P

State Colour

Small orders welcomed -

minimum 500 sheets.

Other sizes/styles,

printed continuous paper,

NCR sets -PHONE US
.0202 682087

95
each£4

3"CF2AMSOFT
Disks 5 for £12 25

5Va" DATAFLOW Brand

Universal Disks
• Professional Grade • Suits

ALL Drives • Tested to 96 TPI

Both Sides • Guaranteed
Error Free.

10 for£23
£5 95

10 for

25 for

50 for

100 for

£13 95

£24 95

£4795

'CW Ribbons

UseourFREEPOSTfor
orders- No stamp
needed. CHEQUE/PO
WITH ORDERS PLEASE
Please add £2 p&p if

order includes paper/
labels.

<v
ALL DISKS SENT POST FREE

CASPELL COMPUTER SERVICES

Dept8K, FREEPOST,
Poole, Dorset, BH15 1BR

Have a go at PCW programming with:

FREEC
a public domain floating point small C compiler for the Amstrad PCW range for just £4.00.

(PC compatible and CPC versions available too).

We also have:

INTEGER C — offers many more C facilities at the expense of floating point numbers

FORTH-83— full implementation

PASCAL— The JRT version of Pascal

COBOL— the popular business programming language - strong on file handling

XLISP— symbolic language for Al programming

PISTOL — an experimental language based on ideas taken from Forth

Z8E — superb machine code debugger— run-time monitor, assembler, disassembler

and many more public domain programs for PCW's, all at £4.00 each. Send an 18p stamp

for our catalogues. We publish catalogues for Amstrad CPCs and PCs as well as PCWs so

please state which machine you have.

POSTAGE— please add 50p for the first disk and 10p per disk thereafter.

PROSPEC Shareware,
PO Box 28, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1 PH

PROFESSIONAL BUILDERS
ESTIMATING SYSTEM

Automatically calculates neat printouts of costs,

material quantities, and times. Incredibly easy to use.

Superfast intelligent input routines save hours of

estimating time. Specially designed for the smaller firm.

No data to install — ready to go.

For factsheet and pQW Version
sample printout ring

(0387) 88612 Tony Moseley or

(0387) 54547 John Donnelly

*

%

dvantage
(EP13) 33 MALYNS CLOSE CHINNOR

OXFORDSHIRE OX9 4EW Tel 0844 52075

OUR PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND VAT

The Advantage Policy:-

* All advertised items are normally in stock

* We aim to despatch all orders by the next working day

* We refund payment if you are not satisfied for any reason

Order by post or telephone. We accept Sterling cheques,

Access & Visa. Please send a SAE with all enquiries.

Remember to state which computer you are using.

HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES FOR PCW & CPC
Members deduct £2 off each item below. Overseas please add £3 per compiler.

' MIX C COMPILER Full Kernighan-Ritchie implementation with tutorial £29.95
' MIX C SPLIT SCREEN EDITOR Useful companion to MIX C and any compiler £1 9.95
' MIX ASM UTILITY Integrate M-80 Assembler into your C compiler £8.95
' MIX EXAMPLES All tutorial source code typed in ready to compile £8.95
' NEVADA COBOL One step compile and run. ANSI-1 974 standard. Full manual £29.95
' NEVADA PASCAL Floating point, sequential and random indexed file I/O £29.95
' NEVADA FORTRAN Trace facility. ANSI X3.9-1966 Fortran IV. With manual £29.95
' HISOFT C Popular compiler with GSX graphics library and ED80 editor £36.95
' PASCAL 80 An extensive implementation of Jensen/Wirth with ED80 editor £36.95
' FORTH Fast compact compiler with GSX graphics and screen editor £1 9.95
' ZBASIC Advanced and powerful BASIC compiler with debugging support £64.95
' DEVPAC 80 V2 The latest assembly language development tool from Hisoft £36.95
' KNIFE PLUS Disc sector editor, damaged disc recovery. Works on drive B £1 8.95

DISC SOFTWARE FOR PCW & CPC
The best from Public Domain, tailored for Amstrad computers running CP/M+ and fully

documented by Advantage, each disc has MENU selection and sorted directory. Members
may deduct £1 off the price. Overseas please add £1

.

APPLICATIONS
* TEXT EDITOR Easy to use full screen editor with word-wrap, pagination, margin setting,

printer control etc. Ideal for writing compiler source code. Generates ASCII files and includes

cursor Key control.
,

£7.00
* DATABASE A small relational database suitable for storing simple data and producing
reports and forms letters from the data. Offers free format query language with macros and
commands plus on-line help. Disc also contains Inventory Database. £7.00
* PCW DESK MASTER Desk-top appointments calendar, calculator, memo-writer, card-file

database. Disc includes label printer, home accounts program, mortgage calculator, weather
forecaster, unerase for drive M and window designer. £7.00
' COMMUNICATIONS UKModem7 for CPC or PCW, New Kermit, MEX and
utilities. £7.00
* VIDEO CLERK Keep track of your video or LP collection. With 4 sort options and Forms
Management System. Includes extensive on-disc documentation. £7.00
* PCW GRAPHICS Simple user-designed graphic drawing program; Screen font designer
with several ready-to-run font sets; Biomorph— fascinating, graphic demonstration of natural

selection. £7.00
* STD CODEBOOK UK codes in numeric order with corresponding exchanges. £7.00

UTILITIES

* COMPLEAT UTILITIES Newsweep— one-key erase copy rename print; Superzap disc

editor— edit by sector or file; Unerase erased files; DisckitA— multi-choice disc formatter,

offers 1 78k data format for PCW and 51/4" second drive formatting; Read/write PCW discs on

CPC; Screen Dump; Password, Easy lister and more. £7.00
* TEXT PROCESSING Sideways— prints text; eg spreadsheet, on its side; Son: any ASCII

list into alphabetical order; Word Count; WSCIean— removes higher order bits; Calendar

Generator; Simple Spelling Checker with starter dictionary and editor; Scoring card generator;

Banner printers, Typewriter Emulator. £7.00
* DISC ORGANISATION Catalog your disc collection and produce printed index; Library

Utilities for archiving and saving disc space; Date file dating system; Squeeze and Unsqueeze
file compression for saving up to 40% disc space. £7.00
* CP/M V2.2 SELECTION For CPC464 users. File Manager; Compare; Find; Disc Sector

Editor; Key Definer; Bad Sector Eliminator; Grep; Full Screen Text Editor; Easy Lister; File

Transfer Utility; Unerase erased files and many more. £7.00

PROGRAMMING
* THE 280 PROGRAMMER 280 Assembler/Disassembler, Z80 Debugger, Z80 Library.

8080 Disassembler, Z80 ton 8080 translator and associated utilities. £7.00
* THE C PROGRAMMER The Small C Compiler by Mike Bernson. Includes source code
and 25k of documentation. Produces executable .COM files. £7.00
* C TOOLBOX An assortment of C source programs, with their compiled versions, written for

a variety of C compilers. £7.00
* FORTH. STOIC & C Interpreter. For experimenters using these languages. £7.00

PROGRAMS FOR PLEASURE
• GAMES COMPENDIUM Chess. Othello. Mastermind, Snake, Spellit, Awari, Life, Golf. Polish

Pong, Maze, Biorhythms, Word Search Puzzle Maker, TicTacTo. £7.00
" ADVENTURES The famous Colossal Cave Adventure plus two new games. £7.00
• AMUSEMENTS & DIVERSIONS 29 games for PCW BASIC. Startrek, Whichword, Lander,

3D Noughts & Cosses, Merchant. Othello. Hangman. Baseball, Civil War, American Football,

Maze, Nim, Horse Races, Blackjack, Spies, Crazy-8 & many more. £7.00

INDEPENDENT USER GROUP
Join our Group-8 User Group for PCW & CPC owners. Members receive monthly newsletters

and obtain discounts on software offered by Advantage.

Annual membership is £1 2 (UK) £1 5 (Europe) or £18 (Rest of World).



ewspaper and% magazine publishing

™jf ^B nfe^^.'4Bb I ^B is a growth industry.
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The megalithic Fleet Street dailies

JMm MB gm mav De shuddering but to make up

4nk ^F ^^W for that every tiny village and hamlet

^W ^^m throughout the country now has itsVv own weekly, even if it is produced by a

man and a dog with a John Bull printing

kit. The magazine market is expanding

even faster. Have you ever counted how many
magazines there are for the Amstrad PCW nowadays?

This means that everyone who wants to enter the hurly

burly of freelance writing should be able to find themselves a

niche somewhere. Probably the biggest problem is finding

which niche.

In our recent article on fiction writing, budding novelists

were told to read what is popular to see what the market

wants. This is ten times more important in freelance writing.

The good news journalist is a person totally obsessed with

news - watching every TV news broadcast, listening to the

Radio 4 news every hour and reading every newspaper they

can lay their hands on. The good technical journalist knows

what the current topics of interest are and which magazines

have printed what article recently.

The first thing you will notice is that each section of the

media has different priorities and each treats the same story

in totally different ways. The best Stock Exchange insider-

dealing scandal won't find its way on to the front page of the

Sun or the Star and a sex expose needs to involve a major

politician or captain of industry before it gets a full column in

the Times or Telegraph.

The same holds true all the way through. The Bogtown
Bugle will drop a brilliantly written article on nuclear

disarmament in favour of an expose of nobbling tactics at

the local flower show. Before you even think of selling a

story be certain that you are looking at the right market, and

once you've chosen your angle' on a story then exploit it to

the full.

It is also important that you should try to write to the style

of the publication you are approaching. This can vary

considerably. For example 8000 Plus takes a quite

simplified, light hearted approach to its technical subject that

would be regarded as sacrilege in 'serious' technical mags.

Alec Rae looks at the hectic, pressurised world of

newspaper and magazine writing.

Everyone may have a novel in them but even a PCW will not

necessarily bring it out. Is there not an easier way to make money
from writing? The sheer volume of words printed in newspapers and
magazines means that there is a constant demand from editors for

interesting, good quality articles, which you can exploit.

And don't use the same style for an arts magazine as you

would for a popular daily.

"I am fluent in journalese...."

In newspapers there is a basic style you should aim at no

matter what. There is a lot of self-satisfied sneering about

'journalese' usually from people who were frightened by their

teachers at Primary School. To these people writing isn't

writing unless it has a couple of "apertaining to"s and a "23rd

inst." in it.

Yes, newspapers do the unforgivable - they start

sentences with 'And' or 'But' and end them with prepositions.

You just have to accept that - you won't change them.

Free advertising
If there has been a population explosion in

publications this fades into insignificance

compared with the increase in the number of

press releases arriving on editor's desks.

Everyone knows that a press release is a

method of you getting the newspaper to print

how wonderful your company is. The trick is

to find a way so that it doesn't appear that that

is happening.

The press release must contain some

substance. There are still people sending out

press releases filled with nothing but glowing

praise of their company and wondering why it

is not printed.

On the other hand keep the content simple

enough that even a sub-editor can understand

it. Nothing will get dumped quicker than

something that makes the sub feel

intellectually inferior. Lists of figures and/or

jargon are dangerous.

Don't say things like "This is the best

product" or "We have the fastest delivery"

unless it can be proved by an independent

source. Any good publication will tone it down

and not thank you for the extra nuisance.

If possible always add a photograph and

try to make it as interesting as possible.

Editors are always looking for good pictures

to brighten a page up and will carry a second

rate story if it has a good picture.

Your best chance of success is if you

actually turn your P.R. into a real story. To say

your company has done so well that you have

had to move to bigger premises might get a

couple of inches space inside. Say that the

planning authority have blocked your

expansion plans and such a highly successful

company is being handicapped and you can

get the front page lead.

8000 PLUS 43



Sub-editor
In newspapers and magazines

virtually everyone is an editor of

one sort or another. (Journalists

are famous for asking for a pay

rise and settling for a 'promotion'

to being called editor of

something). Sub-editors

however are a different breed.

They are the people who do the

hard slog of converting misspelt,

ungrammatic, overlength copy

(what is written) into a fit state to

appear in print.

Newspapers are written the way people speak. Forget rules

of grammar and letter writing technique and remember how

you talk.

For news writing in particular try for the vocabulary you

would use to explain something to a bright eight year old -

with some newspapers drop that to a six year old. That

means no polysyllables (note to Sun readers: that means big

words).

Keep the sentences short. Some papers specify no more

than 10 words each, and keep the paragraphs to about two

sentences. It is true that virtually every publication will 'sub'

your work (edit it to suit the 'house style') but if it is too far

from what is acceptable you'll find your masterpiece 'spiked',

or as non-newspaper people call it 'dumped'. It is also

important not to use jargon like 'spiked' or 'house style' and

if you do always explain.

I submit
Okay, so you know how to write journalist's

English, you know how to spot a story or you

know how to write a technical article. What do

you do now? Editors really do like to receive

ideas for articles or stories from anyone - you

would be surprised how much of any

publication is written by freelancers, so don't

hang back.

If you are trying to get a piece onto the

news pages of a paper then speed is

obviously of the essence. Don't agonise over

the phrasing for a week, or either you will be

beaten to the story or it will die anyway.

For feature writing things are a little more

relaxed. Always try to contact the editor before

writing any major feature or you could be

wasting your time. Ring up - letters saying

'would you be interested in an article on

something sometime' tend not to get

answered.

Minor features can be submitted on spec.

As usual, submit a double spaced typescript

with generous margins. Any illustrations help

- sometimes good illustrations can sell a

poorly written article. Always enclose a reply

paid envelope if you want any response at all,

even a rejection. Most editors will simply not

reply if they have to find an envelope, copy out

the address etc.

It is bad practice to submit to more than

one publication at once. If two rival

publications both run your article at the same

time they will both be very annoyed, probably

you won't get paid, and you will be effectively

blacklisted by them both.

Finally, don't be impatient and ring up the

editor every day for an acceptance or your

payment. The contents of a monthly magazine

is probably written a month before it goes on

sale, and payment for publication is usually

made a month after that. Being optimistic, if

you send an article to a monthly it won't

appear for two months and you won't get paid

for three.

House style
All the little details that sub-

editors like to keep consistent.

Whether you write 'PCW' or

'P.C.W.' for instance, whether

you use '-ise' or '-ize' endings. If

you write regularly for a really

organised publication they might

send you a style sheet so you

can write in the correct house

style and save the subs a lot ot

trouble.

44 8000 PLUS

In the beginning...

The most important part of your article will be the

introduction. Editors take the first paragraph very seriously. If

the reader is put off in the slightest by the intro they need to

be keen to plough on to read the second paragraph.

Generally speaking it is assumed readers are never that

keen.

News story introductions have certain conventions. They

traditionally always answer every question you can think of -

Who? What? Where?, When?, How? and even Why? If

these questions are not answered in the first sentence they

will need to be in the first paragraph.

Don't try the old 'sting in the tail routine'. Newspapers

have an unpleasant habit of cutting articles starting at the

bottom and working upwards so if the whole point of your

story is in the last sentence you could have a problem. Be

prepared for your sparkling prose to be changed; after all,

the sub-editor has to justify his existence somehow.

If you are writing a commissioned article always make it

as near to the correct length as you can. Don't think that an

editor will be delighted if you stick in an extra 1000 words

that you are not charging for. It could take longer to cut the

words out to fit it to the space on the page than to write the

article from scratch.

But generally make it as simple as possible. Let someone
who doesn't know what you are writing about read it before

you commit it to the Royal Mail's care and see if they

understand it. If not, rewrite it until they do.

Let me through - I'm an expert

One quick route to a healthy income in freelance writing is to

be a specialist. This is especially true for magazine writing

where the bulk of the articles are informative rather than

news items. Despite what everyone seems to think

newspaper and magazine writers are not experts on

everything they write about. Chances are they're not experts

on anything. There is often the time when magazines are

looking for expert advice on technical subjects - especially if

that expert can write in a way that non-experts can

understand.

If you feel you have this kind of specialist knowledge

again pick your market very carefully. Write to the editor

explaining what you can do and give examples of your

writing. Or give him a phone (not on a deadline day) and find

out his needs.

Remember that although you find your subject

fascinating not everyone does (if they did you wouldn't be an

expert, would you?) You need to impart your knowledge

clearly enough for an idiot to understand. This can be quite

frustrating for an expert but it can also be financially

rewarding which makes up for a lot.

What is a news story?

There are those moments when you are caught up in the

middle of a bank robbery or see a plane crash when there is

no doubt that you are on to a story. But a freelance's life

would be pretty barren sitting waiting for that kind of chance.

A good freelance doesn't depend on luck. He recognises

stories that the layman doesn't see. A famous newspaper

anecdote is of a report coming in to a local newspaper about

a women's institute meeting filled with details of the agenda

and who made the tea. In the last paragraph it said, "At the

end of the evening the ceiling fell in and Mrs Smith had to be

taken to hospital." Missing the story is not often as obvious

as this but it happens all the time.

The best money comes from big national daily papers

but unfortunately you usually need a good story. It is more

sensible to try your local paper - a publication that is

usually read with a fervour and attention to detail that

would frighten the daily newspaper boys. Local

newspapers are more interested in the fact that

event took place within 10 square miles of the

office and mentions at least six local people

than anything else.

Magazines aren't usually so interested

in news. You'll need to spot a gap in the

kind of articles they have recently run

and aim to fill that gap.

*

• Before joining 8000 Plus , Alec

Rae was Editor of the Scottish edition

of Construction News, the paper for

the building industry.
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The Cracker-2
Using the wrong spreadsheet can seriously damage your prospects....

v,

i
X

"CRIKEY Margaret! We'll have to put income tax up to £1.10 in the pound "

"...Nonsense Nigel, with Cracker's Goal Seeking DO WHILE facility, I've worked
out we could balance the budget ifwe raised the duty on ciggies to £87 a packet

instead...or maybe raised the cost of petrol to £4 a gallon, or..."

It looks as if the Chancellor has been using the wrong Spreadsheet.

You need look no further than Essex for the Home Grown PCW spreadsheet with nearly as many
facilities squeezed into an 8 bit edition as available with its 16 bit big brother. Look around the

market and ask yourselves these questions before you take the first box on the dealer's shelf....

1

.

Which one is written entirely in machine code and is still supported by its author?

2. Which one is available with immediate quotes for site and corporate licenses

and can transfer datafiles to and from it's 16 colour Amstrad PC counterpart

(Cracker-3 £69, with mouse and memory resident options) via an optional

serial transfer program (CSTAM £49) ?

ISTzMM
5TAR

New Star

Software Limited
200 North Service Road

Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4SG
tel 0277-220573

tlx 995143 NEWSTAG
fax 0277 232637

4. Which has built-in self verification

and powerful macros?
5. Which has built-in date calculation,

timer and I/O commands?
6. Which has ASCII, DIF and

dBase™ file compatibility built-in?

7. Which one even has a simple

database and mailing label print

option?

8. Which one has built-in high

resolution screen and printer

graphics?

9. Which one is written by a British

author, has add-on sideways

printing, costs £49 inc, &
represents the best all round value?

10. Which one should you buy?

NLMM
STAR

NewStar Software

specialises in the best

software solutions for

both the Amstrad PCW
and PC (and other

compatibles). Call or

write for a catalogue -

or collect one from

your local store.

Call or write for our new 48 page Summer '87 Software Catalogue
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Saxon Computing

Aiior^-b <Uhclo&ri.
Five Star programs at a budget price.

The WfcroCol lection comprises HfcroFile. MIcroTTord

HciIUIkI, UlcroSpread and Lock-It. HieroFlle la powerful electronic card Index with eilenii»o searching

ond reporting faellillci, j>lui advanced features such 11 calculations and statistics on numeric flcldl.

Fields can be automatically indeied for fastest possible searching and data rerieTal. Microlord Is an

easy to use word processor with built in mail merge and on line help screens. Data from UIcroFile can be

used for mail merge printing FlciiLabel can produce either mailing labels from data exported from

MlcroFile or be used to produce many labels of the same design for gooda packaging;. Print up to 5 labels

across and labels up to 6 x * Inches. UlcroSpread Is a simple beginners spreadsheet. Lock-It will encrypt

data files so that they cannot be read by unauthorised useri until you unlock them again.

"Cood value" BOOO Plus "Deserves to be t winner" Amstrad Professional computing

uLdaWtt
A simple but effective program for prinllnx any ASCII text file sideways

' LHaZ/» on your printer. Can be used with files produced by Supercalc or Cracker

r any pure text file from word processors etc. Can be used with PCI printer or any Epson dot matrix.

JjuJo JTa/ruJxwb.
Ve can move your data files to and from Amstrad

3 inch disk and other disk formats and sizes.

Prices start at #10 for a single disk and discounts are available for larger quantities. Call for details of

disk formats and prices. Fast turnaround guaranteed.

f
MicroCollection £48.95 LocoScript 2 t 19. 85

SidelTise £ 9.95 CashBook Accounts £28.85
1H£XLhl. New!ord2 £68.95 Fleet Street Editor £ 89.95

Cr»clter2 £49.00 HitchHiien Guide £ 24.95

For a full information pack write or phone to

Saxon Computing
11, Arram Road, Leconfield.

BEVERLEY HU17 7NP

Phone 0401-50697 (24 hours)

ffe guarantee despatch within 48 hours.

Adtech

microSkil
Training for

AMSTRAD
PCW's and PC's

Can't understand the manual?

Are they 'barmy' or is it me?

If you're a first time user on the Amstrad PCW series
or the new PC, have a word with us and we can train

you on how to use yournew computer.

We can help you perform the fine arts of word
processing, from basic to advanced levels or to gain
a knowledge ofcomputerised accounts.

If you are interested in any of these courses phone
Colleen for more details.

1 73 Basingstoke Road 0734 755768
Reading

Berks RC2 0HF

DIALUP

DIALUP
Personal is

an excellent

package
easy to use
perfect for

the first

time user

DIALUP Personal is an easy to use comms package, with all the
right features for the serious user.

It's menu driven and simple to send prepared letters, documents,
spreadsheets etc. You can save Prestel screens to disc and build
up your own frame directory, or capture text to a file for editing
in a WP package.

For the technically minded DIALUP offers

XMODEM and KERMIT file transfer protocols
Telesoftware Download
EPAD

You can access Telecom Gold, Prestel, Microlink, Micronet and
other popular services and Bulletin Boards.

DIALUP Personal is only £89.95 (inc VAT) and can be used with
a wide range of modems.
Please send me
D DIALUP software for £89 95 (inc VAT) plus £2 96 p&p
DIALUP with a WS4000 modem for £259 95 (inc VAT) plus £6 50 p&p

D Modem To Micro cable tor £1' 50 (inc VAT)
D Further details of DIALUP Personal

c
Name
Address.

DIALUP
PERSONAL

Phone

_

Micro D IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles a Amstrad PCW

TELECOM GOLD

n BBC B, B+. Master 128 D BBC Master Compact D RM Nimbus
I enclose a cheque for £ payable to PMS Communications Ltd
Alternatively telephone ACCESS details to us on 021-643 7688
PMS Communications Ltd. Norfolk House, Smollbrook Queensway. Birmingham B5 4L J

dmvia



ONTEST

STUDY IN GREEN
Master Paint

£19.95 • Database Software • 061-480

0171
When you load Master Paint you feel as if you are leaving

the world of word-processing behind you. You are entering a

WIMP environment where there are no words - only

windows, icons, menus and pointers - and you only use the

keyboard in a dire emergency.

To use the draw facility you don't type draw or even d -

you move a little arrow about the screen until it points to the

pen icon (a little symbol with a picture of a pen), and click a

button to tell the program the pen is the thing you want.

When you want to paint you move to the little paint brush

icon.

The manual is well produced and quite clear although the

essence of a WIMP program is that you shouldn't need to

read it. The screen display icons should be self-explanatory

although in this case you may have to check what, for

instance, the little tap symbol means (it is, logically enough,

the 'fill' facility to flood an area with a paint texture.)

Along the top of the screen there are words like Disc'

and 'Font' which if you click on them (move the cursor there

and press the button) you get a menu of options on that

subject. It is worthwhile just running through these just to

see what it can do and find where everything is.

Even if you are not the artistic free-hand type you can get

plenty of use out of Master Paint. The Icon chart has circles,

ellipses and squares (filled and unfilled) which allow you to

knock up a circle, square etc without too much trouble. For

instance the circle involves clicking the mouse at the place

where you want the centre and moving the mouse about

until the circle is the size you want. The circle grows and

shrinks as you move the cursor until it looks right and you

freeze it.

Full of Fills

You have a choice of 32 'fill' patterns. This means that you

can fill any shape on the screen with any of these patterns. If

you choose a filled shape from the icon menu the shape on

Should you feel discontented with your old 8256 or 8512 compared

with a flashy new 9512 just remember that there are things they can do

that this Johnny-Come-Lately can't even think about - for example,

print out graphics on its fancy new daisy wheel printer. The PCW may

not be the most suitable machine for producing graphics but there is

often the time when you feel you need even a basic piece of artwork to

brighten up your words.

As if to underline that the old 8000 series machines still have life in

them yet, this month has seen the launch of two new graphics

programs that should help you combine your artistic talents with the

latest in computer technology (well nearly the latest).

screen will automatically fill with the relevant pattern. These

are reasonably varied although whether anyone would want

a shape filled with tiny cherries is debatable.

One thing to watch is that when you choose the option

Clear Screen it doesn't actually empty the screen but it fills it

with whatever the current fill is. Turn it to the white box

unless you want to draw your next picture against the

background of a brick-wall or whatever.

The fill pattern is also used when you use the paint

brush. This turns the cursor into one of eight different paint

brushes - either square or round and of varying thicknesses.

The white fill pattern allows you to paint in white against a

black background.

There is also a spray paint option (chosen by the the

spray can icon suitably enough). This uses a small 'spray'

pattern rather than a real random spray effect which works

quite well if sprayed' quite heavily but can look incongruous

if you are wanting a light 'spray' effect.

All those people who can't draw straight lines are catered

for. Lines (of varying thicknesses) can be drawn between

chosen points and irregularly shaped polygons (shapes with

lots of edges) can be mapped out by clicking on the right

places for the corners.

Of course even with all this technology you can still make

mistakes and Master Paint does a fair bit to help you put

things right. The simplest thing to do is to choose the 'Undo'

option which wipes off what you have done since the last

time you changed options. This can obviously be quite a lot

of work so you might prefer to use the little eraser icon which

allows you to rub out' parts of the screen.

Should you want to just touch up small parts of the

screen the zoom facility is best. This blows up a section of

the screen so that you can see individual pixels clearly. Then

you can do minute changes to the picture and move the

window to another spot. This is actually blown up so much

that you cannot easily tell what effect your changes are

having but the advantage with Master Paint is that it shows

you the blown up part of the screen as an inset and you can

still see what is happening in the proper size as it happens.

There is a slight bug where the zoom frame seems

occasionally to get imprinted on your picture but this is a

time consuming nuisance rather than a major fault.

You can copy and shift parts of the picture around the

Mouse power
If you are using Master Paint

seriously you will want a mouse

(one of those ingenious little

plastic boxes that you roll round

your desk, controlling the

movement of the cursor on the

screen). Once you have got used

to manipulating the mouse you

can produce quite sophisticated

tree-hand drawings on Master

Scan. Anyone who already has a

mouse is laughing though. The

program will run with AMX,

Kempston or Electric Studio

mice.

8000 PLUS 49
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PLUSES
WIMP environment makes it easy to use.

Good range of effects.

Zoom allows you to see the effect of

changes as you work.

Good undo and eraser facilities.

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
Text Fonts are pretty boring for a graphics

package

Can't move large blocks with the copy
function

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

screen (although there seems a limit on how much) and you

can do a number of fancy tricks like getting a mirror image
(both vertically and horizontally)

Of course you have not left words totally behind as you

have the ability to put text anywhere you want on the

picture. There is a choice of four fonts and four different

sizes although it has to be admitted that there is nothing

very exciting in the fonts. They are all sensible looking

'business' type fonts, something of a surprise in a graphics

package.

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

Half-time score
Sketchpad started lite almost by

accident. The programmers

were in the throes of producing a

program to print out musical

scores (so they say). To do this

they needed a reasonable ability

to produce graphics. Although

the music program is still not

complete they decided to market

the graphics program in its own

right.

SKETCHPAD
£12.95 • Composit Software • 0952
586979
While the first program grandly calls itself MasterPaint,

Composit Software modestly christened their product

Sketchpad. And this is reflected in the range of features and
the presentation of the products. While all the big boys are

struggling for the flashy end of the market Composit seem to

be trying to squeeze Sketch Pad into a niche that no-one

else has tackled.

Sketchpad doesn't come with the option of a mouse or a
light pen. Anyone who has tried to run any art package using

cursor keys will know the limitations involved in this but

Composit are looking for the people who aren't really

interested in a full blown art-package but would still think it

worthwhile investing £12.95 and a bit of time to occasionally

produce graphics.

And it is on this level that Sketchpad works best. You
have the ability to produce your own symbols using a 16x16
pixel grid (there are some on the disc but apart from the

musical notes they are not of much practical value). Then
you can quite easily place these anywhere on the screen.

Anyone wanting to produce plans for circuits, for

example, could just knock out the symbols they want and
reproduce them quickly and effectively. You also have the

chance of redesigning any or all of a complete character set

on an 8x8 grid to use as smaller symbols. You can then add
text directly from the keyboard in varying sizes and in italics.

One good feature is 'slide show' which shows four

pictures you have designed every 15 seconds in a
continuous display.

Straight line limit

However it would be wrong to say that this was a full blown
graphics package. It has the ability to draw straight lines at

any angle but if you wanted to attempt anything like

freehand drawing your only choice would be to do it a pixel

at a time. Even with the reasonably fast cursor speed this

would be immensely complicated and time consuming.

The program has a good zoom feature which, like Master
Paint, allows you to see the effect of the changes as they

happen but to use this for a large area of the screen would

PLUSES
An inexpensive package designed not to

need a mouse.

Good symbol designing facilities

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
Virtually impossible to draw freehand

Lack of mouse option makes it

cumbersome

PERFORMANCE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

50 8000 PLUS

be earth-shatteringly slow.

You can achieve some interesting effects with

Sketchpad. In every corner you find unusual details that

seem almost inexplicable but often interesting. For instance

you can use any of the symbols that you have created as a
paint brush. There is no reason given why you should have
this option but it certainly is fun seeing what it can do.

As well as drawing and erasing there is an XOR mode
which just reverses any pixel the cursor covers (if it was
black it becomes light green and vice versa) and there are

two sizes of spray paint head and five different 'nib' sizes for

drawing (up to 8x4 pixels).

There is a rather crude facility for drawing circles and if

you specify a filled circle the result is quite amazing - if you

can think of a practical purpose to put it to. There is a 'fill'

facility with a choice of eight fill types and a range of types of

line.

The humble origins can be seen in the design of the

program. There are none of the fancy Icons of Master Paint.

Virtually everything is run using the function keys (the f-keys

at the side of the keyboard). A 'status line' showing what is

available can be constantly displayed across the top of the

screen if needed although this does take up some of the

screen space. The keys 'pull-down' other LocoScript-style

menus to show you all the options. You can also get most
basic effects by a single key press if your memory is good.

You have the coordinates of the cursor marked at all

times at the bottom of the screen and if you ever lose the

tiny dot of a one pixel wide cursor, just press ? and an arrow

points to it on the screen. This is not as ridiculous as it

sounds when the screen is cluttered.

If you are about to do anything drastic you have the

choice of 'taking a snap-shot' which keeps a record of it. So
when you make a total mess of it you can go back and start

again. Be careful though since the program itself makes use

of this snap-shot (like saving the picture when you use

'zoom') and it will overwrite the last one you saved.

The printing facilities are pleasingly flexible, giving a
choice of three qualities of output, normal or sideways.



Hardsoft # international

la The Square, Sawbridgeworth, Herts

0279 726488/406

LEASE AN AMSTRAD PC 1 640

DDMD + EPSON PRINTER + WORDPROCESSOR + SPREADSHEET ... FOR
UNDER £7.00 PER WEEK

We offer all the Amstrad machines, various printers and software for sale,

lease purchase or lease-rental. Short term hire available.

PCW 8256 - £289 +VAT
PCW 8512 -£389+VAT
PCW 95 1 2 - £484 +VAT

ALL WITH FREE MAINTENANCE CONTRACT WORTH £75

Software also available at up to 'A normal prices

* NATIONWIDE NEXT DAY DELIVERY • CONSUMABLES * FREE TAX &
FINANCIAL GUIDANCE * CONTINUOUS STATIONERY •

* 24 hr MAINTENANCE *

PCW JOBCARD PCW
8256 JOB AND TIME ANALYSIS 8512

Does your business use punch/clock cards?

Jobcard can save you a lot of time and trouble when working

out employee hours, time spent on jobs, and non-productive

time.
* Records all clock times for up to 50 employees
* Monitors up to 400 jobs a week
* Detailed Work in Progress reports.

* Menu driven— Easy to use.
* Comprehensive Instruction Manual
* PC1 51 2 and CPC61 28 versions available soon.

3" DISC WITH MANUAL — £69.95 inc p&p

SCOTIA SYSTEMS
28 Field Road, Busby, Glasgow G76 8SQ

Telephone 041-644-3712

HAVE YOUR FABRIC RIBBONS RE-INKED FOR ONLY £ 1 .50

or re-ink your own DMP2000 / DMP 3000 by using our kit comprising of

I spare ribbon, I bottle of special ink and full instuctions

EACH RIBBON WILL RE-INK ON AVERAGE 40 TIMES. ONLYIOMT £ 1 0.00.

Over one thousand units sold all ready

Continuous Paper & Disc Labels Our price

2000 sheets 60gtn Draft £ 1 4.95

1 000 sheets 80gm £12.95

500 address labels £4.95

100 r Wf floppy disc labels 69 X 70 £3.00

I00standarddisclabels55x35 £1.86

1 00 cassette labels 89 X 4 1 with at outs £3.00

Disc Storage Boxes Our Price

AMS 20L holds 20 X 3" discs + boxes £9.95

MD I00L holds 100 X V/i discs20 £9.95

DD I00L holds 100 X 5'A" discs £10.95

1
3" spare disc boxes £3.50

AMX Mouse + Desktop program JJ»^n\%
AMX Mouse + Desktop Publisher _J3VK~n 1 .96

only £24.95NEW LOW PRICE 1OCR y DISKS SUITABLE FOR I stand 2nd DRIVE

PrWCTARTFRPACk I0CF2 3"DISKS- I AMS 20LSTORAGE BOX-2000SHTSPAPER"'" ll" r«v.rv
| p(

_w R|BBQN _ ioojdxjo D |SK y^r.^ _ ,00 ADDRESS LABELS i4?.»5

FREE SOFWARE WITH EVERY COMPUTER
PC 1 5 1 2 single disc drive with 1

2" mono monitor + 4 U.S.Gold games S Migent Ability £iH^5~£458.85

PC 1 5 1 2 single disc drive with 14" colour monitor + 4 U.S.Gold games & Migent AbilityJJ44r8$"£63 1 .35

PC 1 5 1 2 double disc drive with 1

2" mono monitor + 4 US.Gold games 8 Migent Ability^64185-£573.85

PC 1 5 1 2 business pack double disc drive + DMP 3000 printer + Wordstar & Supercalc 02W5-£8O3.85

PC 1 5 1 2 double disc drive with 1
4" colour monitor + 4 U.S.Gold games & Migent Abilityi83845- £746.35

+ £40.00 software voucher £573.85

+ ACE joycestick pack £343.85

+ ACE loycestick pack £458.85

+ £20.00 software voucher £ 1 99,95

+ £30.00 software voucher £299.95

+ £30.00 software voucher £299.95

+ £40.00 software voucher £399.95

+ our ribbon re-ink kit free £ 1 59.00

+ our ribbon re-ink kit free £ 1 94.35

+ 4ribbonsfree£40l.35

+ 4ribbonsfree£40l.35

PCW 95 1 2 disc based word processor with daisywheel printer

PCW 8256 dsc based word processor with monitor and printer

PCW 8512 twin disc drive word procssor with monitor and printer

CPC 4M cassette based computer with green screen & games pack

CPC 464 cassette based computer with colour screen & games pack

CPC 6 1 28 disc based computer with green screen

CPC 6 1 28 disc based computer with colour screen

DMP 2000 over 1 00 typeface combinations including NLQ
DMP 3000 will operate with Amstrad PC or any IBM PC

DMP 4000 1

5" carriage print speed 200 chrs - NLQ speed 50 chrs per second

LQ 3500 24 pin dot matrix printer

Send for our catalogue ofover three thousand titles for Amstrad CPC - PCW - PC

Commodore Spectrum Atari / Atari St BBC MSX Electron Apple Series 2 - Apple Macintosh

computers all at discount prices

All prices include VA Tpost & packing UK only. Export orders welcome

COMSOFT Appointed Amstrad Business Computer Dealer

Coldstream Computer Centre 48 Duke Street, Coldstream, Berwickshire. TD 1 2 4LF

Shop open Mon / Sat 9.30-12.00 1 .00-5.30. Tel: 0890 2979. 24 hour order service on 0890 2854

/?
MIDAS SOFTWARE

^\

53. BUSH HALL ROAD. BILLERICAY. ESSEX CM 12 0PU

FREE 20 Passe Colour Catalogue includes software for IBM PC & Compatible machines

Otden^ de&pq&Aedo* day o£ teceCftt

PCW Software

FINANCIAL MODELLING:
SUPERCALC 2 E37.9S

CRACKER 2 £37.95

SCRATCHPAD PLUS £37.50

ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL:
CAMSOFT (from £49.95)

CAMSOFT INTEGRATED PSIL £119.95

MAP. (from £49.00)

£119.95
WORD PROCESSING:

SAGE (from £69.99)
NEWWORD 2 £51.75 SAGE ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL £115.00
POCKET WORDSTAR £29.95

LOCOMAIL or

LOCOSPELL £29.95 TRAINING:
MICRO COLLECTION TOUCH 'N' GO £19.95
(W/Processing, database, IANKEY Typing Crash Course £19.95
Spreadsheet & labelling! £37.95

IANKEY 2 Fingers Conversion £19.95
LOCOSCRIPT 2 £18.95 AUDIO TUTORIALS (Supercalc,

DAISY DISC (Prints Locoscnpt

documents on Brother Daisy CPM & Basic) £7.95
Wheel Printers) £11.50

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO
PROTEXT £59.95 LOCOSCRIPT £4.45

UTILITIES:

BRAINSTORM £40.25 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS:
ROTATE £19.95 CAMBASE 2 £42.45
SMARTKEY £29.95 CARDBOX £47.99
FLEXILABEL £23.00 CONDOR 1 £79.99

GRAPHICS: dBASE II £79.95

DR DRAW £37.95 SAGE RETRIEVE £57.50

DR GRAPH £37.95 DELTA 1.25 £79.99

COMMUNICATIONS: GAMES:
DIAL UP £84.95 3D CLOCK CHESS £12.65

CHIT CHAT 'E-Mail' & Viewdata' £89.95 BRIDGE PLAYER 2000 £15.95

^

(mfyect to- ttoc6 cu&iiUfcjUty)

c DISCS
^

1 3" CF2 DISCS

[ £23.00 1

1 MEMOREX OR 3m 5'A D/S D/D DISCS IN A LIBRARY FILE

I £13.45 I

LABELS

V.

1 00 3/T x l
7
/, 6

"
1 ACROSS

I £5.75 I

I PCW 9512 I

£573.85

Plus £50 FREE
SOFTWARE VOUCHER

(Very Limited Offer)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE
1/



ONTEST
GAMES

COUNTDOWN TO DOOM
£17.50 • Topologika • 0733 244682

One moment you're cruising nicely in your spaceship,

surveying the cosmic scene man, the next you've crash
landed on a planet that goes by the unlikely name of

Doomawangera, which suggests that the planet is not

inhabited by aliens at all but Australian colonists.

Whoever, they are, the fact remains that they're not

too friendly which begs the question that if they are

Australians what are they doing working for British Rail?

Your unenviable task is this: either repair your ship or

prepare to meet thy doom, on Doom...awangera!

The object of the game then is

to find a number of objects

essential to the repair of your

ship-dilithium crystals, motor

unit, navigation unit box, life

support system, medikit and a

nuclear reactor - and bring back
any treasures you might find on

the way. You know, precious

things like spheres of trillium and
other bizarre objects that only

exist in programmer's minds.

To give a sense of urgency to

the game, you have only four

hundred time units in which to

return the equipment to the

cargo-hold of your battered

space-ship. During this time your brain cells will also take

something of a battering themselves.

PLUSES
Some fierce puzzles... good luck to you!

Useful hint sheets

Simple plot

ATMOSPHERE
INTERACTION

MINUSES
It can get very lonely

CHALLENGE
VALUE VERDICT

The game's puzzles are testing to say the least, though

some relief is supplied by the hint sheets which, in some
cases, are nevertheless, a tease in themselves.

The climate of Doom, very much like the English

summer, boasts a full range of temperatures. There are also

a wide range of terrains - swamp, jungle, desert, mountain
range and so on. And you can even travel for brief

periods back in time.

To survive these you must find amongst
other essentials, a pair of goggles and a

helmet. The latter is particular

useful when being attacked by

swarms of slugs (slugs?) or

trying to get through sliding

doors that can read your mind.

Like any adventure holiday,

there are the usual gamut of

activities - riding on sandworms,

catching blobs with your fishnet,

stamping on metatermites, which

certainly beats anything Blackpool can

offer.

There is no doubt that Countdown to

Doom is an addictive adventure.

Unfortunately, commands have to be simple

and there is little meaningful interaction with

characters. A worthwhile adventure but hardly

state of the art.

01-431

52 8000 PLUS

THE LURKING HORROR
£24.95 • Infocom/Activision

1101/2992

As we all know, students (under the pretext of intellectual

advancement) spend most of their time getting insouciantly
plastered, playing foolish pranks and doing as little as
possible, and mostly at the taxpayer's expense. Believe
me, I know; I was that student.

Well, here, courtesy of Infocom, is a scenario that

many students will be familiar with. Being the

penultimate day of term, you've decided that it's about
time you did some work on your assignment. Twenty
pages on "Modern Analogues of Xenophon's
'Anabasis'". Simple. But what have the classics to do
with computer science? Well you might ask!

To make matters worse, you can't even get to the pub
There's a raging snowstorm outside which has blocked
every road within a three thousand mile radius. There's
nothing for it. You're going to have to stay the night at

college and complete that assignment.

George Edwards Institute of Technology, or GUE, is

much like any other college building. For one thing, the lifts

are daubed with graffiti. There's a computer lab, a number of

science departments (including alchemy of course) and not

a lecturer to be seen anywhere. On the other hand, unlike

most college buildings the lifts actually work.

So, knowing that there's no escape you decide to settle

down to that dirty four lettered word. But perhaps before you
do that you should have a quick look round the building.

After all, you don't know it that well.
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KINGDOM OF HAMIL
£17.50 • Topologika •

0733 244682
The plot for this text

only adventure

must be as old

as Moses,

literally. There

you are,

ruminating on

monuments of

insignificance when

it suddenly appears

to you in some vague,

very mysterious way

that you're special.

The upshot of it all

is this: you're not a stupid

pleb at all but one of royal

blood, which somehow makes

your stupidity far more

acceptable. Who cares if you're a

complete imbecile, you're also the rightful heir to

the Throne of Hamil.

The fact is some unscrupulous personages had you

kidnapped long long ago when you were a mere babe in

arms. But now the time has come to reclaim both kingdom

and crown... and so you enter the magical Kingdom of

Hamil, a land the playguide describes as a land of

'sorcery and romance'.

Personally, I didn't find a lot of romance, though

after three nights adventuring, I did find myself looking

inordinately long at a rather pretty hobgoblin. Still, a

bucket of cold slops soon cured that!

In addition there's a range a range of monsters and

mythical beasties to deal with, all of which will no

doubt make the hairs on the palm of your hand stand

to attention. And there's even an old Vampire who

looks as if he's doing an impression of Christopher

Lee.

The object of the game is to get past all the

obstacles, animate or otherwise, collecting your stolen

treasure as you go. There's a range of typical if uninspired

puzzles, from passwords to mazes, with a hint sheet for

those quiet moments of desperation.

Unfortunately, many of the game's locations appear to be

nothing more than passageways or corridors, containing little

that is useful or interesting. Similarly, you won't get much out

of the characters you meet. Old Dracula is to busy wrapping

his fangs round your jugular to indulge in idle chat.

The Kingdom of Hamil lacks the sophistication, humour

or interaction of the best adventures. There's a starkness

about this game which is ultimately disappointing. Having

said that, like Countdown to Doom, Hamil comes with a neat

introduction to adventures and adventure playing which will

certainly be of use to someone new to this kind of game.

ONTEST
GAMES

PLUSES
Helpful introductory guide to adventure

playing

Nice plot, if lacking originality

ATMOSPHERE
INTERACTION

MINUSES
Location descriptions too sparse

Characters undeveloped

Too many corridors/passageways, not

enough description!

CHALLENGE
VALUE VERDICT

>0UT
You enter the freezing biting cold of the blizzard.

Roof of Great Done

You are perched precariously on the roof of the Great Dome. A set of narrow indentations

in the dome provides a dangerous route to the very tip-top of the done.

:-u

You scramble up icy surface of the dome, almost slipping a few times, but finally you

make it to the top.

On the Great Dome

This is the very top of the Great Dome, a favorite place for Tech fraternities to

install cows, Volkswagen Beetles, giant birthday candles, and other bizarre objects. The

top is flat, round, and about five feet in diameter. It's very windy, which has kept the

snow from accumulating here. The only way off is down.

There is a cylindrical hole here.

Bitter, bone-cracking cold assaults
conditions are both horrible.

continuously. The temperature and the blizza

3 of the dome and it's blowing brass monkeys.

Of course to play the game successfully,

you'll have to become conversant with GUE
tech lingo, words such as 'frob' which is merely

the equivalent of our 'doobrie', or 'doins' or

'wotsit'.

The game comes with the usual Infocom

paraphernalia - this time an ID card, a student

handbook and a plastic creepie crawlie which

you can produce at restaurants and claim you

found in your soup.

The Lurking Horror, lives up to Infocom's

usual high standards. Although it has neither

the sophistication of Leather Goddesses of

Phobos nor the atmosphere of Moonmist, it is

nonetheless a very playable adventure.

As you quickly discover, the George Edward's Institute is

not what it seems. Somewhere deep in the basement, the

sub-basement or perhaps even the sub-sub-basement

something nasty is lurking. ..and it's not the Principal. The

aim of the game then is to find out the secret hidden within

the college building before it finds you!

Further exploration reveals an altar and (chuckle,

chuckle) the 'tomb of the Unknown Tool', an inscription that's

best left to the imagination. (Ah! perhaps this is where the

Principal hangs out.)

PLUSES
Well-written text

Compelling plot

ATMOSPHERE
INTERACTION

MINUSES
Puzzles will please the novice but

disappoint the veteran

Humour weaker than other Infocom

adventures

CHALLENGE
VALUE VERDICT

8000 PLUS 53



'MM3'
THE BEST IN THE WEST— PLUS!!!

FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS
The 3M 383 Scotch copier reduced to 129.75
The smallest and cheapest copier in the world 1

A unique product for private or professional use. Superb black on white copies from a wide range of originals
— 50 free copies with every order.

The 3M 226 Automatic Desk Top Copier. Normally £550.00 now down to 269.10
Absolutely unbelievable copy quality — We use one for all our copying! Very compact & convenient, versatile

— copy from sheets, books. 3D objects. A must for the serious PCW user — With one of these you could start

your own business charging for copying documents 1 They really are excellent!!

Paper always available — Machines guaranteed by 3M's own nationwide backup!

FREE "W.B.B.S." MENU DRIVEN DATABASE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
TEST (WHEN YOU SPEND £100 Plus)— DARE YOU PUT YOURSELF TO THE TEST!

CHECK THE REST AND BUY THE BEST

"MARGIN MAKER"
Single Sheet LOCATOR & ALIGNER for PCW Printer

'Float' paper up to 100gms/m 2 between arms, then release. Full width,
non-incremental, move and lock arm setting. All four pitch scales

marked.
"...Superbly well made, well designed and well engineered, even
down to the fact that it is slightly oversize for accurate fitting

adjustment! It's brilliant!" Mr. S. Nicholas. Middy.

"... A superb product, simple to use, well made and designed,
offers exceptional value for money. " Mr. P.O. Needs. W. Glam.

£12.50
incl. VAT&p+p

REMITTANCE with self addressed sticky LABEL tcr-
"MARGIN MAKER"

Box 121 Gresham Road, Staines, Mx. TW18 2AJ. England.
(Overseas. Sterling £13.50)

HARDWARE '"•SPREADSHEETS""
PCW's please phone for new prices Artisoft— Supercalc2 39.96
AMS:Diskettes— 3"x10 25.00 Caxton— Scratchpad Plus 47.99
PRINTERS — Wide selection available Minerva: First Calc
SOFTWARE Newstar — Cracker II 3822

""ACCOUNTS PACKAGES""

1st Software: dBase II 83.96
Camsott: Int. Stock. Inv+Sales

Camsott Sales Ledger

7936

Advance — dBase M'ger At Last 23 96 Camsott: Stock Control
Campbell: Masterfile 8000 3996 Camsott: Invoicing 39.96
Camsott: Cambase Database 37.46 Map: Integrated Accounts 11324
Caxton — Condor 1 74.99 Comix: Simple A/Cs Ext Ver 39.96

Compsoft — Delta 7425 Comix: Simple Accounts 27.96

Minerva: First Base 29.96

""LEISURE""

""WORD PROCESSORS"" Activision: Leather Godesses 19.99

Amor Pocket Protext
Amstrad: Cyrus II Chess 12.76

Amor Prospell
Digital Int: Tomahawk 15.96

Arnor Protext— Fantastic Value 47.96
Infocom: Ballyhoo 23.00

New Star — New Word 58.65
nfocom: Hitch Hikers Guide 23.00

Tasman: Tas-Spell 8000 1485 Rainbird: Starglider 19.96

Tasman: Tasword 8000 19.96 Virgin: Scrabble 15.96

Tasman — Tas-Sign 2336 ••"EDUCATIONAL""
Tasman — Taspnnt 8000 13.46 Bourne: Animal, Vegetable. Mm 13.46
Wight Scientific Signwriter 44.96 Bourne: World Wise 1346

PRICES ON ORDERS OVER £10.00 INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE
ORDERS UNDER £10.00 AND SAGE STATIONERY PLEASE ADD £1.00

WEST OF BRITAIN BUSINESS SERVICES
(DEPT 8), THE FARMHOUSE, CAPEL TOBI,
FFAIRFACH, LLANDEILO, DYFED. SA19 6PR

CHEQUES/PO's PAYABLE TO: W.B.B.S — TEL (0558) 823782

NEW! MONEY MANAGER PLUS £39.95
lnclVAT,P&P

For all PC compatibles, such as Amstrad PC1 51 2 Also available for Amstrad PCW computers.

Financial management software
For Small businesses Self-employed Doctors Farmers

Sales Executives Journalists Clubs Charities
Company Departments Expense accounts Home accounts Etc, Etc.

Money Manager Plus is an easy-to-use yet powerful accopj A J"^ ile you to record and analyse all your financial transactions, so that you know exactly
where you stand and can make sensible and informed finar J^ I ViVV lk statements, monitor cash flow, analyse sources of income and expenditure, make
budget forecasts, prepare financial statements. Keep one siep aneaa or your rjann manager, convince tax and VAT inspectors, avoid nasty surprises!

Money Manager Plus is very much easier and more direct to use than other accounting systems costing many times more , and provides features that would be
difficult or impossible to program using sophisticated database/spreadsheet/graphics packages. Indefinite telephone support is included free of charge, because even
novice computer users require so little!

To run the system you just switch on, load Money Manager Plus, select a data file, make new entries in any order that suits you (or amend existing entries)
, produce a

few reports to check the current financial situation, and then save the data for the next time you need to use it. You may have any number of data files (or sets of
accounts) and store several on one disc. A data file contains 12 months of data, which may be rolled forward month by month.

Up to 300 separate transactions may be entered per month.

Each entry consists of:

The day of the month, eg. 23rd of June
Account number, one of up to 9 defined by you to suit your circumstances
eg 1 • Barclays. 2« Visa, 3» Cash etc.

Cheque or reference number, eg ABC 1 23
Class code, one of up to 50 defined by you to suit your circumstances

eg o1 = Overheads, ot Rent. o2» Heat/Lighting, o2» Stationery etc.

or m0= Motoring, ml . Petrol. m2= Road Tax, m3. Maintenance etc.

Descriptive text eg, Tax Rebate", "Refrigerator", etc.

Optional single-character mark as an extra identifier, eg, b= business, p= private, etc.

Account reconciliation marker.

The amount of the transaction, debit or credit.

Optional VAT indicator, eg exempt, zero, full or part rated. If VAT is not relevant it may
be ignored.

You may select categories of entries according to account, dass and mark (eg all bank
account entries, or all motoring expenses, or all cash account business expenses etc.)

and produce reports on the screen or printer as follows:

• Detailed statements covering any period, showing each qualifying transaction with a
running balance.

• Quarterly VAT statements showing input and output transactions separately with

columns for exempt, zero rated, VATable, VAT paid and gross amounts, and a
summary with all therelevant totals.

• Tables showing the total amounts for each dass month by month, and totals for

the whole year.

• Tables showing the totals tor each dass in each account.

• Tables showing the monthly maximum, minimum and average balances, turnover

and cash flow month by month and for the whole year.

• Bar graphs of any category month by month.

• Pie charts covering any period for various categories of entry (PC version only).

Plus: Standing Orders Entries optionally sorted into date order Item search facility

Comprehensive Manual Two sets of realistic practice data Indefinite free telephone support
Money Manager Plus is a development of the successful Money Manager system, of which over 6000 have been sold. It is faster, has a greater capacity, and

includes many extra features suggested by existing users. The original Money Manager for Amstrad CPC/PCW computers is still available at £24.95
Send cheque or credit card number or phone for immediate despatch (Pease specify computer model)

Connect Systems
3 Flanchlord Road, London W12 9ND 01- 743 9792 8am-10pm 7days a week



Most electronics systems usually run from low voltage

d.c. (direct current) supplies for the simple reason

that nearly all their component parts (the silicon

chips etc.) expect it. In the case of portable radios, tape

recorders, calulators etc. This happens to be very

convenient since a small battery can be used to provide the

d.c. - all batteries are sources of d.c.

However, once you start moving up to bigger pieces of

equipment, for example where TV-style screens are

involved, the power consumption rises rapidly and in most

circumstances it is no longer practicable to use a battery as

the main power source. Should you require to use your

computer away from mains, say in your caravan or in your

yacht, then you have got problems.

Inverting the problem
One of the easiest and most widely used solutions to this

problem is to use an inverter. This is device which works in

the opposite way to the transformer described above: it

takes a d.c. voltage from a battery and puts out 240 volt

mains a.c. to a conventional 3-pin socket, into which you can

plug your PCW.
As usual there are pitfalls in adopting such an

arrangement. For computers, potentially the most serious

problem is that whilst our mains at home provides us with a

relatively smooth a.c. supply (in

engineering terms: a good sine

wave), many inverters have a

poor output, often quite large

spikes' are generated and most

computers will not like these at

all. So you have to take care in

choosing a suitable inverter; one

advertised as 'sine wave output'

will most likely be acceptable, a

'square wave output' one may
not be. It is best to get an

assurance from the supplier that

his inverter will satisfactorily run

your PCW; treat with caution any

claim that the inverter is 'O.K. on

most things', since computers

vary in their ability to deal with

unwanted spikes.

1
E

CARRY ON PCW
John Driver explains how to take your PCW
caravanning with you

A A car battery and inverter providing light relief during a boring

camping holiday.

Power struggle

The next consideration is that of power consumption. Not

only must you be sure that the inverter will happily run your

equipment when everything is on (if you have a separately

powered printer or disc drive they will eat up extra power)

but it must also be able to cope with the initial switch-on

surge'. In the case of the PCW 8256/8512, for the few

fractions of a second immediately after switching on the

power required amounts to many hundreds of watts, but this

settles to comfortably less than 100 watts in normal use.

Of course, which battery you choose to supply the d.c. is

a vital consideration in coping with this power surge. A

couple of PP3s connected together probably wouldn't be up

to much. All car batteries should cope since they are

designed to withstand a starter motor's surge.

The cables between the battery and the inverter must be

capable of efficiently conducting the electrical current to the

inverter and here we meet the problem that the low tension'

current is greater due to the difference in volts (if you

remember Back to your O-level physics, for a given amount

of power about 20 times more current will be required at 12

volts d.c. than for the 240 volt mains). Also, the inverter will

use some current in driving itself -in fact it will sit (fairly)

quietly consuming perhaps 10 watts even when the

computer is switched off!

Provided you buy a suitable inverter, it is quite practical

to run a PCW from a car battery.

Don't interrupt

Inverters can be used to run mains driven equipment where

mains is not available. A somewhat more sophisticated

system incorporating an inverter can be used to protect the

computer operator from mains interruptions or, at the very

least, allow time for all data to be transferred to disc and the

computer shut down. Such a device is called an

uninterruptable power supply - UPS for short, and costs a

little more than a simple

inverter.

The UPS is normally

connected to the mains with its

own 13 amp plug. The mains

feeds a battery charger which is

connected to an internal battery,

and in turn this battery is

connected to an inverter which

once again generates an a.c.

mains supply and feeds the

computer. The system is

arranged such that if there is a

power cut the internal batteries

take over and protect your

valuable data on the PCW,
making sure that there are no

nasty power spikes as the

changeover occurs.

The internal batteries will

maintain the 240 volt a.c. output

for about 10 minutes, typically.

Usually external batteries can also be added to allow

perhaps several hours of operation without mains. All in all

this represents the ultimate in protection from unreliable

mains power supplies but, as with computers, it is only in

recent times that advances in technology have allowed such

equipment to reduce in price (and size) and thus become

more attractive to the home and small office user.

Who? What?
Where?
One company who sell suitable

inverters for running PCWs with

is JSD Seawave Services (0823

271614). An inverter costs £92

and a full UPS £229. John Driver,

the highly impartial author of this

article, owns up to being the

proprietor of JSD.

Battery facts
Car batteries are rated in 'ampere hours'. A 40

ampere hour battery is supposed to be able to

deliver a current of 40 amperes for an hour

without needing recharging. (In situ in a car,

batteries are constantly being recharged so

should never go flat.)

A car battery, fully charged and in good

condition, can usually be relied upon to give a

respectable voltage output for at least half of

its rated capacity when used to power the

PCW through an inverter. Therefore a 40

ampere hour battery can be considered as a

reliable 20 ampere hour source. At 1 2 volts, 20

ampere hours gives you 240 watts for an hour,

(watts e amps x volts). A PCW consuming -

typically - 70 watts (including the internal

requirements of the inverter) will thus go for

over 3 hours of continuous use; rather more in

computing bursts of, say, half an hour.

Don't forget that the inverter itself will take

up power even if it isn't driving anything, so

don't forget to disconnect it from the battery

when you turn the PCW off.

8000 PLUS 55
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UNIFACE
Add a 5' 4" or 3V Second Drive to your PCW8256, it enables you to use
almost any disc drive. The UNIFACE is designed to fit in the hole that the

PCW851 2's drive normally uses, but can be fitted internally if required. £49.95

UNI-2
The interface that you've been waiting for!

Now you can have TWO 5' 4" drives on the PCW8256, or one 5V drive and
the two internal 3" drives on the PCW851 2. The drives are software selectable
and now mean that with suitable software-see below— 851 2 owners can now
transfer data from many different formats £50, g§

Both supplied complete with comprehensive fitting instructions and utility

software for formatting any drive that can be fitted.

SILICON SYSTEMS FILE TRANSFER SOFTWARE
Supplied on 3" disc this software will enable you to transfer the majority of

known computer formats to be read on the PCW8256 and 851 2. Very
comprehensive instructions are supplied.

When ordered separately £49.95
When ordered with a UNIFACEor UNI 2 £39.95

5V4 " and 3V2" DISC DRIVES
We supply a range of Brand New cased and power supplied disc drives with

NEC mechanisms.

5' 4" 40/80 switchable double sided at £139.95
5 r 4" 80 Track only, double sided at £129.95
3V 80 Track (1 Megabyte)at £119.95

All the above prices Include VAT and p + p.

For courier delivery please add £1 0.00.

43 ELSINORE ROAD, MANCHESTER M16 0WG.
Telephone Nos:

061-848 8959 • 061-848 7263 083-652 0082

AMSTRAD PCW OWNERS
Transform Your Textfiles into a Valuable

Database of Free Text information

FT=DB is a unique program that reads textfiles created with your favourite wordprocessor

and places marked Key Phrases into a comprehensive disk index of all files. Then you...

• Search the index. A Key Phrase can appear in two alphabetic locations.

• View any indexed textfile at the entry— on screen or print it.

• Export part of a file for inclusion in another document.
• List the complete index to printer— cataloguing the entire disk.

• Move berween index and text at will.

'Simple and effective'... 8000 Plus

'Works at lightning speed'... Amstrad Professional Computing

'Meets a need and carries it out to the full'... Computing with the Amstrad.

FT=DB costs £29.95 direct from Encyclasoft, 4 Hayfields Grove,

Audlem, Crewe CW3 0LB — or call 0270 811868 for a fact sheet.

You need never be lost for words!

FEATURES
r Fast compiled code
r Password protected
r Menu Driven

format
r Single screen activity

r Standard bank statemer
r 300+ current Postings
r Self-perpetuating file

f As many files as you wish
r No periodic balance transfers

r Automatic old postings purge
r Automatic s/order calculation

; date sequencing

DOUBLE-JAY Software
CASH BOOK

THE ELECTRONIC CASH ANALYSIS BOOK
(for the AMSTRAD CPC 6 1 28, PCW 8256 and 85 I 2

USES
* Household budget and forecasting

* Small business/club accounts
* Petty cash accounts
* Hobby costs

* Pocket money control
* Bank statements
* Income/expenditure summaries

PRICE
£l2.95p

(overseas orders add £ 1 .00)

nfir

r Hardcopy optic

s * PRICE INCLUDES SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ON 3 "DISK.

COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL, POSTAGE AND
PACKING

(Trade enquiries welcome!

* DESPATCH WITHIN 24 HOURS
CASH BOOK - you'll wonder how you ever managed without it!

cheques and postal orders to

DOUBLE-JAY Software and Services
P.O. Box 5, Redruth, Corwall TRI6 4JJ

THE BUSINESS CENTRE
ACCOUNTS PACKAGES

Compacc Accounts 170.00

Camsoft Full System I 1 0.00

Sage Popular I 1 2.00

Sage Popular Plus I 10.00

Sage Combo I 10.00

Sage Super C°rnbo 1 70.00

Map Integrated I 1 0.00

Money Manager 23.00

Camsoft Sales 43.00

Camsoft Stock 43.00

Camsoft Invoicing 43.00

Compact 90.00

Sage 54.00

SagePayslips(IOOO) 40.00

Camsoft 40.00

MAP 40.00

dBase II (AshtonTate) 84.50

Cardbox 44.00

Cambase 37.00

Locomail 30.00

Sage Retrieve 52.00

Pocket Infostar 30.00

Matchbox 27.00

TaswordoOOO 19.50

TasprintoOOO 12.50

Taspell 14.50

Protext 57.00

Compact Protext 32.00

Pocket Wordstar 36.50

Locoscript 2 1 8.50

NewWord II 58.00

Locospell 30.00

Supercalc II 36.00

Cracker II 36.00

Scratchpad Plus 48.00

DR Draw 36.00
DR Graph 36.00
DR Pascal 36.00
DR C Basic Compiler 36.00

Electric Studio Light Pen 63.00
Electric Studio Mouse 105.00

Rotate 23.50

Fleet Street Editor Plus 49.00
Newsdesk International 38.00

Newsdesk Int. & Light Pen 55.00
The Desktop Publisher 27.00
The Desktop Publisher with Mouse 60.00
Master San 60.00
Master Paint 18.00

Master Scan & Master Paint 70.00

Air Combat Emulator 18.00

Academy 18.00

Annals of Rome 22.00

Bridge Player 17.00

Batman I 3.00

Bounder 13.50

Classic Collection I 1.00

Colusus Bridge 4 1 5.00

Colosuss 4 Chess 15.00

Cyrus 2 Chesss 1 5.00

Distractions 17.50

Fairlight 14.00

Fairlight 2 14.00

Football Fortunes 15.00

Frank Bruno Boxing 1 7.00

Forth Protocol : ... 17.00

Graham Gooch Cricket 1 7.00

Guild of Thieves 17.50

Head Over Heels 14.50

Hitchhikers Guide 22.00

Leaderboard 1 7.50
Lord of the Rings 24.00

Lurking Horror 22.00
Living Daylights I 3.00

The Pawn 18.00

PSI 5 Trading Company 17.50

Silicon Dreams 17.00

Strike Force Harrier 17.50

Stationfall 22.00

Steve Davis Snooker 17.50

Scrabble
1 7.00

Scrabble Deluxe 22.00
Star Glider 20.00
Sorcerer 20.00
Trivial Pursuits 18.00

Tomahawk 16.00

Tau Ceti II (Academy) 17.50

3D Clock Chess 17.50

EDUCATION
Touch 'n Go 1 9.50

Locoscript Tutorial 8.95

Ian Key Typing Tutor 22.95

Hands On CP/M Plus 19.95

Hands On dBase II 19.95

Hands On Supercalc 19.95

Program your PCW 6.95

Step by Step Guide to Locoscript 4.95

Amstrad CP/M Plus 1 2.95

Using the PCW 8256 9.95

CP/M Bible 16.50

Understanding dBase II 22.95

dBase II for the 1st Time user 22.95

Soul of CP/M 16.50

Using CP/M 5.95

Mastering CP/M I7.9S

BASIC II Users Guide 9.95

PCW HARDWARE
PCW 8256 (5 FREE Discs) 330.00

PCW85 1 2 (5 FREE Discs) 440.00

PCW95 1 2 (5 Free Disks) 550.00

Amstrad RS232/Ccntronics l/F 50.50

Amstrad FD2 Second Drive 143.00

8256 Memory Upgrade 27.00

PCW Dust Covers 9 95

10 Blank 3" CF2 Discs 25.00

PCW Joystick* Interface 25.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST & PACKING TO UK

Comtec Systems
Please send me the following Hems:

Qty Product Price (inc VAT)

58a Wellingborough Road Northampton NN I 4DN Tel: (0604) 24463/2 1 763

Name Mr/Mrs/Mies

Address

Postcode - Tel No.

• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POST & PACKING, SUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICeI
M/CTYPE D 1512 D6128 D8512

• We are fully authorised Amstrad Repair Centre, with 'in house' repair facilities.

• Phone now for details of our service contracts and repair costs.

County Council, Local and Education Authorities. Orders Welcome.
• Corporate and Export Orders Welcome.

• Please phone now for fixed price contracts and bulk orders

TELEX: 26S87I MONREF G QUOTING 72: MAG 31 1 16

OVERSEAS ORDERS
Please add the following to your order and make all payments in sterling

Software, Books. Discs. Leeds £2.00

Printers, Disc Drives £20.00 I

Computers £40.00 I

TOTAL

I enclose (please tick) chequa'p.o. or, please debit to "vJF^t !^S™!

Access Visa card C\ 1 L

S.nd Ml m«PO«T
Comtec Systeim
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NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL
With it's easy to use window selection system, it is widely regarded as the best publishing system for the

PCW, while the Light Pen and Mouse as input devices have also established a reputation for excellent

quality and ease of use. NOW -TOGETHER - AT THESE SPECIAL PRICES

NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL
together with
The Electric Studio Light Pen
The COMPLETE Desktop Publishing System for

the PCW.

Special Promotional

Offer
£69.95
Normal Price £79.95

NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL
together with

The Electric Studio Mouse

Special

Promotional

Offer

£89.95
Normal Price £129.95

r \.

You can add to the

capabilities of the

NEWSDESK program
with these great

optional extras:

NEWSDESK
PROGRAM
ONLY:
£39.95

Normal Price £49.95

•tlir iSlrrtnr ©tubio

SDuIIrtut intrb on a

V "*^u ylfl Dn *iny L^HI D

SNIP

ART

VIDEO DIGITISER
The highest quality graphic images can be

captured from a Video Camera or Video Recorder

and added to your printed document.

For newspaper style results this is the ultimate

graphic input device.

L.

SPECIAL
PROMOTIONAL PRICE £69.95

Normal price

£99.95

MlMW uMjj ' 88".

INCLUDE * ILLUSTRATIONS

FROM SNP ART
OR INPUT RN
HUGE USING R

UDEO DIGITISER

ulutud* ol nogti to ht« gtva a pMailng viiuol

h* El(Otrk) Sludlo UiO.o DlgtllMr onn Glia Di ui

JncJucung 7.

ituiei uAfSicn

atiOUA \cr\fit

to Ld uied.

Trie TYPE font :en De
jseC as BOLD sty la or
this can Oe changed tu

WehavenowproducedSnip Art 1 to5whichwill help

provide quality graphics input to your text layout

Snip Art 1 : General

Snip Art 2: General

Snip Art 3: Sports

Snip Art 4: Nature

Snip Art 5: Leisure

£9.95 each

or £17.95 for

any two

Normal price £14.95 each

FONT
LIBRARY

12 more fonts for inclusion in the

NEWSDESK publishing system. Add
professionalism to your printed output.

SPECIAL
PROMOTIONAL £9.95
PRICE

Normal price

£14.95

Please rush me at the Special Prices:

Newsdesk with Light Pen ... £69.95

Newsdesk with Mouse ... £89.95

Newsdesk -program only ... £39.95

Font Library ... £9.95

Video Digitiser ... £69.95

Snip Art ... £9.95

1Q2Q3U4U5U
Any 2 Snip Art ... £17.95

ORDER FORM

Please fill in & return to:

THE ELECTRIC

STUDIO
Unit 13,

The Business Centre,

Avenue One,

Letchworth,

Herts. SG6 2HB

Telephone:

0462 675666

Name

Address

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £:

Post Code

Debit my Access/Visa Card No:

Expiry Date:

Signature



LOGO

PERSONAL

PROPERTY
Dr. Logo has interesting ways of storing data -

including a complete built-in database

Sneaky editing
When you type s sve

":ii-:.-,.-- in Logo it writes

everything in its memory to a file

called 'filename. log'. If you have

a text editor like Protext (the

PCW's standard RPED editor

will do) you can edit this file

directly as it is simple text. This

way you can remove unwanted

facts that are cluttering up the

database

58 8000 PLUS

If you've done any BASIC programming you
probably know what variables are. You do? Good,
well forget all that because Logo has a totally

different approach to storing data. There's not

much difference between numbers and letters,

there are no arrays, and the most important way
of storing data is by using 'lists'.

A
list of items in Logo is just what it sounds like - a

collection ot any number of Logo data items written

down one after the other. A list is always enclosed in

square brackets, and it can be assigned to a variable in the

normal Logo way:

make "mass_murderers [Crippen Ripper Manson

Kray]

Lists are the most important way of storing data in Logo,

and therefore the most important things to know about lists

are how to get items into and out of lists. To get hold of the

first item of a list, use the primitive first:

pr first :mass murderers

will print out 'Crippen' on the screen, last, used in the same
way, would print out Kray'. You can get to a particular item if

you know its position in the list:

pr item 3 :mass murderers
will print out 'Manson' - the third item in the list. Using 'item'

to extract a specific item from the list means that in some
ways you can treat simple lists as corresponding to arrays in

BASIC, count is useful too - it tells you how long a list is:

pr count :mass_murderers will produce 4 in reply.

Lists are also known as sentences' by Logo, which

accounts for the otherwise obscure name of the primitive to

make several items into a list, 'se':

(se "Bambi "Dumbo "Bimbo) produces [Bambi

Dumbo Bimbo]

(se "Bambi [Dumbo Bimbo]) does the same
(se [Bambi Dumbo] :mass_murderers )produces the

combination of [Bambi Dumbo Crippen Ripper Manson
Kray)

There is no inverse of the item' command, you can't

insert a word at an arbitrary position in a list. You can only

put things at the start or end of a list, or join two lists

together.

Lists within lists

This is all very well, but sequential lists of one name after

another aren't terribly useful. Where things start to get really

exciting is when you realise that the items in a list can be

lists themselves.

For example, suppose you are building a car and you

want to categorise and subdivide all the different parts into

their components for stock control purposes,

car = wheels (4), engine ( 1 ), chassis ( 1

)

engine = exhaust pipe (1), drive shaft (1), cylinders (6)

cylinder = case (1), gasket (1), spark plug (1), piston (1)

The best way to represent a set of 4 wheels is with the

two-element list [wheels 4], ie. item name then quantity. You

could describe the car by the list

[
[wheels 4] [engine 1] [chassis 1] ]

The wheels and chassis are parts in their own right, but

the engine is subdivided into more constituent parts which

are held as another list

[
[exhaust pipe 1] [drive_shaft 1]

[cylinder 6] ]

and the cylinder is itself described by another list.

The challenge is to write some Logo procedures that will

be able to read this list-of-lists and work out what belongs to

what. Start Logo up and type in Listing One.

to pr int_whole :wotsitl ; number

1

(loca "part "rest)
if <or (emptyp iwotsitl) (not listp :wotsitl>> [stop]

make part (first twotsitl)

make •rest (bf rwatsitl)

print _part : part : numberl
print _whole : rest : numberl
end

to pr nt_part :wotsit2 : number2
(loca "name "qty>
make 'name (first : wotsit2>

make "qty (last :wotsit2> » : number

2

if (emptyp (thing ;name>) [ pr (se ; qty tnaieH
print _whole (thing :name) :qty

end

make •car [[wheels 41 [engine 1] [chassis 1] ]

make engine [ [ exhaust_pi pe 11 ldrive_shaft 1] [cylinder Oil

make cylinder I [cylinder_cose 1] [gasket 11 [spark_plug 1] [ Diston 11

]

make 'gasket [

1

make chassis [

1

make 'spark_plug [ ]

make piston [

1

make cylinder_case [ 1

make exhaust_pipe [ ]

make drive.shaft [ J

make 'wheels [ ]

Listing One

'printwhole' is a program

which will take the three

lists of parts for car, engine

and cylinder and will work

down the list printing out all

the individual parts for the

car. You tell it how many

cars you want to make and

it tells you how many of

each part to order. For

example, printwhole
:car 3 tots up the

components for 3 of

everything in the car list.

This is where the business of recursion rears its head

again. The essence of programming with lists is that you

write a procedure to handle a simple list, and if you are

faced with a more complex list then you break it down into

simpler ones and call use the same procedure on those lists,

repeating until the lists are simple enough to deal with.

Every part of the car is either a basic component (like a

wheel) or is made up of other components (like the engine).

The basic parts are stored as variables whose value is
[ ] , a

list with no items in it. The compound components are lists

of pairs of basic components and their quantities.

'print_part' takes a simple list like [wheels 4] and prints on



the screen '4 wheels'. It takes a number as well, the number

of copies you asked tor, so if you wanted 3 cars '12 wheels'

comes out instead.

printj/vhole' takes a list of the form
[
[a b] [c d] [e (]... ] as

its first argument. It takes the first pair in the list, [a b], and

passes it to 'print_part' for printing together with the number

of them required, and then takes the rest of the list (bf

: ca r means 'all but the first' of :car)
[
[c d] [e f] . . . ] and

recursively calls itself with that. When the whole object has

been fully described 'print_whole' finds it is being passed an

empty list to print so it knows it is time to stop.

If you are confused by the flow of control try running the

program with trace on to see how the different procedure

calls act.

A couple of points need clarifying: first, because the

procedures are recursive the variables they use ("first, "rest,

"name, "qty) must be declared to be 'local' otherwise future

calls of the procedure will alter the values unwittingly.

The primitive thing is vital to this program (its name

implies it was probably a very late afterthought to the Logo

designers). If you have a variable f red whose value is 123,

say. and a variable bill whose value is "f red, then thing

:biii will give you 123 . thing works out the contents of

the contents. Thus, in the car example, given the list [engine

1] meaning there is 1 engine, first [engine l] gives

you engine, SO thing (first [engine 1]) gives you

the actual list of the components held in the variable engine

and allows you to get to the next link in the chain.

One small primitive not used before is emptyp. 'emptyp'

is a test which either returns true or false; if it is given an

empty list it returns true, otherwise false. It is therefore useful

for testing to see whether the end of the chain has been

reached.

The virtue of lists is that you can go on making them

bigger and bigger as your program collects more data

(compare this to BASIC where the size of the array has to be

fixed before you run the program). The disadvantage of lists

over arrays is that lists are sequential access rather than

random access and so tend to be slower to use in programs.

The Logo database
One idea that Logo has that really distinguishes is from most

other languages is having a built-in database. Essentially

you can just type in a set of facts in any order you like,

without having to worry about setting up variables and all

that stuff, and Logo can keep them in the right categories

and print out summaries for you.

The database revolves around the idea of 'property lists'.

Any Logo name can have a list of properties associated with

it; for instance you might associate with someone's name a

list of their marital status, number of kids, inside leg

measurement and so on.

Listing Two is a list of facts that an unscrupulous terrorist

out to undermine the very infrastructure of the free world

might collate. Type it in to Logo.

pprop "Thatcher "favourite_colour "puce

pprop "Thatcher "pol itics " right_wing

pprop "Thatcher "age "60

pprop "Reagan " favourite_colour "turquoise

pprop " Reagan " polit ics "right_wing

pprop " Reagan " age " 35

pprop "Liberals _SDP 'politics "dont_know

Listing Two

Libera ls.SJP's politics is dontjmw
Reagan's age is 3S.

.

Reagan's politics is righting
Reagan's favourite colour is turquoise

"- teller's age is W
tcher's politics is rightjiing
tetter's favourite.colour Is puce

v

tplist "Reagan . .

Cage 35 politics rightjiing fawurite.eolour tmtwise]

tgprop "Liberals.Stt "politics
dont IrooH

If you now type pps (for 'property pairs'), Logo will parrot

all these back to you in canned English such as "Thatcher's

favouritecolour is puce". All Logo is doing is printing out the

first name followed by 's, the name of the property, "is", and

the value. You can get extraordinarily silly sentences coming

out of Logo: pprop "table "legs "4 (meaning a table

has 4 legs) followed by pps will reveal that "table's legs is 4".

As well as printing out the whole property list database

you can also print out a specific individual's property list, get

the value of a particular property or delete it.

plist "Reagan

will print out all the facts about Ronnie that Logo knows

about. It comes out in a terser form than pps produces

[politics right_wing favourite_colour turquoise age 95]. You

can see how the information is stored - a simple list of

property names followed by values. Although not very good

English this has the advantage that it is a proper Logo list

structure so you could assign it to a variable by make

"Reaganlist (plist "Reagan) and then use Logo's list

dissection commands to extract the information and take

suitable action.

giist complements plist - it prints out a list of all the

names that have a certain property defined. So

glist "age

prints out [Reagan Thatcher] but excludes

Liberals_SDP.

gprop will get a specific named property from an

individual: gprop "Reagan "age wilt unearth Reagan's

age and print 95 out. remprop completes the set and will

remove a property from a list, remprop "Reagan "age will

do what the CIA have failed to do for the last seven years

and delete his age from the records.

You can save the contents of the Logo database just like

any other Logo definitions. Typing save filename

('filename' can be anything you like) will cause the entire

database contents to be written to the disc file specified.

load filename in a subsequent session will restore the_

data you created.

LOGO

p's and q's
It is a convention that primitives

which test whether a condition is

true end in p\ Thus emptyp

tests whether a list is empty, listp

tests whether a variable is a list.

The 'p' stands for 'predicate', if

that helps you. Programmers in

cafes who want to share a bowl

of soup often ask, "Split-p

soup?"

Read 'em and weep
This article concludes our introduction to the

Logo language and commands. Next month

there will be a reference chart summarising all

the Logo commands and how they are used.

If you want to learn more about practical

Logo programming your best bet is to buy a

book. Unfortunately there are lamentably few

books specifically on Dr. Logo on the PCW.

Two titles from Glentop (01-441 4130), both

written by Martin Sims, are Logo Pocketbook (a

reference guide only at £3.95) and Using DR
Logo on the Amstrad (a fuller tutorial at £8.95).

These only cover the turtle graphics side of

Logo and stop short of the 'property list'

commands.

A good buy is Getting Started with BASIC

and Logo on the Amstrad PCWs by F.A. Wilson

(£5.95, Babani, The Grampians, Shepherd's

Bush Road, London W6 7NF). This only

devotes 20 pages to Logo, but it is simple and

more comprehensive. Academic sections of

bookshops may well have Logo books, but

these can be a little expensive and/or

incomprehensible.

8000 PLUS 59



Accessories for your AMSTRAD 8256/85 1

2

PAPER TRAY £10.00

-two adjustable guides

- replaces the exisiting lid

- Properly feed in single sheet

-available in different colours

Screen Filter £17.95

-reduces annoying reflections

and flickering

-high quality mesh

-easy attachable

The new version second disc drive (FD2) for

PCW 8256 now available

FD-2 £125.00

(2nd disc-drive for 8256)

RAM-EXPANSION £19.50

(for 8256)

COMPLETE UPGRADE £139.00

for 8256 (FD-2 + RAM)
PRINTER RIBBON, 2 for £7.50

CF2 Disks, cased, box of 10

CF2DD Disks, cased, box of 10

£ 20.00

£ 30.00

Come and see us at the Northern Amstrad Computer Show
Stand D 10 October 23-25

ALFA Electronics Ltd
Unit 7, Maple House
97 Ewell Road
Surbiton
Surrey
KT6 6AH
TehOI-390 2588

Upgrades have
comprehensive
installation instructions
All prices inc. VAT and p&p.
Please enclose cheque with

orders and make payable to:

ALFA Electronics Ltd

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MONEY FROM YOUR AMSTRAD

Got a PCW? Or just thinking of buying one? Either way you can't go
wrong, the PCW is the perfect small business computer. Did you realize,

though, just how many ways there are of making money with one? I don't
mean running your own business, but carrying out simple tasks for other
people. Tasks which are well paid.

Experienced user or beginner, we can show you how to make real money,
full or part time, providing straightforward computer services. No
programming, no hard selling, no hassling, and you operate at home.
Companies spend more every year on computer sevices. Don't miss your
oportunity in this exciting and growing field!

Write or phone for free details of this complete business plan

specifically for the AmstradPCW owner.

POINT ONE PUBLISHING
BOX 30, ST BEES, CUMBRIA CA27 OBN

Tel: 0946 822 242

SIGNWRITER/ Instant Display Lettering by Computer

£49.95
' Signs Hike this! printed across or down the page
» Sharp characters, any size - the bigger the better!
» Create your own logos, symbols, fonts

extra fonts £5.75* disk: ROME 3ZLc/ Olfo SIMP

LABELWRITER
ftf

£15
» Multiple identical labels, any size, any number across
« Uses all the printer's type-styles
* Serial numbers, logos too!

PAPERBASE De Luxe: k^MSs31

Because two heads are better than one...

<fc
<*?a

Second
Opinion
The friendly decision tool

Do you ever have to decide

* which person to appoint...
* which strategy to adopt...

'what car to buy...
* what equipment to buy...
* which school to send the children to..

* which holiday to choose...

... then SECOND OPINION may be what you've been waiting for. The tool to help
you organise your thoughts and choose the best of your available options
SECOND OPINION for the Amstrad PCW 8256/8512 takes the hard work out of
decision work.

Please send me copy(s) of SECOND OPINION al £35.00 + VAT. P&P (£42.75 inc)

more information about SECOND OPINION

information about HeptaCon Ltd. products

Name

Address

Make cheques or postal orders

payable to HeptaCon Ltd and
send to

HeptaCon Ltd.

(Software Sales)
Suite 500, Chesham House
150 Regent Street

London
W1R5FA

£57.50

All available from the publisher:

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
44 Roan Street. London SElO 9JT

(01) 858 2699

» Stores, finds, and styles references
» Flexible storage in portable sequential files

Prices incl. VAT * p&p

OXSTAT for statistics

HISTO for histograms
FREQ for word counts
INDEXER

Improved

[PLA
The Professional Critical Path Based

Project Planning and Monitoring System

Supplied with comprehensive (over 100 page) ring binder manual
for AMSTRAD PCW8256andPCW8512.

500 Activity Version £69.95 inc VATand Post.

255 Activity Version £49.95 inc VATand Post.

PIONEER PROJECTS LTD., Dept PL,
St. Helens, Uttoxeter Rd., Abbots Bromley,

Rugeley, Staffs WS15 3EG
(Payment with order please or send S.A.E. for more information.)

/
-

/r\rL/ry"F)L^XOO^
FABRIC RIBBON CASSETTE RE-INKING

Trial Offer: £1 per ribbon

Post used cassette(s) with payment to:

ALADDINK (Dept 80), 4 Hurkur Crescent,

Eyemouth, Berwickshire, TD14 5AP
Tel: 08907 50965



SPEAKING IN TONGUES
Once, being able to program

computers was an

awesome (if dreary)

accomplishment. Friends would

regard you with mingled

amazement at your abilities and

fear that you might bore them to

death by talking in binary. Later

things changed, and

programming's public image

became more like that of rock

music: a field where teenagers

made fortunes by writing games
called Manic Space Goat Attack

which did little for the human
condition....

Since nowadays we all have

computers, it's tempting to dip a toe

into the water and play around with

a program or two. The good news

is that you can use LocoScript or

your favoured word processor to

write programs, provided you save

the result in ASCII (plain text, no

frills) format. A program is just a list

of text instructions, after all.

This is handy, because one

tradition of programming languages

seems to be that editing program

text is a horrible business. Most

versions of BASIC offer "line

editing" only - that is, to edit line

100 you type EDIT 100 and then

enter special and esoteric codes to

make the actual changes. Mallard

BASIC is unusually luxurious in that

it actually lets you use arrow keys

to move back and forth along the

line. Microsoft's "industry standard"

BASIC won't let you move the

cursor leftwards - a hangover from

the days of teletypes, when a line

was displayed once and for all, and

if you wanted to edit to the left you

had to finish and start all over again

with EDIT 100.

(Of the languages I've used on

micros, only Borland's Turbo

Pascal has really good, built-in, full-

screen editing facilities.)

GENEALOGY CORNER
All programming languages are

ways of converting something

vaguely intelligible into the

horrible mass of numbers called

machine code, which make sense

to the computer. (Assembler is

just machine code slightly prettied

up.)

FORTRAN and Algol are the

great original languages. BASIC
owes a lot to FORTRAN. COBOL
is an entrenched but inefficient

language used in business,

where repairing duff COBOL
programs is a never-failing gold

mine. Pascal is based on Algol

and has spawned a souped-up

version called Modula-2. C is

based on languages no one has

ever heard of, called BCPL and

B. FORTH is only one step away
from Assembler. Logo is unusual

in being based on graphics

(usually a non-standard "extra").

The trendy languages LISP and

Prolog are much loved by artificial

intelligence buffs. The US
Department of Defence wants

everyone to use their new
language Ada... and there are far

too many more.

Programs can damage
your health
It's worth thinking long and

nervously before playing around

with programs, for two reasons.

One is that programming's

addictive: a simple exercise can

swell to thousands of lines, by

which time, if you've chosen an

unclear language, you'll no longer

understand large chunks of it. The

second reason is Christopher

Priest's Law: "You Get Used To

What You've Got." Hell hath no fury

like the user who's still word-

processing postcard-sized

documents with one finger on an

old Sinclair ZX81 , and is told that

the PCW is much better. He insists

it isn't better. He's addicted to what

he's got. Don't get addicted to a

mediocre language.

What you've got is of course

BASIC, some version of which

comes free with most micros. It's

easy to start with - to add two and

two and print the result you can

enter print 2+2, as opposed to

the dozens of lines this might take

in a long-winded "professional"

language. The trouble with BASIC

is that it's also easy to lose track.

You have to use numbered line

references instead of meaningful

labels when moving around the

program, and the same applies to

subroutines (bits of program

designed to be used several times

in different contexts, the way your

built-in "Please Go Away"

subroutine is equally useful for

Jehovah's Witnesses or double-

glazing salesmen). It's a real drag

remembering whether it's line

1 0000 or 21 334 that has the "print

lewd limerick" routine. In a sensible

language, couldn't we give the

subroutine the memorable name
LIMERICK and invoke it by name?

Oddly enough, this works in the

Assembler supplied with the PCW

(though never explained in the

manuals). It's odd, because

Assembler is primitive indeed: to

use it at all, it's safest to be a

computer fanatic with vast

experience. You also need books

explaining how to call CP/M
functions, without which you can't

even show the result of adding 2

and 2! I haven't space for an

Assembler program which could

add and display two numbers. It's

fast, it makes the best possible use

of computer memory, and it drives

you bananas.

They all add up
There are languages which are

interesting and useful in the world

of big bad computers, but would be

a bit eccentric for PCW use.

FORTRAN is mainly for scientific

number-crunching: you can give

meaningful names to subroutines

but not to individual lines, and

printing the result of 2+2 would

need three lines: one to add 2+2,

one to print the result, and one to

specify the format in which it's

printed. FORTH is great fun if you

like "reverse Polish notation" and

know what a "stack" is: our 2+2

example in FORTH would go 2 2

+ . (the dot in FORTH is "print

number at top of stack")....

The serious contenders for the

title of most popular, powerful and

lovable small-computer language

are Pascal and C. Personally I find

C inscrutable: a pal uses it at work,

and loves to explain how one line of

C was recently passed round a

roomful of professional

programmers at ICL. not one of

whom could decide what the line

actually did.

So Pascal's my choice -

Borland "Turbo Pascal" for

preference, this being available for

so many micros that you can

transfer your programs anywhere.

When you've defined a "procedure"

(alias subroutine) called Limerick,

you can run it from anywhere in the

program by just entering Limerick...

no line numbers to remember.

Variables can all be given long

memorable names, too. Pascal was

originally designed as a teaching

language which made it hard not to

program clearly, and modern

versions have the ease demanded

by beginners together with the

power needed by experts. Oh: in

case you wondered, the Pascal

command would be write (2+2) ;

(you can tell it's a classy language;

nearly every line ends with a posh

semicolon).

But nothing's more contentious

than computer languages, and if

I'm not here next month it may
mean that a C devotee has stabbed

me from behind with a sharpened

pointer variable.... mm
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MENU-MATE^
Never forget another com-
mand with Menu-mate®
Templates to remind you.
Save time and end frustra-

tion because commands
and simple instructions are
at your fingertips for quick
and easy reference.

Richman Software's Menu-
Mate"* is easier to use than

books or reference cards, the

facts are complete, properly

organised to help you and
available at a glance.

THE FACTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Menu-Mate® is precision cut
to fit the PCW Keyboard ex-
actly. This allows stability

and easy removal.

Special introductory price of
£6.99 + p&p includes free
Locoscript guide.

Generous discounts available
for bulk purchase.

Call for quantity discounts or
quotations on custom made
templates to meet your spe-
cial needs.

ORDER NOW ON THE FORM
BELOW AND KEEP THE JOY
IN YOUR JOYCE!

The first in a range of key-
board templates for popular
micros and software.

PATENT APPLIED

pass the menus.
Why press six keys when two
will do the same job?

See the exact appearance of

your letter as you type it . . . no
more guesswork.

IIMU'MI

structions on cutting, copying

and pasting blocks and phrases

for instant reference.

Never lose work because it

wasn't saved. Menu-Mate®
acts as a constant reminder

and shows you how\

Shows special features of

Locoscript almost unknown.

Please make Chq/P.O. payable to:

Richman Software, FREEPOST, Harlow
Essex CM20 I BR Tel: (0279) 25401

Please send Menu-Mate9/s at £6.99
+ £1.25 p&p to:

Name:

Address:

LOCOSCRIPT 2 COMPATIBLE

Overseas add £4.00 p&p payable in Sterling.

Allow 21 days delivery
Major credit cards accepted



TRIVIAL PURSUITS
Four more pages of BASIC listings to help you Make Friends and

Influence People

LISTINGS PLUS

As winter draws on people start rushing out in droves to

evening classes in Spanish or Italian so that they can really

impress the waiters on holiday next year. To help these

enthusiastic souls we reproduce this simple vocabulary

testing program.

We have set it up as a French tutor but of course you can

use it for any language that the PCW has the correct

character set for. All you do is put in the appropriate details

in the Data lines from 10 to 150 (these all start with the word

DATA). Put in the first foreign word and then the English

translation both in quotes, separated by a comma. List all

the words in the same way until the end of the line, where

Vocabulary
Michael Chapman

10 DATA "Le chien" , "The dog", "le chat" ," the cat" , " Magni f
i
que! " , "8000Plus

20 DATA "La plume de ma tante" , " The plume of my aunt"
1 END"

VOCABULARY TESTER"
IF aS="END" THEH RESTORE: GOTO 220

150 DATA "END"

,

160 PRINT "

170 READ a$,c$:
180 b=b+l
190 PRINT "What is the French ward far ";c$;: INPUT bS
200 IF UPPER* <bS)=UPPER$(aS) THEN LET c=c+l : PRINT "CORRECT": GOTO 170
210 PRINT "Wrong!": PRINT "The correct answer Is ";a$: GOTO 170
220 PRINT" You scored ";c;" out of " ; b;

230 INPUT "Try again Y/N";z$: IF UPPERS <z$> =" Y" THEN RUN: ELSE END

1800

137F

0597

0C28

0FC8

026F

U6E

1839

17A5

0DF6

17BE

uocttULMtv nsrra
But is the French nord for The dog? le chien
CORRECT
Mhat is the French nor! for the eat? le cat
"ronj!
>e correct Mistier is le chat

1 for MMFlus? ftajnifmm!

s the French nord for The rime of «a aunt? La pine de «a tante

Jon scored 3 out of 4 Try again Y/H? I

"wen,, it^ jh^TA"? t*fa< ^F<?pEi6ti ifti&t*f>6,e To Me

"

you start a new DATA line. You can put in up to 1 49 data

statements - if you know that many foreign words.

So when the program runs it asks for the words for the

dog you naturally write le chien. It doesn't matter whether

you type your answers in upper or lower case.

If you do want to use it to test your skill in another

language you will want to change line 190 to read "What is

the Serbo-Croat for" or whatever is suitable - just to avoid

confusion. The program does not need to be limited solely to

vocabulary testing. You can use the same format for any

question and answer set-up by adjusting line 1 90 to ask the

right question.

For example, if you make line 190 just print out "What

is:" and the DATA statements were data "Istanbul",

"The capital of Turkey", DATA "15", "The number

of players in a rugger team" and SO on, then you

have an instant Trivial Pursuit game.

More programs needed!!!
If you can program you could earn hard cash

(E10-E1 00) and instant fame by having your

program printed in 8000 Plus. We're interested

in short (an absolute maximum of 50 lines of

BASIC) programs of general interest: utilities,

games, graphics and the like.

Give instructions on an accompanying

sheet for using the program, and if there are

any useful modifications that readers can make

by simple edits to customise the program,

mention those too.

To submit a listing you must supply:

1. A printout of the listing;

2. A disc on which it is saved;

3. A stamped, addressed padded bag for its

return;

4. An explanation of what it does and how

to use it;

5. A signed statement confirming that the

program is your own work and hasn't been

submitted to anybody else.

Send your listings to Listings, 8000 Plus, 4

Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ. Please allow up to

40 days for return of your disc - the listings are

assessed in a batch once a month.
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Loco 2
Word Counter

Stephen Gourley

Word counters may be mundane, but they are the one utility

that everybody who does any wordprocessing needs. Since

issue one we have been producing a series of word counter

listings, but this month's surely has the last word.

It might seem a bit long and complicated compared with

some others we have published but this one is far more

accurate (so Mr. Gourley claims) than its predecessors and

B)pip *:=a:read.M

Rallard-89 BASIC Mith JetsaM Version 1.29
(c) Copyright 1984 Locomtive Software Ltd
All rights reserved

31S97 free bytes

Ok
run "loco2

more important it works on LocoScript 2 files. That should

surely make it worth the effort.

The increased accuracy is brought about by the fact that

hyphenated words are counted as one word, numbers are

not counted (unless they have at least one letter as in

1970's) and the words 'a' and T are counted.

To run the program on a file, make sure you have stored

the Loco 2 document in group of your LocoScript work

disc. Then start up CP/M, load the wordcounter program in

BASIC, run it and follow the prompts.

The process is not particularly fast but it can be speeded

up by moving the file you are counting into M drive first of all

(using pip M:=A: filename before you start BASIC). When
the program asks you for the filename add 'M:' before the

name as in the screen example shown.

run "loco2
Naae of Locoscript file to be counted* *:read.«
Total niMber of vords in «:read.«e is 811

10 MEMORY,,, 255 0402

20 IIPUT" lame of Locoscript file to be counted" ; file* 1481

30 OPEI "R",l, file$, 255 OSAA

40 FIELD 1,255 AS buffS 06AA

50 GET 1 02AE

60 FOR i%= 1 TO LEKbuffS) 0913

70 a*=ASC(UPPERS(MIDS(buffS,i*,l>>) QA5B

80 IF MOT z* THEI s*=i* 0778

90 IF z* AMD i*-s*>3 AID <a*<34 OR a*>91) THEI space*=0: word$="" :counter*=0 1835

100 IF counter*=l AID <a*<34 OR a*>91> THEI space*=0: wordS=-" : counter*=0 18DA

110 IF a*=l THE! space*=-l: wordS=word$+CHH$(a*> : counter*=counter*+l 18EF

120 IF a*=6 AID counter%<2 THEI word$="" : space%=-l: wordS=wordS+CHRS(a%> : counter%-2: s%=i%: z%= 1 2053

130 IF IOT space* THEI 250 0860

140 IF space* AID a%>64 AID a%<91 THE! word$=vrard$+CHR$ (a%) : counter%=counter%+l !E'7A

150 WHILE counter%=3 07E0

160 wS=MID$(word*,2,l):x$=MID$(word$,3, 1) 0326

170 IF w$=CHR$(l) OR w$=CHR$<6) THEI word$=LEFT$ (words, l)+RIGHT$(word$, 1) : counter%=2: GOTO 240 2194

180 IF xS=CHR$(6) THEI wordS=LEFT$(word$, 1) : counter%=l: GOTO 240 1754

190 word2=word%+l 0715

200 IF x$=CHRS(l) THEI space*=-l ELSE space%=0 0F8A

210 word$="":counter*=0 07?8

220 z%=0 021

C

230 IF space* THEI wordS=word$+CHR$ ( 1 ) : counter%=l 1044

240 WEID 031A

250 HEXT i% 0369

260 IF IOT EOF(l) THEI 50 0790

270 PRIIT CHRS(7);"Total number of words in ";file$;" is " ; word* 177E

280 CLOSE 1: CLEAR: EID 0823
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This month's CP/M article is an introduction to the mystical

world of Escape Codes which makes it most apt that we
should reproduce here an ingenious practical demonstration

of Escape Codes in action.

It is easy to produce an ASCII file (in LocoScript or any

word-processor) which you can print out on screen with the

put AG to make the PCW bleeper warble which will surely

catch anyone's attention (or
AG AGAG for real emphasis). A@,

AA ...
AZ correspond to the ASCII codes 0, 1 ... 26 etc - the

PCW CP/M manual gives details of what keystrokes

correspond to what ASCII codes on pages 1 13ff

(PCW8256/8512) or 547ff (PCW9512), and also what codes

10 INFUT "Enter filename far conversion : ";file$ 15U
20 IF FINDS (fileS)^1 " THEN PRINT "NOT FOUND" : GOTO 90 1220

30 NAME file* AS " tempf ile. SSS" Q9E8

40 OPEN " I'M, " tempf ile. SSS": OPEN "O", 2, file* ODAS

50 WHILE NOT EOF(l) 0700

60 LINE INPUT #1 , lineS: GOSUB 100: PRINT #2, lineS 1163

70 WEND 0334

80 CLOSE 1,2: KILL " tempf ile. SSS" QA06

90 END 0213

100 sS="":FOR i%=l TO LEN(lineS) OBU
110 cS=MIDS (lineS, i%, 1) 0595

120 IF cS= THEN i%=i%+l: cS=UPPERS (MIDS (lineS, i%, 1> > : cS=CHRS (ASC (cS>-64> 16C3

130 s$=s$+c$ 0293

140 NEXT i% 0366

150 SWAP sS, lineS 0613

160 RETURN 03SD

CP/M command type filename. The only problem is that

by making it an ASCII file you take out all those fancy screen

effects, underlining or reverse video that make it look

interesting.

This listing puts all these effects back in, and more.

Where you want the Escape codes (see the CP/M article on

pages 25 and 26 for the one's you can use) put a A
in the

text to show that the next characters are to be converted into

a code - you get A using [EXTRA] and U. Then use a ] for

ESC and the letter or number. So you put A
]p where you

want reverse video on and A
]q where you want it to stop.

A
]r

starts underlining and A
]u switches it off. You can even use

you need to use to get the effects you want on the screen.

Then run the program and give the name of the ASCII file

when asked. It will convert the codes into a form that the

PCW will understand. So if you are letting someone else use

your PCW you could write out full instructions in a file

README and tag an instruction type readme at the end of

your PROFILE.SUB. Then just let them dare to get things

wrong.

You can even write yourself simple files to effect printer

control codes in the same way (again see the CP/M article).

The only warning is to make sure you don't use A followed by

an ASCII code character less than 64 in your text.

3>tgp« readne.llH

> exame CONWRSIOH

an up wrw wit

a readne file uritten uith RJEJ er LocoScript saved as
!e includes control characters the ones nhich start uitti

just in nomallg. Vou jet up arrou Kith [EXTRA! and ;.

The saved file is then rail through themjru "CONVDTC.MS" to convert
control characters into the suitable ASCII character in the range t to 31.

Hhen gou enter "Igpe HAMS' the Escape Codes work in a text file.

tjrinderlined textttu or tip Inverse Video Hn can be included on screen.

Vou can even sound the BEEP to attract the operators attention.

This is an exawle of a readne file witten Kith R?EH or LocoScript saved as
an ASCII file. The file includes control characters the ones uhich start with
an up arm uhich are just in nonullu. Vou get up arrou vith [EXTRA) and ;.

The saved file is then run through the progra*. 'COHVERT.BAS* to convert
control characters into the suitable ASCII character in the range » to 31.

Hhen gou enter "Tgpe REAME" the Escape Codes uork in a text file.

or MBBMUM ">n he included on screen.

Vou can even sound the BEEP to attract the operators attention,
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BASIC Checker again
by Adrian Wilkins

Newer readers may wonder what these mysterious numbers
are that we put at the end of the lines. These relate to an

ingenious checking program sent in by reader Adrian Wilkins

to help you check that you have typed in your listing

correctly. And for anyone wanting to take advantage of this

invaluable service we are reprinting the listing.

What this program does is look at your listing and print

out a code at the end of each line. Check this code with the

code in the magazine and if they differ look closely at that

line for your mistake.

Of course you have to get this program running without

the benefit of this high technology. But once you have it

running successfully you can use it to check any listing. The
only thing you have to remember is to save your listing in

ASCII form: where you would normally type save "prog"

to save it, type save "prog", a instead.

Then run the Checker program. When it asks for the

filename enter the name of your listing saved in ASCII form.

It then prints out the listing with the numbers. Before you can

make any changes to the listing you will have to load it in the

normal way - load "filename" and make your changes.

:UPPER$ (prog$)

10 INPUT "Program name ",prog$ : IF INSTR (prog$, "
.

"

20 IF FIND$ (prog$)="" THEN PRINT "Program not found
30 LPRINT CHR$ (15) ; CHR$ (27) ; "Wl";
40 LPRINT "Checksum listing of file
50 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ;"W0"
60 OPEN "I",l,prog$
7 WHILE NOT EOF(l)
80 LINE INPUT #l,z$
90 y$=UPPER$ (z$)

100 check%=0 : j%=0
110 FOR i% = 1 TO LEN(y$)
120 y%=ASC(MID$ (y$,i%,l)

)

130 IF y% <> &HFC GOTO 180
140 PRINT "Error - Program was not saved in ASCII mode

Do the following. ..", "LOAD "; CHR$ (34 ) ;prog$
,"SAVE ";CHR$ (34) ;prog$;CHR'$ (34) ; ",A" : PRINT
and run the checksum program again" : PRINT : GOTO 230
+ 1

THEN prog$=prog$+".bas"
PRINT : GOTO 10

for 8000-PLUS"

IF y%=32 GOTO 200

PRINT
150 PRINT
160 PRINT
170 PRINT
180 j%

check% + (y%-32) * (j% MOD 7) +1190 check%
2 00 NEXT
210 LPRINT z$;TAB(120) ;HEX$ (check%,4)
220 WEND
230 CLOSE 1 : LPRINT CHR$ (18 ) ; CHR$ (12)

240 END

The first thing to do is to load Mallard

BASIC. Turn on your PCW and put the

copy of the CP/M master disc in drive A.

When the A> prompt appears type

basic and press [RETURN]. After a few

seconds a message about Mallard

BASIC will appear on the screen, ending

with the prompt 'Ok'.

Type in each line carefully, starting

with the line number and ending with

[RETURN]. The four figure number

code on the extreme right of each line

should not be typed - this is for

checking purposes as described in the

Checker program listing.

Be careful not to mix up capital i,

How to type in a listing

lower case l and the digit l, capital o
with the digit o, colons and semicolons,

commas and full stops.

You should always save any listing

to disc before running it. to do this type

save "program" - you can choose any

name you like up to eight letters in place

of PROGRAM.
When you've finished, type list

[RETURN] and the whole program will

appear on the screen. Check it, and if

any lines are wrong correct them with

the 'line editor".

For example, if there is a mistake in

line 100 type edit loo [RETURN]. Use

the arrow keys and the delete key to

correct the line, and press [RETURN]

when finished. You can delete a whole

line by typing its number and then

[RETURN].

To run the program, simply type ron

[RETURN]...

But! It's more than likely that no

matter how meticulously you typed in

the listing it won't work first time. You

may get an error message such as

'Syntax error in 100'. The line number

given in any error message may not be

exactly where the error is, it is simply

where the program got stuck. You may
have to look around for the mistake.

You can list out the program to the

printer (use llist) and check it against

the magazine copy.

When you find the mistake use the

line editor as described to correct it, re-

run the program and keep going until

you have got it working. Don't forget to

save the final working version to disc!

To leave BASIC and get back to

CP/M type system [RETURN].

To run the program another day,

start up BASIC in the same way, put in

the disc with the saved program and

type rod "program" (giving the name

you saved it under in place of

PROGRAM, of course).
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PCW 8256/8512/9512
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0-56 IN 13 SECONDS!
The PCWHD20 will put both sides of 56 Floppy Disks on line in just 13

seconds from turning on the power!

Fully Locoscript II compatible.

/45D PERIPHERALS

TAKING THE PCW COMPUTERS TO THE NEXT DIMENSION
PCWHD1 rrp £445 + VAT PCWHD20 rrp £495 + VAT LOCOSCRIPT II rrp £19.95 inc VAT

TEL: 021-359 0981 TELEX: 334535 BMTEC G FAX: 021-359 0433
ASTON SCIENCE PARK, LOVE LANE, ASTON TRIANGLE, BIRMINGHAM B7 4BJ

_____ Acce

EASYLABELLER 4
PURPOSE DESIGNED TO SOLVE ALL YOUR LABELLING NEEDS

NO FILES — NO FUSS — VERY FAST — EASY TO USE
ORDERING

PROGRAM FEATURES
' Instant automatic sorting
' Prints single labels
" Prints multiple labels
' Prints labels by category
' 99 numeric categories
' Different on line print styles
' Up to 1000 labels on disc
' Any size labels catered for

' Any number across the page
' Date stamping
' Serial numbering
' Label coding
' Full on screen editing
' Command driven
' Over fifty commands
' Find text and Chang-
" Find text and print

" Instant access to a
* On screen help
' Set all margins, gaps'
' Pause printing betwe'
' Printouts in listing forr!

' Scan labels for easy
* Unlimited non print infori

e.g. telephone numbers
' Multiple data disc capability
' Test print tor setting up labels
* Test patterns
' USE WITHIN MINUTES

^k/ Plus lots more 1

"MORE PROGRAM
FEATURES
* Start all printouts from a

particular label
* Labels printed any number of times
' New disc generation
" Serial number formatting
' Serial number step setting
' Program help in memory
* Program written in hi-

' Date checking with

^ Plus m<

WHAT THE PRESS SAID

Naming a product is often a difficult

task but in the case of EASY
LABELLER the__ _s it all.

rADDRESS LABELS
89x36 mm 1 or 2 wide

2000 4000 8000

Nett 9.00 17.00 32.00

VAT. y35 2.35 4.80

TOTAL 10.35 19.35 36.80

^Other sizes are available

USE.

£29.95
+ £4.49]

VAT J

ationery and
most powerful program

ems
Industries (ICI)

lelecom
Fred Perry Sportswear
Michelin Tyres

Boots the Chemist

ARE ALL EASY LABELLER
l CUSTOMERS!

TK.A.S.8. FREEPOST (8000+ NOVp
53 DEREHAM ROAD
NORWICH I PLEASE STATE

NR2 4BR COMPUTER TYPE
|

TEL (0603) 6X768

_0 stamp required

A DEMONSTRATION PACK FOR £5.00 + V.A.T.
EASY L ABEl L.ER is available from more and more retail outlets but should you encounter any

difficulties m obtaining your copy then feel free to order direct.

If you would like to see the program before you purchase then take advantage of our

demonstration pack offer The piogram is fully functional but the number of labels is restricted

and at) output is to the screen A demonstration pack is available for C5 00 * vat and is

gdeemable against a ful 1 working version.

PLEASE NOTE: EASY LABELLER is a purpose designed program and NOT a database adaption. I he need to

deal with disc files is NOT REQUIRED, THOUSANDS of satisfied customers, both experiet iced and first time users,

have found EASY LABELLER invaluable for producing MAILING LISTS, TICKETS, CONTINUOUS ENVELOPE
ADDRESSING as well as a QUICK and EASY filing system.



PUBLIC DOMAIN.

dBASE

DEMYSTIFIED
Frank Peters finds some Public Domain goodies to

bring hope to anyone struggling with dBase II

It
has to be admitted that dBase II is not the easiest

database to get to grips with. But if you want more than

just a simple database it is a flexible and powerful

program with its own programming language with commands
housed in a command file. The trouble is that it takes a long

time to learn powerful languages when all you want to do is

get stuck in.

dBase II Shell v2.0 was written by Jim Gronek for dBase

II users who find it all a little over-powering and need to

make frequent searches of the manual.

Shells are for first time users who go through that initial

stage of fright when confronted with the frighteningly abrupt

full stop command prompt and don't know what to do next.

Shells have menu driven routines that display a list of

possible directions to take, and with a press of a key you are

saved the complicated task of thinking up and typing the

correct command the program needed. Lots of helpful

prompts are usually given on what to do next, and

DB2SHL20 is no exception.

Where to Go
The CP/M users group publishes

a quarterly newsletter and runs a

vast software library. The

software is free to members but

there is a joining fee and a

copying fee per disc. Send a

large SAE to The Secretary,

CP/M User Group, 72 Mill Road,

Hawley, Dartlord, Kent DA2

7RZ.

Another set up is PD
Software, Wlnscombe House,

Beacon Road, Crowborougb,

East Sussex TN6 WL (08926

63298). Again, there are admin,

charges.

If you have a modem, you

can download software from

Frank Peters' bulletin board

(amongst others). This is active

24 hours a day on 0462 700644.

What is the codeword?
The shell for dBase uses three other command files that

control the screen, printer and the applications menu. You

need to tell it what Escape Sequences the PCW uses for

clear screen/home cursor and clear to end of line - quite

easy to write in.

The printer command file is well documented and simply

needs you to have this month's CP/M article on Escape

Code Sequences by your side as the PCW Manual is not

exactly helpful when it comes to describing the sequences

needed to get the PCW printer working.

The applications menu command file is really for those

who have been using dBase for a while and for example,

find using the 'do' command a little wearying - especially if

you don't use a particular .CMD file often and forget what it

Go to the library

As with many Public Domain files these days,

these files arrive in the form of a library. Just

as a Public Library is full of books, a software

library is full of files. You only see one file in

the disc directory and the filename will have

the last three letters as LBR.

The advantage of holding several files in a

library, as opposed to individually on the disc,

is that a library saves space. The way CP/M

saves a file there is minimum size - in the

case of the 851 2 B drive 2k. So a file with only

a single character in it will still take 2k on disc.

A library runs each file immediately after the

last one so that valuable disc space is not lost

between files.
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was called exactly. Put it on the menu in APPLMENU.CMD
and every time you select Z it appears in the main menu.

One more key press and off dBase goes to 'do' it for you.

You may be wondering if all this eats up yet more disc

space? You'll be happy to learn that the current version of

Shell takes up just 44k on an A drive disc or 48k on B or M.

And there's more
As a taster of what else there is for dBase users in the

Public Domain (and all for just a small handling charge),

here are two more utilities.

DBCLINIC is a program written for Microsoft BASIC, and

although the PCW's Mallard BASIC has differences it isn't

too difficult to tweak to work.

As its name suggests, it's a repair facility for dBase's

'.DBF' and '.TXT files that have become damaged or

corrupted. This happens, for example, when you are about

to close a database file and the Electricity Board decide to

play its own version of Russian Roulette with your data, and

your data loses.

On trying to re-open that file when the power is on again,

you may find that the indexing information in the file does not

reflect what is actually in the file, so it just won't work

correctly. Enter the clinic.

There are five different 'Wards' of operation. Ward-A

works out the record length of '.DBF' and '.TXT' files, Ward-

B shows the structure header (indexing etc) information in

'.DBF' files and Ward-C, the main part of the program,

accurately works out the true length of the data base file and

give you the total record count. Ward-D allows you to display

and alter the record count in the structure header to what the

result of using Ward-C says it should be in case it differs to

what the header reckons it is. Finally, Ward-E allows you to

change the 'last Update' date.

The last utility is DTUNE31 , which takes any supplied

command file, and leaving the original file intact, will ask

questions about what you would like the program to do to

this .CMD 'source file'. It asks if you would like to strip out

unnecessary spaces, tabs, line feeds and comments, cut all

«*** HB2SHEU v2.» FILE NAINTENANCE PROttAN **»*

. EXIT 10 CM
1. EXIT 10 DBASE II

Iff! AN IS

8, CREATE A DATABASE FILE 9. COUNT

F. RECALL DELETED RECORDS
C. DELETE A FILE
I. REMAKE A FILE

V. STRUCTURE A .00 FILE
U. DO A dBASE2 CONNAND FILE
X. QUIT TO A OVN CONNAND
V. CREATE NAILNERCE FILE
Z, APPLICATION NEW)

**** ENTER OPTION *n» I

The opening command menu tor Shell program.

reserved words and phrases to just four characters each,

add nesting indentation, number each line and create a

separate cross reference file of all the variables.

It leaves you with a heavily stripped down command file

which dBase can still use with no operational difference to

your original mammoth sized one, except that it takes up far

less disc space and it is quicker. Keep the original command
file for debugging and modification work and leave the

'tuned up' version for operational purposes. fffj



PCW 8256 8512 PCW
SPACE

SAVERS
Desk Top or Monitor Mounting
Printer Stands
Monitor Mounting Tray
Transportation Handle
Tray S Printer Stand

£9.50

£15.00
£19.95
£19.95 purchased as a pair.

Use your PCW to the full UPGRADE its memory. £18.95
8256 Second Drive inc. all Tools Required £124.95.

Continuous Stationery & Labels call for prices.

BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED
CF2 Disks £2.40 each. £1 1 .95 for 5, £23.49 for 1 0.

51 /4 DSDD 48tps Branded £1 .00 each — Unbranded ,70p each
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT and P&P —U.K.

MEAC Designs
Dept.8P, 5a Harpton Parade, Village Way, Yateley

Camberley, Surrey, GU17 7SB. 0252 879005 Anytime

DESK TOP COMPANIONS

ASTROLOGY
for beginners

Teach yourself astrology using your Amstrad

A Starter Pack comprising a simple program to calculate a horoscope, an

introductory booklet and 2 self-teaching programs (how to interpret the horoscope)

£11.50 cassette £15.50 disc (£13.50 for 1512)
No previous knowledge required

Also many other programs for more experienced astrologers

Please send the Astrology Starter Pack for my Amstrad

464/664/6128/8256/1512. 1 enclose a cheque/PO, UK. for £1 1 .50/£15.5G7£13.50

(Inc p&p). Outside UK add 50p; or, I enclose a large sae for free catalogue.

Name - -

Address

ASTROCALC (Dept 8) 67 Peascroft Road

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP3 8ER Tel: 0442 5 1 809

C1— UPGRADES ^
The specialist PCW magazine. "8000 Plus" selected our Upgrade as

"BEST VALUE D-l-Y MEMORY UPGRADE" and

"BEST VALUE 3 INCH SECOND DRIVE"

"Silicon City instructions are clear and concise... you could find it

easier than you think".

The simplest, most comprehensive step-by-step instructions available

assume no prior knowledge, experience, or skill.

We supply tested, TOP QUALITY, fast (150nS) chips which are

jig preformed for ease of insertion— NO BENDING REQUIRED
— plus a spare 'practice' chip to give you confidence.

Our "Best Value" Upgrade Kit is NOW ONLY £1 9.95
"If you go a stage further and add a second disc drive, you won't need to swap discs at all."

"Fitting the second drive is simple enough... Everything other than the drive is already there in

your machine: the cables are ready wired and both LocoScript and CP/M software will

recognise it automatically once it's fitted. ..you'll have to try pretty hard to get it wrong.."

Internal PCW8256 DS/DD Second Disc Drive

1 Megabyte unformatted (720k formatted) £1 35
(New improved version. NOT old model)

Memory Upgrade plus Second Disc Drive £1 52

Supplied with simple, comprehensive fitting instructions. NB You will require CP/M version 1 :2,

or later to format high density discs. Amstrad will exchange earlier versions free of charge.

Replacement disc drive A (part exchange) £90
Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post, normally by return.

Send UK Cheques/Money Orders/LA or Government orders to:

SILICON CITY
Dept. 8, Wheal Rose, Redruth, Cornwall TR16 5DR

Access/Visa orders: Telephone 0209 891141

SKETCHPAD for pcw 8256/8512 £12.95
Draw pictures, diagrams, notices, sketches and print

them out on the PCW printer

Not quite D.T.P. — but much easier to use!

Features — text in 4 sizes, 3 styles

lines in 6 thicknesses, 4 types
curves and circles

shape and character designer
airbrush drawing
zoom, for pixel accuracy
menu driven

Plus many other features— send for sample printouts

24 Meadowlea
Madeley^ M/ /////

///// ///// TF7 5BE7//// /7///
(0952) 586979

INSTANT TEMPLATES!

TEMP DISC... A CF2 disc... one side packed with ideas for Letterheads,
Labels, Envelopes, Borders, Invoices, Hotel Menu, Star Signs and many more £1 1 .95

TEMPDISC... As above; extra CHRISTMAS Herns (including 1988 calendar) £14.95

TEMP DISC... As above; full second side for Teaching and school Admin £16.95

TEMPMATE.. Use the clear plastic overlay to set Tab, Margin and Line positions

to create documents quickly and with ease £4.30

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy both TempDisc and TempMate and get a Page Boy word processing Rulerl FREEI

(Pageboy alone £2.45)
Please specify Locoscript 1 or 2: All prices include P&P

THURSTON BROWN ASSOCIATES
FREEPOST (no stamp required)

Exmouth, Devon. EX8 2YZ
W~m Telephone 0395 277496 **

SUPPLIES

10 Artisoft 3" £23.95

5 Amsoft 3" £12.75

1 Amsoft 3" £2.75

PCW Ribbon £4.75

PCW Multistrike £5.95

Proto Storage (10) £5.95

Rexel Storage (25) £9.50

AMS20L Storage (20) £1 1 .50

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

AMX Mouse MKIII +

Desktop £68.50!

AMX Mouse MKIII with Stop

Press Desktop Publishing

System — NEW ONLY £79.00!

ALL PRICES
FULLY INC
OF VAT &
P&P

TOP QUALITY
BRANDED
GOODS ONLY!

CHEQUES.PO'S
PAYABLE TO

DESKTOP,
11 WEST ST,

HETT,
DURHAM
DH6 5LS

0388 813035



JIPOFFS

TIP-OFFS
The pages with more tips than a colliery's back yard

Struck a surprise rich seam down in the bowels of some well-known program? Found black

gold while digging deep in LocoScript? Don't keep it to yourself! Fuel everyone's imagination

by sending your discoveries to TipOffs, 8000 Plus, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ. The nuttiest

slack every month wins £30!

This month's lucky person to play mine host to the 30-smacker cheque is L.K. Waymont of

Coventry for his BASIC Corner contribution of a gaggle of good ideas for speeding up your

BASIC programs.

Easy as A>, B>, C>

Users of the 8256 are already

familiar with the need to change

discs between a so-called B drive

and the A drive even though they

only have one drive. CP/M beeps

and displays a message to 'insert

disc for B' (into the A drive) and to

press any key when ready. For

example, if you type

PIP B:=A:ZAP.BAS
and follow the prompts treating

the disc to copy from as the 'A'

disc and the disc to copy to as the

'B' disc then you will copy the file

FRED.TXT from the one disc to

the other without the need to go

via the M drive as temporary

storage.

However, on an 8512, the

addition of the second drive, the

real B drive, loses this facility

(although there are now easier

ways to PIP files from one single

density floppy to another).

However with this very short

program you can reinstate this

3 SID - Version 3.1

»1M Ixi h.BKE

•MB j«p »
9109
NMiCMIvT.CM
tMlh record(s) written.
IK
A>cdrive

&7W3 PIP UHtSION 3.6
*c:=i:profile,suh

extra drive on an 851 2 - your

machine now has two drives in

the top right hand corner like an

8256 but called A and C.

Load CP/M and at the A>
prompt insert side 3 of your

systems discs (the Programming

Utilities disc) and type sid. Then

at the # prompt type a - you'll see

0100 followed by two spaces

appear. Type ixi h, BD2E
[RETURN] and after the next

number (0103) enter shid FE67

[RETURN]. After 0106 type jmp

[RETURN] and after 0109 press

[RETURN] only. The # reappears:

insert your working copy of the

CP/M disc and type

WA: CDRIVE.COM
and after the message oooih

record(s) written the #

shows up again; press [STOP] to

return to CP/M's A> prompt.

On your working disc you now
have a file called CDRIVE.COM;
from now on you can add the

extra drive to your 851 2 by the

command cdrive. If you now
type c : you will be asked to insert

the disc for drive C and the

prompt will change to C>.

Having this phantom drive can

be a real boon if you are running

a SUBMIT file written for an 8256

which relies on the old B drive

trick to work properly.

Ron Touw , Langford, Beds

Please put the disc (or C: into the drive then press any key

LocoScript does
ordinary characters

too!

You can get normal QWERTY
characters in LocoScript 2's 'Super

Shift' mode without leaving your

Cyrillic or Greek modes by entering

them as [ALT] or [SHIFT][ALT] plus

the characters.

Erik Kowal
Reading, Berkshire

Saving on paper

Large quantities of single sheet

paper can often be found at rock

bottom prices - usually damaged
paper whose edges you can trim

off, firm's headed paper with deep

headers already removed, or old

and weird sizes. Trying to make a

TEMPLATE.STD for each size can

occupy too many groups on a Start

of Day disc, but LocoScript 2 has

the answer.

Sort your paper into groups of

similar length, create a new
TEMPLATE.STD and set up your

layout in f1=Actions (Document

setup) for the shortest one. You'll

have to specify the paper size of

that sheet in SETTINGS.STD too.

Now edit the stock layouts

(f2=Layout) and make a layout for

each of the other paper widths by

altering the margin size, giving

each a suitable name at the same
time (f7). Having saved the

document and the new paper

settings to SETTINGS.STD on

group too, you will have a base

layout in the shortest of the paper

sizes chosen; to write on paper of

another size, having created your

new document merely key f2, enter

a new layout, and copy the

appropriate stock layout.

In this way you can hold a

variety of paper sizes in just a few

groups.

John Lloyd

Ramsgate, Kent

Box clever

Cardbox database files can

consume quite large quantities of

disc space, especially if you back

them up like you're supposed to. In

addition to the actual data you see

on the screen, Cardbox maintains

an index of all the words which are

highlighted, and this can easily

account for up to half of the space.

In use, this is worthwhile, but in a

backup file it's just so much wasted

space.

Cardbox can export' data, ie

write it out to a file in various ways

for use with other programs such

as mailmergers. Such files do not

have a separate index, although all

indexing information is retained,

and the data is held in a more

compact form than when it is in a

database. So, to produce a

slimmed-down backup:

1

.

select 'Use Database' from the

startup menu
2. give a CLear command to select

all the records

3. give a WRite command
4. press O and enter a name for the

backup file

5. press S until the message
Start=beginning' is displayed

6. press M until the message
'Mode=internal' is displayed

7. press [EXIT] then G and your

disc will burst into life. Remember
to back up the format file too.

Should your precious database

be killed in action, you can rebuild it

from the backup as follows:

1

.

copy the format file onto a new

disc, and the backup onto drive M
for speed.

2. select 'Create database' from the

startup menu.

3. give a REad command
4. press F and enter the name of

your backup file

5. press [EXIT] then G and sit back

as Cardbox reads in each record

and recreates the index.

This method can be expected to

save 35%-50% on space over a

straight copy of the database.

Chris LiIley

Falkirk, Scotland
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Famous last words Measure for measure
,1

Users of LocoSpell have a quick

way to search for any one of a

group of words simultaneously

(normally of course you can only

use the [FIND] command to look for

one specific word at a time, not

Find Fred or Bill or Joe'). Set up a

user dictionary with all the words,

names etc that you use. If you

temporarily erase the names or

words you want to search for from

your dictionary and then spell-

check, LocoSpell will stop at the

next occurrence of a word in the

erased set.

Unfortunately you can't get at

the main system dictionary, so you

can only use this method to search

for words that aren't in there -

proper names and so on.

Ken Dunn
Southampton
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Quote, unquote

LocoScript 2 now has proper

opening and closing quotes and

apostrophes, as used in properly

typeset books and so on. The pair

""
is [ALT]2 followed by

[SHIFT][ALT]2, while " is [ALT]6

then [SHIFT][ALT]6. (They aren't

hard to remember, since " is on the

2 key and ' on the 6 key anyway.)

It can be a S^WP
real pain

remembering to

get each one as
|

you're typing

them in - you

may prefer to

enter normal

straight quotes

and then do an

Exchange after editing. Using

LocoScript's [EXCH] key, replace:

(space)" by (space)"

[RETURN]" by [RETURN]"
[TAB]" by [TAB]"

and then all remaining " to ". You
then do the same for single quotes.

Iff!

Pitch 17:

Pitch 15;
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If you normally use 12 pitch text for the one here, and tape it to the

your letters, you will know that the front flap of the printer. It's an idea

J t(ll UlM?'.'
t mm, ' and thin tit

noush to find tut
', and then..."*1

Thf nan Kith tho ahipptt Iwld in bis hand. Trough, lad. tooan't

•orrg Uiistn. all on us haw nod saw aistako, out tin or another.

ruler on the screen doesn't

correspond to that on the bail bar,

which assumes 1 pitch text.

To avoid confusion you might

like to print out a document such as

Basic corner

Basically faster

Some tips to make your BASIC
programs run faster:

1. When using variables, use

integers whenever possible,

especially as loop counters. For

example,

10 for i=l to 10000:next i

takes 9.0 seconds, but

10 for i%-l to 10000:next

i% takes 6.8 seconds.

2. Use variables to store all

numbers, even when the number

doesn't change. For example,

10 for i%=l to 1000:a=
3. 14 1592 65* 3. 14 1592 65: next

i% takes 13.1 seconds, but

10 b=3. 14159265
20 for i%=l to 1000:a=

b*b:next i% takes only 3.7

seconds.

3. Write the program so that the

most commonly used variables in

the running of the program are set

up first.

4. Put the most commonly called

subroutines at the top of the

program text, with the lowest line

numbers.

5. Avoid writing to the disc or the

screen as far as possible. If you

want to store intermediate results,

use arrays

If your program is still very slow

in running, you could think of

buying a 'compiler' such as

CBASIC or ZBASIC. These are

similar to the PCW's Mallard

BASIC but run as a compiled

language rather than an

interpreted language - instead of

each line being turned into

machine code (interpreted) as the

program runs, as in BASIC, the

whole program is turned into code

at the beginning (compiled),

making the program run much
faster. Some of the Mallard BASIC
commands (in particular the

Jetsam commands) won't work

with these alternative systems

since they weren't originally

designed for PCW use.

L K Waymont
Coventry

Do not collect £200
When you're working on a BASIC

program you can use GOSUB or

GOTO commands directly, not just

as part of a listing. This means you

can test subroutines before

incorporation within a program just

by entering gosub 3000, or

whatever the line number is,

directly after the 'Ok' prompt. You
can continue a program which has

stopped somewhere by entering

goto 190 or some other suitable

point to recommence. A direct

GOSUB like this will return control

to the keyboard as soon as a

RETURN is encountered in the

program, but a program entered

using GOTO runs until it stops.

M G Surl

Bodmin, Cornwall

Key sera sera
Frequent users of BASIC may find

it helpful to use the SETKEYS
facility to assign to the function

keys strings such as list, run

[RETURN], edit, and save ".

For the last command remember

you don't need the closing quote

on the filename before hitting

return. You put a quotation mark

into a setkeys file by typing *".

M G Surl

Bodmin, Cornwall

Freak OUT
An unusual effect can be had in a

BASIC listing by the command out

24 6, followed by a number

between and 255 - this changes

the vertical origin of the screen.

You can return to normal by the

command out 246,255.

Another interesting effect

comes from entering out 245,

and a number between and 255,

and you can return to normal by

pinched from the "office typewriter"

(remember them?).

Derek Holcroft

Dennistoun, Glasgow

typing out 245, 9 1 (don't worry if

you can't see this last line as you

type it -it's going in!).

You can use these to make a

fake 'malfunction' in your listings to

deter the curious from finding out

what happens when they press

this or that key!

James Roskell

Poulton le Fylde, Lancashire

Black OUT
If your BASIC listing involves

building up complex screen layouts

you can make things look much
slicker by putting the command
out 248,8 before the procedure

and out 248,7 after it has

finished. This blanks out the

screen while the PRINT

statements run and turns it back

afterwards, presenting the

completed picture apparently

instantly.

What these commands do is

effectively turn the ink colour to

black and then back to green

again. The user has to look at a

blank screen for a second or two,

but the effect is quite neat and

professional looking.

Andrew Porter

Hull, East Yorkshire

8000 PLUS 71
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Making boot discs with

LocoScript
Having self-start discs for your

programs (SuperCalc2, AtLast etc)

is great fun - just switch the

machine on, put in the disc, and the

program starts automatically. Many
people must be shy of using CP/M
to make their self-start discs with,

but it's quite possible to make them

from within LocoScript.

First load LocoScript, remove

the start-of-day disc, and insert the

working disc for the CP/M program

that you are going to prepare a self-

start disc for. If there is more than

47k free as shown on the disc

manager screen you have enough

space to make the disc self-

starting.

Remove the working disc and

insert your CP/M start-of-day disc,

(side 2 of the PCW 8000 master

discs) - don't forget to press [f1] in

LocoScript 1 or [f7] in Loco 2).

Copy the files J14CPM3.EMS (or

grow 0/IEMF Hakim ASCII file

=flctioib-»re'itr»*Bnr^{&TiT»i,B'mrTm
ive 9:

k used SSk free 5 files

PrioUr iJle. IJjin, I H:

Jriue H: .

S*k used 268k free 4 fil

trivt A: trive Hi enptg „ Priue Hi „„ . ....
135k used 31k free I files tk used tk free I files 4k used 312k tree 2 files

group 4 «k
group S tk

group 2 tk group 6 tk
3 tk group 7 tk

ft: jroup t . 8 filesMl group t . 2 files

group t 4k group
group 1 tk group
group 2 tk group I

roup t
linbo fil

roup t it
lirto files

4tk ma .

Ik 1 biddr
.CM 28k
.HLP 14kI 2tk

J21CPM3.EMS on the 9512) and

SUBMIT.COM from the CP/M disc

into group of the M drive.

Remove the CP/M disc, insert the

working disc again (press f1 or f7

again) and move the two files back

from the M drive into group drive

A. (On a PCW8512 you don't need

to use the M drive as temporary

store if you copy from the B drive to

the A drive directly.)

Now create a document in the

M drive called TEMP which

consists of the line you would

normally type to load the program

(eg. for SuperCalc2 it would be

SC2[RETURN]. Save and exit and

make TEMP into an ASCII file

using the 'simple text' option. (You

make an ASCII file via [f7] in Locol

and [f1] in Loco2). Give the new
name as PROFILE.SUB and on the

prompt move the cursor to its

destination, group in drive A. You
should now have three more files

on your working disc than before:

J14CPM3.EMS, SUBMIT.COM and

PROFILE.SUB.
Your disc should now be self-

starting. To see the magic work,

just press [SHIFT][EXTRA][EXIT].

Bob Baird-Fraser

Camberley, Surrey

For recent converts to the PCW, here is 8000
Plus's choice of the 8 tips that you would take if

you were washed up on a desert island with a

PCW and a 240 volt generator..

1. Printing: To stop a LocoScript printout (if

your paper gets screwed up) you press [PTR]

which puts you into printer control state, then f7

(reset) and [ENTER] to confirm. Then press

[EXIT] to leave the printer control state. For

LocoScript 2 the steps are [PTR], f 1 , select

'abandon printing', [ENTER] and [EXIT],

2. Groups: LocoScript's groups correspond to

CP/M's user numbers - user is group 0, and

so on. If you start CP/M up (put in side 2 of the

PCW master discs after turning on the PCW)
then once you see the A> prompt insert your

LocoScript disc and type dir [RETURN] you'll

see all the files in group listed - CP/M works

only in group unless you move into another

group by typing, say, user 6 at the A>. A dir
here will list out all your group 6 files, and an

era * . * [RETURN] will erase all your group 6

files (but no others).

You can use the CP/M utility PIP to copy

LocoScript documents - the advantage being

that PIP can copy whole groups of documents
from one group to another whereas 'copy file'

only does one at a time. Suppose you want to

copy all files from group 4 of an old disc to

group 1 of a new one - run CP/M and type pip
after the A>. An asterisk prompt appears.

Replace the CP/M disc with the old LocoScript

disc and typeM: [gi] =A:*.* [g4] .

You'll see all the files being copied. Then
when the * prompt returns insert your new disc

and type A:
[
gi ] =m :

* . * [
gi ] . By erasing the

old files in group 4 of the old disc, (see tip 2)

you can move whole groups of files to new
discs.

LocoScript's 'limbo' files are stored in the

user groups after user group 7. Therefore to

find them in CP/M just add eight to the user

Desert Island Tipoffs

group they came from - eg. a file erased from

group number 5 has just been moved to group

number 13.

3. Wildcards: In CP/M asterisks (called

'wildcards') can be used to stand for any name.

Typing era * . ltr will erase any file that

ends .LTR (for example TOM. LTR, DICK.LTR
or HARRY.LTR).

Similarly say you have documents called

LETFRED.DOC LETDICK.DOC and

LETHARRY.DOC which you want moved to

another drive at one go type pip

m : =a : let* . doc or even l* . doc and

everything starting with 'LET or 1' will be

moved.

The ultimate is era *
.
* which will erase

everything in the user group you are in or pip

m : =a : * . * moves every file in the group to M
drive.

4. Caps lock: The PCW has a [SHIFT LOCK]
key which switches the keyboard to upper case

characters, but you can get the effect of a

[CAPS LOCK] key, which prints letters as

capitals but numbers as numbers, by pressing

[ALT] and [ENTER]. The same combination

releases the Caps Lock mode.

5. Screen dump: You can get a screen dump
- a printout of whatever is on the screen - by

pressing [EXTRA] and [PTR]. You can use this

in LocoScript to get a copy of the disc manager

screen, and so get a catalogue of your files

(except in some early versions of LocoScript 2).

Proud owners of the new 9512 will have to live

without this since the daisywheel printer can't

cope with screen dumps.

6. Overprinting: If you want you can overprint

one line on top of another in a LocoScript

document as follows. First make sure you're

not in proportional spacing. Then type your

basic line of text beginning it with [+]LS0 and

ending with [RETURN]. On the next line print

[+]LS1 (or whatever the line spacing was), type

your line to be overprinted and then carry on as

normal.

7. Dash it: There's no proper dash in

LocoScript, but you can store (+PitchiOD) -

(-pitch) as a phrase with the [COPY] key (D

would be a suitable letter to save it under).

Then just pressing [PASTE] D will give you a

nice long continuous dash instead of a short

hyphen.

8. Disc full: If you try to save a document you

are editing in LocoScript only to be told there

isn't enough space, you'll be returned to the

disc management screen with the message
'Make space for document!'. There may seem
to be space on the disc but LocoScript does not

realise this because it is taking into account the

existing file you are editing and which will

eventually be replaced by the new file you are

trying to save. One way round this without

erasing files may be to 'move' a few large

documents over to the M: drive and then [EXIT]

to return to the edit when the file will be saved

to disc, overwriting the existing file.

You may then find room on the disc to move
the documents in M drive back to the disc. This

has to be done before you switch off or they will

be lost. If there is not room on the original

disc save the files you have moved on to

another disc.

• Outraged by our

choices? Think you've got

a better selection of

TipOffs for a castaway?

Let us know what your top

eight tips would be, and we'll throw

them out to the world.

72 8000 PLUS



Terrific Utilities for the Amstrad PCWs
from BRADWAY SOFTWARE

Letta Head Plus (PCW8256.8512) £1750
Create business & personal stationery, letterheads, labels, posters, etc. using powerful on-

screen graphics and over 20 different character fonts. Select the required output format &
print all the copies you need!

LsPrint(PCW8256,8512)

Print LocoScript 1 documents on any daisywheel,

More powerful than locoscript 2.

£1950

maintaining ALL Locoscript features.

WordFinder (PCW8256,8/951 2 CPC61 28 PC1 51 2 BBC) £1 350
At last — rescue for the crossword & word game enthusiast! Instant access to 24000
unique words (not derivatives), names & anagrams. Add your own words to the dictionary.

For further details please send for a full catalogue. To order, please add 50p UK and
Europe, £2.00 worldwide airmail P&P per program.

BRADWAY SOFTWARE (8P)

33 CONALAN AVENUE, SHEFFIELD, S17 4PG

; -DUST- S

I

COVERS
I

THE BBD
DUST COVER
COLLECTION

Tailored in nylon fabric that has been treated with an anti-static

inhibitor. Attractively finished with contrasting piping.

Can be washed and ironed.

PCW8256/85I2 £ 1 1 .95
3 piece set in soft grey. Monitor and printer piped in green.

AMSTRAD PCW hot foil printed on keyboard.

PC 1 5 1 2 / 1 640 £9.00
2 piece set in ivory coloured nylon. Monitor piped in maroon.

AMSTRAD PC hot foil printed on keyboard cover.

Please state whether colour, or mono screen.

W®RLDWIDE
S O F T WA R E

PCW Leisure
Lurking Horror 19.95
Stationfall 19.95
Colossus Bridge 11.95
Living Daylights (007) 11.20
Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy 19.95
Hollywoo d Hi Jinx . 19.95
Leather Goddess (Adults only) 19.95
Air Combat Emulator (ACE) 14.95
Academy 14.95
Distractions 14.95
Guild of Thieves 19.95
Starglider 19.95
Brian Clough Football 13.95

Steve Davis Snooker 11.20

10 CF2 Blank Disk 24.95

PCW Business
DATABASE/DESKTOP
Cardbox
Database Manager (+CPC)
dBase II

Masterfile 8000
Plan It

SPREADHSEETS
Supercalc II

Money Manager +
GRAPHICS/PUBLISHING
Newsdesk International

Desktop Publishing

ACCOUNTS/INVOICE
Sage Pop Accounts
Pop Accounts Plus (acc+inv)

44.95

24.95

89.95

37.95

19.95

37.95
29.95

37.95
24.95

74.95

110.95

Full range of M.A.P. and Sage software available with large discounts
All prices include VAT. postage and packing in U.K.

The above represents only a small proportion of the software available at large discounts.

Please write or phone for prices of software not advertised.

Cheques or postal orders made payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE.

WORDWIDE SOFTWARE, 1 Bridge Street, Galashiels, TD1 1SW
TEL: 0896 57004

PCW 95 1

2

£13.95
3 piece set in ivory. Monitor and printer piped in red.

Amstrad PCW hot foil printed on keyboard cover.

PRINTER COVERS TO MATCH
A range of covers for over 200 printers to match any of the above

covers e.g. Amstrad 2000, 3000, 3 1 60 and 4000, Brother, Canon,
Citizen, Epson, Mannesmann, Star, Ricoh, Smith-Corona, etc.

Prices from £5.00

Please make cheques payable to:

BBD DUST COVERS
The Standish Centre, Cross Street

Standish, Wigan WN6 0HQ
JTelephone: 0257 422968 Ext.32

Fax: 0257 423909
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME i *"« i

Available in the Southern Hemisphere from TECH-SOFT. 324 Stirling Highway.

Claremom 60 1 0. West Australia. Tel: (09) 385 I 885

SOLICOMMS LTD — PCW8256 UPGRADE SPECIALIST ALSO NEW & S/H AMSTRADS

DIY 5% "Second Drive:

The 5% inch second drive is external and does not

require cutting out the front cover, which is the

worst aspect of fitting the 3" drive. Simply connect

the power and data leads to one end ofthe 5%" lead

and feed the other end through the printer slot. The

5y4" drive is 80 track, double sided, offering the

same 1 Megabyte capacity as the 3" drive above.

5'/4
" floppy discs are a lot less expensive than 3" or

3y2 " discs, around £12-£15 for a box of ten. The
5%" format is also the most popular in the industry.

It is technically possible to transfer files between

PC's discs and PCWs discs using the 5%" disc

drive. The software for this is optional extra.

The 5'/4
" second drive is also identical in function to

the 3" second drive. It isalsopossibletodetachthe

drive and use it on another computer. We provide

full one year guarantee.

5% Second Drive (P&P £3) £126.50

DIYMemory Upgrade to 51 2K:

Straightforward. The kit contains 8 RAM IC's to be

inserted into existing sockets on the computer. You
simply undo the rear cover, plug in the RAM chips

and push two switches A and B totheoppositeside.

The existing software can fully use the additional

memory. We provide full one year guarantee.

DIY Memory Upgrade (P&P £1

)

£25.30

;^^3
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

Dry 3 inch Second Drive Upgrade:
The second drive offers a whole 1 Megabyte
(unformatted) capacity as opposed to 250K of the

first drive. With Locoscript, you can expect at least

1 20 pages of types text on each disc, several times

more than with only one drive.

To install the second disc drive, cut out the front

covering template and fix the drive to the case with

3 screws. Connect the spare data and power leads

to the drive. The second drive will be instantly

recognised by the computer operating system,

putting an end to disc swapping. The DISKIT

program will automatically display extra options,

including formatting and verifying CF2DD discs in

the second drive.

DIY3 inch second drive (P&P £31 £138.00

Solicomms PC Plan:

We are pioneering a new way of cutting cost for you

to buy a PC 151 2 system: you can now TRADE-UP
your PCW for any of the above PC's and payonlythe

difference.

PCW Age We buy at:

PCW8256 less than 6 months £298.25

PCW8256 lessthan !2months £252.37

PCW8256 less than 18 months £206.48

PCW8256 morethan 18months £150.00

PCW8512 less than 6 months £373.00

PCW8512 lessthan 12months £315.62

PCW8512 lessthan 18 months £258.23

«
>"".

Ordering by post:

For credit card orders, we usually despatch ordered NAME
items the following day of receiving your order. ADDRESS

/«__-»» «»««vB4 Cheques require 3 days clearance. If the ordered

TEL. (0702) 33551 1 item is in short supply, we can advise you by phone Arr^q

'

VR ,

Shopopen9am-5.30p^Monday to Friday ^=edV^ reserve the right to change prices
p|easeSupp|y ::::::::::-;

SOLICOMMS TECHNOLOGY LTD, 17 SWEYNE AVENUE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ



These pages provide a comprehensive guide to the

Amstrad PCW software. Published in three monthly parts,

this time it's the turn of Wordprocessors (including Desk

Top Publishers), Accounts/ Payroll packages and Utilities.

We've set out to cover every important piece of software

we could lay our hands on, and to give you enough
information to decide whether they are suitable for you.

Any software not listed here has either not been

reviewed by us yet, or has been left out to make space for

better programs. As well as a brief summary of what they

do, the main Plus and Minus points for each program are

listed - Pluses have a D by them, Minuses a Those we
think are particularly noteworthy have a corner flash. Have

fun window shopping!

All software will run on both the 9512 and 8512,

though the latter's daisywheel printer cannot print

graphical output.

WORDPROCESSORS
PLUSES • MINUSES

Covers most LocoScript's features in well organised lessons

Contains many useful tips and techniques

& Style of writing is patronising

s It is annoying to have to print out the documents as you go

LocoScript already comes bundled with its own
word processor, so you might not think of buying

another one as a priority. In fact, whatever you

may have read in some magazines, LocoScript

is a pretty good wordprocessor and you won't

find many editing and layout functions it doesn't

have. Its principal disadvantage was its

slowness, but the release of LocoScript 2 has

lessened that.

There are advantages to be had in changing.

LocoScript cannot run from CP/M, and this may
cause you trouble.

Many other word processors have a built-in

'mailmerger' program. This is a way of doing

bulk mailshots; you store your address list in a

data file, and write a letter with labelled gaps
where you want the names and addresses to go.

Then, when you print, the letter comes out once

for each address, with the information in its

correct place. Also, you often get a spelling

checker thrown in free - look for one which

allows its dictionary to be modified so you can

include non-American spellings.

One thing's for sure, whatever word

processor you buy it will be totally different to

operate from LocoScript. The PCW keyboard is

custom built to run it, and if you change you will

have to get used to some arcane choices of

keys to do even simple operations. Also, you

won't be able (very easily) to use all the printer

styles that you can in LocoScript, though there

will be enough to get by with.

74 8000 PLUS

Pocket WordStar

As a mailmerger for LocoScript, it's difficult to see how anything

could be better than this. It runs directly from LocoScript, and

can process any LocoScript commands. Has many advanced

features and is highly recommended for all LocoScript users.

PLUSES • MINUSES
You don't have to run it from CP/M

a Can print any LocoScript text formatting commands

a Can automatically rejustify paragraphs after insertion

Can insert numeric calculations into letters

Can read data from no n-LocoScript (ie. ASCII) files

Large manual, with example files on disc

ss No way to sort and filter addresses before a print run

Credit Controller

"4.95>HPASvsier,

A disc of ready made templates tor use with LocoMail, turning it

into a credit control system. Produces a lit of debtors to chase

and writes suitable letters depending on the status of the

customer.

a Makes clever use of LocoMail

[j Saves you having to plough the LocoMail manual

m If you don't already have LocoMail it is expensive

as You could write your own templates for free by reading the

manual

A set of LocoScript files on a disc which are designed to be a

step-by-step guide to using LocoScript. As you go through the

lessons in turn, you print them out to form your own manual.

jbin • 0386 853610

For many business users, word processing meansWordStar.

Almost everything you could need in a text processor is here

and despite the title this "Pocket" version has alt the features of

the original. Efficient and proven, but now showing its age and

there are alternatives unless you are committed to WordStar

already. £20 extra buys the De Luxe version with spell checker.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Probably the world's most widely used word-processor

Documentation is complex but well structured

Includes a mail merge utility

Keystroke commands fully described on on-screen menus

You can save your own favourite customised version

Doesn't make full use of the PCW keyboard and printer

Page and margin formatting commands are awkward to use

NewWord sets out to exploit the WordStar market by doing the

sme job better. It uses much the same key commands as

WordStar and will even edit WordStar documents. Comes with a

spelling checker, and the on-screen help is better than

WordStar's, though the keystrokes are still as obscure.

PLUSES > MINUSES
Does everything WordStar does, even reads WordStar files

Spelling checker included

D Can un-erase words and lines

Onscreen help better than WordStar's

a Full reformatting of text within mailmerger

$s Weak on use of keypad and printer support

s Many of WordStar's disadvantages such as formatting

troubles and obscure commands
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WORD-PROCESSORS

A mail merger specifically designed to work with LocoScript

files. It scores over LocoMail in that it has a simple but effective

database system to allow you to choose your target for a

mailshot by marking them with 'attributes' and selecting - eg.

only those customers who bought your product X.

PLUSES • MINUSES
I Reads LocoScript files and prints all LocoScript commands

G Well-designed database is ideal for mailmerging

Database 'attributes' provide advanced selection capability

i Manual is lacking in examples

i No numeric calculation capability

i Doesn't read non-LocoScript files

Tasword 8000
£24.95 • Tasman Software • 0532 438301

Established wordprocessor well tried and tested on Amstrad s

CPCs. Its strength is its printer handling - it provides a host of

customisation options for different printers and a variety of print

fonts too.

Variety of printer controls and fonts available

D Includes mail merge program

D Fast at moving around big files

D Clear and well-structured on-screen help menus

i Doesn't treat [RETURN] as a character - can lose paragraph

endings

« Reformatting text blocks is quirky

i Search and replace function is very slow

A must tor LocoScripterslLocoSpell

£39.95 • Locomotive/Amsoft • 0306 887902

The ultimate spelling checker tor LocoScript users. It is run as a

simple menu choice while you are editing a document normally.

and you can check either an entire document or only a
paragraph. When it finds an error, it suggests a correction

.

Reasonably fast, given LocoScript's inherent sloth.

PLUSES • MINUSES

P Runs totally from within LocoScript

Can do small sections of a file

G Suggests alternatives for misspelled words

D Reformats the text as it makes corrections

D Provides the much-missed LocoScript word counter

ss Can't remove spellings you don't like (eg -ize) from dictionary

a The manual gets bogged down sometimes
9 Slow at scrolling the dictionary window

PLUSES MINUSES
G Well organised lessons for you to browse through as you like

Well-pitched style of writing does not talk down to you

Takes a LocoScript file and compiles an alphabetical index with

page numbers from all the words marked. You mark the words

to be indexed by using LocoScript's (+RV) code. The price

includes the AnsibleChecK word counter /proof reader program

too, which is also available separately at £19.50.

PLUSES • MINUSES
LocoScript documents don't have to be converted to ASCII

Can 'invert' phrases, eg 'Smith, Fred' rather than 'Fred Smith'

Can produce a single index over several different files

sa The output index is not a LocoScript document until you

convert it

s* Can only index words appearing literally, not general topics

Teach Yourself LocoScript

£14.95 • LINC • 0273 776576

Disc of teach-yourself lessons for LocoScript. Better written and

organised than LernLoco. The advantage over a book is that

you can try things out as soon as you read about them, and see

the effect on the text you are reading.

Essential purchaseLocoScript 2

£19.95 • Locomotive Software • 0306 887902

As bundled with new 9512, the new version of everyone's first

word processor. If you know how LocoScript 1 works, you'll

have minimal relearning to do, and it puts right (almost) all the

defects of the old version at a rock bottom price.

PLUSES -MINUSES
'Find page' command makes moving around faster

a Superb range of foreign accents and symbols available

D Can now drive daisywheel and other printers

Has DISCKIT'S formatting and copying built into it

New 300-page manual

% Mailmerger and spelling checker not included

m Inconvenient for regular CP/M users

& Still no word counter!

& Still slow at Find, Exchange and scrolling

Grammatik

£49.95 •Optronics -01-892 8455

A program which attempts to check your writing style (not

spelling). It looks for cliches, tautologies, sexisms and so on.

Potentially very useful, but to be taken with a pinch of salt.

PLUSES • MINUSES
n Shows up grammatical problems you never knew you had

Marks up text for re-editing

Lets you build up your own jargon dictionaries

% Needs to be used intelligently

m Can't spot contextual errors

® A little pricey for what it does

The best CP/M wordprocessor. Very fast at moving around

large files, and packed with features. Works with key

combinations rather than menus, but uses LocoScript keys too.

Comes complete with a good spelling checker and a very

powerful mailmerger.

PLUSES - MINUSES
Complete with spelling checker/word counter/mail merger

D Packed with nice little touches, eg can print out a series of

files with page numbers running on from each other

u Lets you work with two documents at once

You can do all of CP/M's functions without ever leaving the

word processor

Very fast at moving around, doing exchanges and so on

m Forces you to learn another new set of control keys to use it

n Not as slick as LocoScript in its printer controls

Label Printer

£25.00 • Mi crodraw • 0622 685481

very similar program to that above if not quite as powerful.

Usual features of a labeller and you can store comments with

each label's data.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Menus simple - easy to get the program going

Fast data entry

Can store comments with each entry

® No import or export of data

m Data needs an entire disc to itself

Easy Labeller

£34.44 • M.A.S.S. • 00603 630768

Labelling program which stores your names and address list

and will print out in label format selected items from it. Very

useful but you can 't import data, so even if you already have

your address book on file somewhere you still have to retype i

the entries.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Useful options like printing out current date

Good search facilities

D Range of printing options will fit most stationery

$ Data needs an entire disc to itself

m Data entry is slowed by returning to main menu between

labels

TempDisc
£1 1 .95 • Thurston Brown • 0395 68385

A set of ready-made TEMPLA TE.STDs made up of fancy

patterns of exotic characters for you to embellish and use with

LocoScript. Essentially for social/personal business use. You

could win £10 from the suppliers by designing your own!

PLUSES • MINUSES
Using it tells you a lot about the intricacies of LocoScript

You can achieve professional results without reading too

much of the LocoScript manual

m You could write you own templates for free by reading the

LocoScript manual

® You have to like ornate characters

Ifyou are a dedicated Tasword user, this could be interesting,

but otherwise it isn 't a very good spelling checker. Very slow,

and it can't read LocoScript or WordStar files. Still, cheap

though.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Runs from within Tasword

Cheap
m Very slow -- around 200 words a minute

& Only reads simple ASCII (ie. Tasword) files

Instant Business Letters

£14.95 • Eclipse Software • 0922 692258

102 LocoScript letters to cover every occasion, although some

of the occasions are not exactly everyday - such as politely

declining a speaking engagements.

PLUSES -MINUSES
Saves you creating 102 standard letters of your own

D Written in a reasonable style

$ Only a small number are seriously useful

s The letters don't seem to have been spell checked very well

A stand-alone spell checker for use with almost any

wordprocessor that runs on the PCWs. Reads LocoScript,

WordStar and ASCII files, and allows you to make corrections

directly, view the context, change the dictionary etc.

PLUSES -MINUSES
a Checks LocoScript and WordStar documents directly

Displays the context of a suspect word

D Can edit misspellings directly from Prospell

Anagram and crossword solvers too

ss Doesn't work with LocoScript 2 files

k Processes files of 1 5k or more in sections

Pocket Protext

39.95 • Amor • 0733 \

Stripped down version of Protext - essentially the same word

processing features, but no spell checker or mail merger, and

lacks one or two incidental facilities like two column printing.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Extremely powerful word processor at reasonable price

D Fast and flexible

m No spell checker or mail merger

as Same occasional quirks in printing of the full version

8000 PLUS 75



AMSTAT & STATMODE
MODULAR STATISTICS AND MATHEMATICS PACKAGES

MARKETED BY

5. C. COLEMAN LIMITED
AMSTAT forPCW & CPC STATMODE for PC Compatibles
AMSTAT 1/STATMODE 1 - means, st. dews., variance, skew, kurtosis, 1-sample, 2-sample, and paired t-lests,

1 -way-AOV with single and mult. conf. intervals, 2-way-AOV, correlns, regression, histograms, scattergrams,

transformations, tile store and retrieve, output to WP file, manual. Flexible variables and observations to a total

of 500 (+} data points (12000 STATMODE}.

AMSTAT 2/STATMODE 2-27 nonparametric tests providing a "complete Siegel". Binomial, ChisquareO),

Kolmogorov-Smirnov(2), Runs, McNemar, Sign, Wilcoxon, W3lsh, Randomisation! 2), Fisher, Median

(+extension), Mann-Whitney, Wald-Wolfowitz, Moses, Cochran, Friedman, Kruskal-Wallis, Contingency,

Spearman, Kendall, Kendall partial. Concordance.

AMSTAT 3/STATMODE 3: FORECASTING
An array of business oriented mathematical and statistical

software: Linear and Polynomial regression, Trend and Seasonal

Variation, Multiple Regression Analysis, Transformations,

Exponential Smoothing, Adaptive Filtering, Graphic display, full

printout, manual suited to immediate use and for teaching.

(Additional program for PC).

AMSTAT 4/ STATMODE 4: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT -
LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODULE
General Purpose Linear programming + Specialised Transportation

and assignment variants. Capable of analysing and solving

problems of sequencing, scheduling, blending and allocation of

scarce resources. 40 Page manual, 18 worked examples.

43

UARf !)

AMSTAT 6/STATMODE 6: SFANOVA
Up to 8-way analysis of variance for equal cell sizes. Unequal cell

sizes on 1-way AOV. Maximum of 2000 data paints (300 on
unexpanded CP/M 2.2, 4000 on PC). Input from ASCII Files.

Output to screen or text file with full AOV table + main and
interaction means and Neuman-Keuls on main effects. Manual.

(Disc only).

AMSTAT 7/STATMODE 7: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT II -
STOCK AND PRODUCTION ANALYSIS
Calculation of economic order quantities for both single and

multiple items. Dynamic programming to calculate optimum
production schedules for single items and consolidation of several

results into a multiple schedule. Also Pareto and Lorenz analysis.

Output to screen or printer. Includes operational manual with

worked examples.

The programs have applications in research of all kinds, education, sales, production planning, work and

method study, financial planning, personnel, social work etc.

"/ will certainly be using them myself in the future and no reviewer can offer a warmer
recommendation than that." Dr. Peter Morris, Amstrad Professional Computing, May 1987.

Price List CPC
AMSTAT1 £25.95
AMSTAT2 £39.95
AMSTAT3 £25.95
AMSTAT4 £25.95
AMSTAT6 £25.95
AMSTAT7 £25.95

ANY 2- 15% DISCOUNT
ANY 4 -20% DISCOUNT
Please enquire for

Educational quantity discounts.

PCW
£27.95
£39.95
£27.95
£27.95
£27.95
£27.95

PC
STATMODE 1

STATMODE2
STATMODE3
STATMODE4
STATMODE6
STATMODE7

£29.95
£39.95
£39.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

E"i 2U
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST

WSJ— |
AND PACKAGING IN THE—
U.K. BUT EXCLUDE VAT.

CHEQUES AND P.O.sTO;

5. C. COLEMAN LTD.
33 LEICESTER ROAD, ASHBY-DE-LA ZOUCH

LEICESTERSHIRE, LE6 5DA
TEL: 0530 415919

24 Hour Answerphone. Technical enquiries after 6.00pm

LABEL PRINTER
FOR THE PCW 95 I 2,85 I 2,8256

•SPEEDY DATA ENTRY *UNLIMITED CATEGORIES
•LOCOSCRIPT STYLE COMMANDS • FULL ON SCREEN EDITING
•VARIOUS STYLES OF TEXT ^FLEXIBLE LABEL SIZING *PRINT
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE COPIES *FULL SEARCH FACILITY

• DEDICATED DATABASE FOR LABELS *FULL CONTROL OF
PRINTER ETC.

Label Printer is not a database adaption but a purpose designed

program that is very easy to use.

£25.00 including VAT and P&P
As reviewed in theJuly issue of 8000 Plus

(Please specify model)

NEW!forPCW95l2
TYPEMASTER

Typemaster allows your 95 1 2 to act as an electronic typewriter, *FULL
CONTROL OF PRINTHEAD •WIND UP OR DOWN Vi LINE,

CORRECTION WINDOW, ETC. Say goodbye to guesswork for

forms, envelopes etc.

£ 1 5.00 including VAT and P&P

TMCRODRAl^ LTD
Computer Specialists and Office Supplies

HOW TO ORDER
BY PHONE BY POST
Ring and quote Send letter with
your VISA/ACCESS Cheque, P.O. or
card details VISA/ACCESS
S (0622) 68548 1 card details

MICRODRAW LTD
SLENCREST HOUSE
3TONBRIDGEROAD
MAIDSTONE
KENTMEI6 8RL

GOODE SOFTWARE PRESENTS
* * QUASAR II

* *

THE STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW RANGE

This package is fully integrated with the Amstrad printer and allows the user to

choose draft, condensed or high quality output.

1

.

DATA EDITOR (Uses full screen editor or line editor).

2. ALPHABETIC/NUMERIC SORTER (ascending or descending order).

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (up to 10 way). Ordinary Least Squares or

instrumental Variables with and without an intercept. Twelve diagnostic

statistics are also calculated.

4. MATRIX ARITHMETIC. Inversion, subtraction, addition, multiplication

transportation, eigenvalues (up to order 1 0).

5. LINEAR PROGRAMMING and TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAMMING.

6. PERCENTAGE CHANGE OVER ANY PERIOD, CROSS
TABULATION (6 way).

7. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (15 different) and PERCENTILES.
8. FREQUENCY TABLES, HISTOGRAMS, SCATTERGRAMS (Hi-res),

AND BAR CHARTS.
9. CORRELATION, MOMENT AND COVARIANCE MATRICES (up to

order 8).

1 0.STATISTICAL TESTS parametric/nonparametic (22 different) Analysis of

variance one and two way, t test, Chi-squared test, Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-
Whitney test, Runs test, Sign test, Median test, Friedman test, Wald-
Wolfowitz test,

Homogeneity of variance test, Trend test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests

Distribution fitting (binominal, Poisson and Normal)
Correlation (Pearson, Spearman, Kendall, Simple).

1 1 .MATHEMATICAL UTILITIES. Solution of simultaneous equations and
Ouatratic equation solver.

1 2.DATA TRANSFORMATIONS Single and Double file (19 different)

1 3.SPECIAL UTILITIES (Backup, Merge, Insert, delete and Create)
1 4.FORECAST Six forecast equations and 4 extrapolation methods. Fully
comprehensive 70 page manual with worked examples.

QUASAR is used by numerous British Universities, Colleges and Hospitals
for research, as well as by people in Spain, Portugal, Sweden, Malta,
Nigeria, Netherlands and Holland.

Putting Your Amstrad to work July 1 987. "It is invaluable lor those
who are interested in or need louse statisticalpackages.

"

STOP PRESS Amstrad PC & IBM compatible computers. New product
Polaris now available giving all options of Quasar II Ring for details.

Ideal for Scientific Analysis, Education, Management or Business

Studies etc. £22.95 (all inclusive) Cheques P.Oto

GOODE SOFTWARE, Dept 8P1, 22 Llandough St, Cathays,
CARDIFF. SOUTH WALES. CF2 4AW Tel 0222 42448

[AEON AEON COMPUTER HOUSE

BUSINESS MICRO SPECIALISTS
Try our professional & friendly service for all your computing

requirements!

* Full range of software & peripherals

* Computer Systems
* Networked Systems
* Supplies

* Repair Service

* Installation

* Maintenance Contracts

(Sample prices ex VAT:)

PCW8256 289.00

PCW85 1

2

389.00

PCW95 1 2 cw "Locoscript II + high quality, wide

carriage daisywheel printer 479.00

Export, Educational & Official purchase orders welcome.

Open Monday - Saturday 9am-6pm. Telephone Orders Welcome.

46 Christchurch Road, Oxton, Wirral L43 5SF

Tel: 05 1 652 9 1 96/7

Telex: 26587 1 MONREF G Quote Ref: 72 MAG50053



THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE

ACCOUNTS • PAYROLL

ACCOUNTS • PAYROLL
M.A.P. Accounts

[149.00 • MAP Systei

Compact Accounts

£199.99 • Compact Software Ltd

This is a very powerful package moved onto the PCW at a

fraction of its cost on larger micros. The size makes it a little

cumbersome to use, but apart from that there are very few

significant problems. The integrated suite includes the same five

modules as Camsoft, but they are supplied on four sides of

disc, making it effectively impossible for the software to be run

as an integrated system on an unexpanded 8256.

PLUSES • MINUSES
D A very comprehensive and professional package

I Very good audit trails.

n It's possible to run the sales and purchase ledgers over a

different time period from the nominal.

D Facility for handling prepayments and accruals

Able to print full management accounts.

1 The size of the programs means lots of disc swapping.

n All normal responses need to be in upper case.

\Smatt company's best buyMicro Simplex

£99.95 • Micro Simplex • 0625 615375

- or, to give its full title, 'Small Business Accounts & VAT Made
Simple'. It's specially designed tor small businesses and uses a

special system of trading weeks and quarters, and links in bank

transactions etc.

PLUSES - MINUSES
D Uses M drive to speed operation

D Comprehensive, easy-to-follow manual

D Handles special retailer VAT schemes

P Easy to use menus

D Very good audit trails

D Facility to provide simple profit and loss figures

I Use of accounting weeks makes it rather rigid

s Only suitable for simple cash trades

IGood for small company
|Camsoft PSIL

£149.95 • Cambrian Software • 0766 831878

Consists of five integrated packages: Sales, purchase and

nominal ledgers, invoicing and stock control. In terms of

sophistication it falls somewhere between the Sagesoft package

and the larger systems from MAP and Compact. But it's easier

lo run than the larger packages since all the software can be

squeezed into the M drive. Good package for a small company.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Comes installed for PCWs and can be run efficiently by 8256

or 8512.

Q No need for pre-printed stationery.

a Excellent sort and search facilities.

a Invoices shown on screen as you create them.

s Constant need to input full five-digit account codes.

I No final accounts reports available on nominal ledger.

I No facility to run the ledgers in different accounting periods.

Cash Book

Nominal headings, ie. you set up the categories you want to use

and refer to them by number afterwards. Extensive use of

transaction numbers make finding a piece of information

difficult. Effective enough, but with some quirks.

PLUSES -MINUSES
a Menu driven

lj Simple to use

Can correct errors after entry

& Limited referencing system makes entries hard to find

^ You can only make entries for the current date

Anagram Accounts

£86.25 • Anagram Systems • 0403 59551

Sophisticated package for users familiar with accounts. Small

details like discounts and VAT are handled well but no

permanent records are kept on disc and you have to use the

extensive report printing options.

PLUSES MINUSES
Invoice printing is easy.

G Handles customer details efficiently

Key presses are rather obscure

& Best to have some idea of accounts before using it

Another very large integratedpackage supplied on several discs

and consisting of sales, purchase and nominal ledger together

with invoicing. The package is available on much larger micros,

and since the format in which data is produced is the same as

on PCWs, the system is particularly suitable for users planning

to upgrade their hardware at a later date. The programs' anti-

piracy system means you have to use the original discs in the A

drive, so the system is not very suitable for use on an 8256.

PLUSES * MINUSES
Audit trails are an auditor's dream.

Includes a facility to allow data to be used in WordStar,

Multiplan or SuperCalc 2.

D Superb prepayment facility.

a Can run a number of companies separately.

D Easily transported to bigger computers.

& Lots of disc swapping necessary,

s Can be slow to use— it runs in Mallard Basic,

as A couple of mildly annoying quirks in cash allocation routine

and account code system.

Cavalier Install

£99.95 • Load & I

.

A comprehensive integrated package. Comprises 'Intact'

accounts and 'Instock' stock control, available separately for

£59.95 each. Well designed, easy to run and powerful enough

for most businesses.

PLUSES • MINUSES
a Other packages {eg. 'Teleadd' address book) can be added

too

Comprehensive range of features when used as a package.

Sophisticated features in Instock section covering pricing and

order suggestion.

Flexible accounts, traps most mistakes and gives useful

report summaries

Interesting forward planning facility in stock control

s Manual gives you a confusing number of options

Sagesoft Accounts

£99.00 • Saqesoft • 091-28.

An integrated accounts package consisting of purchase, sales

and nominal ledgers. For another £50 you can buy Accounts

Plus which also has invoicing and stock control. The package is

aimed at small companies with the emphasis on ease of setting

up. But there are a number of limitations — in particular the

package cannot cope too easily with rapidly increasing numbers

of customers and suppliers.

PLUSES > MINUSES
Clean, tidy and logical screen layouts and menus

n Easy to set up and use with excellent documentation

D Good audit trails and VAT reports

Can produce formatted trial balances

s Restrictive account numbering system

s Small batch sizes

® Only single Nominal ledger and VAT analysis per item

s Does not cater for settlement discounts

s Won't print remittance advice slips

Sandpiper Accounts

£149.95 • Sandpiper Software • 0978 358832

This package is described as a 'simplified' integrated system

and is aimed at inexperienced users. But although it offers a

large number of features at a competitive price, it suffers from

some serious drawbacks. In particular the limited audit and

enquiry facilities may well make it unsuitable for many

businesses.

PLUSES • MINUSES
n Comes ready installed to run from the M drive.

D Price includes three months' telephone support.

s Very poor audit trails

s Lack of detail on nominal ledger.

» Analysis of sales and purchases very slow.

& It would be easy to wipe off transactions by accident mid

month.

8 The documentation is confusing.

n You have to telephone to find out your pass number before

you can use the package

Simple Accounts

£34.95 • Comix Softw.

As simple to set up and run as the name implies although it is

limited in its aims and can be slow. Does the basics for a small

firm in sales and purchase ledgers quite efficiently.

PLUSES MINUSES

D Needs little accounting experience to work effectively.

Flexible enough to suit most small company set-ups.

s Runs in Basic and can be slow.

& Limited number of entries in each period so choose the

accounting period carefully.

js Limited in its aims.

[Good value!MAP Payroll

£49.00 • MAP Systems

PLUSES • MINUSES
D Can amend and re-run at any stage (even after printing

payslips)

Cash analysis is broken down into departments

System prevents re-use or amendment of leavers

D Facility to hold up to 40 standard hourly and weekly wage

rates

si No SSP calculation facility (although there is provision to

record amounts paid)

as Programs necessitate a lot of disc swapping

is Automatic amendment of tax code changes does not print a

record of alterations made

Sagesoft Popular Payroll

£69.95 •Saqesoft -091-284 707

PLUSES MINUSES
Any or all employees payroll can be rerun at any stage up to

final update

D Full pay history available for all employees and leavers

Calculates average pay for holidays etc

Very easy to install

m Limited number of additions/deductions

as Doesn't print a list of cheques

is No analysis of additions/deductions

Sandpiper Payroll

•£79.95 • Sandpiper Sof

PLUSES • MINUSES
Uses M drive to speed operation.

Comprehensive SSP records.

Cash analysis broken down into departments.

Gives on screen review of payslips and allows amendments

after payslips have been printed.

& Can only process one department at a time.

«s Complicated installation and software protection procedures.

ss Slow cursor movement and unhelpful positioning while

making entries.

& Documentation not very thorough.

Simple and ftextbieCamsoft Payroll

£49.95 • Cambrian Software • 0766 831878

PLUSES • MINUSES
Full payslip displayed on screen and any item can be

amended immediately - when accepted the payslip is printed

at once with an optional file copy

Facility for freehand narrative on any payslip

D Uses M drive for programs to speed operation

Built in on-screen help facility

D Search/sort routine for output to screen, printer or disc

a Uses alphanumeric employee codes

SB Screen menus a bit untidy and sometimes difficult to follow

s No listing of cheques

Compact Payroll

£99.95 • Compact Software ltd

PLUSES MINUSES
Supplied with test data

Facility to change employees tax codes following budget

n Can run payroll for several companies

D Program available for PC compatibles - data is transportable

m Must be run from the master discs

ss Programs spread over two side of a disc and run in BASIC

ss Needs use of data input form and calculation of a check digit

for each employee processed

® Once payslips are printed nothing can be changed

ss Most expensive payroll program

8000 PLUS 77



THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE
UTILITIES • DESKTOP PUBLISHING

UTILITIES
Mouse and Desktop

£79.95 • Advanced Memory

A whole new way of using your PCW- banish CP/M for ever.

For your money you get a mouse and software which emulates
the GEM Desktop environment found on PCs. All commands
are given by pointing to icons on the screen, not typing at the

keyboard. You also get calculator/calendar (etc) utilities thrown
in.

PLUSES • MINUSES
a A genuinely useful desktop organiser, with well thought out

utilities.

Well presented and easy to use

D Makes CP/M commands easy

The mouse can be used with a variety of other software

ss Takes up a lot of space in the M drive

sk Calculator and other utilities not available while running other

programs

ss Can be irritating if you are proficient with CP/M and want to

use it.

Brainstorm

£49.95 • Caxton Software • 01 -379 6502

An "ideas processor", Brainstorm is a computerised doodling
pad. You can jot phrases down randomly, then organise them
into a hierarchical plan, then expand each phrase into a finished

idea, and finally print them out as a coherent document, ifyou
find it easier to work at a keyboard than with a pencil and paper,
this will really help you think.

PLUSES • MINUSES
No limit to the number of sub-levels of plan you can have

D You can output the rough text, for a wordprocessor to polish

D Good documentation, and some neat Ideas for applications

n Provides a unique service, which should be useful to you
s Needs better graphics to let you browse the structure easily

<& Command keystrokes are unnatural, eg cursors don't work
s As a word processor, it is very primitive

« A notepad and a pencil would cost you £1 or less

Pertmaster

£69.00 • Abtex So

Pertmaster is a project planning aid. You specify the events,

sequencing and durations of the component tasks of a project,

and Pertmaster will analyse the job by Critical Path Analysis,

can detect errors in the plan, produce reports and crude
graphical summaries.

PLUSES • MINUSES
D PERT charts and Critical Path Analysis are established

planning methods

Up to 500 activities may be considered at once

Plans can be altered to see 'Vvhat if . .

." results

8 The PCW isn't really powerful enough to do it justice; it

certainly needs a PCW8512
ss Screen graphics are very weak; you cant get a graphical

overview of the whole network

® No simple default settings for a rough-and-ready plan

Planlt

£24.95 • Database Software • 061-456 8383

Three programs to help you organise yourself. It looks after
' addresses, expenses, sons out your personal finances and
notes down all important diary dates. It also acts as an interest

calculator and a calendar program.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A lot of program for the money.

Well designed screen layout and operating system.

Decent manual.

H Methodical approach needed to use it properly.

11 Card Index could be more flexible.

Astrocalc

£1 5.50 • Astrocalc • 0442 51809

A starter program for astrologers. More sophisticated programs
to help the interpretation of the charts are also available.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Takes the sweat out of creating natal charts

Genuine astrological tool - not just a fake horoscope
program

s No graphical representation of the charts

& Tutorial section rather pointless

Money Manager Plus

£39.95 • Connect Systems Ltd • 01

The souped-up version of the personal accounts package
Money Manager which would serve a small business quite

nicely. It acts as a daily diary, over 12 months, recording all

incomings and outgoings between up to 9 accounts. Similar

transactions can be grouped together, and simple reports can
be printed. Money Manager also available for £24.95.

Simple to use, requiring no accounts or computer knowledge
Standing orders can be defined for each month
Detailed and summary statements can be printed out

VAT reports can be separated out

Can present results as bar charts

No audit trail integrity

The statement format is not very flexible

Transfers between accounts are not cross-referenced

Money saver*Personal Tax Planner

£24.95 • Digita International • 03954 5059

Simple program which asks you all the questions relevant to

your year's tax affairs, and prepares your tax return claim (or

bill!). Useful to find out whether married couples would be
better assessed separately or not. Annual updates available.

PLUSES • MINUSES
D Simple to use

u Needs a minimum knowledge of the tax law

D Forces you to keep your tax details in one place

s Limited application - you might only use once a year
& Can't handle unusual cases
s Program updates (for a new allowance level) cost £10

PLUSES • MINUSES
Simple on-screen instructions once you've got started

Allows easy recovery of accidentally erased files

D "ZIPDISC" program speeds up disc access by 1 to 20%
Friendly file copying program in case you find CP/M's PIP
incomprehensible

Can read both single and double density discs

The instruction sheet is very brief, so you'll need to

understand CP/M basics

Universal Self-Start

£19.95 • Comix Software • 0462 682989

A utility program which helps you make up auto-booting discs

from any program. This means having a single disc which can
both start the PCW up and run your program. Bear in mind that

you could do all this yourself for free if you can read the

appropriate parts of the CP/M manual.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Foolproof system of questions leads you on

Wide range of options for printer setup, eg. different paper
sizes.

s Not comprehensive - doesn't PIP files across to the M drive,

for instance

is No help with setting up the keyboard
ss Program takes up 1 4k of the startup disc - you may need

two discs anyway

The Knife Plus

£19.95 -Hisoft' 0525'

An essential tool for retrieving data from corrupted discs. Knife

Plus will copy all uncorrupted sectors on to a fresh disc which

you can then patch up without risking the original.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Copies all uncorrupted data from damaged disc

If boot sector damaged, will copy good boot sector onto disc.

H Requires some knowledge of basic disc structure

ss Manual not written for beginners

Point of Sale

£194.35 • Avon Business Computers • 0761 70543 | SuperType II

£24.95 • Digita Internationa! • 03954 5059For 8512s only. This program turns your PCW into a till-cum-

stock controller - you enter each sale as it happens and at the

end of the day your PCW gives you sales reports, stock details

and suggested purchase orders.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Good method of stock control for small businesses

n Ties up with many double entry accounts packages
& No on screen prompts for accounts numbers
as No out of stock warning during sales

Home Finance Program
£24.95 • Datavise • 039 6778 21

5

You can keep track of up to 15 accounts with this package and
even allocate budgets and set up audit trails. If you just want an
accounts package there are better, but as an aid for planning
budgets and spending it's OK.

Idiot-proof

Good audit trail

« Manual lacks concrete examples and is a bit condescending
Si Delays while information is saved to disc

Write Hand Man
£29.95 * Hisoft 0525 718181

This utility program sits in the background whatever you are
doing - for example, if you are word processing, press the key
and up pops a calculator, a notepad, or a diary. Designed to

eliminate paper, but the more advanced functions (notepad) are

so cumbersome they fail to be at all useful. Better to buy a
£4.95 Casio calculator and a pencil & paper.

PLUSES • MINUSES
n Results from calculator can be 'pasted' directly into files

D You can re-define the PCW keys to produce strings

H Manual is technical and incomprehensible

ft Notepad functions are slow and cumbersome to use
ss Takes up a lot of disc space and CP/M workspace
M Costs much more than an HB pencil with notepad

Disc Mate
£24.99 • Siren Software • 061 848 9233

Disc Mate is a set of CP/M utility programs which bring complex
disc recovery operations within the scope of CP/M novices.

Facilities include recovering erased files and making files "read
only" (i.e. unerasable).

A program for users of LocoScript (1 or 2) and CP/M programs,
which modifies the fonts (ie. the look of the characters) used by
the PCW printer. SuperType has 4 'business' fonts and 4
'novelty' fonts, like Olde English. It works by directly altering

the .EMS files for LocoScript or CP/M, so you only need run it

once - after that, the new chosen font is automatically available

PLUSES • MINUSES
D Once installed, you can totally forget it's there

D Genuinely useful range of fonts available

Works with LocoScript as well as CP/M
[ i All LocoScript's print size and style options still work with

SuperType

n Doesn't take up any extra disc space
® You can't mix different fonts in the same document
s You have to have different work discs for each font you want

to use

Tas-Sign

£29.95 • Tasman Software • 0525 718181

Takes time to print out but you can print signs of up to five lines

of text up to seven inches high with up to 32 characters in each.
Four fonts, eight hatching patterns, and you can print

lengthways on continuous paper for long signs.

PLUSES -MINUSES
D Wide range of fonts and shadings

G Long signs will print out in 'landscape' (sideways) format

& Long signs take time

8 Some symbols (yen signs etc) won't print out on PCW

Signwriter

£49.95 • Wight Scientific • 01-858 2699

Prints out any string of text as a sign in a standard Roman font.

Only limit on size of characters Is the size of the paper and the

quality is very good. Long messages can be printed lengthways
on continuous paper. Extra fonts are available for £5.

PLUSES • MINUSES
a Good quality print - difficult to believe it's done on a dot

matrix printer

a No limit on size of characters

Text can be boxed and underlined

S Signs take several minutes to print out

You have to pay for extra fonts

78 8000 PLUS



DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Desktop publishing - or DTP - packages enable

you to produce your own newsletters using your

PCW. They come with a variety of fonts of a

range of sizes for headlines and body text and a

selection of 'clip art' graphics you can include in

your creations (pictures of various objects and

fancy heading boxes such as 'For Sale' or 'Stop

Press').

You read in your articles prepared by a

wordprocessor into text boxes, put your graphics

in graphics boxes, make up your headlines, and

then lay out your publication on the PCW by

juggling the position of your boxes on each

page. Finally you can get a copy of each page

on your printer (though not if it's a daisywheel, of

course) and photocopy the results.

Your graphics can be taken either from the

package itself or from TV or real life via a video

digitiser.

The end results won't be of sufficient quality

to compete with the professionals, but for club

and company newsletters, leaflets, posters and

small-scale publications, DTP packages could

be invaluable.

The Desktop Publisher fiVtrWWetiWi
£29.95 • Database Software • 061-480 0171

A tremendous value for money package. Graphics and text

boxes can be easily moved around and page layout is clear.

Good range of fonts and graphics too - all at half the price of its

rivals! Mouse optional for £50 more.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Layout of page well displayed

D Boxes easy to manipulate

lj Works with three mice, but fine with keyboard alone

Half the price of other packages

Good range of fonts and graphics, and you can design your

own fonts using the font editor

m Text boxes always expand if incoming text is too long - you

can't fix their size beforehand

a Headlines can look a bit jagged

Newsdesk International

£49.95 • The Electric Studio • O^.

Versatile package with a very wide range of graphics facilities

and high quality headline text. Page make-up is flexible, though

the program can be a bit cumbersome and slow, especially in

text handling. Includes all the facilites of Electric Studio's 'Art'

graphics package.

PLUSES MINUSES
n Good control over the elements on the page

n Powerful graphics facilities

Good quality print in headlines and large fonts

D Can use font editor to create your own high quality fonts

M Text handling slow and cumbersome

ff Not easy to undo mistakes

W Menus can be confusing

Fleet Street Editor Plus

£69.95 • Mirrorsoft - 01 -377 4645

A versatile and powerful package. You can create template-like

'page dummies ' if your publication has several pages of the

same format and handling of text, setting of margins and size of

text boxes etc, is well controlled. Tends to stop working abruptly

for no reason though and uses memory space extravagantly.

PLUSES • MINUSES
Versatile integrated package

Text handling sophisticated and controlled

Can edit text from keyboard

it Crashes occasionally

tt Odd use of memory in text editor

Fleet Street Font Editor

£19.95 •Mirrorsoft' 01-377 M
An add-on to Fleet Street Editor plus. You can design your own

fonts or symbols and there are five more fonts you can use in

FSE+. There's also a selection of useful extra graphics.

PLUSES • MINUSES
[ l Designing your own fonts is fun and easy

r ] Extra graphics will be useful

s You're paying twenty quid for something the other DTP
programs have built-in for free

is Maximum of five fonts in FSE mean when adding a new font

to your FSE disc one of the others has to go

as Not much for your money

NEXT MONTH
The guide continues next month with the

categories of DATABASES.
COMMUNICATIONS, EDUCATIONAL
PACKAGES and PROGRAMMING. After that

it's SPREADSHEETS. GRAPHICS and

GAMES and the month after that it's back to

this month's topics.

Our intention is to keep publishing the three

parts of the guide in rotation, updating it each

month to include all new products. If you

would like to see other sections of the guide,

back issues of 8000 Plus are available from

The Old Barn at Somerton at £1 .75 each.

Meanwhile, if you are aware of any

significant errors or ommissions in the File as

published, please let us know. We want to

maintain it as THE authoritative guide to PCW
software.

BULLDOG PRINTER STAND

Make printing easier and free valuable desk

space with this superb Printer Stand. The

Bulldog Stand is custom designed specifically

for your Amstrad 8256/8512 printer. It will

provide space for 500 sheets of continuous

paper or space for keyboard storage.

Successfully in use throughout the world, the

renowned Bulldog is manufactured in the UK,

of 6mm steel finished in pale grey to match

your printer/computer.

List price is £14.95.

Our special offer price only £9.95 inc. VAT,

plus £1.00 P.P. & Ins.

'HI-TECH' ALUMINIUM STYLE
CARRYING CASE.

Designed specifically for your Amstrad
8256/8512. This Hi-Tech case offers protection,

easy safe transportation and security.

Manufactured in West Germany this quality

case features, nickle/chrome locks, hinges and
corner pieces, padded divider system, heavy

duty carry handle, hinged lid with 'lift off' facility.

12 months gte. Save £20.00 now. List Price

£99.95. Our price only £79.95 inc. VAT
Securicor delivery £3.00.

Allow 14 days for delivery. TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME. MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED.
CTC Ltd, PO Box 320, Newcastle, Staffs ST5 3HZ

Please send me:-

Bulldog printer stand(s) at £9.95 ea.

plus £1.00 RR& Ins.

Hi-tech, aluminium style case(s) at £79.95

ea. plus £3.00 Securicor delivery.

Cheques/P.O.'s should be made payable to

Clifton Trading Company.

I

Name.

I Address.

I To CTC Ltd, PO Box 320, Newcastle. Staffs ST5 3HZ
802



ACCESS / VISA
HOTLINE

0458 74011
(24 hours)

ORDER FORM No.14

Use this form to order eithera subscription

or special offers by ticking the itemsyou
require. All special offergoods are sent by
1st class post, normally within five days of

receipt of order. But please allow28 days
in case of temporary shortages

Name

Address

Post code

SUBSCRIPTION £17.95
(Inc free Easy ProSpell/Listings disc. Please

allow 2-6 weeks for arrival of your first issue.)

If you are an existing subscriber wishing to

extend your subscription, please tick here:

EASY PROSPELL DISC £6.95

(Inc 8000+ Listings. Existing subscribers only)

LOCOSCRIPT2 £19.95

LOCOSPELL £19.95

LOCOMAIL £19.95

FIRST CALC £24.95

Q THE PAWN £19.95

HEAD OVER HEELS £11.95

THINGI (left of screen) £5.95

THINGI (right of screen) £5.95

DUST COVER SET £1 1 .95

BINDER £4.95

COLOSSUS 4 CHESS £11.95

COLOSSUS 4 BRIDGE £1 1.95

SCRABBLE £12.95

.... Pkt(s) DISK LABELS £1.00 ea
(Enter number required)

BARGAIN CORNER
QCardbox £29.95

QSuperType £12.95

QZorkll £14.95

Zorklll £14.95

PAYMENT DETAILS
Value of total order

(min order£2.00)

Payment Is by (please circle)

Cheque • PO • Access • Visa

Make payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD.

Your credit card number Is

Expiry date

Send this form plus payment to

SPECIAL OFFERS • 8000 PLUS
SOMERTON • SOMERSET • TA11 7PY

(valid until Nov 20th, 1987)

COMPUTER
dUHAddlc /«<***-
Only £12.95 - save £7!^p

I Anyone who enjoys playing with words will find it /
hard to resist this superb version of the classic /
word-game. /

I Scrabble on the PCW, supplied by Leisure / k

Genius, presents you with a unique challenge: / .

Can you beat your word processor at word
processing?

Be warned. The program, backed up by a huge
built-in dictionary, plays a very mean game. It knows all

the rules and will use every trick in the book to build up
mind-boggling scores.

The full Scrabble board is displayed on screen with all the squares in their

usual places. More than one player can take on the computer simultaneously,
and you can set the program's level from super-fast to super-smart. There are
other options, including the facility to see the computer trying out various words.

The program also checks your words against its dictionary and will query any
it doesn't recognise - but yes, you can over-rule it. Much friendlier than a human
opponent in that regard.

It's just as well, because you'll need all the help you can get if you're to beat
the machine.

A fantastic program at an amazing bargain price.

8000 PLUS DISCLABELS
Packet of 20 for £1
(when ordered with another product)

One of the most annoying things about 3" discs is that

they aren't normally supplied with spare labels. That's

why we designed our own (and gave away over 300,000
with the June issue of 8000 Plus).

If you want some spares, we have them in packets of

20, four different colours, five of each colour. They're £1

a packet, provided you order something else at the same
time. (You could simply buy an extra packet!)

A neat way of keeping your discs well organised.

BARGAIN BASEMENT
This section is down to just four items! Move fast or the chance will be gone. These prices

hold only while we still have the items in stock.

SUPERTYPE (Fonts for LocoScript 1.2)

Only £12.95 (£7 off RRP!)

CARDBOX (database)

Only £29.95 (£30 off RRP!)

ZORK II (Infocom adventure)

Only £14.95 (£10 off RRP!)

ZORK III (Infocom adventure)

Only £14.95 (£10 off RRP!)



Your chance to buy the

software that comes with the

new PCW 9512!

• LocoMaiI

• LocoSpell
• LocoScript 2
-only £19.95 each!

Here's our best offer yet - a chance to buy the

three main LocoScript upgrades, two of them at

an incredible 50% discount.

Much has already been written about

LocoScript 2. It offers a number of powerful

advantages over earlier versions, especially by

making the handling of long documents much,

much faster. Buy it from us and we'll throw in a

packet of our famed disk labels for good

measure.

Meanwhile LocoMail and LocoSpell, which

normally cost £39.95 each, can add immense

extra power to your machine, by allowing you to

carry out mass mailings with each letter

automatically personalised and through fast

spell-checking of your documents (LocoSpell

comes with two separate dictionaries, one of

1 7,000 words for super-fast checking, and one

of 78,000 for super-thorough checking). By

knocking £20 off the normal price, we're making

these titles affordable by almost everyone.

The versions of LocoMail and LocoSpell we

are selling are unique in being compatible with

the latest LocoScript 2, as well as the earlier

1 .2. So whichever version you have or plan to

get, you needn't worry about compatibility.*

The fact that all three programs come

bundled with the new PCW 9512 will make a lot

of current owners green with envy, but at least

our offer allows you to upgrade fairly painlessly.

We don't think you'll find a better way of

exploiting the full power of your PCW.
* LocoSpell is Incompatible with early versions of LocoScript 2 (2.00 and 2.01 ) but

our pack includes details allowing owners of these versions to obtain a free

upgrade from Locomotive.

FREE
A packet of 20 colour-coded

8000 Plus disk labels for each

package ordered!

HOW TO
ORDER

Use the form on page

80. Or dial our credit

card hotline.

IUsetl
80. C

S

LocoMail
+LocoSpell

at half price!!!
These versions are compatible with LocoScript 1.2

AND the current LocoScript 2.

FIRST CALC
Only £24.95 - save £5

Want to get into spreadsheets? The

Minerva Systems' First Calc. It's an easy-

to-get-into program which will,

nevertheless, completely satisfy many

spreadsheet requirements.

If you have financial planning needs, it

could be the most cost effective £25 you'l

ever spend.



SPELLING
CHECKER!!
Take out a 1 2-month subscription to 8000 Plus and

you'll get a FREE disk containing Pocket ProSpel I and

a dozen other programs!

*>«?S*W&

Subscribe
already?
Don't panic, you can

still get hold of this

Easy Prospell disc. We
will sell it on its own
to existing

subscribers only for

just £6.95.

Alternatively you can

obtain it FREE by

extending your

subscription for

another 1 2 months -
just tick the relevant

option on the form.

It's time, we decided, for another big subscription drive.

And this time we've pulled out all the stops. The free gift

you'll get when you take out a subscription to 8000 Plus

is an absolute scorcher!

Our special 8000 Plus disk includes a new version of
Arnor's superb spelling checker ProSpell. Some of the
frills of the full commercial version (RRP £29.95) have
been removed, but the heart of the program is all there.
Our version comes complete with a dictionary of over
30,000 words which will check your documents at

lightning speed.

Words (or typos) it doesn't recognise are printed on
screen - you can then correct them, ignore them, or add
them to the dictionary.

The program is compatible both with LocoScript files

and those from word-processors such as NewWord zr\6

WordStar.

AMAZING
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

And as if that's not

enough, we're also

including just about

every program
listing ever

printed in 8000
Plus, ranging

from issue I 's

WordCounter
through

W
to our

vSfl W^ much-liked

*&2*JII Calendar, Biorythms
and Magazine Indexing programs.

A great gift, and a great incentive for finally

getting round to subscribing to your favourite magazine.
Go for it!

subscribing can save you MORE
5p in 12 months!!

Although the price of 8000 Plus has recently gone up 25p to

£ 1 .50, we're pegging the subscription price at £ 1 7.95. That's a

full five (yes, FIVE) pence cheaper than buying the next 1 2 issues

in the newsagents. But we think there are even better reasons
for you to subscribe.

You GUARANTEE yourself a monthly copy. Missing an issue

could mean missing the product or tip your PCW is pining for.

You AVOID those frustrating newsagent searches. Her
Majesty's servants deliver to your door.

You become entitled to LOWER PRICES on some reader
offers.

You pick up a STUNNING free gift, arguably worth around
£20.

You SUPPORT this magazine in the most effective possible
way.

xr5*^>VS5*f

HEAD OVER HEELS
Only £11.95 -save £3!!

Remember Batman, the incredibly-animated,
bamboozling and totally addictive entertainment from
Ocean Software? This one's from the same programmer,
and it's even better.

For a start the number of rooms to explore has been
doubled to an incredible 300. And these are rooms
depicted in high-resolution stunning 3D, (most of them,
by the by, being death-traps!).

You start off controlling two separate characters Head
and Heels, each of which has different powers, enabling
them to solve some of the maddeningly-clever puzzles
which hamper your progress at every stage. Eventually
you can link the two characters, Head over Heels, and
advance your power to new heights.

If it's high-quality, animated, brain-stretching
entertainment you're after, you won't find better.



8000 PLUS
DUST COVERS
Just £1 1.95 for the complete set

Ever wondered why you see so many computers dusc

covers advertised? It's because computers don't like dust.

Over a period of time it can make them very ill indeed:

keyboards stick, disk drives become less reliable, printers

smudge.

A set of dust-covers for the three parts of your system

provides a neat solution. And there's the added bonus of

smartening up the hardware's appearance when it's not

in use.

The specially-commissioned 8000 Plus covers are made
from high-quality anti-static nylon fabric. The covers

themselves are a soft grey colour with those for the

monitor and printer piped in red

The keyboard cover bears the

8000 Plus logo in red.

It adds up to a good argument

for a cover up.

BINDERS
Just £4.95

8000 Plus: the official 8000 Plus binder.

It's a smart, sturdy piece of kit with our logo stamped

proudly on the spine. More to the point, it holds 12

copies of your favourite magazine and is guaranteed to

keep them in fine condition for years to come.

Loyal readers, roll up.

HOW TO
ORDER

Use the form on page

80. Or dial our credit

card hotline.

Yours for lUstM**
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SPECIAL OFFERS
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THEPAWN
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)nly£l9.95-save£5!!

This program from Rainbird Software is one of the year's

outstanding releases. It's a grand adventure set in the

mysterious kingdom of Kerovnia replete with ice towers,

golden palaces, dangerous forests. In your battle to

escape this land you encounter intriguing characters such

as the laughing Buddhist monk, and must use your
sharpest wits to extricate yourself from some dire

situations.

Where the game excels is that it features both

outstanding graphics and effective text description and

interaction. The 8000 Plus reviewer awarded it five out

of five across the board, so what could we do but rush

out and obtain it at a discount for you our readers...? A
magical purchase.



Turn your PCW into a super-powerful

game-playing opponent with these

two fantastic programs from

CDS Software.

r
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Only £1 1 .95 - save £4 on RRP!

• Probably plays the best chess of

any program for the PCW.
• Huge range of options including

blindfold games and many levels of play.

• Ability to take back moves, set up
particular positions, solve chess problems, etc.

• Program actually thinks while waiting for you to

move.

• Very clear graphic display, including automatic move timer

c^^Sk

4
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Only £1 1 .95 - save £4 on RRP!

i
F

-SW

HOW TO
ORDER

Just turn back two pages
to the order form on p80.

Or use our Access/Visa

hotline on 0458 74011.

• Play bridge without having to find

three other people!

• Computer handles other three hands for

both bidding and card-play.

• Bidding includes Blackwood, Stayman and

Baron conventions.

• Options to deal your partnership hands of specific

number of points.

• Ability to take back a play, review bidding, replay last

game, or input complete set of hands.

• Program can suggest a play if required.

Includes paperback book 'Begin Bridge' free with package.
• 8000 Plus 5/5 value rating.
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POSTSCRIPT
A miscellaneous morass of missives mulled over by a

mesmerised Ed.

CBASIC advice

I have just read your October issue

and in particular the letter from Roy
Milliken of Nottingham regarding

DR's CBASIC compiler and his lack

of progress because of difficulty in

creating the source program.

I would like to say that I too

bought Digital's CBASIC compiler

and although the manual (as usual)

was not exactly the easiest to

follow I soon found it a far easier

programming tool than 'normal'

BASIC. As far as creating the

source programs, nothing could be

simpler.

CP/M's BASIC RPED allows up

to 200 lines with full text editing. If

the program takes up more than

200 lines then use the magic

words:

%INCLUDE filename
Your program can be split into

different files eg. PROG.1;
GOSUB.BAS; DATA.BAS etc. You
then place the line % include
GOSUB.bas in your initial program

file, PROG.1. When you finally

compile PROG.1 it will come
across the instruction and call up

the file named GOSUB.BAS and

include' it with PROG.1.
Using this method you can soon

build up a library of files carrying

your most used routines to be

%INCLUDEd in your new program.

Alan J. King

Eastcombe Road,

Weston-super-Mare

in for a dollar, in for a
pound
Have you been conned? Did you

really pay £22.95 for your copy of

'Understanding dBasell' as stated

in your article entitled 'Golden

Oldies'? My copy was bought not

many months ago and is priced at

$22.95 and cost much less in

British currency. I am also in

possession of 'Advanced

Techniques in dBasell' by the same

The impact of LocoScript 2 and the impending 9512 is

certainly making its mark on our postbag. Some readers

voice excitement, some apprehension, but one thing is for

sure - interest in the PCW hasn't been so buoyant for a long

time.

We've yet to receive the first letter from a real live 9512

owner - which isn't surprising since at the time of writing

the machine has only officially been on sale for four days. A
challenge: the first documented proof (ie. photo) of a 9512-

owning reader will receive a fabulous prize of a couple of

exciting alternative typeface daisywheels for its printer.

Stake your claims, and keep on sending those

comments, complaints and compliments, to PostScript,

8000 Plus, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ.

author; to my mind this is an

essential companion volume which

is again much cheaper than £22.95

(in Cardiff) and excellent reading.

K R Waddington
Abergavenny, Gwent

• Well, we didn't actually pay for ours, not

as such. We more sort of got It free to

review. But seriously, the book you refer to

and the other in the review (WordStar Tips

and Traps) are American books published

by Sybex which have just been published

over here by Longman. Longman have

evidently imported the copies rather than

reprinting and have set their own UK price

at £22.95, which does seem a bit steep.

Your copy must have been bought

before the UK publication date when the

shop probably got their stock direct from

the States and charged you at the

exchange rate. Some copies of this price

may be floating around still, although it is

against the net book agreement and

bookshops should not be selling at below

the UK published price.

The PCW is dead.

Long live the PCW?
Great news - the PCW9512 is out

along with bundled LocoScript 2,

LocoMail and LocoSpell, a better

keyboard, and a Centronics printer

port as standard. Left-out-in-the-

cold existing PCW owners have to

shell out another £1 75 just to rival it

in terms of performance (ie. all

three Loco packages and the CPS
parallel/serial interface). Not

counting of course the 15" carriage

daisy wheel.

Having a quick browse through

the manual we find that it includes

details similar to the old PCW
manual albeit the LocoScript

description is a little more copious,

also it goes into depth about

LocoSpell and LocoMail (snarl,

growl!); their manual even has a

section on Mallard BASIC,

incredible! When first hooked up,

old users hadn't a clue what to do

with it.

Amstrad could have at least

sent existing owners LocoMail and

LocoSpell, and if they were extra

generous the CPS8256
parallel/serial interface.

But instead there are now a lot

of downcast faces amongst PCW
owners who feel snubbed - new
owners getting a better software

bundle.

At least we PCW owners of

present have something much
better: we can produce hard copy

output of graphics on our printers

and produce all the fancy

characters from LocoScript 2.

GSX examples may be one

thing to have free for PCW9512
owners but just try and get hard

copy when it's hooked up to a

daisywheel printer. PCW951

2

owners sit out there and drool!

D Stanley

Worthing, W.Sussex

• It's no different to any other branch of

consumer products really; I don't recall

Ford writing to me offering to give me a free

engine upgrade when they scrapped my

Fiesta in favour of a new model. What it

comes down to is this: had someone said

to you a year ago, "Look, you can either

buy the 8512 as it stands and use it for a

year, or you can wait a year and get an

(arguably) better deal", what would you

have done? I know what I would have

done.

The 8512 now costs £1 15 less than the

9512 (including VAT). LocoMail and Spell

together cost £80 and, as you say, you can

do graphics on the 8000 series printer.

9512 owners won't be able to keep handy

directories of their discs by doing an

[EXTRA]+[PTR] screen dump of their Disc

Manager screen, nor can they use DTP or

graphics packages.

The good news for everyone is that the

software and discs are generally

interchangeable between all the PCW
models, so no-one is being left behind.

There is no question of software being

developed for the 9512 which 8000 series

owners won't be able to use. And, apart

from the restrictions of daisywheel printers,

9512 owners can use virtually all of the

existing 8000 series software.

Model question

Could you possibly tell me are

there any packages available for

the PCW for running a Model

Agency or Employment Agency

and if not do you have any

alternative suggestions? I would

need to be able to select a specific

8000 PLUS 85
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Rebuffed of Redland
Since I have recently received a

letter telling me that a program I

sent in to your magazine was too

complicated to print (probably

because it was written in

Assembly Language) I thought I

would send you a very simple

program that can give the user

hours of fun with only about 30
seconds of typing. The program

is as follows:

10 FOR loop = 1 TO 50000
20 PRINT "You are in a

dark cave, you can see
nothing. n,s,e or w?";

30 INPUT a$

40 NEXT loop
50 PRINT "Well done! You

have finished"
Adam Stevens
Redland, Bristol.

• lis sad to see such cynicism in one

so young. Anyone who has played one

of the many brilliant, compulsive, witty,

addictive (as the press releases keep

saying) adventure games will know how

you feel. The first step is usually to say

'Turn on light', but it beats me how you

are supposed to have found the switch

since everything is pitch black anyway.

" it ? rtoT "We -7A/VA& <7if«ice THef
6CMp(AT6p.i^gp THe fzo/vp <h\&\^>"

requirement eg. colour of hair, and
then request a search through

employee records for the details of

the employee(s) who has that

specific requirement.

Hoping you can be of some
help.

William T. Kerr

Bangor, N. Ireland.

• There may be specialised modelling

packages for sale somewhere, but a much

cheaper option would be just to buy a

general purpose database package. You

can set it up to hold all the specific details

you want and perform the searches just as

you describe. A good general purpose buy

is Masterfile 8000 from Campbell Systems.

To BBC or not to BBC
I have been using BBC micros at

work and now I have a PCW at

home I want to know if it is possible

to transfer files, mainly text from

wordprocessing, from one to the

other. If transfer is feasible what
hardware would I need? The BBCs
use 5'/4" discs; is it possible to use

these drives also with the PCW?
Dr. Graeme A. Reid

School of Agriculture, Edinburgh

• You can wire up a 5Vj" disc drive to a

PCW as its B drive. What you then need

is the software to read BBC format discs. In

theory it is perfectly possible to read and

write text files to BBC discs, although you'll

86 8000 PLUS

have to make ASCII files ifyou want to

move LocoScript documents around. Either

Silicon City (061-848 8959) or Timatic

(0329 236727) should be able to give help.

The price of discs
The news that there are 750,000

PCW owners, let alone all those

other Amstrad computers, makes
one wonder what justifies the

continuing high cost of good quality

3" discs. They can be bought for as
little as £1 .95, but usually retail at

£2.99,£2.50 or even at £4.00 or

more in the High Street. A pretty

poor price compared to other discs.

Is it not about time the magazines

that support PCW owners

investigated this abuse in the

market place. Surely with so many
customers we can expect the £1 .00

disc. If not, why not?

Michael Guest
New Street, Mitcheldean

• You're doing well if you can get a 3" disc

for £1.95. I would have said that around

£2.50 was a pretty low price unless you are

bulk buying. Anyway, you've pinpointed a

legitimate complaint that many PCW
owners are rightly aggrieved about. There

are three sizes of disc commonly available,

3" (the PCW's choice), 3<h" (Atari STs,

Apple Macs etc) and 5'/T (IBM PCs etc).

Looking at the physical construction of

each it is easy to see why the 5W (ones

are cheap, but the 3" and 3^h" discs would

seem to be very comparable, and even

3>/2" discs cost around £1 .90.

Certainly questions like, "Why aren't

your products cheaper?" don't go down too

well with most manufacturers. I think in

reality even 'It of a million PCW owners

don't make up a very large customer base

- there are almost no 3" discs sold in the

US, for example. The worldwide market for

3</2" discs is far bigger than for 3" discs so

unit costs are lower. If the 3>/2* discs still

cost more than £1.00 the odds of a £1.00

3" disc seem slim. Still, we can live in hope.

Sign of the Times
I would like to join The Times

Network System, an "Electronic

Communications and Information

Service for Education," but their

'experts' tell me there is no suitable

software for the PCW.
Can the wise and all-knowing

editorial staff of 8000 Plus help me
in this matter? Is there within the

talented and inventive readership

anyone who has found a way
around this apparent barrier?

Steve Tasker

Newtown, Chester

• Experts ? Hah! Well may you put it in

quotes. The PCW can work perfectly well

as a communications terminal. Judging by

the description you sent us the Times

Network is a conventional electronic mail

service like Telecom Gold.

What you need is a serial interface unit

for your PCW (Amstrad CPS 8256, around

£60), a modem to connect into the phone

network (from £100 upwards) and some

software to drive it all. A good comms

program is PMS Dialup (PMS are on 021-

643 7688), cost £89.95.

Ail you have to do then is find out what

telephone number you have to dial and get

an account set up for yourself on their

system.

Protext phrases
My main use for the PCW is word-

processing - the copious

administrative paper work that

modern education demands;
preparing notes and teaching-

packs for students; playwriting.

However, I do experiment with

other uses, currently DTP in an

effort to produce even more
stimulating teaching material. This

letter has been written using

Protext. I particularly like the text-

swapping facility (at this moment, I

am taking a rest from scene four of

a new play). In this connection, are

there any Protext users out there

who have discovered how to

incorporate print commands into a

phrase? The Protext manual I find

considerably more obscure than

the LocoScript one.

Roland Metcalf

Whalley Range, Manchester

• Virtually any series of keystrokes you

can think of can be incorporated into a

Protext phrase or EXEC file. Since printer

control codes are typed as [ALTJ-X followed

by the letter from A to Z you need to know

how to get (AL Tj-X into a phrase. The

answer is in Appendix 6 of the manual -

use 1-24 1. (" is typed by [EXTRAj-U.)

For example,

key i t24ti

will set you up so that [EXTRA]-! will insert

the italic code.

BASIC manuals
I purchased my 8256 seven weeks

ago. I needed a computer that

would run BASIC programs, had a

disc drive and a printer, and was a
reasonable price. The 8256
seemed a good choice, with the

bonus of a word processor thrown

in.

The only problem is that neither

the retailers (Dixons) nor Amstrad

seem to be able to supply me with

the "Guide to Mallard BASIC".

There is no way that I would have

parted with £450 just for a word

processor (I don't need one

particularly), so at the moment I am
far from being a satisfied customer.

Question time
I am very impressed with a

LocoScript. I find the ability to

use other European alphabets,

and now Cyrillic and Greek,

particularly useful. The main s

improvement I would like, would a

be to get higher quality printed

output. F

This does not seem so easy. I
c

have seen the announcement of t

the PCW 9000 series but this L

does not meet my needs c

because daisywheel printers are P

unsuitable for the extended c

character set LocoScript offers. I c

would also like to continue using

the variety of pitches and styles

currently available to me. The V

alternative printer drivers offered

with LocoScript 2.0 do not a

support the extra characters C

either. a

What I need is a driver for a h

24 pin matrix printer or maybe a

laser printer that will support all tl

the characters, pitches and styles s

of my current printer and exploit

the full resolution of the output C

device. C

My first question is, can I buy t(

such a driver off the shelf? If the

answer is "no", my second t(

question is, what do I need know d

to write such a driver for myself? a

Is there any interfacing a

documentation available? Do any

printers have special features

that would make the task easier? rr

Also, the new LocoScript manual

doesn't list the character codes c

used for each character. Does c
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I would suggest to readers in

the same situation that they should

not part with their money until they

actually set eyes on a copy of the

BASIC Guide - don't fall for the

"We'll get you one by next week"

routine like I didl

Does 8000 Plus have any

influence with Amstrad? If so,

perhaps you could suggest to them

that they pull their fingers out and

get some more BASIC Guides

printed pretty quick.

W.F. Deeley

Moulton, Northampton

• The BASIC manual was recently

rewritten and reprinted as a result ol the

%I2 launch, so it's probably worth hanging

on for the new version.

Sorting out SORT
As one who has bought your

publication since October 1 986

nay I say how much I enjoy

reading it. It has no equal for the

PCW owner.

Shell-Metzner Sort (September

1987 p.56): List to be sorted has

been written in LocoScript and

converted to ASCII by f7 option.

Sorting program has been loaded.

Disc changed to that with list to be

sorted. Program run. Program

gives 'Index completed' - but how
does one get the darned sorted list

back on to the screen or

printer????

Kenneth W. Ross
Forres, Moray

• So you think starting off with flattery will

get you an answer to your questions? Right

enough.

The sorted index is held as another

ASCII file under the name you typed when

the program asked you where to send the

sorted output (suppose you chose

INDEX.OUT for argument's sake). You can

either display it in CP/M, or get it back into

a LocoScript document.

(i) Get back from BASIC to the A>

prompt (by typing system) and then just

type type index . out and it will run past

you on the screen (of course, use whatever

name you chose rather than INDEX.OUT).

To use the printer instead, first do an [ALT]-

P (hold down [ALT] and press Pat the

same time) and then do the type

index, out. ([ALTJ-P echoes everything

that appears on the screen to the printer).

anyone have a list of them?
Alternatively, would I be better

off switching to a PC and using

one of the word processors that

supports European characters

and accents?

I have got a standard Amstrad

PCW8256 with an Amstrad

Serial/Parallel interface fitted. I am
thinking of getting LocoSpell,

LocoMail, a modem and some
communications software, a better

printer, an AMX mouse and

Desktop Publisher and a Hard

Disk.

Now for the questions:

1

)

Will all this work together?

Where does everything plug in?

2) Does the hard disk

automatically get recognised by

CP/M and LocoScript etc as soon

as I plug it in? If not, what? Do all

hard disks work the same way?

3) Can I make the hard disk

the system or boot-up disk? Any

snags?

4) Can LocoScript and

Desktop Publisher and ordinary

CP/M files all live on the hard disk

together?

5) Is it necessary (as opposed

to just desirable) to have a hard

disk and/or 51 2k of memory for

any of the above bits of hardware

and software?

6) Has anyone had experience

of downloading files from a

modem to the PCW's disk at 1 200

or 2400 baud? With a long file,

can it handle telling the remote

computer to hang on for a bit

while it flushes the data to disk

without losing some of the

incoming data? Or is it necessary

to store things on the RAM disk

first?

R B Kenyon
Islington, London

• Come on, at least ask us a few

questions while you are writing.

Ulp. Here goes with a quick attempt

at some answers: the printer on the 8000

series machines is very closely tied in to

the hardware which is how LocoScript

can control it in enough detail to produce

aft the Cyrillic etc. characters. There is no

standard ASCII-type representation of

these special characters.

This means it is virtually impossible

for other printers to reproduce the full

character range. Laser printers will work,

but only ones that emulate Epson/D630

codes.

1) Unless AMS have changed their

mouse interface design recently, you

can't connect their mouse at the same

time as the serial/parallel interface unit

(there is no through-connector on either

unit). You can use the hard

disc/printer/modem all at once though.

2) Yes

3) No

4) Yes (you still need your LocoScript

start-of-day floppy disc)

5) No

6) As long as you buy some

communications software there is no

problem - all programs are designed to

solve just this problem.

(ii) Alternatively you can get the result

back into LocoScript by using the 'Insert

Text' command. Although if you try to edit

INDEX.OUT directly in LocoScript it will say

'Not a LocoScript document', you can

happily include it as you edit another

document with Insert Text.

More on Morse
I have an answer for you!!!

Regarding your quest for an

application for your Morse Code
generator listing (September issue):

a practical use for the training of

budding radio amateurs... at least it

can if you alter it slightly. The

spacing of Morse should be as

follows.

1

.

A dash is equal to 3 dots

2. The space between the

signals which form the same letter

is equal to 1 dot

3. The space between 2 letters

is equal to 3 dots

4. The space between 2 words

is equal to 7 dots.

The speed can be altered by

modifying line 160, (not the length

of time between words). The

following lines should replace the

correspondingly numbered lines in

the listing as printed originally:

10 bell$=CHRS(7) :dot$=bell$+
" .

" :dash$=bell$+bell$+bell$+

80 IF index%=32 THEN PRINT
"/";: count %=count%+l: FOR j-1

TO 50:NEXT:GOTO 180

160 count%=count%+l :power%=

power%*2:FOR j = l TO 25:NEXT

To pass the amateur radio

exam a speed of 1 2 words per

minute is required, and yes even

with computers it is still used. I am
to be found on the airwaves most

evenings when not bashing away at

the PCW. (Skeds welcome).

If there are other amateurs out

there with programs for the PCW I

would be very interested.

As they say in the radio world,

My best 73's es gud dx.

M. J. Pratt

Reigate, Surrey

• I've got no idea what 73's are, let alone

whether I should be complimented or

insulted by having them es gud dxed to me.

Still, thanks for the tip.

Defender of the Loco
I would disagree with Warren S.

Armstrong-Han in his criticism of

LocoScript. I find it quite easy to

use as a command driven word

processor, by using the [+] and [-]

keys. LocoScript has the added

advantage of offering a menu
automatically if I 'freeze' and forget

what code to type. It knocks spots

off the 'Q-office' work processor I

have to put up with at work, that is

painfully slow and desperately

obstinate compared with

Locoscript.

Richard Hood
Chessington, Surrey

A sense of perspictive

I congratulate you on your

perspicacity in printing the article

on 'disc doctoring' in the very

month in which I suffered my first

corrupted disc in more than eight

months of working.

My congratulations must go also

to HiSoft for their speedy response

to my telephoned order as well as

the quality of the Knife Plus

program. It was up and running in

no time and I was able to recover

all the files on the recalcitrant disc,

to my great relief.

H.F.J. Callan MBE.
Esher, Surrey

• As the old saying goes, genius is 10%

inspiration and 90% perspication.

PCW training courses
Being responsible for a small

professional office with only a total

staff of 4 I do not find that I have

the time (or even the inclination) to

spend hours puzzling through

manuals, even as well written and

presented as that for LocoScript 2.

Yet I cannot find advertised any

person or organisation prepared to

give on-the-spot detailed

consultancy advice on operating

and using a PCW using Loco 2 for

business, even though we are quite

willing to pay any reasonable rate

for instruction and advice in

business hours.

There are many organisations

running their own training courses

in their own premises but none

exclusively in LocoScript 2.

Possibly this is because the

assumption is that most users find

it fun to work out the latest software

and decide how it satisfies their

own needs. I do not find it fun; I

merely find it frustrating.

Another thing is that although I

read that many thousands of PCW
machines have been sold for

business use there still seems to be

no employment agency in the

South East which can provide staff

already trained in LocoScript

(whether they are permanent or

temporary). Surely there must be a

market here for somebody to

expand and might this not be

something you would like to

comment upon in your column.

Hugh G W Wilson

Carmelite Street, London

• / think you've said it all really. It takes a

lot of manpower and organisation to set up

a national network of instructors who will go

out to businesses anywhere in the country
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and give tuition, and those who are

technically competent to give that tuition

are probably earning a fortune as

commercial programmers anyway. There's

certainly a big market gap in the general

training area, but Loco 2 courses are bound

to spring up as it is standard issue on the

PCW9512.

Letter from America
I've never seen a copy of 8000
Plus. All I've ever seen is a few

copied pages of issue number one.

I have sent for a subscription, this

day.

What I saw in those copied

pages, however, leads me to

believe this magazine is every bit

as good as, and better than, many
of the computer magazines

published in the USA.
I really hope you plan on

marketing this magazine in the US,

since I'm sure there are many
people such as I who hunger for

information on this machine. (I have

the PCW8256 and am planning on

getting a 1512 soon) It was only

due to my penchant for detective

work that resulted in my being

aware of your magazine in the first

place.

On of the most difficult things to

do in the US is to obtain definitive

information about Amstrad

computers and what is, and will be,

available for them. When I run into

this wall of silence, I don't stop

looking until I find what I'm looking

for.

As a consequence, I may be the

only person in the US who has a

copy of SuperCalc 2 that was
purchased off the shelf in a dealer

store. (It was the only copy in the

San Francisco Bay Area when I

found it at Emporium Capwell in

SF. I called over from Hayward, 30

miles away, and rode BART over

right away and picked it up before

they could sell it to someone else.)

The California representative for

Amstrad told me I know more about

this machine than he does! And
that was only a couple of months
after I bought it. Today, I have one
of the salespeople at Sears stores

giving my number to Amstrad
owners with problems because I

know more about it than he does as
well. (He's coming over soon to

learn more.)

It's true... I have learned a lot

about the operation of this machine
in the last ten months, chiefly

because I keep digging until I find

what I'm looking for.

The LocaScript program is one
of the best word processing

programs I've seen. But it does
have one serious drawback. It is

very slow in saving a file and
scrolling through it. Particularly if

the file is lengthy. This is what

caused Dick Pountain, in his review
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of the PCW8256 in the March 1986

issue of Byte magazine to

recommend that LocaScript not be

used for such things as books and
long documents.

I've found a way. Simply break

up your book into 'chapter files.'

Having each chapter as an

individual file allows you to go
directly to the place you want to

work without having to scroll slowly

through all the preceding text.

Ray Thomas
California, USA

• Are you serious about being the only

person in the US with SuperCalc 2? It's one

ot the best selling programs over here. You

do lead a deprived lite out in the colonies,

but keep on reading 8000 Plus and we'll

soon have you advising Ronald Reagan

with his word processing problems. (Come

to think ot it, maybe the disc with all his

Irangate memos on it developed a missing

address mark, which explains why he

couldn't remember anything.)

Fading memory
I seem to have lost my memory, or

at least 40k of it, once I went to

LocoScript 2. Please, are other

people affected in the same way? If

so, what is the cause? And can

anything be done to restore my
faculties?

On my PCW 8256 the M drive

now only shows 62k of memory
when empty.

Brian Knight

South Chard, Somerset

• Panic not - your PCW is in perfectly

normal working order. The plain fact is that

LocoScript 2, being a ordinary biggish sort

of program, uses up 40k more memory

than LocoScript 1 used to. If this causes

you great inconvenience then your best bet

is to spend £25 or so on a RAM upgrade kit

which will give you an extra 256k in the M
drive. Upgrades are fairly simple and quick

to fit - ifyou have a back copy of our issue

9 there are details there of what is involved.

Header and footnote

1 was interested to see the letter

from D.W. Cooling in your

September issue because I have

been having similar problems

[mismatched page lengths after

converting a document from

LocoScript 1 to 2], The answer

seems to be rather different from

the one given in your reply.

LocoScript 1 did not have a

fixed Top Gap zone as LocoScript

2 does. Preparing long documents

it was perfectly possible to reduce

the header to less than six lines in

order to save space on each page.

When such a document is

converted for use with Loco 2 the

page layout menu will show the

actual number of lines allowed for

the header in the original document
against the words Top Gap', let us

say for example 5. In consequence

it appears as though the original

layout has been accepted.

But in fact Loco 2 insists on

using six lines for the top gap and
pushes the whole page of typing

down far enough to allow for this, in

my example one line. When this is

done the material probably extends

below the fixed 'bottom gap' which

requires three lines. If it does the

spare lines are printed at the top of

the next page and then the paper is

ejected from the printer before

page 2' is printed on a third sheet.

What can be done? It is not

possible to alter the menu entry

'Top Gap' to bring it to the figure

required by LocoScript 2, namely

six, because the Page Layout

menu does not allow any changes

to this line. The fact is that

LocoScript 2 reduces the number of

lines it is possible to have on a

single page as compared with

LocoScript 1 , and there is nothing

we can do to change this.

Rev David F. Hinson
Ferryhill, Co. Durham

• It may be that there was a bug in early

version of LocoScript 2 which causes the

behaviour you describe, but on the version

we have (2.04) it is possible to print more

than 61 lines per A4 sheet as long as you

have set the paper type up with small

enough top and bottom gaps.

However, you raise an interesting

point, namely how to alter the Top Gap and

Bottom Gap of the paper while editing a

document. The answer is that you are

looking on the wrong menu. If (while in

Document Setup) you go to the 15=Page'

menu and pick the 'Paper Type' option you

get a list of current paper types with the

one in use ticked. Go to the 'Show paper

type' option an press [ENTER]. Now you

can alter the Top and Bottom gaps, and

when you press [ENTER] you will

effectively create a customised paper type

for that specific document, named after the

document. You should also tick the 'Ignore

Paper Sensor' choice if you need to print

right to the bottom of single sheet

stationery.

Lurking in Limbo
I sent my LocoScript 2.00 disc

back to Dorking for an upgrade,

and this morning got the new
version - 2.06 yet! - in the post.

This was very good service

indeed, particularly as it was all

done free of charge.

So, this evening, I rushed

home from the sweat shop, all

eager to let 2.06 loose on the

masterpiece of the century - the

21st, that is, at the present rate of

progress. All went went, until....

I got back to the Disk Manager
screen, to find that there had
been some sort of population

explosion among the Limbo files!

Every file that I had worked on

had been duplicated in Limbo -

this seems to happen
automatically each time 'Finish

Edit' is selected from the menu.
Has anyone else found this

one? Am I doing something

wrong? (On the PCW, that is). Is

2.06 a version that Loco save for

people like me? As you see,

various possibilities have
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occurred, but it would be a help if

some kind person could tell me
how to avoid all these ghoulies

and ghosties.

Finishing every session by

sweeping out Limbo could be

Purgatory.

John Tallent

Totnes, Devon

• Whenever you modify a document with

LocoScript and then save it, Loco doesn't

actually erase the old version butjust

shuffles it into Limbo. The rationale

behind this is that if you realise you have

accidentally cut out the wrong chunk ot

text while editing you can go back to the

old version of the file by recovering it from

Limbo. This is why there is a Limbo copy

of every file you edit. You don't have to

erase Limbo files yourself, Loco will do it

for you as it needs to. To stop the Limbo

files cluttering up your screen just use the

'Options' menu on the Disc Manager to

turn off the 'Show Limbo files' option.

Why your version of Loco has Show

Limbo turned on when it starts up is a

mystery.



8000 PLUS SMALL ADS!
For "DESKTOP PUBLISHER" users: A
complete guide to designing and producing

high-quality newsletters. Supplied on disc.

For details send SAE to John Evans,

20 Grosvenor Place, Bath, BA I 6AX

DATABASE MANAGER (AtLast)

users. Buy a complete 8000+ index for only

£8.00. Index available to other PCW users.

SAE for information to JUKEN
ENTERPRISES, 4 Bassett Wood Drive,

Southampton, S02 3PT

TAXI OPERATOR'S DATABASE runs

from Midrive. Banishes searches through old

diaries for quotation material. Very effective.

Disc, manual, £8.50. M.C.S., 49 Cogate Road,

Paddock Wood, Kent, TN 1 2 6UD. S
(089283) 3056

8512 absolutely as new plus Loco2,

Locospell, Brainstorm, Games, Joystick, dust

covers, box 10 new CF2 discs. £375. Paul

Haines, 1 6 Collingwood Avenue, Didcot,

Oxon, OX 1 1 0AL. S 0235 8 1 8659 evenings

AMSTRAD PCW One day word

processing courses in South East Wales. For

more information: S (0243) 827778 or

(weekends only) (06333) 63036

DISCS DAMAGED? DATA LOST?
repair/advice service for all 3" disc problems.

NO CHARGE, but donations to CANCER
Charity, BACUP invited. Send duff disc +

blank disc + return postage to David Smith,

4 1 Tutsham Way, Paddock Wood, Kent,

TN 1 2 6UA. S (089283 5974)

ASTRONOMY PROGRAM Positions of

the planets on any date, coordinate

conversions, and many more features. Only

£ 1 4.95 (or stamp for details): PRECISE

SOFTWARE, Trend House, Dallow Road,

Luton, Beds. LU I I LY

HELP, ADVICE and TUITION for

Locoscript I & 2 qualified and experienced

teacher with proven success, office hours,

will travel anywhere south of Birmingham.

Contact Philippa Weitz, Molesey Educational

Services. SO I -94 1 1364

LOGOS, ETC., Designed/modified for

immediate use on PCW's, printable with

Masterprint, DTP, Newsdesk International

or Fleetstreet Editor Plus. Other artwork

available. Streamside Research, 2 Rosary

Drive, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 7JS

FOR SALE PCW85 1 2 with discs, paper

and software: used very little: as new

£530.00. S (0789) 750192

ERASED (Important) file recovery service -

don't want to get snowed under. Send

details, disc, +£ I .OOp.d. Drive "A" discs only.

Discretion guaranteed. Mr Edwards,

1 27 Brackley Square, Woodford Green,

Essex, IG8 7LN

CVs - Draft CVs enhanced. Exisiting CVs

updated, complete documents produced.

Prompt professional presentation. Additional

copies on quality papers. For details:

SERVICE-CV(P), 2 Tern Gardens, Plymouth,

PL7 3HZ. S (0752) 344842

This new section of the magazine offers you

the chance to speak directly to the huge

waiting world of PCW owners.

You can place an ad of up to 30 words for

just £7.50. So you could use it to sell a

or launch a user group or publicise a piece of

software you've written.

One thing you CAN'T advertise is the sale

or swap of software you've purchased. Such

ads can be misused by software pirates.

To place an ad, just fill in this application

form and send it to us together with payment.

We'll then place the ad in the next available

issue (published 2-7 weeks after we receive

your order).

Send this form to: 8000 PLUS Small Ads, Future Publishing Ltd, 4 Queen Street, Bath, Avon BA I IEJ

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of 8000 PLUS

I enclose payment of £7.50 by Cheque / P.O. / Access / Visa.

Credit card number
.

Credit card expiry date .

Telephone Please make cheques andPOs payable to Future Publishing

Ltd

Write your advertisement here, one wordperbox. Include yourname andphone no. ifyou want them printed



SEND NOW FOR OUR CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE!
DATA SWITCH BOX: Provides easy switching of data from PCW to 2 outlets: Printer/Micros/Modems
No more constant plugging & unplugging. Special kit for PCW users includes cables. BOX: £26.95 KIT: £29.95

/• «*, CHEER UP
4Pt «S> MUG

SEjAL'n TYPE: Protective keyboard cover through which
youliaTtyprffW^-aTitrB^^

Removable, washable, re-usable. £ 1 0. 1

5

optimum operating angled £3.45

All prices are totally inclusive. Send cheque/PO payable to: KADOR, P.O. Box 20, Ashford, Middx. TW 1 5 3QE

ii LOOK & SAVE a
Micro Simplex Accounts ... 91.00

Sage Popular Accounts 79.00

Sage Popular Accounts^. 105.00

MAP Int. Accounts 105.00

Cash Trader cw Analys ... 1 20.00

Money Manager 23.00

Money Manager Plus 35.00

Sage Payroll 61.00

Sage Chit Chat Combo 82.50

dBase II 86.00

Delta 1.25 86.00

Cambase 49.00

Masterfile 8000 39.95

Database Mngr AtLast 23.00

Master Scan 59.95

Master Scan + Paint 72.50

Fleet Street Editor Plus .... 56.00

Protext 59.00

Pocket Protext 35.00

LocoMail 31.00

LocoSpell 31.00

LocoScript2 19.95

Scratchpad Plus 45.00

Cracker 2 39.00

Supercalc 2 41.00

DP. Draw 39.00

DR Graph 39.00

Desktop Publisher 25.00

Desktop with Mouse 69.00

Cyrus 2 Chess 13.95

Tomahawk 17.95

Bridge Player 2000 17.95

PLUSMANY MORE, PLEASEPHONE

PERSONAL ANCESTRAL FILE The ultimate in Genealogy Software 59.00

Kintech PUBLICAN Stock control for Pubs, Hotels & Clubs 166.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, 1st CLASS P&P
FREE ADVICE AND USER SUPPORT

— WE CARE—
TELEPHONE 0208 850176 Cheques/PO to:-

KINTECH COMPUTERS
St Tudy Bodmin Cornwall PL30 3NH

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
ASD Engineering 67

Advanced Memory Systems OBC
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NEW LOWER PRICES AND..
EVEN BETTER SERVICE!
NowALL Goods DespatchedSAMEDAYby&CLASSPOST-FREE!

/ / I I I -+ 1 \ A \ \ \ \
PRINTER RIBBONS
Genuine AMSTRAD Printer Ribbons...

Better Quality-Lower Price!

•NEW PCW CARBON £5.95

•STANDARD PCW £4.95

•DMP 2000/3000 £4.95

All Ribbons-POST FREE!
Please Specify Printer when Ordering

3 DISKS

PAPER
• High Quality 1l'x9'/5

• 60gsm Weight
• Micro-Pert all Round

• 2000 Sheets -

ONLY
£14.95

PCW SOFTWARE SPECIALS
LOCOMAIL (Amsoft)

THE MAIL MERGE PROGRAM.
LOCOSPELL (Amsoft)

THE SPELLING CHECKER-
NEWSDESK INTERNATIONAL
(The Electric Studio)

THE DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM
SUPERCALC 2 (Amsoft)

THE SPREADSHEET
MASTERFILE 8000 (Campbell Systems)
THE DA TABASE

FREE! Blank Disk with each of the above
Software Specials.

PCWSTARTER PAK
• 10 CF2 Disks

• 1 AMS 20L Box
•2000 Sheets of Paper
•1 PCW Carbon Ribbon

SAVE ALMOSTE9!

NEW IN STOCK
High Quality PVC
Dust Cover Set (for PCW)

Howto Order...
• Simply list your order, name and full address with a

cheque or postal order (made payable to Compumart) and

post to our address opposite or:-

• Phone any ol our 3 order lines (24 hours) and order

using your credit card. Please give your full name and

address, daytime Phone number, details ol your order and

the name of the magazine you are ordering from

• All goods are usually despatched same day —
1st class post- FREE OF CHARGE!

• For SPEEDY GUARANTEED NEXT DAY DELIVERY by

SECURICOR Please add JUST £5 to goods total.

' • We welcome official written purchase orders from pic's,

government and educational establishments etc. Goods

will be despatched on receipt of order, 28 day invoice will

follow.

• Overseas orders:- please deduct VAT |15%| then add

25% lor air mail and insurance. {All payments in £

sterling).

• All prices include' VAT. Prices and delivery subject to

availability. All goods fully guaranteed.

Special Pak Price

£49.95
Post Free!

£9.95

-

A GREATDEAL MORE FOR A GOOD DEAL LE55!

COMPUMART Dept80+ Unit B Falcon Street
Loughborough • Lelcs LEU IEH
3? 0509-262259/233893 /266322



THE NEW AMX MK.III MOUSE AND STOP PRESS
PERFECT PUBLISHING PARTNERS.
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DESK TOP STOP PRESS

The new AMX MKIII Mouse is a product of Swiss precision and the result of a world wide search to find a worthy successor to the AMX Mouse MKII

ooJUo™
mu

f
has b

?
en specifically chosen to be the perfect partner to Stop Press, the new designer desktop publishing system for the Amstrad PCW

8256/8512 series of computer word processors. The unique patented design includes high resolution D.PI. and superior ball technology to ensure that contact
between the mouse and the surface is constant at all times. There's a new shape too, that fits comfortably in the hand. The new mouse and Stop Press turn your
PCW into a proper WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers) based machine. Why not join the great mouse swapi Part exchanae
your old mouse for the new MKIII mouse for only £29.99.

AMX MOUSE MKIII.

3" DISC £

PLUS DESKTOP

Desktop provides an easy to use graphic based front end to your computers
disc filing system. There is no need to enter a command to run programs from disc,

just point the mouse at the representing icon and click the button.

DESK ACCESSORIES

*L
Desk accessories

include a jotter, alarm clock,

calculator, puzzle and control

panel - the type of tools

found on a real desktop!

TELEPHONE ADDRESS BOO

8">
Telephone address

book stores all your

important names, addresses

and telephone numbers in

this quick access central place.

MEMO PAD

Memo Pad allows

anything from a quick memo

gA^zz" t0 a complete multi-page

NJ=~
L

report to be produced from

' the desktop. Many word

processing features are

included such as centering, justification, cut,

copy and paste etc.

AMX MOUSE MK III. PLUS STOP PRESS 2 x 3" DISC £89.99
STOP PRESS (ONLYK49 9Q

WORKS WITH KEYBOARD AND MOUSF

Stop Press is a Desktop publishing program designed to allow the user to

produce just about anything imaginable where text and graphics are required.

USER INTERFACE

The user interface has been designed to

enable a much easier and faster operation

than other desktop publishing software

available on the market. The master control

panel appears only when activated leaving the

whole screen area clear to give you the

creative freedom you need.

Text can be imported from files created by LOCOSCRIPT and edited from within

Stop Press to achieve that final result. There are eight variable typefaces to choose
from in a wide variety of styles and sizes.

EASIGRAPH

Stop Press comes with a complete array

of graphic studio facilities. These include box,

line and circle drawing, spray, symbol

positioning and an incredible pixel zoom
editor. But Stop Press does not stop there, the

Easigraph mode allows the production of Pie Charts, Histograms and Linegraphs to

add that touch of Finesse to all your oresentation documents.

We know you'll agree Stop Press is the last word in desktop publishing

These superb products are available from all good computer dealers or direct
by cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT and post and packaging

~1Jk FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS -~ —
' TELEPHONE (0925) 413501/2/3/4/5 §-""-

IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 166/170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, WA4 6QA TELEX 628672 AMSG FAX 0925 580^DELINK ON PRESTEL PAGE 25822182 SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE AND ALL AMS SOFTWARE LOCOSCRIPT IS A TRADEMARK OFLOC^ 58039 '


